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ABSTRACT 

Using the concepts of the institutional carpleteness of ethnic 

carmunities (Breton, 1964) and the gay male camunity (Lee, 1979) and m:>re 

recently, 'deviant' organizational sophistication (Best and Luckenbill, 

1982), this thesis examines the gay world. argue that traditional 

concepts, in solitude or synthesis, cannot wholly illuiiinate the 

phencrnenon of rrodern gay evolutionary develoinent. Notions of subculture 

and camun it y are inadequate too 1 s by which to descr i be the carp 1 exit y and 

cu1tura 1 materials of a contEfll)Orary and emergent ethnographic unit of 

analysis: the gay world. 

Documentary and archival research, personal correspondence and in

depth participant-observation have produced an array of historical and 

cultural materials and analyses of gay iconography, stereotypes, bars, and 

gay media. Structural features such as the politicization of 

hanosexuality (the shift fran rights lobbying to political and legal 

litigation) the politics of gender and AIDS, emergent age structures and 

the paradox of capital i st enterprise and 1 i ber at ion have a 1 so been 

examined. 

It is hypothesized that local gay carm.mities (towns, cities, 

provinces, states and territories) do not themselves wholly depict this 

gay world. Rather, the camunities and milieux are bound as the links of 

a chain, through often invisible networks of gay information, publishing, 
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support services, recreation, leisure, unique artifacts and cultural 

materials. Many of these 1 inks exist world wide, traversing international 

custans, languages, traditions, legal systems, and concrete borders. 

These links show both variegation and similarity but rTOst are based upon 

a unique fusion and specific unity, forged by a cCXTTTDn prism of hanosexual 

and gay oppression, identity, cu 1 tu re, i deo 1 ogy, and rTOre recent 1 y, a 

still emerging sense of gay identity. 
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Most of us do not l i ve there ; a 11 of us pass through . 
Whether to play in, to organize around, to learn fran, to 
engage in sex in and around or to come out to, the ghetto 
is a cultural homeland. It remains fragile stolen 
space ... repeated visits confinned that the ghetto is not 
just space, special as it is, but also time, spent there in 
the c~any of survivors. All of us made it, even if just 
to visit or to make contact ... We stand at the crossroads: 
youth must be ab 1 e to find our meeting p 1 aces rrore eas i 1 y in 
these repressive times; older lesbians and gay men have to 
be able to afford to return to these st~ing grounds. I 
want an accessible ghetto that is not a mega-closet 
(Lachance, 1986: 9). 



INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THESIS 

Introduction 

Contel'Jl)Orary changes within the gay and lesbian rrovement have 

created fertile soil for a relatively rapid evolution in terms of 

organizational sophistication, institutional canpleteness, cultural and 

structural differentiation. Much of the extant subcultural theory in 

addition to the rrore recent 'state of art' developnents do not adequately 

explain and delineate the rrore developed deviant subcultures, nor do they 

effectively distinguish between subcultures and carm..Jnities. The initial 

perspective of the thesis was informed by the concept of institutional 

canpleteness in terms of ethnic carm..Jnities (Breton, 1964), the gay male 

comTJ.Jnity (Lee, 1979) and rrore recently, 'deviant' organizational 

sophistication (Best and Luckenbill, 1982). These theories constitute the 

roost recent sociological contributions to the study of subcultural 

organizational canp lexity and sophistication. I wi 11, however, argue that 

these theories, in solitude or synthesis, do not wholly illuninate the 

phenanenon of gay evolutionary developnent. The effort will be made to 

synthesize app l i cable elements of the rrore recent efforts in order to 

generate a reforrrulation of the theory and finally, to rrove beyond thaTI 

into a new level or dimension of organizational canplexity. The latter 

may furnish evidence for a previously unexplored segnent of analysis which 

is both a contall>Orary and a currently emerging ethnographic unit: the 

world' level of canplexity. Thus, the gay and lesbian network is 
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considered most appropriate for the present purposes. 

Two years prior to the advent of the gay liberation movement of 

19692, Simon and Gagnon referred to the horrosexua 1 world as "an 

impoverished cul tur a 1 unit" ( 1967, 177 -8) . 3 However, near 1 y two and a 

half decades 1 ater it appears that, "the harosexua l subcu 1 ture is f 1 u id 

and alive, having arisen in a dynamic relationship with the predaninant 

culture and other subcultures" (Rueda, 1982: 30). Further, this thesis 

wi 11 a 1 so endeavour to examine the accuracy with which the harosexua l 

'world' may be regarded: 

... as a CO'TlJ 1 ex web of inter 1 ock i ng organ i zat i ens and 
institutions which, while resocializing its ment>ers, 
provides than with political, social, psychological (and 
at times even econanic) support" (Rueda, 1982: 46). 

In sLrn, both the sociological literature and the annals of the gay 

press tend to E!nl=>loy the terminology of group, carrrunity, subculture and 

world in descriptions of the gay and lesbian movement. Generally, these 

concepts are amorphous and the theoret i ca 1 statements unclear. This then 

suggests a need for the developnent of a novel approach to the 

organizational CallJlexity and institutional CCJll)leteness of so-cal led 

'deviant' subcultures. Moreover, territorial and subcultural foci alone 

cannot adequately elucidate the evolution of the harosexual milieux in 

terms of 'world status'. Rather, self-consciousness, cultural artifacts 

and structural features must also be taken into account. 

Thus, the fol lowing wi 11 constitute an examination of those aspects 

which may or may not exall=>l ify a higher level of organizational 

sophistication. The present endeavour is not undertaken in order to fill 
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~he many lacunae, but is rather an attelll>t to illuninate the way. it is 

hoped that this will serve to supplement sociological inquiry within the 

realm of subcu 1tura l ana i ys is. It appears that an ana 1 ysis of the 

evolutionary developnent of the gay/lesbian 'subculture' will also serve 

to illUTiinate the shift fran socially-defined 'deviance' and sociological 

concepts of subcu 1 tures as 'harogeneous, static and c 1 osed' (Fine and 

Kleinnan, 1979: 2), to a unique sense of unconventional, expanding, and 

as yet energing, social world alternatives. 

Outline and Statement of Purpose 

The general aim of this thesis is to develop a concise and 

appropriate conceptualization of the subcultural evolution of 

institutional c~leteness and organizational sophistication. I argue, 

sanewhat redundant 1 y, that a reforrru 1 at ion of subcu 1tura1 theory is 

necessary in order to ace~ 1 i sh this goa 1 , s i nee rn.Jch of the extant 

subcultural theory does not provide adequate means by which to conceive 

of, and to analyze, conterrporary 'subcultures'. 

This thesis consists of six major sections, or chapters. I n 

chapter one, the history of subcultural theory in the sociology of deviant 

behaviour is examined in caTprehensive detai 1. This chapter not only 

furnishes the uninformed student, lay reader or scholar with an extensive 

understanding of subculture theory, but also points out the specific 

arrtiiguities and deficiencies of the various theoretical forrrulations. It 
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is these weaknesses around which the proceeding chapters are organized, 

and a new, anergent, perspective of deviant (gay) cultural and structural 

evolution hypothesized. 

Chapter two, a SUTTTlarY of gay historical developT1ent, furnishes 

the reader with an understanding of the interplay between deviant (gay) 

corrmunities and the mainstream. This section, with particular B"fl)hasis 

upon the American scene, as a consequence of its inf 1 uence upon other 

countries, sU'TTTlarizes the early history of same-sex relations, fran the 

Renaissance to the present. The effects of capitalism, the early German 

harosexua 1 rrovanent ( 1897-1935), Wor 1 d War I I and specific, watershed 

developments of the post-war period are examined. This history a 1 so 

i11uninates the formative stages in the developT1ent of gay consciousness 

and gay caTTTUnity. Specific historical events illustrate the way in which 

mechanisms of causation, growth and transformation are integral to the 

proceeding development of what will cane to be defined as the diverse and 

anergent gay wor Jd. 

Chapter three examines the artifacts of gay culture, including the 

iconography of signs, syrrbols and argot, gay publishing and media 

( 1 iterature, films and gay bars). While sane of these art if acts are 

unique to various gay cam-unities, rrost exist as shared syrrbols, rrodes of 

carrrun i cation and i dent if i cation, and mi l i eux which are carprehens i b 1 e to 

other gay men and lesbians internationally, and serve to create a unique 

fusion, unity and solidarity arrong gay people. It is significant that 

corrmon bonds of oppression, identity, culture and history flourish along 
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with the simultaneous creation of inmense diversity. This discussion 

offers a sense of the ~renendous depth and diversity of gay culture, as 

it is herein defined. In addition, it points to the kinds of networks and 

the of ten i nv is i b 1 e 1 inks which connect the various gay coom..m it i es, 

simultaneously creating the gay world. 

Chapter four is based upon a c 1 ass if i cat ion of 'pre-wor 1 d' gay 

cannunity structures. An original typology is presented, whereby 

different gay coom..Jnities are located on a continuU'Tl in terms of their 

degree of institutional ccmpleteness and organizational sophistication. 

Within each of these five discrete levels of developnent, a particular 

city or town is examined in terms of the various gay groups, 

organizations, institutions and services it accarrrodates. These various 

gay carrrun it i es are 1 inked in such a way that, in synthesis, their 

personnel, organization and evolutionary developnent, are at once 

ccmponents, and genesis, of the gay world. It is this section, in tandem 

with chapter five, which further augnents the initial scope of the study 

(see pages 61-66) and provides a detailed and curulative view of the 

original schana of deviant organizations (see figure 1, page 63). 

Chapter five discusses the structural characteristics of the gay 

world as a whole. The depth and diversity of this world is reinforced 

through an analysis of the politicization of h0110sexuaiity and the ways 

in which the various political ideologies and agendas serve to create both 

confiict and unity among the personnel of this world and between gay and 

conventionai cultures. This notion is further enhanced by an 
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investigation of the inherent dilarma. of the gay worid (the problem of 

segregation versus integration fran the mainstream). In addition, the 

politics of gender and AIDS (Acquired tmrune Deficiency Syndrome), the 

emergent age structure and institutional developments, and finally, 

prevailing capitalist enterprise as a liability of rrodern gay liberation, 

are examined. Much of this analysis points to the difficulty of capturing 

the processes of gay world evolution in an ethnographic present. 

Chapter six presents an integration and interpreta't ion of the 

thesis in its entirety. In addition, a brief discussion regarding 

changing definitions and directions for future research is included. In 

general, this thesis argues that the extant subcultural theories do not, 

in synthesis or isolation, adequately explain the developnent or evolution 

of gay carrrunit ies. Moreover, many of these theories overlook the 

significance of cultural artifacts, institutions and materials which make 

deviant organizations rich in ethnographic detail and evolutionary 

development. I therefore hypothesize that the various gay carrrunities 

and the groups, organizations, institutions, services and personnel which 

they accanrodate, together CO'll'.>r i se a gay wor 1 d which , even at this 

m:rnent, continues to shift, to expand, and to evolve. It is irrperative 

that we remain cognizant of the fact that this process not only transforms 

gay culture, gay identity, and the gay world, but also rrodifies the 

aggregate world in which we are all participants. 
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END NOTES 

1. I believe that such a conceptualization is not unlike that of 
Tamatsu Shibutani's (1955) claim that "reference groups should be viewed 
as reference worlds, or social worlds which are not tied to any particular 
coiiectivity or territory." (See Shibutani, "Reference Groups as 
Perspectives", in American Journal of Sociology, 1955, 562-69). Shibutani 
did not at this time however, relate such a notion of 'worlds' to deviant 
'subcultures', nor did he make reference to subcultural patterns of 
behaviour. 

2. Although Lee's ecological approach would suggest a search for 
particularistic 'territorial loci' (1979, 193). In other words, although 
the Stonewa 11 Riots in New York forged the "gay cc:mrunity' s baptism by 
fire" (Marotta, 1981 ), such an event may, according to Lee, be equated 
with the pre-1969 defence of the Melody Room in Toronto (1979, 193). The 
1981 Montrea 1 , Edronton and Toronto bath raids may be added as a more 
recent 'crucial event' fostering a territorially-based sense of unity, 
soi idarity and ccmrunity' arrong cosrnopol itan hanosexuals. See Jackson and 
Persky (1982) and Adam (1987). 

3. Although Hl.J'll)hreys noted that: 
i f protest marches of the sixties provided the dynamics 
behind gay liberation, they also contributed a 
methodological framework for transforming the deviant 
subculture into a different sort of cultural unit (1979, 
136). 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE HISTORY OF SUBCtJLTURE THEORY: AN OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will focus on the history of subcultural theory, 

outlining the early ecological perspectives of the Chicago School of 

Sociology which laid the groundwork for the development of two related 

perspectives: the social disorganization paradigm within the framework of 

deviance and the auxiliary studies in the area of race and ethnic 

relations. A review of the major functionalist, post functionalist and 

modern British theorists outlines the various perspectives of deviant 

subcultures and illustrates significant contributions of the major 

subcultural theorists. Contemporary deviance text readers will be 

reviewed in addition to the 'state of the art' in subcultural analyses. 

Such a discussion is relevant here since rruch of the thesis focuses 

upon revising and expanding the area of subculture theory. Moreover, with 

the exception of modern British theorists who diverge theoretically frcrn 

their American counterparts, nruch of the work in this field has been 

developed through critiques and revisions of previous theories of 

subculture. The substance of this thesis is oriented in a similar 

direction. This will be most apparent in the forthcaning section which 

details 'the scope of the study' (pages 61-66). 

Although extensive, this discussion of the history of subculture 
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theory provides considerable material for the uninformed lay reader or 

scholar, and may augment the background necessary for the student of 

deviant behaviour. Thus, the fol lowing chapter contributes a 

comprehensive synthesis of the history of subculture theory which may then 

serve as a useful instrument of reference, since such a surrrna.ry has not 

previously been addressed in this manner. 

A GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLF.M 

One of the primary difficulties in the sociology of subcultures 

generally and deviant subcultures in particular, is the frequency with 

which the term subculture is used in an arbitrary and unsystematic 

fashion. In the sociological literature specifically, the categorical 

term 'subculture' is too often used interchangeably with terms such as 

group, ccmnunity, organization world and underworld. As Best and 

Luckenbill note, 'subcultures' are much generalized in the sociological 

literature and hence, subculture beccrnes " ... an ambiguous term which 

encompasses a wide range of relationships and ignores important 

differences" (1982, 25). The application of the term subculture in an ad 

hoc fashion has resulted largely in the "blurring of the meaning of the 

term, [and] confusion with other terms" (Yinger, 1960: 122). CoUJ.1tless 

articles, such as those by Leznoff and Westley (1956), Yablonsky (1959), 

Hooker (1967), Mccaghy and Skipper (1969), HUlli'hreys (1970) and Dank 
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(1971), cloak references to corrrnunities, worlds and subcultures in 

ambiguity, failing to differentiate between these terms. Similarly, much 

of the literature tends to conflate significant distinctions between 

various types of subcultures, encCJli>assing al 1 other farms within the 

overarching category and primary rubric of 'subculture'. 

Others however, simply errploy the term deviant 'worlds' or 

'comnunities' at randan (eg. Simon and Gagnon, 1967; Frazier, 1976; 

Stebbins, 1978; Sacco, 1988), perhaps assuming that the meanings are 

explicit . Many have avoided these conceptual di 1 emnas via the absence of 

such terminology.· Erikson's observation of "societies which form special 

groups whose stated business is to act in ways contrary to the normal 

expectations of the culture'r2 (1962, 308) perhaps infers but does not 

explicitly illuminate the concept of subculture.3 

Moreover, "some sociologists (Green, 1946; Gordon, 1947) have 

equated subculture with subsociety, thereby anitting the cultural aspects 

of the population segment" (Fine and Kleinman, 1979: 2). Such ambiguous 

phraseology creates serious obstacles to an articulate conception of the 

terrri subculture (Wolfgang and Ferracuti, 1967: 135). In the context of 

sociological investigation then, the develo~t of a meaningful and 

perhaps generalizable, subcultural ncmenclature rnay thus be likened to the 

proverbial search for the needle in the haystack. 

Much of the sociological literature presents subcultures as 

reified, material entities (Fine and Kleinman, 1979: 6) which exist in 

isolation fran the larger, conventional society. Such a view tends to 
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negate the dialectical relations between the individual and society. 

(Berger and Luckrnann, 1966; Best and Luckenbill, 1982). Moreover, 

att~ts to position subcultures whether as part of, or in isolation from, 

the wider society inevitably encourage the question of whether 

conventional culture exists independently of subcultures or whether the 

dominant culture may be regarded as the sum total of al 1 the various 

subcultures existing within it. The primary di ff icul ty, according to 

Downes and Rock, is that much of subcultural theory may be regarded as a 

kind of 

... differential magnification, the tuning of the analytical 
lens to an almost exclusive degree on the 'subordinate 
cultures' , with a corresponding neg 1 ect of the 'dominant' or 
subaltern' cultures (1982, 139). 

In Arnold's view (1970), 'fuzzy' boundaries separate subcultures 

from conventional society. Maurer (1955) declared that subcultures 

'intermingle' with the dominant culture.4 The more popular view of a 

subculture as a 'sub-unit' of the dominant society (Arnold, 1970: 82-3) 

tends to denote discrete and tangible boundaries which cannot be traversed 

arid are mutually exclusive.5 In a similar fashion, Empey claimed that 

" ... deviant traditions ... occupy a symbiotic tie of sane kind with 

conformist traditions" (1969, 718) although he noted that scientists are 

only gradually " ... becoming aware of the extent of the symbiotic and 

mutually supporting characteristic" (1969, 721) of deviant and official 

(non-deviant) interaction. 
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More recently, Rubington has declared that deviance is largely 

integrated with the wider society and therefore varies with regard to the 

levels of participation in deviant and conventional cultures (1982, 64). 6 

He sunnises that: 

... there is a good deal of traffic across the boundaries of 
many groups, whether conventional or deviant. Fluidity 
rather than fixity characterizes relations between the two. 
This is largely because deviance is more often integrated 
into society rather than the reverse (1982, 67). 

Thus the early American subcultural theories appear in general to have 

largely overlooked the significance of this dialectic relationship between 

conventional and deviant cultural nuances and artifacts. Such views fail 

to acknowledge the dialectical processes of renegotiation, modification, 

innovation, assimilation, diffusion, integration and change through which 

the subculture both transforms and is transf armed by the wider society and 
~ 

the prevailing social structure. 1 

Although one may argue that 'subcultures' develop primarily as a 

response to the structural limitations offered or imposed by conventional 

society (such as family norms, the judiciary, widely supported religious, 

medical and legal definitions and sanctions), such a view presents a 

narrow perspective. The key point therefore, is an awareness of the ways 

in which conventional culture both changes and is changed by 'alternative' 

(subcultural) world views, practices and beliefs. Moreover, such change 

is manifest not merely in the shifting of ideas, values, social patterns 

and styles (Branski, 1984) but also in the manner by which: 

... personnel and infotmation flow across the boundaries of 
the subcultural system, entering and existing at irregular 
intervals, and this fluidity must be considered in analysis 
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(Fine and Kleinman, 1979: 6). 

Since it seems that, "the meaning of subculture is ... al ways in 

dispute" (Hebdige, 1979: 3), an overview of the rise of subculture theory 

will prove useful in the examination of sociologically salient points of 

such disagreement. The following, an in-depth investigation of the 

development of (deviant) subcultural theory, will thus demonstrate the 

necessity for the emergence of a more sophisticated conceptualization of 

deviant subcultures. In order to provide a thorough analysis of such 

subcultures, it is imperative that we develop a subcultural theory which 

takes into account the character of institutional ccrnpleteness, 

orgai.1izational cc:rrq;>lexity and social change in the evolution of deviant 

subcultures. Moreover, it is perhaps essential that this also be 

accc:rrq;>l ished with an eye to " ... the acceptance of man's capacity to create 

novelty and manage diversity" (Carey, 1975: 109). 

Much of the sociological literature tends to equate the frequently 

ambiguous concept of 'subculture' with deviant conmunities, sub-groups, 

secret societies, and anti-societies. Simplistic definitions of 

subculture abound, regularly available to lay readers, students and social 

scientists alike. Many of the formulations of subculture contain 

references to social groups who share norms, values and ideals which vary 

from those of the wider society (eg. Mansfield, 1982; Ellis, 1986; 

Aggleton, 1987). The difficulty with this view is such that, "nruch of the 

work in this field has left unclear whether subculture refers to a group 

of people or to the shared ideas of a group of people" (Arnold, 1970: 
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114). Furthennore, much of deviant subcultural theory fails to take into 

account existing degrees of subcultural variation and creativity, 

cumulative processes of development, and the dialectic interplay with 

conventional society. Clearly, the development of an accurate 

conceptualization of subculture has yet to be accorrq;>lished. 

The Chicago School: Ecology and Natural Areas 

Subcultural theory had its source in the broad 'natural area' 

approach of the Chicago School (Park, et al., 1936). Although the term 

'humai.• ecology' was originally conceived of by Ernst Haeckel in 186<), the 

"ecological study of the hurran ccmmmity" did not appear as a systerratic 

conception until the publication in 1915 of Robert Ezra Park's "manifesto 

of urban ethnography" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 53), entitled "The City: 

Suggestions for the Investigation of Hurren Behaviour in City Environment" 

(Wirth, 1945: 71-2) .9 Rooted in the principles of Darwin, and later in the 

1928 physiological works of C.M. Child (Gettys, 1940: 99) the perspective 

of human ecology formed 

... an attempt to systerratically apply the basic theoretical 
scheme of plant and animal ecolog_y to the study of human 
comnunities (Theodorson, 1961: 3).·" 

According to the 'web of life' approach, "the ecological order, operating 

through the ecological processes, is a mechanism of Ccnt>eti ti ve selection" 

(Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 245). 
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The early ecologists were largely concerned with describing the 

patterns of expansion of the city centres (the 1925 'concentric zone' 

" hypothesis of Burgess is a primary example)", in terms of the spatial 

distribution of adult and juvenile delinquency and psychoses in the 

Chicago area. The early investigators also relied heavily on the concept 

of 'natural area' :2 in approaching these studies. Zorbaugh has defined a 

'natural area' as "a geographical area characterized by both a physical 

individuality and by the cultural characteristics of the people who live 

in it" (1926, 47). Moreover, natural areas such as a 'black belt', a 

'Gold Coast' and a 'Chinatown' (among others) all contain a unique 

"characteristic complex of institutionalized customs, beliefs, standards 

of life, traditions, attitudes, sentiments and interests" (Zorbaugh, 1926: 

47). :3 

Park theorized that competitive cooperation and the 'struggle for 

existence' resulted in a high level of interdependence among humans who 

thus formed a 'natural economy' which is comprised of 'symbiotic 

relationships' (Park, 1936: 23). Park notes that, in ecological terms, 

such a system is a 'carrnrunity' and he refers to this as the 'biotic' 

level. On this level, competition acts to maintain and to restore the 

cormrunal 'equilibrium' and 'the balance of nature' (Park, 1936: 23-4). 

On the 'cultural' level however, competition is made manifest in forms of 

conf 1 i ct such as war. The 'cultural ' 1 evel is more social than the 

'biotic' and is based largely on "ccmnunication and consensus" (Park, 

1936: 28).:4 In Park's view, the two levels are distinguished in this way: 



... society, from the ecological point of view, and in so 
far as it is a territorial 'lmit, is just the area within 
which biotic ccmpetition has declined and the struggle for 
existence :qp..s assumed higher and more subl in-ated f orrn.s 
(1936, 25) .. : 
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Clearly, for Park, "the cultural superstructure rests on the 

foundation of the symbiotic substructure" (1936, 28). Moreover, it is 

the interaction of population, artifacts and technology, custans and 

beliefs, and natural resources which serve to maintain the balance of the 

biotic cormrunity and the social equilibrium of the society (Park, 1936: 

29). '.S 

The primary focus of hurra.n ecology concerned the spatial 

distribution of the physical structure and cultural characteristics of 

society (McKenzie, 1926: 32) which enccmpassed patterns of urbanization 

and migration, interrelations of the state, the problems of minorities 

and in general, the 'material conditions' of hurra.n existence (Wirth, 1945: 

75). '7 Moreover, in laying the f01.mdation for the investigation of "area 

rate variations within particular cities", hurra.n ecology also fostered the 

devel oprnent of "a basis for organizing what is, in effect, a type of 

subcultural pattern" (Schur, 1979: 90). 

The natural area approach gave rise to two distinct but related 

traditions: first, a view of deviance as a consequence of social 

disorganization and secondly, a focus on racial and ethnic conmunities. 

Although Zorbaugh (1929), Cressey (1932), Anderson (1923) and I discuss 

these traditions separately for analytic purposes, there is a clear 
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connection between them, with "much borrowing, overlapping and ambiguity 

at the boundaries" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 50) .'.B 

The Chicago School: Deviance and Social Disorganization 

The Chicagoans, perceiving society initially as a healthy aggregate 

of cooperative symbiotic relationships, began a reformulation of the early 

ecological perspective. In particular, they noted a correspondence 

between changes wrought by modern industrialization and rapid urbanization 

and the development of social disorganization19 or 'social problems' 

(Burgess, 1925: 37). Moreover, 

The larger proportion of wanen to men in the cities than in 
the open country, the greater percentage of youth and 
middle-aged, the higher ratio of foreign-born, the increased 
heterogeneity of occupations increase with the growth of the 
city and profoundly alter its social structure (Burgess, 
1925: 37). 

The original 'theoretical irrage' of social disorganization was conceived 

of by W. I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki in their ground-breaking research 

on The Polish Peasant In Europe and America, in 1920. Moreover, the early 

efforts of the Chicagoans in the area of social disorganization spawned 

such additional studies as: W.I. Thomas' The Unadjusted Girl (1923), Louis 

Wirth's The Ghetto (1928), and Clifford Shaw's The Jack Roller (1931). 

For the Chicagoans then, the spatially distributed ecological 

processes of population movements, mobility, migration, imnigration and 

corrpetition dislocated the mechanisms of social control and thus resulted 

in unconventional (deviant) behaviour (Liska, 1987: 63), and this was 
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particularly apparent in the area to which Burgess referred as the 'zone 

in transition' (Downes and Rock, 1982: 61). As the incidence of 

unconventional behaviour increased, rates of disease, vice, insanity, 

disorder, crime and suicide came to be regarded as "rough indexes of 

social disorganization" (Burgess, 1925: 42). 

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION STUDIES AS PREa.JRSORS OF SUBCUL'IURE THEORY 

Sutherland's (1924) 2: theory of differential association was an 

attempt to explain variability in criminal behaviour as a consequence of 

one's exposure, interaction and association with law breakers. His was 

one of the first theories to move from the 'natural area' approach to an 

investigation of 'culture'. Si~ly put, Sutherland's theory postulated 

that in essence, one's chances of becoming a delinquent or criminal were 

directly related to one's affiliation with delinquent-oriented cc:rrpanions, 

associates, peers and acquaintances. Sutherland's emphasis on this form 

of associative behaviour has been regarded as "a precursor of the concept 

of subculture" (Rubington, 1982: 54). 

In 1930 Shaw and McKay proposed a theory of cultural transmission 

by which they sought to explain the higher rates of delinquency found in 

urban working class neighbourhoods, which persisted despite 

transformations in population characteristics (primarily ethnicity) within 

these areas. The authors observed that the social disorganization of 
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urban areas appeared as a consequence of decreased parental and social 

control over adolescents. According to Shaw and McKay, freed.cm of 

movement, activity and behaviour led to an increased propensity among 

adolescents to engage in deviant acts and delinquent behaviours 

(Rubington, 1982: 53; Liska, 1987: 64). 

The Functionalists 

Following the early Chicagoans, a view outlining the significance 

of motivation in subcultural context, was provided by the functionalists. 

Merton's 1938 endeavour, "Social Structure and Anomie", furnished a novel 

perspective regarding the "strain and inconsistency between culture and 

society" (Rubington, 1982: 54). Merton viewed this strain as manifest in 

the disharmony between institutionalized means and cultural goals and in 

particular, he focused on the various possible types of adaptation to this 

sociocultural strain. In other words, Merton's theory was based, in a 

manner similar to that of Sutherland and Shaw and McKay, on the premise 

that status or goal frustration would lead to some form of problem-

"' solving. L. Merton's emphasis on the (motivational) significance of 

cultural goals and the dichotomy between legitimate and illegitimate means 

was primarily a functionalist critique on much of the earlier work on 

social disorganization of the Chicago School. 
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In 1955, Cohen developed a synthesis of the theories of Sutherland, 

Shaw and McKay and Merton, claiming that "the pure cultural-transmission 

view fails ccmpletely to explain the origin of new cultural patterns" 

(1955b, 652). Cohen postulated a general theory of deviant (primarily 

delinquent) subcultures which was based on the struggle for success 

(largely among working class adolescent boys) and various modes of 

adaptation to status frustration, social strain and the experience of 

anomie. Cohen noted that among such youths, comnunication and sharing 

with similar others tended to foster the creation of "social-psychological 

adjustment" solutions (Rubington, 1982: 55). 

Rosenberg, et al . have suggested that Cohen's synthesis was 1 argel y 

an effort to outline the structural features of emergent deviant 

subcultures in addition to augmenting previous sociological inquiry into 

the psycho-social motivations of deviants (1982, 18). Cohen's natural 

history approach to the emergence of deviant subcultures proposed five 

stages of subcultural development: (1) the experience of the problem, (2) 

comnunication of this problem with similar others, (3) interaction as a 

result of the problem, ( 4) collective development of a solution, and 

finally, (5) the cultivation and pranotion of this innovative pattern to 

others (Rubington, 1982: 57). 

Cohen was particularly concerned with the process by which "similar 

problems of adjustment" might lead to "exploratory gestures" E!Ti'loyed by 

two or more individuals of like mind, and finally to a mutual agreement 

or ccmni.tment (based largely upon the work of George Herbert Mead and his 
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'conversation of gestures'). He believed that this route would culminate 

in the development of group standards based on a "shared f rarne of 

reference" ( 1966, 209-11) . Moreover according to Cohen, the subcultural 

sharing of like needs, values and norms which are dissimilar from those 

in the wider social system and are enveloped by a special and "sympathetic 

moral climate", fosters the creation, re-creation and modification of 

culture (210-11). For Cohen then, the status frustration of working class 

boys manifests itself in a 'reaction fonnation' which then culminates in 

the development of delinquent subcultures. 

Kitsuse and Dietrick claim that, in the analysis of the emergence 

of the delinquent working class male subculture, Cohen has failed to 

provide historical data and therefore intertwined his corrrnentary 

inextricably with both past and present (1959, 212-13). The authors also 

argue that the sociological level of investigation has been obscured 

through Cohen's erq::ihasis on the more psychological characteristic of 

motivation (Kitsuse and Dietrick, 1959: 213).22 Moreover, they contend 

that Cohen has, in attempting to analyze the emergence of the delinquent 

subculture, merely provided an explanation of its maintenance. For 

Kitsuse and Dietrick, the reconstruction of Cohen's theory would be 

possible only if the original queries were modified (1959, 214). Such a 

reformulation also 

... hypothesizes that the delinquent subculture persists 
because, once it is established, it creates for those who 
participate in it, the very problems which were the basis 
for its emergence. It is possible to derive the further 
hypothesis that the 100ti vational structure of the 
participants of the subculture displays characteristics 
similar to those described by Cohen (Kitsuse and Dietrick, 
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1959: 214). 

In contrast to Cohen's (1955) emphasis on response to status 

frustration, Miller (1958) suggested that delinquent subcultures arose 

primarily as a consequence of working class 'focal concerns' such as 

trouble, toughness, smartness, excitement, fate and autonomy. Miller also 

took issue with Cohen's notion that " ... the delinquent subculture takes 

its norms from the 1 arger culture but turns them upside down" (Cohen, 

1955a: 28). Miller claimed that Cohen implicitly assumed middle-class 

values as a standard point of reference for al 1 members of society. 

Therefore, Miller contends that delinquent adolescents were primarily 

conforming to the attitudes, values and behaviours of lower class culture 

(1958, 62). That the latter often existed in conflict with middle class 

norms was thus seen by Miller as an inherent characteristic of the 

'distinctive tradition' of lower class culture (1958, 62). 

In 1960 Cloward and Ohlin extended the work of Merton and primarily 

Cohen and, " ... shifted the focus of attention from the school to the 

street and workplace" (Ellis, 1986: 174). They suggested that collective 

solutions to dilemnas of denied opportunities and the "gap between 

aspirations and opportunities" (Rubington, 1982: 56) would manifest itself 

in the development of three di verse forms of delinquent subcultures. 

These subcultures would be based on the criminal pursuit of material gain 

(the 'criminal' subculture), the application of violence in order to gain 

personal status and reputation (the 'conflict' subculture), or 

organization around the possession and consumption of drugs (the 
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'retreatist' subculture) (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960: 127). Their view also 

relied upon Cohen's hypothesis of the influence of the 'conversation of 

gestures' in the development and maintenance of delinquent subcultures 

(Cressey and Ward, 1969: 637). In addition, the synthesis of Sutherland's 

cultural transmission theory and the Mertonian analysis of structural 

strain shifted the sociological concern fran the social problem of the 

individual to that of the ccnmunity as a whole (Schur, 1979: 140). 

The Post Functionalists 

Building on the work of Cohen, Yablonsky's examination of gangs as 

'near groups' was premised on the view that human collectivities exist 

along what he referred to as "a continuum of organization characteristics" 

(1959, 225) and are corrq:;>rised of varying levels of organization. 

Yablonsky speculated that groups form the lowest pole of the continuum, 

mobs the highest and near groups exist in the centre, sharing some but not 

all of the characteristics of the other two. 

Becker has suggested that the deviant subculture largely revolves 

around a salient sense of shared difference among members of the group, 

which is dissimilar to that of the conventional (non-deviant) world. In 

particular, Becker explained: 

... their deviance ... gives them a sense of carrnon fate, of 
being in the same boat. Frcm a sense of a ccmnon fate, frcm 
having to face the same problems, grows a deviant 
subculture: a set of perspectives and understandings about 
what the world is like and how to deal with it, a set of 
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routine activities based on those perspectives (1963, 38). 

Matza' s (1964) contribution to subcultural theory was largely based 

on his notion of "subterranean tradition" which he defined as an analysis 

of the dialectic connections between deviance and conventional society as 

a process of exchange which serves to modify and to maintain the 

traditions of each (1964, 224) .23 Moreover, according to Matza, the 

subterranean tradition was primarily, " ... an ideal case of an integrated 

subculture ... [and] ... is an advancing of the fundamental sociological 

notion of the relation between society and its deviants" (1964, 224). 

Matza has seemingly clarified this notion by employing the term 

'subterranean convergence' . This, " ... refers to the bl ending of the 

conventional culture with the subculture of deviants in a way that 

conventional values off er subterranean support for deviance" (Frazier, 

1976: 59). 

Furthermore, Matza' s revision of delinquent subculture theory, 

contained a new emphasis on the free will of the actor, as opposed to many 

of the earlier theories which viewed the individual as a passive agent, 

impinged upon by the larger society. His contention that deviance is both 

determined and chosen in part, "swarfi'ed the neat boundaries between this 

subculture and that which were the hallmark of existing approaches" 

(Downes and Rock, 1982: 116). 

The work of Short and Strodbeck in 1965 contradicted several points 

developed earlier by Cohen and Cloward and Ohl in. Specifically, Short and 

Strodbeck fol.md little evidence of the distinctive behaviour patterns, 
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shared group rejection of dominant middle class norms and values, and the 

cohesive group social organization suggested by earlier studies of 

delinquent subcultures and groups. Short and Strodbeck's findings 

regarding the lack of group cohesiveness and comnitment tend to support 

the earlier efforts of Matza and Yablonsky (Rubington, 1982: 56). 

An additional view of subcultural materials has been provided by 

Sircmons who suggests that deviant subcultures: 

... evolve their own little ccmrnmities or social worlds, 
each with its own 1 ocal myths ... its own 1 egendary 
heroes ... its own honourary members ... its own scale of 
reputations ... and its own social routine (1964, 280). 

The author, however, makes no attempt to differentiate between the 

concepts of subculture, carrnunity or social world. It is merely 

speculation to suggest that Sinmons employed the notion of subculture in 

this context as the foundation or initial inpetus for the further 

development of a comnunity or social world. 

Simnons also suggested that many of the previously studied groups 

qua subcultures "are amorphous and unstable through time" ( 1964, 280). 

The latter however, is wholly based on his research involving rural gangs, 

student fringe groups, beatnik, hippie and mystic collectivities and a 

health food coterie (1964, 279). Simnons attempted to develop a more 

sophisticated view of subcultural ccmplexity and concluded that: 

There are discernible deviant social worlds, partially 
insulated and estranged frcm the society at large, each with 
its own subterranean traditions, its own 1 i terature and 
slang, its own beliefs and ways of looking at things 
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(1964, 281). 

In general, Simnons also failed to acknowledge the dialectic 

:relationship between subculture and conventional society as this was 

previously explored by Matza, Kitsuse and Dietrick and others. 

Furthermore, in proposing that the development and application of deviant 

conflict solutions be undertaken only within the confines of the deviant 

group (1964, 282), Simnons overlooked the salient impact of the culture, 

norms, traditions and potential supports of the larger society upon the 

formation and maintenance of deviant groups and subcultures. 24 

Unfortunately, Sinmons also neglected to define the context in which he 

employed the terms worlds, groups and subculture. 

Mccaghy and Skipper noted that, "the focus of most research 

obscures the fact that with few exceptions a deviant role occupies a minor 

portion of the individual's behaviour spectrurn.s" (1969, 260). For the 

purpose of the present analysis however, it wi 11 be argued that, as a 

'deviant subculture' becomes more organizationally complex thus increasing 

its institutional c~leteness, members are likely to develop and engage 

a major proportion of their identities, ideologies, behaviours, social and 

sexual :relationships and leisure activities within such a 'world'. 

Modern British Theorists 

Much like the work in American sociology, the British study of 

subculture has its roots in nineteenth century urban ethnography, and in 
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particular, in such studies as Henry Mayhew et al. 's 1851, London Labour 

_9P.d the London Poor, and Thomas Archer's 1865, The Pauper, the Thief and 

the Convict (Hebdige, 1979: 75). However, British studies as a 

consequence of British history generally, tend to focus more upon class 

consciousness and specific historical contexts than do most American 

sociological theorists. Moreover, because of differences in class 

structure and consciousness, several British authors suggest that, in 

generalizing American theoretical perspectives to British culture, one is 

likely to endanger the very cultural and historical specificity of the 

subject rratter (Downes, 1966; Brake, 1974; Clarke, 1974; Mungham and 

Pearson, 1976; Young, 1983). 

The British theorists corrrnonly regard delinquent leisure activities 

(or subcultures) as emerging out of the conflict between working class and 

middle class values, and as alternative fonri.s of adaptation to the 

structural incongruities irfi:>osed upon working class youth in the 

educational and occupational systems (Young, 1983: 32-4) .25 Thus, "youth 

culture links and explores young people's relations to material 

production, and also to the social relations that the ideological 

structure mediates to them" (Brake, 1980: 165). 

Brake describes British subcultural theory as consisting of four 

rrain approaches: the ear 1 y social ecology studies of working cl ass 

neighbourhoods; the social ogy of education in which youth culture is 

examined as a possible alternative to academic success; the Marxist-based 

cultural approach of the Birmingham School which is largely an analysis 
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of the relations between youth culture, class and daninant ideology; and 

the modern deviance-oriented studies of local neighbourhood youth groups 

(1980 I 50-1) • 

The National Deviancy Conference established in 1968 also fostered 

the creation of a more 'radical critique' of criminals and deviants which 

included studies of action, social process and the 'New Criminology' based 

on a Marxist critique of politics and state policy (Brake, 1980: 60). 

Studies of youth culture were heavily influenced by the radical 

perspectives of the Deviancy Conference and, as a result, two sorts of 

British analyses became predominant. Contemporary cultural analysis 

focuses primarily upon the meanings of style and the relations between 

subculture, dominant class positions and hegeoony, while ethnographic 

studies of the subcultural dimension are concentrated upon the relations 

between behaviour, lifestyle and conventional social structure (Brake, 

1980: 61). Moreover, one of the most significant digressions of British 

theorists from early postulates of the Chicago School concerns the way in 

which, "critical British researchers have defined disorganization as a 

historical by-product of social domination of the powerful" (Pfohl, 1985: 

169). 

The work of the Birmingham School 's Contemporary Centre for 

Cultural Studies focused largely upon the irrportance of consumer goods 

(Sato, 1988: 195) and the interrelations between "class conflict, youthful 

rebellions, and media presentations, and did not entail first-hand 

ethnographi es" (Downes and Rock, 1982 : 117) . The prirrary exception to the 
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latter was Paul Willis who, in his work on Learning to Labour: How Working 

Class Kids Get Working Class Jobs (1977) and Profane Culture (1978), chose 

ethnographic field work as the method by which to investigate the 

diversity and creativity of 'subordinate cultures' (Willis, 1978: l). 

Generally, British work in the area of subculture advanced during the mid-

1960s and early 1970s (Young, 1983: 32; Downes and Rock, 1982: 117), as 

researchers began to augment previously incorporated elements of the early 

ecological and social disorganization paradigms of the Chicago School. 

Several British theorists, such as Brake, P. Cohen and Hebdige, 

shared in their work "the need to 'capture' cultural meanings yet also to 

contextualize their social in the larger social structure, usually in 

terni.s of its contradictions" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 117). Others 

however, such as Parker and Marsh, primarily relied upon labelling theory 

in conjunction with earlier subcultural methods (Downes and Rock, 1982: 

117). 

In particular, the work of David Downes, The Delinquent Solution 

(1966), suggested that bored, working-class 'corner boys' are motivated 

to seek satisfaction in one of the few areas remaining open to them - the 

comnercial goods of the market. It is through participation in the 

synthetic teenage culture created for, although not by, teenagers that 

the corner boy responds to problems of adjustment in both lower and 

middle-class culture (Downes, 1966: 129-134). Stan Cohen's (1972) study 

of Mods and Rockers, Folk Devils and Moral Panics demonstrated the ways 

in which labelling youth as deviant results in the response formation of 
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a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. Parker's (1974) inquiry into 

delinquency, The View From The Boys illustrated the problerratic nature of 

determining when a sub-culture is truly a subculture. Mungham and Pearson 

(1976) endeavoured to 'demystify' the difficulties of working class youth 

and pointed out that, rather than regarding them with chagrin, efforts 

must be undertaken to formulate a 'comprehensive class analysis' of modern 

youth. In Wi 11 is' s study of adolescent British street corner '1 ads' , 

Learning to Labour (1977), he observed that these boys manifested their 

antagonism toward conventional values through particular hair and clothing 

styles and behaviour patterns (Sato, 1988: 195). Marsh et al. 's (1978) 

investigation of soccer ruffians, Rules of Disorder described the means 

by which ritualized 'subcultural' forms of aggression may be manifested 

in specific forms of unruly group behaviour. Finally, Dick Hebdige' s 

(1979) analysis of Teddy Boys, mods and rockers, rastafarians, skinheads 

and punks in Subculture: The Meaning of Style (drawing also from the works 

of Barthes, 1972 and J. Clarke, 1975), provided an intriguing semiotic 

analysis of the interplay between hegemony, ideology, hanology and 

subculture. 

In his analysis of the inherently ambiguous nature of the term 

'subculture', Clarke (1974) examines the dilemna of subcultural boundaries 

(the question of where subcultures begin and end, or in other words, the 

ways in which they are demarcated from conventional culture and society 

in terms of the variations in size, specificity, and 

inclusiveness/identity across different subcultures). Perhaps more 
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importantly, Clarke also offered support for Phil Cohen's claim that, 

"subculture by definition, cannot break out of the contradiction derived 

from the present culture, it merely transcribes its terms at amicrosocial 

level" (Cohen, 1972: 25). Since Clarke recognized the on-going 

relationship between the conventional and the subcultural, he identified 

"the importance of the existing culture as a source for the sub-culture" 

(Clarke, 1974: 438) and observed that: 

... despite a sophisticated analysis of the cultural 
traditions and history of the corrmunity ... in the last 
analysis the sub-culture is still defined in terms of the 
structural conditions which it cannot hope to overcane: it 
is epiphenomenal (1974, 439). 

The dialectic between deviance and conventionality is apparent in the 

claim that, although the homosexual 'sub-culture', in offering sanctuary 

to its members, also provided a kind of solution to problems of 

adjustment, "this is now providing the basis for a return to influence 

the dominant culture in terms of a demand for greater rights and freed oms 

and a halt to discrimination" (Brake, 1974: 440). 

Clarke, et al., in their analysis of youth culture, pay particular 

attention to what they call 'the holy trinity' of post war social changes 

(1975, 21-5). The latter refers to the increasingly popular ideologies 

of affluence, consensus and ernbourgeoisement among the working class. 

Moreover these authors also point to the importance of the dialectical 

relations between the dominant 'hegemonic' culture and the subordinate 

working class from which the youth culture is derived (1975, 38). 
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Hebdige notes that, as it is most ccmnonly construed, "the word 

'subculture' is loaded down with mystery. It suggests secrecy, rrasonic 

oaths, an Underworld" (1979, 4). 22 However, in employing a semiotic 

interpretation of the meanings of the 'symbolic universe', Hebdige himself 

tends to inspire this ambience of mystery. Hebdige and J. Clarke both 

B~ploy the term 'bricolage' (developed by Levi-Strauss in 1966) in the 

sense that, "together, object and meaning constitute a sign, and, within 

any one culture, such signs are assembled, repeatedly into characteristic 

forms of discourse" (J. Clarke, 1975: 177). 

Clearly for Hebdige, the dominant culture is both intrigued and influenced 

by the constantly shifting messages reflected in the symbols of deviance. 

This notion is clearly apparent in his observation that: 

Like Genet also, we are intrigued by the most mundane 
objects - a safety pin, a pointed shoe, a motor cycle -
which none the less, like the tube of vaseline, take on a 
symbolic dimension, becoming a form of stigma.ta, tokens of 
a self-imposed exile ... in the styles made up of rrnmdane 
objects which have a double meaning. On the one hand, they 
warn the 'straight' world in advance of a sinister 
presence ... On the other hand, for those who erect them into 
icons, who use them as words or as curses, these objects 
become signs of for bidden identity, sources of value 
(Hebdige, 1979: 2-3). 

Furthermore, the importance of this symbolism for Hebdige relates to the 

ways in which we are all to some degree caught in a 'camera obscura', 

between the mundane world of rituals, forms and objects and a sense of 

'otherness' where "the apparent can no longer be taken for granted" (1979, 

139-40). 

Brake (1980) offers a critical examination of the various British 
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and American theories pertaining to youth cultures as subcultures. 27 In 

particular, Brake suggests that "subcultures cal 1 into question the 

adequacy of the dominant ideal ogy" ( 1980, 22) . Moreover, they do this 

through the repertoire of meanings reflected by their style which, for 

Brake (not unlike J. Clarke and Hebdige), is largely composed of 

variations in image, demeanour and argot. 

Perhaps then, one of the more significant contributions of the 

British social ogists pertains to their recognition of the potential 

degrees of out-group diversity. American observations of the cultural 

meanings inherent in fads and fashions28 (Klapp, 1969) and various urban 

'scenes' (Irwin, 1977) "as a way of creating identity and meaning in life" 

(Sato, 1988: 196), have been extended by the expansion of British studies 

employing such concepts as 'bricolage', hc::mology and style (primarily as 

these are defined by J. Clarke, 1975 and Hebdige, 1979). Thus, it would 

seem that British sociologists have helped to create a greater awareness 

of the 'profane creativity' (Willis, 1978: 1) of unconventional (sub) 

cultural existence. 29 

E'THNIC STUDIES AS PRECURSORS OF SUBCULTURE THEORY 

studies of both deviance and ethnicity ccrnprised an effort, on the 

part of the Chicagoans and other sociologists, to reformulate the early 

ecological approach in order to enccrnpass the processes of ccrnpetition, 
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segregation and selection, and mobility and dominance associated with 

differing racial and ethnic groups (Krout, 1931: 175). Generally, the 

early ethnic "cultural conflict" (Liska, 1987: 177) studies revolved 

around the "disorganization of native culture and the breakdown of social 

controls" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 210). This was associated with the 

lack of cultural integration in American society as a consequence of high 

inmigration rates. Moreover, initial conceptions of the term subculture 

were also derived from the early studies of race relations, ethnicity and 

cultural variation. 

The Early Theories (1890 - 1940) 

In the period during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, scientific inquiry in the area of race and ethnic relations 

was handicapped by its preoccupation with a perspective grounded in the 

principles of biology. Nearly all of the early studies on race (such as 

D. G. Brint on, Races and Peoples, 18 90 ; Brinton, The Basis of Social 

Relations, 1902; Schwalbe and Fischer, Anthropologie, 1923; A. Thompson 

and L.H. Buxton, "Man's Nasal Index in Relation to Certain Climatic 

Conditions", in Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, Vol .53, 

1923) concentrated primarily on observable physiological differences in 

brain morphology, pigmentation and 'protoplasmic variation'; adaptation 

to habitat such as dietary habits and response to climate; and matters 

related to intelligence levels and 'racial superiority' (Neifeld, 1926; 

Reuter, 1945). Moreover, many of the biologically-oriented studies 
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concentrated on the Negro as "a matter of political controversy rather 

than an object of analysis and research" (Reuter, 1945: 453; Dawson and 

Gettys, 1948; Theodorson, 1961). 

Thus, it was not until after the 1920s that the biological 

perspective gave way to an analysis of the socio-cultural factors relevant 

to new imnigrants such as cultural adaptation, divergence in national 

customs, and the changes in labour demand between the homeland and the 

host country (Neifeld, 1926: 430-2). Moreover, the data of analysis 

shifted from specific individual traits to human relations, and from an 

emphasis on social structure to one of social process (Reuter, 1945: 455-

6). The refocusing of biological to socio-cultural orientation created 

an awareness of the need to investigate race relations and the ways, 

according to Reuter, by which: 

the excluded individuals become racially self-conscious and 
develop into conflict groups that are at once dependent upon 
and potentially at war with the group in whose culture they 
desire to participate. In the struggle for rights that they 
feel are unjustly denied them, they develop organization, 
initiate movements, construct ideologies, and otherwise 
evolve the complex machinery that goes with organized 
political activity (1945, 460). 

Findings from the studies of changes in the ethnic ccmposition, 

technological and cultural materials of China (eg. K.H. Shih, China Enters 

the Machine Age, 1944); Hawaii (eg. A.W. Lind, An Island Comnunity: 

Ecglggical Succession In Hawaii, 1938); South Africa (eg. M.S. Evans, 

~l_~ck and White In Southeast Africa, 1916 and Lord Olivier, The Anatomy 

of African Misery, 1927); and St. Denis, Quebec (eg. H. Miner, St. Denis, 
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1939), were taken to support the view that a "polyglot population and an 

unstable social life" corresponds directly with an "invasion of alien 

peoples" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 186). These studies were also informed 

by the conviction that: 

Since the discovery and invention of objects that contribute 
to the comfort, convenience, and efficiency of people tend 
to change rather readily and rapidly, and since social 
structures, ideas, beliefs, opinions, attitudes, and habits 
tend to be altered rather slowly and reluctantly, a great 
deal of social disorganization is to be expected as a 
consequence (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 594). 

Origins of the Tenn 'Subculture' 

The evolution of the tenn subculture has been traced to Gordon's 

1947 study of ethnic, racial, class-based and religious groups (Arnold, 

1970; Rosenberg, et al, 1982), although it was actually erti>loyed earlier 

by Mcclung Lee (1945) and by Green (1946). Furthermore, it would appear 

that others (Sutherland, 1924; Shaw, 1930; Shaw and McKay, 1931) have 

described the concept of subculture, albeit by implication (Rosenberg et 

al., 1982). 

In an attempt to delineate the levels of culture (individual, group 

and societal levels), Mcclung Lee examined the functions of group 

folkways, mores, conventions, morals and roles. Lee's initial use of the 

tenn subculture was essentially a critique of Robert Lynd's claim that 

within our culture is contained "a weal th of contradictory assumptions" 

(Lynd, 1939: 62). Lee argued that these assumptions were rather, 

'contradictory subcultures' which, in his view, were comprised of "irrrnoral 
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mores, variant mores and imnoretic morals" (Lee, 1945: 488).r 

Prior to Gordon's study, Green (1946) employed the terms subculture 

a.~d 'population segment' interchangeably (Gordon, 1947; Arnold, 1970). 

The term 'population segment' was herein equated with age, religion, 

class, sex, occupation, ethnic and religious groups and further, were 

combined in differential fashion to form an individual's 'background'. 

Green also claimed that some subcultures such as professional beggars were 

highly organized (1946, 534) but failed to explicitly develop this 

hypothesis. 

Gordon (1947) described a 'sub-culture' in a manner similar to the 

way in which it was employed by Green, although he was critical of the 

latter's application of the term. Gordon thus stated that sub-culture 

referred " ... to a sub-division of a national culture, COO\POSed of a 

combination of factorabl e social situations" such as ethnicity, region 

of residence, religious denomination and class position (1947, 40).3'. 

Gordon also explained that he favoured the term subculture over that of 

population segment because, " ... it seems to E!Tphasize more directly the 

dynamic character of the framework within which the child is socialized" 

(1947, 41). 32 Moreover in Gordon's view, a subculture " ... is a world 

within a world, so to speak, but it is a world" (1947, 41). Perhaps the 

intended visual connotation is clear, although the sociological 

significance of such a 'world' remains obscure.j3 
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The Chicago School 

The early ethnic investigators relied heavily on popular 

anthropological studies~ such as: Margaret Mead's Coming of Age In Samoa 

(1928), W.I. Thomas and F. Znaniecki's The Polish Peasant In Europe and 

1¥n_erica (1927) and A.R. Radcliffe-Brown's The Andaman Islanders (1933), 

in formulating hypotheses regarding in-group and out-group relationships 

and the ways in which ethnic groups "pay tribute to their own inner 

sanctities" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948 : 13) . In addition, in conducting an 

inquiry into urban racial and ethnic camn.rnities, as in the early studies 

on crime, delinquency and social disorganization, the Chicagoans "tended 

to proceed to the smal 1 social scenes which 1 ent themselves to 

anthropological research" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 58). 

Many early studies of diverse racial and ethnic groups consisted 

of an attarpt to outline the various 'phases of interaction' (conflict, 

acconmodation and assimilation) in what has been referred to as "the race 

relations cycle" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 387) .35 Moreover, the 

increased population growth and mobility, occupational variation, and the 

expansion of cities favoured the increased rates of imnigration, the 

creation of spontaneous irrmigrant colonies encouraged the segregation of 

"foreigners into residential enclaves" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 394). 3E 

Thus, these groups developed special ethnic institutions which served in 

large part, as the "stepping stones for the imnigrant's passage fran one 

social world to another" (Dawson and Gettys, 1948: 394) .37 
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Raymond Breton: Institutional Completeness 

From the early orientation toward race relations and ethnic 

studies, Breton (1964) devised a model of institutional completeness by 

which he sought to examine the canposition of ethnic cannunities. Breton 

employed the extant religious, educational and public organizations as 

yardsticks by which he attempted to measure the degree of institutional 

completeness in these ethnic comnunities. In particular, Breton's model 

is based on the number of comnunity churches, welfare organizations and 

publications (newspapers, conmunity calenders and periodicals) and these 

three institutions are thus referred to as characteristics of 

institutional completeness. Breton suggests that the presence of formal 

organizations serve to solidify the group and to elevate social 

cohesiveness. In like nanner, he observed that: 

ethnic cannuni ties can vary enormously in their social 
organization ... Institutional completeness would be at its 
extreme whenever the ethnic carrnunity could perfonn all the 
services required by its members (1964, 194). 

In their analysis of what they refer to as the gay 'cornnunity', 

Harry and DeVall (1978) applied Breton's concept of institutional 

completeness to Simon and Gagnon's (1973) theory of the 'cultural 

irf"!Poverishment' of the homosexual 'cormruni.ty'. The authors calculated 

the level of institutional canpleteness based on the number and types of 

gay bars in major U.S. cities~ (contrasting both rural and urban gays), 

the degree of 'gay ghetto' formation, and the development of specialized 
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organizations and services. 

Harry and DeVall suggest that, although the larger cities (such as 

San Francisco and others) show "a great measure of institutional 

completeness" (1978, 146) and a "distinctly gay culture" (1978, 151), gay 

people continue to be largely employed in heterosexual institutions, and 

capitalist expl oi ta ti on has "moved gays a step closer to the mainstream 

of American consumer culture" (1978, 149). Generally, the authors claim 

that "such extreme completeness may not be desirable for gays .... since 

such an extreme implies a segregation from the dominant institutions of 

North American society" (1978, 145). Overall, the authors note that: 

... it would seem that the Gagnon and Simon thesis of 
cultural impoverishment was a time-bound hypothesis that 
had a measure of validity for certain gay settings, for some 
gay individuals, and for earlier decades ... the growth of gay 
institutions during the last 15 years, the rise of a sense 
of collective identity, the creation of a sophisticated 
political culture, and the efflorescence of a variety of gay 
recreational styles has significantly expanded the content 
of that culture (1978, 145). 

More importantly however, Harry and DeVall also identified political 

participation as a potential marker of institutional completeness 

overlooked earlier by Breton. We will return to the issue of political 

involvement in chapters to follow. 
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CURRENT PERSPECTIVES OF SUBCULTURE 

The Deviance Anthologies and Readers In Review 

The first edition of the popular Rubington and Weinberg anthology 

of deviant behaviour (1968) generally praootes a view of subcultures based 

on the sharing of a ccmoon fate, the need for contact with other deviants 

with similar interests, the 'deviance corridor' and various trajectories 

by which deviants beccrne aware of, enter, and remain 'within' the 

subculture (1968, 203-5). rt seems that during this time, sociological 

emphasis rested upon the tmderstanding of inherent subcultural variabi 1 i ty 

in terms of: entree to the subculture, ideology, interdependence and 

camri.tment of members, visibility and interaction with the larger social 

system, social organization and predaninant forms of activity (1968, 206-

7). 

However, in the earlier works of the 1960s and 1970s, salient 

points were often transformed into simplistic and general claims such as, 

"when enough persons assigned deviant status became aware of their ccmoon 

problems, a deviant subculture emerges" (Rubington and Weinberg, 1968 206) 

and, "subcultures, like cultures generally, state beliefs, values and 

norms" (1968, 207). 39 

Cressey and Ward suggest that, "a subculture is a set of conduct 

norms which cluster together in such a way that they can be differentiated 

frcm the broader culture of which they are a part" (1969, 634). 
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Furthermore, the authors asserted that there are " ... no people are 

involved in subcultures" (1969, 634). Although this claim rray be taken 

as evidence that 'subcultures' do change, extend and exist beyond the life 

or involvement of a particular membership contingent, this view fails to 

take into accotmt the significance of spokespersons, activists (and 

perhaps historians) who often generate the irrpetus for change, 

mobilization and public awareness. One cannot encourage a ccnprehension 

of the history of the emerging hcmosexual and gay world organization 

without an eye to the more notable personalities involved in the creation 

of such a history. 

Moreover, many of the earlier anthologies of deviant behaviour 

offer a 'mixed bag' of so-labelled subcultural themes, ranging frcm 

transitory 'bottle gangs', nudists, prostitutes, delinquents, corrupt 

police officers, to drug addicts and harosexuals (see Rubington and 

Weinberg, 1968; 1973; 1978; 1981; 1987). Kelly (1976 and 1984) presents 

similar problems by inferring that female delinquents and battered wanen 

rray constitute subcultural variations. The theoretically narrow views of 

deviant subcultures coupled with a broad and disjointed range of 

subcultural groups (Rosenberg, Stebbins and Turowetz, 1982 vii) distorts 

the very meaning of subculture. 

The five editions of Rubington and Weinberg's Deviance The 

Interactionist Perspective (published between 1968 and 1987) demonstrate 

an increasing trend toward a irore cosroopol i tan view of subcultural 

characteristics. This is particularly evident in the claim that "deviant 
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worlds generally have their own distinctive traditions, these include 

general outlooks, beliefs, values and norms" (1978, 335). 

However, such anthologies have largely continued to ercploy the 

sociological concepts of world, ccmrn.mity and subculture in an 

indiscriminate fashion and without substantial endeavour toward much 

needed plausible sociological connotations of such terminology.~ 

Moreover, the term 'underworld' also appears in the third edition (1978, 

406) and one may only suppose that the intended meaning corresponds to 

the term subculture, al though there is no evidence for this and similar 

conjecture. 

Throughout a twenty-one year publishing history, concepts such as 

institutional completeness and organizational complexity continue to be 

emitted. In particular, Rubington's (1982), "Theory of Deviant 

Subcultures" an additional article contained only in the most recent 

edition (1987, 203), fails even to infer the possibility of an increasing 

degree of subcultural organizational and structural evolutionary 

sophistication. 

In a similar manner, Kelly's (1976) 'text reader in deviance' 

contains references to the 'local gay camamity' (Corzine and Kirby, 1977 

579), the 'gay subculture', 'gay way of life' and the 'gay culture' 

(Kelly). Not surprisingly, the task of deciphering such terminology 

largely befalls the reader's own interpretations. Kelly does however 

suggest the possibility that variation in the degree of structure may 

exist across different subcultures (1976, 442). 
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Kelly's second edition (1984), incorporating Best and Luckenbill 's, 

"The Social Organization of Deviants" in a new section entitled 

'Structures and Organizational Carq;>onents', appears to be possessed of a 

more contemporary view of subcultural organization. Moreover, Kel 1 y 

infers a growth in the organizational cc:nplexi ty of 'subcultures', 

recc:rnnending further examination of the "underlying organizational 

structures" of subcultures (1984, 709). 

Another addition to the Kelly text consists of a section entitled, 

'Deviant Orga.'1izations, Decision-Makers and Structures'. The articles 

herein largely pertain to the moral entrepreneurial process of scientists, 

control ling white-collar crime am:mg physicians and, significantly, 

Kelly's (1982) examination of the need for an analysis of the ways in 

which the social structure in general perpetuates deviant behaviour. 

Specif i cal 1 y, Ke 11 y argues that the popular 'medical-clinical-

individualistic model of change and treatment' (1982, 829) shifts the 

focus from society to the individual a.'1d from the group to the isolate. 

The problem for Kelly concerns the ways in which 

... the disadvantaged or powerless (broadly defined) are 
frequently perceived and responded to by our schools, our 
mental institutions, our police departments, our courts, 
and our parole tmits (1982, 841). 

Moreover, Kelly contends that the failure to examine "the structural-

orga.'1izational sources of crime, delinquency and deviance" (1982, 842) 

also encourages the ideology of 'blaming-the-victim' and neglects, "a 

direct and systematic concern for those factors, conditions, and 
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environments that have actually given shape to the behaviour or behaviours 

under scrutiny" (1982, 842). 

In the most recent Kelly edition (1989), references to 

'subcultures' and subcultural theories have been eliminated. It is 

perhaps in this way, that Kelly avoids many of the cc:mplications 

associated with subcultural theory. Much of the section entitled 

'Noninstitutional Deviance' recounts the fashion in which 'hit men', 'taxi 

dancers', male and female prostitutes, white collar (corporate) criminals, 

female body builders a.i."'ld low status 'bailbondsrnen' engage in career 

mobi 1 i ty, neutralization and maintenance of deviant identity, and deviant 

organizational sophistication (Best and Luckenbill). In general, Kelly 

claims that 'noninstitutional devia.i."'lce' focuses on the development of 

deviance, 

... as a result of the actor's own desires and needs; this 
means that frequently the actor plays an assertive role in 
moving into a particular type of activity, as well as 
consciously structuring and presenting a specific self to 
others (1989, 421). 

The popular perspective of subcultural coherence reamins evident 

in contemporary sociological dialogue. 4: Rubington claims that, "deviant 

ideologies are much more apt to be systematic, internally coherent, and 

cc:mpre.liensive to the extent that they cc:mprise a world view" (1982, 42-

3). The difficulty however, is that such a perspective fails to 

acknowledge the potential for the diversity of belief systems and 

ideologies42 which may foster both intra-group and inter-group conflict, 

fragmentation or dissolution. 
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Rubington has noted six primary elements of deviant subcultures 

which are specific to the group. These include patterns of behaviour, 

artifacts, a set o: norms and rules, particular argot, a related ideology, 

and the deflection of stigma through the affirmation of one's self image 

as a result of t~orary group membership (1982, 46-8). Furthetm0re, 

Rubington developed a continuum of subcultural variation based upon 

membership volume, frequency and patterns of intra-group social 

interaction and the kind of response the deviant groups call out frcm the 

wider society. Rubington postulates that bottle gangs form the lowest e.i.1d 

of the continuum, followed by the hippie subculture of the late 1960s and 

the gay subculture of the 1980s "with its many satellites" (Rubington, 

1982 48) at the centre, and the ccmnunes of the 1960s forming the highest 

organizational pole of the continuum (1982, 48-49). 

Whi l .e Stebbins notes the abundance of specialized services, 

organizations43 , events and publications which " ... link menbers of the 

homosexual scene with one another in separate towns and cities across the 

country" (1988, 73), he refuses to equate this organizational 

sophistication with forms of institutional Cati>leteness or emergent 

evolutionary development. Moreover, he fails to denote the conceptual 

and perhaps structural differentiation between cannunity and subculture 

but rather, att~ts to disguise this dilenma with the cloak of his often-

repeated phrase, "the gay-lesbian scene". At no time however, does he 

att~t to define this sc:mewhat nebulous concept, and so obscures the 

issue by referring to deviant groups as worlds, sororities, organizational 
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worlds a..~d scenes. In like manner, Sacco confuses 'distinctly deviant 

worlds' (1988, 17) and deviant 'comm.mi ties', without distinction, 

al though he does include a brief description of Best and Luckenbi 11 's 

(1982) model of the organizational sophistication of deviants. 

The ref ore, most of the deviance text readers and anthologies are 

largely characterized by a lack of consensus regarding deviant subcultures 

and corrmuni ties. It is this confusion which warrants theoretical 

reconstruction and reorganization. In part, the goal of this thesis has 

been to illuminate possible solutions to the difficulties engendered by 

the ambiguity and imprecise definitions of prevailing notions of 

subculture. 

THE 'STATE OF THE ART' IN SUBCULTURAL ANALYSES 

John Allen Lee Institutional Completeness of the Male Gay Camrun.ity 

Lee's (1979) model of institutional coopleteness, as it is applied 

to the gay male subculture, was explicitly derived frcm Breton's work on 

ethnic camrun.ities. In the context of Lee's analysis, institutional 

cc:rrpl eteness refers to the idea that a gay man may move within the 

subcultural bot.m.daries of the gay 'corrmunity', dealing only with and 

within gay-oriented businesses, services and institutions, venturing into 

the mainstream only on rare occasions. Lee also postulated that 

innovative 'gay connecti ens' such as ccmmmes and collectives would 
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encourage the future development of a viable gay comnunity (1979, 196), 

although in terms of Lee's territorial orientation, one should note the 

limitations of such evolution. 

Lee's concept is based upon an ecological model of the 

territorially-situated gay 'carnrunity'. The author examines the 

~oundaries, populations, territory, time ('gay time'), niches, redundancy 

and energy corresponding to the 'sexual p 1 ural ism' of the gay male 

subculture as an ecosystem. Lee argued that: 

An ecological model is proposed (in contrast, say, to a 
subcultural model) because it emphasizes the interdependence 
among various sets of social processes each of which is 
associated with an identifiable population active in 
relation to identifiable territories (1979, 181). 

Moreover, Lee suggests that individual ccmm.mi ties and territories exhibit 

heterogeneity with regard to their degree of institutional completeness. 

In his examination of institutional completeness, Lee refers to 

Toronto as a primary 'identifiable territory'. In other words, for Lee, 

institutional completeness means that: 

A gay citizen of Toronto can buy a hane through a gay real 
estate agent familiar with the types of housing and 
neighbourhoods most suitable to gay clients. He can close 
the deal through a gay 1 awyer, and insure with a gay 
insurance agent. If he is new to the camrunity and cannot 
ask acquaintances for the names of these agents, he can 
consult the Gay Yellow [sic] Pages, a listing of businesses 
and services which is available in many larger cities. Or 
he can approach a typical source of connection with the gay 
comnuni ty, such as a gay bookstore, or he can consult a 
local gay newspaper or periodical ... he will also learn where 
he can buy 1 urrher and renovating supplies frc:m a company 
catering to a gay clientele ... gay suppliers of furniture, 
house plants, and interior decorating. He will find gay 



sources of skilled labour or gay cleaning services. 
Having moved in, our gay citizen can clothe him.self at gay
oriented clothing stores, have his hair cut by a gay 
stylist, his spectacles made by a gay optician. He can buy 
food at a gay bakery, records at a gay phonograph shop, and 
arra"1ge his travel plans through gay travel agents ... he may 
be able to deal with a gay credit union. He can contribute 
money to tax-deductible gay foundations, participate in gay 
political groups, and enjoy gay-produced programs on cable 
television. To keep him up to date on everything happening 
in his gay camumi.ty he caT'J. telephone the Gay Line, which is 
updated weekly (Lee, 1979: 179-80). 
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Lee fails to note that for the majority of gay male Torontonians 

(as well as those in most large cities, with the possible exception of 

San Francisco), exclusive participation in the gay milieux requires a 

total carmitment on the part of the individual. Such participation also 

necessitates a high degree of residential, economic and occupational 

resources, appropriately-situated familial ties, interpersonal 

relationships, and social networks, an awareness of the availability and 

accessability of gay goods and services, a working knowledge of intra and 

inter-group boundaries, passages, and arenas of potential conflict with 

the wider society. Finally, a good deal of pre-planning, time-budgeting, 

and energy are necessary prerequisites. On the whole then, Lee's vision 

of institutional ccnpleteness, although a gay man's Valhalla, may not find 

its counterpart in the rmmdane existence of everyman. 

This thesis wi 11 endeavour to move beyond Lee's ecological mxiel 

in an atterrpt to demonstrate that the gay world is not limited merely to 

discrete spatial, terrporal and situational territories. Rather, there 

is, at present, a larger ccnmon map which functions as a gay trajectory, 
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a kind of gay and 'homosocial' world within which various, diverse and 

territorially-based cornmmities are situated. Thus, the Gay San Francisco 

or Southern California are very different than the San Francisco or 

Southern California perceived or experienced by the conventional resident 

or tourist. Mor-eover, Lee's analysis does not provide a meaningful 

framework with which to connect individual gay territories to the 

evolutionary development of a more contemporary unit of analysis such as 

the gay world. 

Lee (1979) argues that although the gay camrunity as a subculture 

of the 1980s may be perceived as institutionally complete (and complex), 

the lack of a shared native44 language and the absence of "the vital 

historical continuity of ethnic groups" (Lee, 1979: 192), makes direct 

comparison with ethnic groups difficult. To the contrary, the argument 

will be made that the attempts to r-eclaim eariy gay history, the 

development of gay argot, rhetoric, leisure, politics, philosophy, mu.sic, 

litera~ure, style and in fact 'gay culture' (have and) are contributing 

to the evolution of a higher level of organizational complexity within the 

gay world. 

Joel Best and David Luckenbill: Organizational Sophistication 

Best and Luckenbil 1 's account of 'the social organization of 

deviants' focuses largely on a social-organizational dimension rather than 

social-psychological or social-structural levels of analysis of 'deviant' 
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behaviour. Their paradigm, based on a model of organizational 

sophistication, is primarily canposed of " ... elements of canplexity, 

coordination and purposiveness" (1982, 24). The authors endeavour to 

examine variations of deviant organizational sophistication with regard 

to the following dimensions: membership volume, type of association and 

participation, degree of stratification and canplexity of division of 

labour, development of coordination, conmitment and the determination by 

which they cultivate, struggle for and realize their goals (Best and 

Luckenbil 1, 1982: 24). Their schema is presented in the form of a 

typology (see preceding page). 

The elements are examined along a continuum of five types of 

deviant social organization which range fran sil'T'ij?le to canplex. The 

authors do not examine the concept of subcultures in particular although, 

in discussing deviant colleagues, peers, mobs and forrral 

orga.-rrizations, they il'T'ij?licitly assume the existence of subcultures. The 

first three units, loners, colleagues and peers are believed to canprise 

the 'relatively unsophisticated' forms of deviant organization. (1982, 

28). The least sophisticated type are loners who usually engage in acts 



Figure l. 

Form of 
Organization 

Loners 

Colleagues 

Peers 

Mobs 

Formal 
Organizations 

Characteristics of Different Form.s 

of the Social Organization of Deviants 

Characteristic 

Elaborate 
Division 

Mutual Mutual of Extended 
Association Participation Labour Organization 

no no no no 

yes no no no 

yes yes no no 

yes yes yes no 

yes yes yes yes 

(Source: Best and Luckenbill, 1982: 25). 

of solitary deviance such as cheque forging, carpulsive criminal 
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activity, murder, gambling and embezzling (Best and Luckenbill, 1982: 28). 

It could be argued that the authors' characterization of loners as 

organizationally unsophisticated participants in solitary deviant 

activities would seem to contradict their implicit assertion regarding 

loners as members of a subculture. 
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Colleagues also engage in deviant activities such as pool hustling 

or prostitution without the presence of other deviants. However, they 

ofte...-1 share a form of subcultural knowledge, learned through contact with 

similar others, which may include a particular perspective including 

specialized norrn.s, values, beliefs and argot (1982, 37). Peers too, share 

a subcultural knowledge, but they often forge stronger bonds than 

colleagues, develop more supportive and cooperative relationships and 

engage in deviant activity in the presence of other deviants. Exarrples 

of such peers include delinquent gangs and illicit drug users (1982, 45). 

The final forms, mobs and formal organizations are believed to 

exE!Jii'lify increasingly sophisticated forms of deviant organization. Mobs, 

such as professional gamblers and road hustlers, develop more of a 'team 

work' approach, based on a greater degree of coordination, discipline and 

purposiveness (1982, 55). The m:>st sophisticated and carplex type, the 

formal organization, is exerrq;>lified in large, well-developed street gangs 

and organized crime families. Formal organizations tend to have a more 

sizable membership contingent, formal vertical and horizontal hierarchical 

structures, channels of ccmnunication and specialized functions, 

departments and positions (1982, 65). 

Best and Luckenbill suggest two additional (although in their 

investigation, largely unexplored) units of deviant organization: worlds 

and corrmuni ties. The authors explain that, in their view, "a deviant 

world has a large but irrq;>recisely defined membership ... on the other hand, 

corrmunities are highly sophisticated, and deviants sometimes form 
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comnunities" (1982, 79). In defining 'cannunities' as "groups which share 

a cornnon territory and a higher degree of institutional ccrnpleteness" 

(1982, 80), Best and Luckenbill avoid the conceptual dilemnas associated 

with a.11 articulation of the tenninology of 'subculture'. They have 

however, failed to provide the depth and rich ethnographic detail of many 

of the popular sociological studies which they themselves cite (Leznoff 

and Westley, 1956; Hooker, 1967; Dank, 1971; Warren, 1974; Harry and 

DeVall, 1978; Lee, 1979; Wolf, 1979). Moreover, the authors have also 

overlooked the significance of the distinctly cumulative and develo:t:tnental 

nature of the organizational attributes they have studied. Thus, they 

have failed to go beyond the majority of popular studies, to contribute 

meaningful 1 y to the 'state of the art' in subcultural theory, and to 

provide an analysis which makes manifest the substance and diversity of 

the modern gay world. 

The Development of Consciousness: Voices frcm the Margins 

Significant contributions to the 'state of the art' in subcultural 

theory have also bee..'1 generated by gay historians, writers and journalists 

themselves in their conscious atterqpts to reclaim their history, 

biographies a.1d politicization. Moreover, such efforts have at different 

times, both encouraged and hindered the struggle against oppressive 

social, religious a.1d political structures of conventional society which 

serve as fetters to rights, privileges and 'gay liberation' in general. 
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Much of the pre-1969 publishing efforts were rooted in vested self

interest and aimed primarily at justifying and initially, defending gay 

individual and collective responses to the problems of persecution, 

powerlessness and ego-management. 

The emergence of self and group consciousness have been neglected 

by ~heorists such as Lee and Best and Luckenbill. Lee's ecological mxiel 

does not, in fact, take into account corrmunity or subcultural 

characteristics which are invisible at the outset. Moreover, Best and 

Luckenbill's emphasis on structure, does not pennit them to discern, or 

to analyze, cultural materials, among which consciousness is significant. 

Furthermore, !Tn.lch of the American sociological perspective regards 

subcultural members as 'passive responders' , whi 1 e British theorists 

(Clarke, 1974; Willis, 1977; and Hebdige, 1979, in particular), cognizant 

of the importance of consciousness, view subcultural members as 'active 

creators'. 

There are two fonn.s of consciousness evident in the literature: 

scientific (explanatory) justification and (personal) advocacy 

sponsorship. In particular, many hanosexuals in the United States, 

Britain and Germany during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries (eg. Ulrichs, 1898; Ellis, 1901, 1936; Carpenter, 1906; and 

Hirschfield, 1914, 1934)45 employed the scientific rhetoric of the time in 

an endeavour to explain the physiological and psychological basis of 

homosexuality, and thus to defend it. Others however, shared their 

personal views, stories of oppression and private troubles frequently 
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cloaked in pages of fiction, poetry (eg. Whitman, 1855; Wilde, 1890, 1895, 

etc.; Hall, 1928)46 • There were panoramic descriptions of the lifestyle 

of the homosexual (eg. Vidal, 1948; Cory, 1951, 1964; Benson, 1965; and 

Crisp, 1968 )47 , in addition to the outpouring of hc:rnosexual rnal e and 

lesbian pulp during the 1950s (see Faderman, 1981; Martin and Lyon, 1972). 

In the post-Stonewall era of the early 1970s, the development of 

group consciousness and the growing politicization (Schur, 1979: 406) of 

homosexuality led earnest lesbians and gay men to chronicle their lives, 

relationships and oppression, in addition to offering homosexuals advice 

on self-esteem, personal growth and ccmi.ng out (eg. Altman, 1971; Jay and 

Young, 197 2 , 197 5 , 197 8 ; Martin and Lyon, 197 2 ; Weinberg, 197 2 ; Hodges and 

Hutter, 1974; Clark, 1977; Hunt, 1977; and Kramer, 1978)~. Moreover, as 

Harry and Devall note, the growing awareness which culminated in a shift 

frcm "private troubles to public issues" (Mills, 1959) and frcm a 

recognition of isolated individual situations to a collective history, was 

in large part, fostered by the rising organizational c~lexity of gay 

institutions (1978, 153). Although, it may also be in part, that the new 

awareness of a (perhaps fragmented) collective group history encouraged 

the development of greater organizational c~lexity in the emerging gay 

world. 

The initial stirrings of reclaiming "the early history of a 

movement thought not to have an early history" (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 

1974: cover) on the part of gay wen and lesbians, was largely stimulated 

by the explosion of post-Stonewall liberation writings and the intrepid 
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labours of activists (eg. Altman, Egan, and Hay), historians (eg. Boswell, 

Bullough, Faderman, Katz, Lauritsen and Thorstad, Smith-Rosenberg and 

Steakley)49 , social scientists and researchers (eg. Adam, 1987; D'Einilio, 

1978, 1981, 1983; cavin, 1985; Grahn, 1984; Hooker, 1967 and 1978; 

Sagarin, 1969; H~hreys, 1970 and 1972; Marotta, 1981) .50 

Moreover, the consciousness (of difference, of homosexuality) expressed 

in these writings, also encouraged the further devel OJ;rnent of self-

consciousness and group solidarity. It is in this way that the on-going 

gay and lesbian dialogue contributes to sociological theory, through both 

scientific literature and personal sponsorship, and serves to expand 

preconceived notions of the 'state of art' in subcultural theory. 

Moreover, the evolutionary develoJ;rnent of various gay and lesbian 

carmunities and indeed of the gay 'world' as a whole, continues even as 

sociologists, gay academics and activists endeavour to grasp and to 

explain this phencrnenon. We are then, all of us, striving to play 'catch-

up' with a movement that is constantly evolving beyond the grasp of our 

CCJ!1i:>rehension. Irwin regarded such developrrent as problematic since: 

Subcultural systems are undergoing constant changes due to 
internal processes of growth and change and due to varying 
circumstances of the greater social setting of the 
subculture ... certain behaviour at one point in time does 
not have the same meaning, and relationship to the 
subculture as it has at another time (1965, 111). 

Fine and Kleinman further explain the difficulty for researchers: 

Problems of collecting and reporting infonnation are so 
extensive that many researchers settle for a synchronic 
analysis of subculture. In so doing, they iiti>lY that the 
content of a subculture during the research is the content 
of the subculture across time .•. All groups, but particularly 
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cultural systems which are in a state of flux ... (1979, 6). 
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Thus, studies such as Lee's ecological model of comnunity (1979), cannot 

take into accatmt those subcultural materials, evolutionary change, 

organizational developments and ever-changing cultural artifacts. This 

is primarily because these materials do not fit an ecological perspective, 

nor are they overtly manifest. Thus, such theories cannot adequately 

depict the contemporary development of gay and lesbian milieux. 

The Politicization of Deviance and Hcmosexuality 

Particularly in the post-Stonewall decades, the invocation of the 

terminology of rights, claims, freedcrn.s and anti-discrimination clauses 

has moved both gay issues and wanen' s issues into the political arena 

(Schur, 1979: 427). Al though it has been observed that the early 

homophile and hcrnosexual organizations were focused primarily on offering 

help and support to individuals and small groups51 (Schur, 1979: 429), 

groups such as the Scientific Humanitarian Carmittee (Germany, 1897), the 

Society for Human Rights (Chicago, 1924), the Veteran's Benevolent 

Association (New York City, 1945), theMattachine Society (New York, 1951) 

and the Daughters of Bilitis (New York, 1955) were also oriented toward 

the struggle for liberation, albeit in a loosely organized and sanewhat 

embryonic fashion. 

However, the major cleavage and internal conflict of the American 
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liberation movement of homosexuals occurred during the Stonewall riot of 

1969 (Licata, 1985: 178). Thus, the older 'Homophile Old Guard' (Marotta, 

1981) broke from the younger, radical liberationist gays, thus creating 

a cleavage between the two groups. This was largely a consequence of 

discordant philosophies regarding the ensuing struggle for domination over 

the rights movement since generally, the homophiles leaned toward more 

conservative action and the new breed of activists toward militant 

demonstrations, 'zaps .52 and affirmative action. 

During the inception of post-Stonewall 'gay' liberation, grounded 

in the militant activism of the previous civil rights movement, many of 

the existing organizations disbanded. This set the stage for the 

development of more contemporary organizational form.s with varying degrees 

of group consciousness and a greater orientation toward influencing public 

attitudes and public policies (Schur, 1979: 430). 53 Moreover, the recent 

AIDS crisis and the divergent responses of particular territorial 

corrmuni ties precipitated a watershed among gay spokespersons such that the 

epidemic was "swii:tly crystallized ... into a political movement for the 

gay corrmunity at the same time it set off a maelstrom of controversy that 

polarized gay leaders" (Shilts, 1987: 245). 54 

The 'politicization of deviance' frequently consists of a 

redefinition of the oppressors as the 'problem' (eg. homophobia and 

racism), a shift in the popular terminology (from homosexuals to gays and 

fromNegroes to blacks), the efforts of collective political organizations 

toward 'ameliorative legislation', and an increase in public visibility 
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(Schur, 1979: 431). It would appear that this is particularly relevant 

to the gay nexus as a consequence of its conscious movement toward 'world' 

status. Perhaps, as Brake claims, 

Sub-cultures ... are still arguably a response to structural 
problem.s in culturally and historically specific 
circurnstances, but they should also be recognized as an 
important source of social and political influence (1974, 
440-1). 

However, if this is truly the case, one could suggest that the 

significance of a 'world' would be much greater. 

That homosexuals have developed a group consciousness and are 

increasingly involved in politicization does not signify however, that 

lesbian and gay authors, researchers and social scientists have unearthed 

a solution to the problematic nature of subcultural terminology. Arnold 

suggests that: 

Whereas the concept subculture was once used only by the 
sociologist to organize his U.'1derstanding of the social 
world, it is now used by the very members of that social 
world to organize their activity within it (1970, 120). 

Hence, the 'mixed bag' of terms such as group, corrrnunity, subculture and 

world still persist in the homosexual literature. Particularly within 

the gay world, this is compounded by the diverse political ramifications 

(in both the gay and conventional worlds) the kinds of statements, labels 

and terminology chosen by gay men and lesbians as they speak consciously 

for and about themselves. Primarily, this refers to the lack of consensus 

in meaning, response and perceived political intent, among heterosexual 

and homosexual actors, when applying terms such as homosexual, gay or 
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lesbian. 

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Despite their contributions to the on-going sociological dialogue 

concerning 'deviant' subcultures ge..T'leral ly, the theories, models and 

typologies proposed by Breton (1954), Harry and DeVall (1978), Lee (1979) 

and Best and Luckenbill (1982), are not in themselves sufficient to 

capture the contemporary gay world. 

In particular, criticism may be levied at Breton, whose original 

concept of institutional completeness lacked an appreciation of important 

political and cultural characteristics particular to the gay world. One 

must also note that, al though Lee ar1d Harry and Devall explicitly 

acknowledge variation in levels of institutional completeness, their 

investigations were confined largely to territorial carmunities and, 

particularly in the case of Lee, related to ecological systems. In this 

view, such corrmunities are not regarded as existing units of a larger 

whole, nor do these authors address the relation between increasing 

'' subcultural organization and evolutionary phenc:rnena. •· 

Moreover, Lee, Harry and Devall and many other American sociologists have 

neglected the importance of self and group consciousness, and the role 

which activism plays in subcultural development. These factors are of 

primary importance to British sociologists and the latter have contributed 

a great deal in this area. 
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Similarly, Best ru~d Luckenbill's typology (which includes loners, 

colleagues, peers, mobs and formal organizations), fails to appreciate 

the cumulative nature of increasing organizational sophistication. In 

other words, Best and Luckenbill do not explicitly address the notion that 

each ascendant level of sophistication encarpasses and reorganizes the 

levels :-iow included in the newly-developed 'whole'. Therefore, an 

emphasis on the cumulative nature of organizational sophistication would 

be illustrated in the following manner (see preceding page). 

The author hypothesizes that the gay world does not exist si~ly 

in terms of specific territorial 'collectivities' and therefore, ought 

not to be perceived as an amorphous form of 'subculture' . The cornnuni ties 

and milieux of this world are b01.md as the links of a chain, through often 

invisible networks of gay information and institutions such as publishing, 

recreation, leisure, and 'cultural' phenomena such as Pride Day 

celebrations (on the ru~versary of the New York Stonewall Riot of June, 

1969), benefit dances and revues, the Washington Quilt Project, various 

AIDS fund-raising events, territorially-based cornnunity centres and bars. 



Figure 2. 

THE GAY WORLD 

VARIOUS 
GAY CCMvruNITIES 

FORMAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

MOBS 

PEERS 

COLLEAGUES 

LONERS* 

* In this context, loners refer to "closet cases" and 
isolated rural gays who generally have no gay contact. 
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Moreover, many of these links are world wide, traversing 

international customs, languages, legal systems, traditions and physical 

borders. These links show both variegation and similarity, but are all 

based on a unique fusion and specific unity, forged by carrnon prisms of 

gay oppression, gay identity, gay culture, gay ideology, gay need, gay 

desire and more recently, an emerging sense of gay history. Concepts of 
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the gay world ITn.lSt therefore include these attributes and take into 

account the different stages of development which characterize their 

existence. Moreover, these threads, some of which are sturdy and others 

tenuous, extend both to and fran the various branches, territories, 

tributaries and systems of the gay world. 

Therefore, this thesis will atterrq;>t to develop a model of 

(evolutionary) institutional and structural complexity corresponding to 

the modern gay world. Since, "individuals are, after all, culture 

carriers who both reflect and transrni t through social 1 earning, the 

attitudes, ideals, and ideas of their culture" (Wolfgang and Ferracuti, 

1967: 139), an examination of the ways in which the development of gay 

world sophistication and complexity serve to modify the on-going dialectic 

with the wider social world is also germane. 

Chapter two will furnish a concise sumnary of the historical 

emergence of the gay 'subculture' in order to familiarize the reader with 

the formative stages of gay world evolution. Chapter three will examine 

the symbols and cultural artifacts particular to the various gay 

corrmunities. Chapter four will illustrate the contrasting levels of 

institutional completeness and organization among various gay cormrunities 

and chapter five will yield an in-depth examination of the structures and 

institutions of the modern gay world. Finally, the aim of chapter six 

will be to provide a coherent sumnation of the thesis, to offer tentative 

conclusions, and to examine possible future trends and directions for 

research. 
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These chapters, generally speaking, will then serve to 'set the 

stage' for a reconceptualization of the gay comnu.~ity as gay world. This 

study may also function as a means of testing the current sociological 

theories in terms of analyzing the shift toward what initially appears to 

be a level of unprecedented institutional completeness, structural 

complexity and organizational sophistication among 'deviant' actors. 

In order to extend the concept of institutional completeness 

(Breton, 1964) in addition to Lee's (1979) territorially-based ecological 

model, we must also investigate what has been referred to as the 

"substantial political infrastructure" of the gay world. (Shilts, 1987: 

xxii). The emergence of the innovative 'cultural institutions of the 

modern gay world' (Adam, 1985: 659) will also serve as relevant data, as 

will an examination of gender politics, gay aging, the AIDS controversy, 

and the currently-emerging modifications (and in fact, redefinitions), by 

gays and homosexuals, of traditional 'marriages' and family 'units'. 

In particular, much of this study will focus on discussions of gay 

organizations such as the gay publishing industry, political 

consciousness, churches, and other organizational manifestations. 

Furthermore, an examination of the present structure of the gay world, 

incorporating age and gender conflicts, gay capitalistic enterprise, 

territorially-based 'corrmunities', bars and support services, will serve 

to enhance our understanding of the international linkages of gay networks 

and associations, while simultaneously infonning us of the diversity in 

gay recreational, cultural, and symbolic styles and institutions. 
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Throughout, it must be remembered that the 'deviant' actors of the 

gay world bring with them varying degrees of socialization to the norm.s, 

mores, beliefs, custom.s, traditions and culture of the conventional world. 

Hence, as both heterosexuals a.i.J.d homosexuals traverse the 'boundaries' 

between the two worlds, each adds to the existing material of the other's 

cultural repertoires, social and political perspectives and in effect, the 

content of their worlds. 
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END NOTES 

1. Stebbins' (1988) index contains sixteen page references under 
the heading of subculture. These however, refer only to sections on 
transsexuals, nude beaches and lifestyles, religious cults, skid row, 
gambling scenes, drug users, swingers, homosexuals and transvestites. In 
this context, subculture as an actual term is absent, perhaps mistakenly 
inferred in phrases such as 'deviant world', 'sub-groups', 'scenes' and 
the like. 

2. Where the term culture appears in the context of this thesis, 
the implicit meaning will be identical to that of the anthropologist, E.B. 
Tylor (Primitive Culture, London: John Murray, 1891). Tylor defined 
'culture' as: 

... that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by man as a member of society (1891, 1). 

3. This is particularly evident in the sociological dialogue on 
homosexual and gay (i.e. deviant) groups since such distinctions or 
corresponding definitions are lacking. 

4. See David W. Maurer, Whiz Mob. Gainseville, Florida: 
Publication of the American Dialect Society, No.24, 1955, page 10. 

5. Cloward and Ohl in' s analysis however suggests an age-1 evel 
integration within the (delinquent) deviant 'opportunity structures' in 
addition to the influence of 'carriers of conventional values' upon the 
more devia.-it members of the criminal subculture. Thus, the authors claim, 
"the content of the delinquent subculture is more or less a direct 
response to the local milieu in which it emerges" (1960b, 750). 

6. Rubington's typology of participation in deviant and 
conventional cultures in included here for clarification. 

Deviant 
Type 

1. Two-Worlder 
2. Secret 
3. Public 
4. Marginal 

Conventional 
Culture 

+ 
+ 

Deviant 
culture 

+ 

+ 
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Source: Earl Rubington, "Deviant Subcultures", Rosenberg, Stebbins and 
Turowetz (eds.). The Sociology of Deviance. New York: St. Martin's Press, 
1982, page 65. 

7. As Winick notes, "one of the relationships between deviance 
and social char1ge ... is the nonna.lization of behaviour which has previously 
been frowned upon" (1984, 712). 

8. Theodorson attributes the original introduction of the term 
'human ecology' to Park and Burgess in 1921 (1961, 3). 

9. However, almost one hundred years prior to the development of 
what is now regarded as 'classical human ecology', studies of the spatial 
distribution of crime and suicide were documented. These early studies 
include, for example: M. de Guerry de Champneuf 's 1833 analysis of the 
relationship between age, sex, instruction and geographic locale to 
suicide, crime and illegitimacy in France (Elmer, 1933: 8-9); various 
examinations of the ways in which crime and delinquency correspond to 
increased population density, crowding, and the concentration of poor and 
working class individuals in unfavourable circumstances in England (A. 
Allison, 1840; G.C. Holland, 1843; W. Buchanan, 1846); HenryMayhew's 1862 
analysis of The Criminal Prisons of London and Scenes of Prison Life, his 
ecological studies of the London legal profession and the regional 
variability of adult and juvenile crime; and Joseph Fletcher's attempt in 
1850 to develop an 'index' of crime based on the 'ecological maps' of 
'natural areas' in England and Wales (Levin and Lindesmith, 1937: 14-20). 

10. Wirth also notes that Park emphasized the unique 
characteristics of human beings, as opposed to those of plants such that: 

... they are conditioned by their capacity for symbolic 
comnunication, by rational behaviour, and by the possession 
of elaborate technology and culture (Wirth, 1945: 72). 

11. According to Dlmham, the concentric zone hypothesis of Burgess 
was actually a revision of Booth's 1891 work, The Survey of the Life and 
Labour of the People of London (London: Williams and Margate) which was 
an attempt to chart the "natural, circular growth of the city" (Dunham, 
1937: 62). Burgess claimed that cities and towns expand outward radially 
from the city centre through a process of succession. In particular, 
Burgess graphed natural area zones of residence in concentric circles in 
the following manner: Zone I, the business district, was positioned in 
the centre or the 'Loop'; Zone II was seen as the 'zone in transition', 
an area of deterioration, poor housing, with a large transient population 
and partial invasion by business and light manufacture; Zone III was 
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largely comprised of working class houses; Zone IV was the residential 
upper class area; and the furthest from the periphery, Zone V was the 
comnuter zone, consisting mainly of satellite cities (1925, 38-9). 

The concentric zone theory of Burgess caused much debate among the 
eady sociologists and ecologists. Al though this hypothesis was generally 
accepted (Reckless, for ex~le, applied this theory to a 1926 study of 
the Chicago vice areas and Shaw, in 1929 to a Chicago study of 
delinquency) and gained some general support (Shaw and McKay, 1931; R.C. 
White, 1932; McKenzie, 1933; and Quinn, 1934), several authors take issue 
with the lack of validity and generalizability of this hypothesis. In 
particular, the popular claim is that the concentric zone hypothesis is 
largely applicable solely to the north side of Chicago. See for ex~le, 
Bartholomew, 1932; Green, 1932; and Abbott, 1936. Moreover, Davie (1938, 
92) suggests that such a universal 'ideal type' has no corresponding 
existence in reality. 

12. Although G. Suttles (see The Social Construction of 
Corrmunities, Chicago, 1972) contends that these natural areas "were very 
rarely natural" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 71). 

13. Zorbaugh distinguishes between natural and administrative 
areas, suggesting that the latter is cornprised of school, health, police 
and ward districts. The difficulty is that administrative areas 'cut 
across natural areas', tend to overlook the uniqueness and experience of 
natural area residents, and fund and gather statistics which are 
insignificant to natural area application (1926, 47-8). 

14. However, several of the nee-orthodox ecologists (such as 
Alihan, 1938; Gettys, 1940; Firey, 1946; Hyatt, 1946 and Myers, 1950) have 
argued that the classical ecologists have neglected culture as a 
significantly influential human factor. For ex~le, Hollingshead notes: 

.... ecologists must recognize explicitly that culture and 
socially organized behaviour fornis, transmitting through 
learning subsequent to birth, are the elementary factors 
which differentiate human from aninal society ... If this 
fundamental assumption is taken as a point of departure in 
ecological analysis, the dilerrrna of trying to bridge the gap 
between !Tfu"l in nature and man in society is dissolved (1947, 
112). 

15. Criticism has been levied at the ecological distinction 
between the biotic ccmnuni ty and the social society. This dual 
classification appears, to sane, as based prinarily on ecological "a 
priori assumptions" (Alihan, 1938: 96) such that "the treatment of them 
invariably results in their fusion" (1938, 94). See also J .A. Quinn, 
1939; W.E. Gettys, 1940; and A.H. Hawley, 1944. 
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16. The dominant area of the comnunity, according to Park, that 
with the highest land values such as those in the central banking area and 
central shopping district. Moving outward from these areas to the 
periphery of the corrrmmi ty, the land values decline rapidly at first, then 
more gradually closer to the periphery (Park, 1936: 26). Thus, Park 
states, "both the one and the other are bound up in a kind of territorial 
complex within which they are at once CCJrCi>eting and interdependent units" 
(Park, 26). 

17. Whereas Park (1936) focused largely on the ecological 
processes of dominance, CCJrCi>etition and succession, McKenzie (1926) and 
later Dawson and Gettys (1948) explored the five processes of 
concentration, centralization, segregation, invasion and succession. 

18. The early descriptive studies of the Chicagoans comnonly 
include: Nels Anderson's The Hobo, 1923; Walter C. Reckless' "The 
Distribution of Corrmercialized Vice in the City", 1926; Frederick 
Thrasher's The Gang, 1927; R.D. McKenzie's The Metropolitan Comnunity, 
1928; Clifford Shaw's Delinquency Areas, 1929; Harvey Zorbaugh's The Gold 
Coast and the Slum, 1929; and Paul Cressey's The Taxi Dance Hall, 1932, 
all of which generally emerged out of classical ecological theory. 

19. Although the early Chicago analysis of social disorganization 
has been criticized by Matza (see Becoming Deviant, Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J., 1969) as referring rather to the expression of diversity (Downes 
and Rock, 1982: 62). 

20. Although Cressey (1964, 3) notes that the original formal 
statement of Sutherland's differential association theory appeared in 
1939. Sutherland himself apparently corrected Cressey, stating that it 
actually appeared in the earlier edition of Principles in Criminology in 
1934. 

21. In Pfohl 's Marxist critique of Merton, he recorrrnended that: 
What remains tacit or imp 1 i cit in Merton's work must be rrade 
explicit. The political econcrn.ic structure of capitalism 
must be seen as a basic source of the contradictions which 
produce high rates of deviance (1985, 234). 

22. This is similar to the claim of Yinger (1960, 122). 

23. Sacco claimed that Matza and Sykes' concept of 'subterranean 
values' specifically refers to "value positions that are in conflict or 
competition with other deeply held values but which are still recognized 
and accepted by many" (1988, 17). 
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24. This is of particular significance within the gay world, many 
of whose members employ the support of political parties, professional 
caucuses, business acquaintances, publishing services, friends and family 
groups (such as FFLAG Toronto, Family and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) 
who provide economic resources, political and legislative networking, and 
various types of moral and emotional support. 

25. Ma.1y of the British authors (Hebdige, Hall and Jefferson, John 
Clarke, et al.) employ the term hegemony as it has been interpreted by 
Gramsci, as well as definitions of dominant and subordinate relations as 
these were previously outlined by Marx. 

26. Much of Hebdige's 'semiotic' analysis is explicitly derived 
from the work of French theorist Roland Barthes. In particular, Pfohl 
notes that: 

Barthes semiotics seeks to decode or recover the subtle and 
often hidden manner in which signs forge a relationship 
between the material medium of corrmunication, a signifier 
(such as a spoken word, visual image, or musical sound 
pattern), and that which is signified (the context or 
meaning of a message) ... Myths, contends Barthes, is a second 
order sign system in which ordinary signs are 
transforrnatively given an extraordinary meaning so as to 
naturalize, dehistoricize and thereby ideologically justify 
an existing social order (1985, 380). 

See also Barthes, 1973. 

27. Brake suggests that in particular: 
What is central to any examination of youth culture is that 
it is not some vague structural monolith appealing to those 
roughly under thirty, but is a complex kaleidoscope of 
several subcultures, of different age groups, yet distinctly 
related to the class position of those in them (1980, vii). 

28. Many years prior, Dawson and Gettys (1948, 616-17) postulated 
a distinction between fashion (as a manifestation of the desire for both 
novelty and at different times, conformity), and fads (as 'mechanisms of 
escape from boredom or frustration'). 

29. The claim that "the 'gay world' is based on a network of bars, 
public settings, and groups" (Downes and Rock, 1982: 31) appears to 
overlook much of the extraordinary work of British theorists such as 
Brake, 1974 and Hebdige, 1979. Moreover, such a claim offers a 
superficial and sinwlistic view since, in order to achieve this status, 
a 'world' must contain numerous and diverse elements of historical, 
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cultural, recreational and political relations, meanings, symbols, 
territories or 'scenes' (Irwin, 1977) and, in a word, styles. 

30. See also McClung Lee, "Attitudinal Multivalence in Relation 
to Culture and Personality", in American Journal of Sociology, Vol.60, 
No.3, Nov. 1954, pages 294-99, for a brief critique of Gordon's 1947 use 
of the term subculture. 

31. Dawson and Gettys ( 1948, 581) al so appeared to equate the term 
subculture with collective status similarity and cultural segregation. 

32. The difficulty for deviants however (and in particular, 
homosexuals) is that they corrmonly lack the experience of anticipatory or 
childhood socialization. 

33. See also Gordon's later work regarding 'the subsociety and the 
subculture', in Assimilation in American Life, Oxford University Press, 
1964. 

34. This was so to such a degree that, M.H. Krout explained that 
for him, the term 'sociology' was synonymous with 'anthropology' and thus 
he used them interchangeably (1931, 185). 

35. See also E.S. Bogardus, "A Race-Relations Cycle", in American 
Journal of Sociol_Qgy, Vol.35, No.4, January 1930, pages 610-17. 

36. See also R.E. Park and H.A. Miller, Old World Traits 
_Transplanted, New York: Harper and Bros., 1921. 

37. Al though such segregation also tends to intensify the 
'marginality' of the irrrnigrant (to both self and others). See also E.V. 
Stonequist, The Marginal Man: A Study in Personality and Culture Conflict, 
New Yoi:k: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937; M.M. Goldberg, "A Qualification 
of the Marginal Man Theory" in American Sociological Review. Vol.6, No.l, 
February 1941, pages 52-8; A.W. Green, "A Re-Examination of the Marginal 
Man Concept", in Social Forces, Vol.26, December 1947, pages 167-71; and 
C.A. Dawson and W.E. Gettys, An Introduction to Sociology, New York: 
Ronald Press Corrq;iany, third edition, 1948. 

38. They concluded, not surprisingly, that "in general, larger 
cities usually have a greater diversity of types of gay bars" (1978, 139) 
and that a city population of less than 50 ,000 people did not usually 
wai:rant a single gay bar (1978, 137). Moreover, Karlen substantiated this 
in 1971 but the current validity of such a claim is dubious. 
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39. Enl:>hasis added. They do perhaps create, develop, modify, 
reinforce and transform beliefs, values and norms from within and from 
the wider culture, but they do not state. Rubington and Weinberg later 
suggest however, that "The content of any deviant subculture is usually 
a variation on and scrnetimes a caricature of the dcrninant cultural 
tradition" (1968, 262). 

40. Weinberg, Rubington and Hamnersmith (1981) also fail to use 
the term subculture as a substantive organizational concept. 

41. Since subcultural theories subscribe, for the most part, to 
the view that the inner workings of subcultures must be harmonious and 
coherent, the problem is that: 

If we ert'\Phasize integration and coherence at the expense of 
dissonance and discontinuity, we are in danger of denying 
the very marmer in which the subcultural form is made to 
crystallize, objectify and corrmunicate group experieri.ce 
(Hebdige, 1979: 79). 

42. Such as the diversity and conflict (primarily political and 
ideological) which appear to be present in the gay world. 

43. The example which Stebbins provides concerns the quarterlies, 
clubs and chapters that create a sense of solidarity in what he refers to 
as 'the Canadian transvestite scene' (1988, 58). 

44. Enl:>hasis mine. 

45. See also Jonathan Katz, Gay and Lesbian History, New York: 
Avon, 1976; Havelock Ellis, Sexual Inversion, New York: Random House, 
1901, and Studies in the Psychology of Sex, New York: Random House, 1936; 
Edward Carpenter, The Intermediate Sex, London: Allen and Unwin, 1908; 
"Magnus Hirschfeld: Autobiographical Sketch" in A Hanosexual Emancipation 
!".'..is~~llany, c. 1835-1952, New York: Arno Press, 1975 (reprinted from 
Victor Robinson, ed. Excyclopedia Sexualis, New York, 1936, pages 317-21) 
and Magnus Hirschfeld, The Sexual History of the World War, New York: 
Panurge Press, 1934. 

46. See Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass, The First (1855) Edition, 
Malcolm Crowley, ed., New York: Viking, 1961; Edward Carpenter, Days With 
Walt Whitman: With Some Notes on His Life and Work, second edition, 
London: George Allen, 1906; Oscar Wilde, Portrait of Mr. W.H., Portland, 
Maine: Mosher, 1901; Radclyffe Hall, The Well of Loneliness, Britain: 
Jonathan Cape, 1928, and The Unlit Lamp, Ontario, Canada: Orpen Dennys 
Linuted, 1981 edition. 
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4 7 . See Gord Vidal , The City and The Pi 11 ar, New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Co. Inc., 1948; Donald Webster Cory (pseudonym for Edward Sagarin), 
The Homosexual In America, New York: Greenberg, 1951, and The Lesbian In 
America, New York: Citadel Press, 1964; R.O.D. Benson, What Ever_y 
Homosexual Knows, New York: Julian Press, Inc., 1965; and Quentin Crisp, 
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Press, 1972; Andrew Hodges and David Hutter, With Downcast Gays, London: 
Pomegranate Press, 1974; Don Clark, Loving Someone Gay, California: 
Signet/New American Library, 1977; Morton Hunt, Gay: What You Should Know 
About Homosexuality, New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux Inc., 1977; and 
Larry Kramer, Faggots, New York: Warner Books, 1978. 
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Emancipation Movement in Gerrrany, New York: Arno Press, 1975. 

50. See Barry D. Adam, The Rise of a Gay and Lesbian Movement, 
Boston: Twayne Publishers/G.K. Hall and Ccrnpany, 1987; John D'Emilio, 
"Dreams Deferred", in The Body Politic, Nov. 1978, and "Gay Politics, Gay 
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51. See Sagarin, 1969. 

52. The term 'zap' is most often used to describe conflict which 
occurs during public lobbying and demonstrations. In this case, a 'zap' 
refers to the public confrontation of an official or spokesperson. 

53. More recently, this is true not only of gay and lesbian 
organizations but, according to Schur, also for activist groups among, 
mental patients, the handicapped, prisoners' rights groups, the aged, 
women's pro- or anti-abortion collectives, anti-prostitution alliances and 
various ethnic societies (1979, 430-33). 

54. Shilts also refers to the on-going gay world debate over 'gay 
rights' versus 'gay privileges'(l987, 30). 

55. Although Harry and DeVall may have implied a similar point 
since they recognized that, "once an area begins to develop concentrations 
of resident gays, cumulative effects lead to the further elaboration of 
gay organizations and comnercial establishments" (1978, 144). 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE GAY SUBOJLTURE AND THE GAY WORLD 

But what interests me about the space I'm crossing is its 
contours, its geography, its signposts, its highways, byways 
and deerpaths. Who has been there before me? What did they 
see, feel, learn, do? Who were they after they'd passed 
through? (Allen, 1986: 186). 

INTRODUCTION 

A brief historical overview will facilitate the carprehension of 

specific events pivotal to the development of the collective gay 

subcuiture, the construction of territorially-based gay ca1TTl.lnities and 

the on-going escalation of institutional canpleteness and organizational 

sophistication of the gay world. The mechanisms of causation, growth and 

tne modification of subcultures are alrrost inextricably bound with the 

perceptions, activities, institutions and sanctions of the wider society. 

Subcultural events do not, of course, occur in isolation from the 

larger conventional society, but rather, subcultural growth and 

deve 1 opment occur as both response and consequence of the f 1 ux of 

activities within the wider society. Moreover, the subcultural universe 

often inc 1 udes co-optation and modifications of that which exists as 

76 
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convention. Hence, deviant and conventional worlds are always engaged in 

a continuing dialectic. According to Branski this means that: 

A 'minority' exists because of a psychic boundary, that 
makes a real or fancied di st i net ion relevant, and the 
anxious clustering and self-identification of the 'majority' 
to keep on the right side. The minority is always a 
repressed part of the majority. Prejudice is not merely a 
projection of the repressed onto the minority but indeed, it 
creates the minority qua minority and maintains it in being. 
Thus the minority is always right in its danands, for it is 
rnoral and psychological wisd011 for the majority to accept 
the repressed part of itself (1984, 8). 

Much of the history of h0110sexuals concerns the history of their 

oppress ion and 1abe11 ing by re 1 igious, rnedica 1, 1ega1 and po 1 it i ca 1 

'experts' and moral entrepreneurs. Thus, the popular association of sin, 

sickness, and crime with h0110sexuality is symptanatic of, "the ability of 

experts to name, codify, classify and define and thus help determine how 

people see themselves" (Altman, 1982: 52). It is therefore not surprising 

that groups of like-minded individuals consequently assarble as members 

of a gay subculture. 

In the present context, gay Cornn.Jn it i es are regarded as mi l i eux 

within which shared discourse, social networks, friendships and intimate 

relations develop, flourish, terminate, and are coloured by similar 

interpretations of the purpose, meaning and socio-political goals of 

h0110sexuality (Coleman, 1984: 55). Moreover, the shared experience of 

being perceived by self and others as 'different' and thus existing 

outside the majority appears to be of primary ifll)ortance since, in large 

part, it serves to bring such a subculture or caTITl..lnity together. 

Historically, the dogged harassment of h0110sexuals may be traced 
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fran the obliteration of the 'first wave' of the early hanosexual rights 

movement by the Nazi Machine in Germany during the 1930s, to the 'Pink 

Triangle Holocaust' (Adam, 1987: 49-50) of World War Two (1943-1945), fran 

Senator Joseph McCarthy's hanophobia during the Cold War 'witch hunt' of 

the 1950s, to the late 1970s and early 1980s evangelical movements of 

Anita Bryant ('Save Our Children') and Jerry Falwell ('Moral Majority'), 

to the 1980s corporate elite sponsorship and the demands of the New Right 

for traditional family solidarity and the conventional value system of the 

patriarchy. In other words, the hostility of m::>ral crusaders, 

entrepreneurs and agents of social control has been historically oriented 

toward hanosexuals because, as Bronski suggests: 

Hanosexuality challenges traditional heterosexual nuclear 
family structures. Open-ended sexual options, gender role 
flexibi 1 ity and permission for non-monogarrous and purely 
sexua,l re 1 at ions do not support the f ami 1 y structure ( 1984, 
208). 

The following discussion is directed toward providing an adequate 

hi stor i cal background which i 11 ustrates the deve 1 opment of the gay 

subculture and its evolutionary movement to gay world status in general. 

in order that the gay carrrunities of the present may be discussed in sane 

deta11, it is necessary that the significant events and developments of 

the past be understood. This will invoke a canprehension of the 

evolutionary nature of the gay movement and gay carmunities in general. 

Because this evolution is also linked with wider social change, the early 

history of same-sex relations and the ensuing rise of capitalism wi i1 

first be considered. Subsequently, the early German harosexual movement, 
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the ramifications of World War Two, and particular historical developments 

from the post-war period to the present day will be examined in brief. 

tn particular, the post-war migration to port cities and war 

industry centres coup 1 ed with the re 1 ease of the 1948 Kinsey Report 

augnented the fledgling consciousness of hanosexuality which had resulted 

fran the social conditions of the war. Significant historical events for 

discussion include Senator Joseph McCarthy's reign of terror and the 

subsequent creation of pioneering gay organizations during the 1950s; the 

watershed activism of the Stonewall Riots of 1969; the wanen's movement 

and increased visibiiity of gay men and lesbians during the 1970s; and the 

modern public dilenmas of the 1980s (the distinct opposition of the 'New 

Right' to hanosexuality, the violence and anger of the police bath raids 

and the impact of Acquired I mnune Deficiency Syndrane) . A 11 of these 

events have together contributed to the changing nature of gay 

organizations, gay culture and gay identity. In fact, many of the 

artifacts of extant and diverse gay comnunities have been developed and 

transformed as active responses to the opposition of, and danination by, 

the mainstream. 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF SAME-SEX RELATIONS 

It has been observed that, with the evolution of society, there 

develops a socio-cultural pluralism which encourages the creation of 
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diverse and particular subcultures and alternative milieux (Adam, 1987: 

x). It is paradoxical however, that the same society which fosters a 

sense of pluralism and autonany also creates and institutionalizes the 

formal sanctions which encourage oppression and persecution. However, 

the social changes bred fran the synergy of the Renaissance and the rise 

of capitalism accarp1ished just this. In the proceeding we will observe 

the manner in which this occurred. 

There is much evidence (eg. Bul lough, 1976 and 1979; Faderman, 

1981; and Adam, 1987) to suggest that hanosexual bars, clubs and meeting 

places existed during the Renaissance, between the sixteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. Throughout England, France and the United States 

in particular, 'romantic friendships' between women were regarded as a 

popularized 'institution' (Faderman, 1981: 109). It is probable that such 

affiliations were, in large part, a consequence of rigid role definitions 

of ma 1 e and female and restrictive norms in the area of intimate 

heterosexual relations (Smith-Rosenberg, 1975: 9). 

In particular, because wanen rana i ned pr imar i l y in the private 

sphere of friendship and family networks, comprised mainly of other women, 

their da i l y l i ves , social routines, and church participation created 

women-oriented mi 1 ieux. Women therefore, "assLrned an errot iona 1 centra 1 ity 

in each other's 1 ives" (Smith-Rosenberg, 1975: 13-15) and: 

Friendships and intimacies followed the biological ebb and 
flow of women's lives. Marriage and pregnancy, child-birth 
and weaning, sickness and death involved physical and 
psychic trauna which canfort and syrrpathy made easier to 
bear (Smith-Rosenberg, 1975: 24). 
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Hence, these re1ationships were not rnere1y socia11y acceptab1e but 

rather, "fashion fran the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries dictated 

that women fa11 passionate1y in 1ove with each other, a1though they must 

not engage in genital sex" (Faderman, 1981: 74). The popular notion of 

wanen' s asexua 1 it y (and the be l i ef that wanen wou 1 d not engage in 

'abhorrent' behaviours) was precisely that which allowed love between 

wanen to f1ourish (Faderrnan, 1981: 152). 2 

In contrast to wanen's segregation in the private sphere, men 

prevailed 1arge1y in the more pub1ic sphere consisting of labour, 1eisure 

and male friendships. In part, the canbination of women's distance fran 

men and their 'hanosocial devotion to each other' (Smith-Rosenberg, 1981: 

21 ) may have set the stage for an increased awareness of sexual it y and the 

corresponding threads of suspicion, such that wanen "were permitted a 

latitude of affectionate expression ... that became rnore ... narrow with the 

growth of ... pseudo-sophistication regarding sexual possibilities between 

women" (Faderman, 1981: 152). 

The early forms of a 'male hanosexual underground' were evident by 

the nineteenth century (Wo 1 f, 1979; Marotta, 1981; D' Emi 11 io, 1981 and 

1983; and Adam, 1987) and this is probably related to the nunbers of young 

men and boys relocating to larger cities from small towns to seek their 

fortunes (Buliough, 1976: 625). They were drawn to the growth and 

expansion of the 1arge cities because they provided, "a diverse array of 

activities, anonymity and the opportunities for individuals of like mind 

to cane together and gay individuals to create a gay carmunity" (Bul lough, 
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1976: 625). 3 

Moreover, the relationships of English and American 'eccentrics' 

such as actors, writers and artists seemed to rest above suspicion, 

deflecting social stigna by possessing a kind of 'special status' in that 

"their peculiarities could always be attributed to artistic terrperarnent" 

(Faderman, 1981: 56-7).4 In Paris during the late 1800s and early 1900s, 

many male and female artists assanbled to form a 'rudimentary subculture' 

(Harris, 1973; Faderrnan, 1981; Altman, 1982; and Adam, 1987).: Similarly, 

K 1 a ich notes that in the ear 1 y 1900s, Paris was "gay in a 11 senses of the 

word!" ( 1974, 162). Again, those rnanbers of the elite bourgeoisie were 

permitted a freedom unparalleled by other social classes, and the 1920s 

Parisian view of the world was: 

... quite naturally divided into rigid class systems, and 
into gay and straight; and in their extension of such logic, 
to be upper c 1 ass at its finest was al so to be gay. Even if 
she were raised by a washerwoman, as was the case with 
Romaine Brooks, her lesbianism gave her automatic rank as an 
artist: to be lesbian was at its finest also to be upper 
class (Harris, 1973: 75). 

Women's increasing independence from men generated social concern 

for the sanctity of marriage and family as fundamental institutions since 

this autonany strained against the bonds of tr ad it i ona 1 marriage and 

normative expectations at the same time that it created other alternatives 

for women. 6 The overarching power of patriarchal culture rose to the fore 

during this t irne and, "it was at this m:::rnent when women threatened to 

escape ma 1 e control , that lesbianism crysta 11 i zed as a suppressed and 

reviled identity" (Adam, 1987: 38). 
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According1y, throughout much of the twentieth century, notions of 

' love' were redefined and reconstructed to inc 1 ude both sex and the 

potential for abnorrna1ity. In rrost cases, 1ove and sex were perceived in 

combination such that, "love necessari1y means sex and sex between wanen 

means lesbian and 1esbian means sick" (Faderman, 1981: 311). Such 

labelling created a paradox of sorts, and the early Renaissance 

'ranantics' seem now to have becane distortions, since: 

... much of the history of same-sex friendships is lost to 
us because of their carefu1 concealment. What is known 
today of this period is seen through the prying eyes of 
their enemies, and it is early persecutory campaigns that 
make us aware today of the origins of the gay world (Adam, 
1987: 6). 

On the other hand however, the social changes of the twentieth century 

created a new dimension of love for women which served to free them fran 

the oppressive bonds of asexuality and reinforced 'passionlessness' of 

the Renaissance (Faderman, 1981: 312). 

Capitalism and Change 

It appears that the transformation of Western societies, from 

agrarian modes of production to urban industrial systems in the period 

between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries, introduced canplex social 

changes in the areas of f am i 1 y, marriage, sexua 1 it y and the soc i a 1 

construction of gender. In turn, such change pranoted the modification 

of private iife and intimate relationships (Adam, 1987: 3). Possibilities 

created by the new urban industrial means of production and patterns of 
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wage labour included increased geographica1 and socia1 mobi 1 ity; the 

deve 1 opment, pr imar i 1 y arrong men, of private meeting p 1 aces; and the 

creation of nove1 and innovative socia1 a1ternatives which supplemented 

the traditional family unit. 

Some historians argue that the energence of capitalism (in 

conjunction with the social, cultural and econanic conditions created by 

the Second World War) was a critical factor in the emergence of local gay 

ccmnunities. This 1s because the free 1abour system relocated men and 

later women from the home to the marketplace, creating greater autonomy 

and agency in the realm of affective personal relationships and sexuality 

(D'Emilio, 1981: 78-9).: I t is these changes which are most carrron 1 y 

1 inked to the emergence of a collective gay identity and territorial 

ccmnunity. Jn particular, Coleman (1984) and D'8nilio (1983) claim that 

the key 'socio1ogica1 preconditions' for the emergence of a conscious and 

enterprising gay identity include a developed capitalist society, 

increased rates of urbanization and industrialization, and a pluralistic 

Protestant culture which generates an awareness of alternatives within the 

nuclear fa~ily arrangement. 8 

The preceding socio-econanic and cultural transformations have 

served as the vanguard for the energence of harosexual self-consciousness 

and the deve 1 opment of ear 1 y conmun it i es. Si nee advanced capita 1 i sm 

brings with it increased production, decreased kinship ties, a decline in 

the significance of the gender division of labour, greater independence 

for women, freedom fran sexual repression, high consumption, easy credit, 
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a relocation of courtship to ccmnercial spheres (bars and restaurants) and 

social milieux, and a 'technological rationalization' (Altman, 1982: 89-

94), advanced capitalism is perceived as bearing a causal relation to the 

changing organization of the family. 

Over a 11 , the wage 1 abour system imposed by capita 1 ism created a 

myriad of alternatives such that, 

A canplex set of socioeconanic factors and political 
possibilities created the crucible in which horrosexuality 
became organized into gay and lesbian sub-cultures in 
Western countries ... cultural diffusion became an important 
stimulus for parallel development of the gay world and its 
movement in the United States , United Ki ngdan, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand (Adam, 1987: 12). 

Furthermore, of the more discordant consequences of social, 

cultural and systemic changes wrought by capital ism, industrialization 

ar.d f :--ee-: abour competition, the most prob 1 ernat i c concerns the "al i enat ion 

fran man to man" (Adam, 1987: 12). As a result of this alienation, modern 

horrosexual and gay ccmnunities "have been among the solutions, offering 

oases of refuge and intimacy in a depersonalized atanized world" (Adam, 

1987: 12). 
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HISTORICAL MOMENTS: AN OVERVIEW 

:he Early Hcm:::isexual Movement: Germany 1897-1935 

The ;mportance of Germany dur;ng the late 1800s and early 1900s 

concerns the prov;s;on of an "early h;story of a movement thought not to 

have an early h;story" (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 1974: cover). It is 

believed that the first hanosexua1 liberation organization was formed in 

Germany ;n 1897, originally consisting of four manbers who cal led 

themselves 'The Scientific Hurnanitar;an Ccrrmittee' (SHC). The primary 

goal of the SHC was directed toward the decriminalization of 

harosexuality, through the abolition of the notorious Paragraph 175 of 
Q 

the German Penal Code." Moreover, between 1899 and 1923 the SHC published 

the 'Yearbook for Intermediate Types' and many regard this as the original 

hcm:::isexual per;odical, although Adam claims that the f;rst homosexual 

periodical was produced by Adolph Brand ;n 1896 (1987, 18). 

In 1902, German (male) hOIT'Osexuals formed a second group, ca11;ng 

themse 1 ves 'The Ccmnun;ty of the Specia 1' . By 1907 however , the two 

groups had grown separate and d;stinct, unable to reconcile the;r social 

and political conflicts (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 1974; Adam, 1987). 

In 1919, the SHC acquired a bui 1 ding "which was to become an 

internationai centre for gay liberation and sex research" (Lauritsen and 

Thorstad, 1974: 27) and was referred to as 'The Institute For Sexual 

Science' (ISS). During the next several years the founder of the SHC, 
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Magnus Hi rschf e 1 d, stored thousands of vo 1 urnes of hanosexua 1 books, 

letters, photos and pamphlets at the ISS. 

During 1933 however, the ISS was vandalized by Nazi stormtroopers 

(an estimated one hundred Nazi students fran a nearby military academy) 

who burned the contents·· and razed the I SS to the ground (Lauri ts en and 

Thorstad, 1974; Steak1ey, 1975; Isherwood, 1976; Adam, 1987). Thus, the 

earliest ha"TOsexual 'movement' was exterminated by the Nazis, the 

Sta1inists, and the Fascists (Steakley, 1975: 91). 

The Nazi Machine: Second Quarter - World War I I 

The 'Nazi Machine' failed to grind to a halt after the destruction 

of the ISS and the death of Magnus Hirschfe1d. Rather, it seemed that the 

Nazis, having defined homosexuals (among others) as a social problem, were 

only beginning and what ranained of the early hanosexua1 movanent, "was 

soon to be so thorough 1 y ob 1 iterated that few wou 1 d remember it had 

existed at a 11 . Gay peop 1 e were to suffer a systanat i c campaign of 

intimidation, harassment, and ultimately genocide" (Adam, 1987: 25). 

Accounts report that sane fifty thousand people were charged with 

violations of Paragraph 175 of the German Penal Code during the Nazi 

regime (Steak1ey, 1974; Adam, 1987), a1though the sum total of hanosexuals 

killed at this time is the subject of much debate. 
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The Nazis' World War Two "Project Pink" (the placing of pink 

triangle e-nb1ens on the clothing of known or suspected hanosexua1s). 2 often 

resulted in the torture, illness or death of harosexual prisoners 

(Steakley, 1974: 89). The wi e 1 ding of Nazi author itar i ani sm c 1ear1 y 

illustrates the power of naming and the annipotence of control. Thus, 

The Holocaust then effectively wiped away m::>st of the early 
gay culture and its rrovement through systematic 
ex termination and i deo 1 og i ca 1 contra 1 . I ts 1 egacy was a 
wilful forgetting by both capitalist and carmunist elites 
who tacitly confirmed the Nazis' work by denying lesbians 
and gay men any public existence (Adam, 1987: 54-5). 

This annihilation did however leave sanething beneficent in its wake such 

that, 

... the German rrovement offered a lifeline for isolated but 
aware lesbians and gay men, influencing their thinking and 
helping lay the groundwork for m::>vements that emerged after 
World War.II (Adam, 1987: 17). 

World War I I and The North American Experience 

In particular, the atrrosphere of the Second World War shifted the 

location and context of hanosexuality and encouraged the emergence of the 

hc:mosexual, a conscious sense of identity, and a desire for a ccrrmunity 

of ·kindred spirits' . Berube refers to this as the "gay ambience" created 

by the Second World War (1981, 20). Those who discovered other like-

minded individuals also managed to enhance their self-esteem in addition 
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to forging initia1 ties with the gay subculture, many of which were 1ater 

nurtured during the post-war period. 

The app1ication of the term hanosexua1 a1so created the opportunity 

for individua1s to define their own identities and to give meaning to 

hidden or unknown desires in addition to 1 ending credence to those 

sensations which were previously only suspect (D'Emilio, 1981: 80). Thus, 

the situ at i ona 1 context of the War, the tang i b 1 e di stance frorn wives, 

chiidren, parents, the unfamiliar geographic and residential arrangements 

and da i 1 y routines probab 1 y "helped to weaken the pattern of mi 1 i eu which 

previously reinforced the heterosexua1 dichotorny" (D'Emi 1 io, 1983: 31) . .: 

Moreover, the war also helped to "forge a group existence" 

(D'Emilio, 1983: 39) am::>ng hanosexua1s by exposing thousands of men to 

1arge cities where anonymity prevailed, new friendships were developed, 

and the relative absence of previous restrictions, traditiona1 norms and 

expectations facilitated an initial gay consciousness through entry into 

the emerging gay subculture and helped to ease the process of 'corning out' 

(D'Emi1io, 1983: 31). 

During the second world war, hanosexual wanen also experienced a 

novel to1erance of 1esbianisrn in genera1 since the army had weakened its 

adnittance restrictions as a consequence of the need for female soldiers, 

nurses and casua 1 1 abour. ·. 4 The coa 1 escence of 1 esb i an identity was 

encouraged by the war largely because, as D'Emilio has observed: 

The large-sea le entry of wanen into the work force, the 
geographic rrobi 1 ity that many of them experienced, the 
removal of miliions of young men frorn the hane front, and 
the concentration for the first time of substantia1 numbers 
of wanen in the armed forces created a qualitatively new and 



unique situation in which wanen might cane out and 1esbians 
m1ght meet one another (1983, 100). 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS OF THE POST-WAR PERIOD 
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The fo1lowing provides a brief overview of the major historical 

ceve1opments which transpired in North America during the post-war period. 

This chapter does not endeavour to include the minutiae of events salient 

to homosexua 1 cannunity development, bur rather focuses upon the rrore 

significant historical 'milestones' relevant to the evolution of the 

r:nde;n gay world. 

lnmediately following the war, many homosexuals took up residence 

:n the port cities and centres of war industry such as Los Ange1es, Key 

West, New York, the San Francisco Bay area, and various other 'Ports of 

Ca11'. Many men, particularly those who had received a dishonourab1e 

discharge from the army as a result of their known or suspected 

hornosexua1ity, opted to remain in such areas rather than to confront the 

anticipated disgrace back home. 

The migration of homosexuals during the post war period thus 

fostered an expansion of homosocial mi 1 ieux such as gay bars, meet1ng 

places and gay-oriented organizations (D'Emi1io, 1983: 32). In turn, this 

led to the establishment of more cohesive groups of homosexuals who were 

becaning rrore cognizant of their 'group needs' (Boone, 1979: 63), and to 

the dawn of what was 1 ater regarded as the ' inst i tut i ona 1 i zat ion of 



homosexua:ity' (Buliough, 1976: 664).·5 In sun, Adam explains: 

Wartime left an ambiguous legacy to wanen, gay people, and 
;iat i ona l mi nor it i es. O;i the one hand, it had opened 
unprecedented employment opportunities and exposed millions 
to new life-styles both at home and abroad. On the other 
hand, the end of war brought pressures to restore the prewar 
soc i a 1 order - or an idea 1 i zed merory of it - and this 
restoration sought to roli back new financial and personal 
freedoms (1987, 61). 
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The first enduring'.6 North American hanosexual organization appears 

to be 'The Veteran's Benevolent Association' (VBA) which was formed in New 

York City in 1945. The \/BA was largely a social club with a membership 

of ex-military men attempting to sustain the links they had forged during 

wartime (Buliough, 1976: 666). Following the development of the VBA, 

Harry Hay, an active hanosexual, conceived of 'The Bachelors for Wallace' 

in :948. Although many historians describe the group as authentic, it is 

worthy of note that it existed only as Hay's brain child - an idea he 

discussed during a gay party which was never consl.lTTTlated in its original 

form (Katz, 1976; Altman, 1982; Adam, 1987). Hay's early ideas did, 

however, serve as the catalyst for the future Mattachine Society. 

The 1948 Kinsey Report (and, to a lesser degree, the 1953 Report) 

played an important role in the development of hanosexual consciousness 

in that it in it i a 11 y mapped the "unsurveyed sexual landscape of the 

nation" (D'Emilio, 1983: 37). The Report, in corrbination with the social 

conditions of the post-war period, suggested to both the older 'hanophile 

movement' (Klaich, 1974: 220) and the hidden hanosexual population that 

hanosexuality was much more widely practised than the public would adnit. 

This provided the hanosexual population with scientific evidence for the 
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existence of large groups of homosexuals (Klaich, 1974; D'Emi1io, 1983; 

~.dam, 1987) and signified to homosexuals that they were not a1one. in 

this way, "Kinsey also provided ideological amnunition that lesbians and 

homosexuals might use once they began to fight for equality" (D'Emilio, 

1983: 37-8) . 

The latter part of the decade, 1949, heralded the development of 

an interracia1 and mixed gender social service organization ent~tled the 

Knights of the Clock, Inc., which was to last for a period of five years. 

(Humphreys, 1972: 51). Most of these early groups are, however, 

considered largely innocuous. 

The 1950s: McCarthyi~~. Mattachine and the D.O.B. 

Senator Joseph McCarthy 1 inked harosexua l ity to cannun1sm as 'a 

threat to the .American way' and, during the 1950s, aspired to disclose 

a; i harosexua 1 s anp 1 oyed in the Washington State Department (Al trnan, 1982: 

ix). The ensuing 'witch hunt' became a search and destroy mission 

propagated by harophob i a. Whereas, during the 1940s, army and navy 

recruits were warned against the harosexual witch hunts, the harophobia 

of the 1950s encouraged the ferreting out and persecution of harosexuals 

(Berube and D · Emi 1 i o, 1984: 759-60). It has been reported that the 

military discharged approximately one thousand accused harosexuals during 

the 1940s, but during the 1950s, the nunber increased to just over two 

thousand individuals (Berube and D'Emilio, 1984: 760). 
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The Cold War hanophob i a and anti -carrnun ism of the McCarthy er a 

unleashed its forces, aiming them toward the destruction of hanosexuals. 

To th:s enc, Joseph McCarthy: initiated F.B. I. support; created rigorous 

censure for known hanosexuals; labelled lesbians and gay men as 'national 

security risks' and 'moral perverts'; gathered infonnation on the so

ca~ 1ed 'gay world' in general'.8 ; initiated aggressive raids on known gay 

bars and park areas; permitted full sanction for police harassment and 

::iruta 1i ty toward hanosexua ls; and instructed the post office to trace a 11 

hanosexua l ma i l correspondence in order to access a more substant i a 1 

hanosexual contingent'.9 (D'Emilio, 1983; Adam, 1987). 

McCarthyism al so had an impact on the Canadian scene and the 

corresponding 'witch hunts' were conducted primarily through the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), the National Film Board (NFB) and the 

National Research Council (NRC) (Adam, 1987: 59). The hanophobia of the 

:. ime was evident in the program devised by the "Royal Canadian Mounted 

Pol ice ... to map a 11 the hanosexua ls in Ottawa, a project eventua 11 y 

abandoned when the map at police headquarters became overwhelmed with red 

dots" (Adam, 1987: 59). 2 ~ 

The 1950s created an atmosphere in which two social incongruities 

became evident. The first concerns the contrast between the diversity of 

social arrangements provided by the war, and the sudden "tightening web 

of oppression in McCarthy's America" (D'Emilio, 1981: 81) and the 

repression experienced generally throughout the early post-war period 

(Adam, 1987: 62). The second focuses on the seemingly paradoxical 
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deve1opment of p1oneer1ng gay organizations' during a time of intense 

hOTOphobia and repressive control. Thus, it appears that oniy beca~se 

the hanosexua 1 iii~: itants broke with the "accarmodat ionist spirit of the 

1950s" (D'Emi1io, 1983: 174) that the rrx:rnentum for the early harophile, 

and later gay, movements developed as they did. 
.. 

tn 1951~, during the height of harophobia, the Mattachine Society·· 

was founded by Harry Hay (Martin and Lyon, 1972; Coleman, 1984; Adam, 

1987) and this "marked the radical beginning of a continuous history of 
,. 

gay political organization in the U.S." (D'Emilio, 1978: 127).·J The early 

Mattachine was quite different than previous horrosexual 'social groups' 

in that, 

lt had a secret, cell-like, and hierarchical structure; it 
developed an analysis of hanosexuals as an oppressed 
cultural minority; and, as a corollary of that analysis, 
the Mattach i ne Society pursued a strategy f 01~ soci a; change 
that rested on mass action by harosexuals (D'Emilio, 1978: 
131) . 

Furthermore, this hierarchical organization was based on a kind of 'guild 

system' with a centralized leadership and a "pyramid of 5 orders of 

membership, with increasing levels of responsibility as one ascended the 

structure" (D'Emilio, 1978: 133). 

Toward the end of the 1950s, however, the Mattachine had expanded 

its membership, diversifying to such an extent that several smaller and 

more specialized groups evolved fran the original. ONE, Inc. for exainp~e, 

emerged out of the Mattachine as a primary educational and social service 

organization. Moreover, ONE Institute (the public education arm of ONE, 

Inc.) offered courses on hanosexuality beginning as early as 1960 
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(Humphreys, 1972: 54). 

In 1955 a group of four lesbian couples formed the Daughters of 

Bi:it1s (D.O.B.) 24 (Martin and Lyon, 1972; Marotta, 198'1; Adam, 1987). 

: nit i a 1 : y, tfJe goa 1 s of the D. 0. B. i nvo 1 ved contact and support for 

lesbians and was geared to creating "changes in straight society" 

(Marotta, 1981: 57). Eventually the D.O.B. suffered a predicament simi 1ar 

~o that of the Mattachine: intra-group conflict. Thus, the group became 

rmt i vated by the (unsuccessful) attempt to reconc i 1 e the members: the 

m1l1tant activists desirous of building "a strong and coherent hanophile 

rmvement" (Marotta, 1981: 57), and the accannodationist 'harophile old 

guard', caught in the tail-wind of post-war anxiety and the apprehension 

ind~ced by McCarthyism (Marotta, 1981; D'Emilio, 1983; Adam, 1987). 

Gradually, the personnel of both Mattachine and D.O.B. shifted, 

transforming their goals, ideology, public messages and political 

activities. Simultaneously, they become more militant and less wary of 

pLlblic reaction. However, by 1973 with the advent of the Gay Liberation 

Movement, the strongest chapters of the D. 0. B. had disbanded and the 

Mattach1ne was on the verge of collapse. As Schur has noted, 

Complex internal and external relationships, routinization, 
di sp 1 acement of goa 1 s, and even the growth of entrenched 
ideologies and vested interests can all undermine activist 
cannitment and unity (1979, 435). 
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Jh~~60s aQd Stonewa11: From the Margins to the Gannunity 

The 1960s were a time of intense po1itica1 strugg1e for radical 

act~vists and mi1itant gays such as Harry Hay, Jose Sarria, Del Martin, 

Phy11is Lyon, Lisa Ben (an acronym for 'lesbian'), Randy Wicker, Craig 

Rodwel 1 and Barbara Grier. Between 1952 and 1965, the number of magazine, 

journal and media artic1es on harosexua1 ity increased (D'Erni 1 io, 198;: 

84 )·: and by the mid 1960s, the gay 'subcu 1 ture' appeared rrore vis i b 1 e due 

to the new accessibility of gay 1iterature and the weakening conservatism 

of the press and the mass media in general. Such changes shou 1 d be 

regardec in terms of their causa 1 rel at ion to the strengthening of 

horrosexual group identity and cannunity bonding (D'Erniiio, 1983: 175). 

However, as hanosexual visibi1ity and activism intensified, the degree of 

public reaction rose accordingly. 

The 'countercultura1 ideal' of the late 1960s provided a manifest 

contrast to the homophobia of the mainstream media and the public social 

definitions of non-conformity. This ideal also provided an alternative 

perspective for homosexuals themselves such that: 

The countercu1tura1 ideal was seen as the only v1s1on of 
ccmnun it y canpat i bl e with the fact that d "if f erent people 
had different endownents and interest, that different 
individuals set out to grow at different times and with 
varyi:ig degrees of ski11 and dedication and that self
d~scovery and self-realization proceeded at different rates 
and produced different results in different individuals 
(Marotta, 1981: 313-14). 

Moreover, the early harophile rrovement was based, not only on the hippie 

counterculture, but on the progress made by the harophile old guard and 
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the c iv i 1 rights movanent. As Tea 1 exp 1 a ins, "b 1 acks provided the concept 

of an oppressed minority getting their thing together, threw out notions 

of co-operation with the oppressors and developed concepts of group 

consciousness and self-pride" (1971, 50). Moreover, al 1 th~ee 

developrnents created an anti-capitalist, pro-power, 'alternative culture' 

attitude in addition to the "all-Janee with the non-harosexual oppressed" 

(Teal, 1971: 85). 

In June of 1969, the New York Police Department instigated a riot 

that would develop into an intermittent 'street disorder' spanning nearly 

four days and nights. 26 Frustrated and angry about continued pol ice 

harassment, brutality, intrusion into hcrnosexual social milieux, and 

finaliy, the attempt to close the popular Stonewall Inn on Christopher 

Street in New York City, gay patrons and passersby decided that it was 

t;me to retaliate. Conservative hcrrosexuals fought side by side with drag 

queens, transvestites and lesbians as they hurled insults, rocks and 

bottles at the police (Marotta, 1981: 71-7). There is no single 

explanation for the fact that Stonewall occurred on this particular night 

as opposed to any other, except that, as Craig Rodwell (the founder of The 

Oscar W i 1 de Bookstore in New York) exp 1 a ins, "it was just everyth ~ ng 

coming together, one of those moments in history where, if you were there, 

you knew that this is IT" (Weiss and Schiller, 1988: 67). Moreover, gay 

people were "tired of the old 'We Walk Jn Shadows' routine" (New York 

Mattachine Newsletter, August 1969). It was the genesis of an embryonic 

self-recogn1tion that the gays, like the blacks during the civi 1 r1ghts 
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rn:::ivement, did have a dream."· 

I t was through the riots that Stonewa 11 "gave the gay corrmun it y 

its baptis:n by fire" (Boone, 1979: 86) and helped to "forge a sense of 

::mmunity" (wo:f, ;979: 65). The Stonewall riots sparked the energence 

of nation-wide support, grassroots networking, and encouraged the c1~eat ior. 

CJf a strong lesbian liberation m:::>vement (D'Ernilio, 1983: 233-6). The 

transformation of horrosexual and lesbian self-oppression to stronger, rrore 

positive and cohesive self-images also laid the cornerstone for the 

inception and expansion of han:::>sexual social centres, churches, 

pr~fessional associations, sports leagues, vacation carmunities, record 

canpan ~es, theatre groups, gay presses, and f i lm co 11 ect i ves. Perhaps 

more importantly, Stonewall helped to facilitate an awareness of the range 

of possibilities for those gay men and lesbians who were carrnitted to the 

cause of liberation and in this way, 

Not only were gay 1 iberation leaders nurtured and encouraged 
by the peace and black iiberation m:::>vements but these social 
ti des have shared the spec i a 1 ski 11 s of the oppressed 
(Humphreys, 1972: 10). 

Stonewa 11 a 1 so engendered a sense of respons i bi 1 i ty arrong harosexua 1 s 

toward horrosexua 1 s. Two years after the Stonewa 11 riots, The Body Po 1 it i c 

advised its gay and lesbian audience that, "the liberation of han:::>sexuals 

can on: y be the work of han:::>sexua 1 s themselves. "28 
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Post-Stonewall: The 1970s 

The harcsexual rrovanent of the 1970s appeared to take as its own, 

causes and issues in the areas of law and pol it i cs, rel i g ion and the 

church, medical establisrments and the media (Coleman, 1984: 57). 

Fundarnenta l 1 y, 

... the definition of harosexuals as a separate and definable 
category created the basis for a political rrovanent, and the 
emergence of this categorization in the nineteenth century 
coincided with the beginnings of the ear 1 y harcsexua 1 rights 
rrovement (Altman, 1982: 111). 

In general, the gay rrovanent fulfilled four primary functions for 

horrosexuals: it helped thern to foster and define a sense of gay identity 

and carrnunity; it furthered the establisrment of a sense of legitimacy 

within the context of the larger society; it endeavoured to challenge the 

"general heterosex i srn of society" (A 1 tman, 1982: 118) , and it gathered 

rromentun in the struggle for legal equality of harosexuals. The latter 

preceded the victory of a m.rrt>er of specific gay 1ega1 appea 1 s and 

significantly, helped to facilitate the reroval of 'harosexuality as 

mental illness' fran the American Psychiatric Association's 'Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders' in 1973 (Adam, 1987: 81). 

During the post-Stonewall 1970s, harosexual energies were focused 

primarily on the "making out of distinctive enclaves and neighbourhoods" 

(Coleman, 1984: 59) in addition to the development of religious caucuses 

and chapters in the larger knerican cities. As gay consciousness and 

identity anerged, the gay liberation rrovement also served as the ifll)etus 
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for the wanen' s 1 i berat ion rnovanent and in part icu 1 ar, the ' lesbian

f emi ni st' rnovanent, complete with a new form of women's consciousness. 

THE 1980s: 

MODERN PUBLIC DILEl'f1AS 

The rise of the 'New Right' during the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

the Albany and Toronto bath raids in the early part of the decade, and the 

outbreak of Acquired lrTTTl..lne Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS) have meant that, 

borne of necessity, "lesbians and gay men have organized around the 

di verse aspects of their l i ves to meet new needs and prob l ans and to 

create carrrun it i es in new p 1 aces" (Adam, 1987: 134) . Recent hi story shows 

that they have risen to this challenge, creating new structures, services 

and institutions. Gay men and lesbians have also beccme rnore visible, 

more vocal and rnore organized than ever before. 

The Rise of the New Right 

The 'New Right' may be regarded as the most modern form of public 

opposition to hanosexuality. The new, and often more subt 1 e f orrns of 

horrophobia are generally expressed in one or rrore of the following ways. 

The first of the 'new' rnoral entrepreneurs, Anita Bryant, is most caTTTOnly 
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regarded as the leader of a "pro-family coalition" (Adam, 1987: 109). 

Bryant's 'Save Our Children' crusade during the late 1970s was a campaign 

for the repudiation of harosexuality largely on the grounds that 

harosexuals engaged in child rrolestation in their search for 'converts'. 

Moreover, Bryant reinforced the ideal of the nuclear family as the 'haven 

in a heartless world' (Adam, 1987: 110). 

The inherent paradox of this ideology is primarily one of 

contradiction in that, while the New Right struggles for a return to the 

pre-capitalist and rural sense of carmunity, its marbers regard the new 

intimacy of the rrodern gay carmunities (or world) as largely, a loss of 

carmunity. Moreover, even as participants of the New Right decree that 

freedan of opportunity is essential to entrepreneurial advancement, its 

citizens derogate the new generation of harosexual merchants, investors 

and consl.JTlers. In this way, "the irony of the New Right position is its 

fervent support of American (Canadian) capitalism at the same time as it 

struggles against rrodernity" (Adam, 1987: 110). 

The second expression of the New Right indicates a vanguard which 

struggles to maintain "rroral and political influence in an increasingly 

di verse and secu 1 ar society" (Adam, 1987: 111). These Evange 1 i sts appear 

to be well-organized and influential although this is largely a 

consequence of abundant econanic resources and vollillinous, although 

dispersed, sponsorship. Reverend Jerry Falwell's 'Moral Majority' 

campaign of the early 1980s (not unlike Anita Bryant's crusade) preyed 

upon the apprehension of parents, concerned for the safety and sanctity 
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of their children, and gathered support fran the many anxious about the 

destruction of the 'm:iral fabric of society' .29 In so doing, Falwell had 

discovered the means by which to pontificate and to peddle harophobia to 

the masses. 

Most of the Evangelists expound 'hellfire and darrnation' upon those 

who deviate fran the laws of God and Man (the harosexual as m:ist grievous 
-~ 

sinner) , and many suggest that harosexua 1 s are disciples of Satan. 

Recently, crusaders have declared that the high proportion of AIDS arrong 

harosexual men is a 'scourge inflicted by God' as retribution. This has 

been one method by which (potential) public s~athy for harosexual AIDS 

victims has been neutralized, while at the time, this ideology has created 

acceptable, legitimate, and institutionalized forms of heterosexism and 

anti-gay discrimination. 

The third and m:ist recent expression of the New Right has been 

referred to as the 'octopus· 3~ of the corporate elite, their families and 

political affiliates (Adam, 1987: 114). These are the charrp ions of 

conservative rrorality and the traditional nuclear family. Generally 

speaking, this 'octopus' refers to the businesses and spokespersons who 

exchange sponsorship, endorsement and lucrative rerrunerat ion for workplace 

adherence to traditional family values and social norms. In other words, 

the financial support of rronolithic corporations is frequently traded for 

the enactment of discrimination policies (refusal to hire gays, blacks or 

Vietnamese) arrong smaller or independent canpanies. Thus, the corporate 

elite provides: 

... significant capitalist backing to create a set of 



political lobbies and policy institutes with which to 
cultivate the profamily, single issue, and religious right 
organizations for the capitalist class (Adam, 1987: 114). 
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It is the power of privilege and the privilege of dcmination which 

currently serve to exclude gay people f rem certain enp l oyment 

opportunities. The recent publicity of the Coors discriminatory (anti-

gay) carpany policy and subsequent boycott of Coors beers in gay bars is 

an appropriate example of modern corporate dcmination, as wel 1 as the 

response of the gay world to such att901)ted subjugation. 

The Bath Raids: Mainstream Violence and Gay Anger 

Events surrounding the police raids at popular metropolitan bath 

houses are well known to gay and lesbian carnunity rnenbers, but to the 

non-gay, newspaper accounts are frequently misleading. The following, 

wh i l e focus i ng on events surrounding the gay carnun it y in Toronto, 

Ontario, is provided only as an exaJll)le. There have been nunerous bath 

raids in other Canadian and American cities (such as Montreal, Quebec and 

Albany, New York) which have acted as similar catalysts to confrontations 

between the police and the gay carnunity as a result of police violence 

and carmunity response. The data regarding the specific events of the 

Toronto bath raids are, however, rn.Jch rrore accessible than those which 

pertain to the Albany carrrunity. This then is the basis for the focus 

upon Toronto although generally, the situation is not dissimilar across 
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the various canrunities. 3'. 

Although many lesbians do not condone the 'fast food' sexual 

marketplace (Adam, 1987: 100) of the gay male milieu, the police brutality 

and mass arrests of the 1981 raids on four Toronto bath houses 

and several in Albany, New York engendered a sense of arpathy, Call>assion 

and collective rage among gay men and lesbians. These raids have been 

referred to as the "crucial turning point in the growth of the city's gay 

coomunity" (Hannon, 1982: 273) for both Toronto and Albany. During the 

bath raids of February 5 and June 16, 1981, police officers and officials 

engaged in irrrroderate violence, pillage and verbal abuse resulting in the 

bodily hann of many gay men, the desecration of 'bawdy house' buildings 

(e.g. fist holes in the walls, broken doors and windows), and the legal 

prosecution (many were arrested on 'trLfl'Ped up' charges) of 286 'found-

1ns' (patrons) and 20 keepers (owners). 

Al though rooted in the shared experiences of oppression, 

stignatization, persecution and same-sex relations, each gay comnunity 

has forged its own bonds of strength, so 1 i dar i ty, pol it i c i zat ion and 

diversity, as a consequence of particular territorial events and 

circunstances. In New York City, gay 1 iberat ion arose out of the 

turbulence and conflict between the local gay carrrunity and pol ice 

officials which cl imaxed during the (now famous) Christopher Street 

Stonewall Riots of 1969. In Toronto, the seeds of gay rrobilization were 

sown by the synthesis of gay activist George Hislop's unsuccessful 1980 

campaign for city a 1 derman, the break down of po 1 ice and gay coomun it y 
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relations and the gay activism and anger inspired by the 1981 bath raids 

(Lynch, 1979: 247) _32 

The lrrpact of Acquired lmrune Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS) 

In many ways, AIDS has served to reinforce the popular association 

of harosexuality with disease and perversion, also becaning useful as a 

new kind of "anm.mition for the hanophobic right" (Altman, 1988: 94). In 

this sense, A IDS has al so augnented "the heterosexual association of ana 1 

sex ... [and hooosexua l ity in general] ... with a se l f-annihi lat ion" (Bersani, 

1988: 222). By the mid-1980s, AIDS had truly becane "the m::>nster in the 

closet, scaring us to sleep" (Black, 1985: 207). The metaphorical nexus 

associated with the disease and the public response of the (heterosexual) 

majority has been largely unfavourable, frequently hanophobic, and 

interpreted, by popu 1 ar evange 1 i sts and lay peep 1 e a 1 i ke, as divine 

retribution for irrmoral and unlawful behaviour. 

At the outset, A IDS appears to have weakened the rudimentary 

solidarity in the larger carrnunities which began to accorrtTOdate a large 

aggregate of afflicted (gay) merrbers. In many ways, arrong gay men and 

lesbians, AIDS has reduced group nLITlbers, intensified the experience of 

oppression by the majority, heightened intra-group gender, ideological 

and political conflicts and differentiation, and cast a pall on the 

1 anguage of ' rights ' , the status of hanosexua 1 as 'hl.Jllan' , and the 
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liberation movement in general. 

On the other hand, the epidemic has created a distinctive unity 

armng gay men and many lesbians by reinforcing similarities in their 

struggles for acceptance, legal rights and privileges and more recently, 

for survival. The advent of AIDS has also generated new dimensions of 

gay ccmnunity and gay world organization including specialized support 

groups and telephone hotlines, statistical, general research and referral 

personnel, public speakers and educational packages, new forms of 

carrrunity support and outreach programs. AIDS has also encouraged many 

gay carmunity groups to enter the political arena, challenging anew the 

legal, judicial, and health care systems. Much of the current litigation 

and pol icy disputes are aimed at the development of just and non

d i scr imi natory hospital and workplace guidelines, testing and insurance 

policies, medical and social support premiuns, research and development 

funding and governnent subsidies. Finally, AIDS has stim..llated renewed 

interest armng gays in the struggle for acceptable hunan rights 

codification. The epidemic is, in many ways, the latest chapter in the 

continuing evolution of the gay world and thus, the most recent catalyst 

for the increasing organizational sophistication and institutional 

completeness of gay carmunities within this world. 
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OONCLUSION 

Much of this chapter i nvo 1 ves a 'setting of the stage' for the 

forthcaning chapters. This historical overview provides the reader with 

a background in the social and historical emergence and development of 

gay ccmnunities, upon which chapters three (culture), four ('pre-world' 

carrnunity structures) and five (gay world structures) are built. A rrore 

carp l ete and chrono logical l i sting of the genesis of gay and lesbian 

organizations, periodicals, magazines and publications is included in the 

Appendices as a tool for quick reference. 

In genera 1, this history indicates that the tradit iona 1 

sociological perspective (eg. Lee, 1979; Best and Luckenbill, 1982) which 

designate subcu 1 tures as passive, is a part i a 1 and inadequate view. 

Particular events, such as the watershed Stonewall Riots of 1969, prove 

that activism, as a product of (self and group) consciousness, plays an 

integral role in subcultural evolution and the development of discrete 

carrnunities and institutions. 

The irrportance of this chapter shou 1 d now be c 1 ear . Discrete 

cultural and structural characteristics, in conjunction with particular 

historical contexts, overlap and form the basis of the rrodern gay world. 

Much of the richness and diversity of this world is also a consequence of 

a unique gay culture, which sinultaneously allows gay men and lesbians to 

'pass' as straight and to be at once a part of and separate fran, the 

mainstream. The artifacts of gay culture will be discussed in detail in 

the following chapter. 
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END NOTES 

1. There were exceptions to this however. Historical periods 
which encouraged a tolerance of harosexuality included Greek Antiquity 
during which love between men was seen as a higher 'Platonic ideal' and 
the early 'gay Christians' of the second century A.D. who were themselves 
i nvo l ved in same-sex re 1 at ions ( Boswe 11 , 1980: 135) . Evidence of the 
1 atter canes fran the dialogue of Ach i 11 es Tat i us during the second 
century A.D. (Macleod translation, page 205) as a general expression on 
the part of the early 'gay Christians': 

Let no one expect love of males in early times. For 
intercourse with wanan was necessary so that our race might 
not utterly perish for lack of seed ... Do not then 
again ... censure this discovery as worth 1 ess because it 
wasn't made ear 1 i er, nor, because intercourse with wcman can 
be credited with greater antiquity than the love of boys, 
must you think love of boys inferior. No, we ITT.Jst consider 
the pursuits that are o 1 d to be necessary, but assess as 
superior the later additions, invented by hL.rnan life when 
it had leisure for thought (Boswell, 1980: 126). 

2. Accordingly, Stage cautions scholars, academics, historians and 
lay persons alike not to sirll)ly dismiss such behaviourial nuances. She 
adnon i shes that, "to deem wanen' s harosoc i al and haroerot i c behaviour 
innocuous is dismissive and perhaps worse than to darm it as deviant" 
( 1980' 247). 

3. See Randolph TrLITt:>ach (1977, 10-34) for a discussion of the 
existence of we 11 deve 1 oped underground harosexua 1 ccmn.m it i es in the 
large cities of eighteenth century Europe. 

4. Fanale artists, writers and intellectuals of the Renaissance 
coupled as 'kindred spirits', believing that wanen-directed friendships 
would heighten their creative efforts s i nee the 1 atter were 1arge1 y 
ignored by men (Faderman, 1981: 29). Exarrples of nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century rcmantic friendships believed to be hanosocial 
and/or harosexual in nature include: Katherine Loring and Alice James; 
Sarah Jewett and Annie Fields; Edith Sannerville and Violet Martin (who 
collaborated on several written works under the pseudonym of Martin Ross); 
Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper (alias Michael Field); Radclyffe Hall 
and Una Troubridge, and Mary Meigs and Marie-Claire Blais. 

5. The more popular merrbers of this 'rudimentary subculture' 
included Natalie Barney, Rcmaine Brooks, Radclyffe Hall and Oscar Wilde. 
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However, caution is advised in interpreting such data since, as Boswell 
notes: 

individual writers recording their personal feelings in 
isolation, no matter how nunerous, probably do not 
constitute a 'sub-culture' in its rrost caiTn:)n sense, but a 
network of such persons, conscious of their callTOn 
difference fran the majority and rrutually influencing their 
own and other's perceptions of the nature of their 
distinctiveness does indicate the sort of change at issue 
here (1980, 243). 

6. It has also been suggested that social concern in the area of 
wanen's independence arose fran and was reinforced by the depictions of 
love between wanen in the French poetry and literature of the time, as 
well as in the emergent theories of the sexologists Kraft-Ebbing, Havelock 
Ellis and Karl Ulrichs who warned against 'inversion' and the 'disease of 
lesbianism'. 

7. Although, data acquired fran Cavin's study of thirty different 
societies indicates that 1 esb i an ism existed " ... across a 11 pre-industrial 
econanies and subsistence levels and is not confined to the capitalist 
rrode of production" (1985, 122-4), this does not mean that self
consciousness, institutional Call'.>leteness, or organizational 
sophistication also follows in non-capitalist societies. 

8. D' Emi 1 io suggests that gay and lesbian identities have not 
always existed, but that the developnent of a conscious gay identity is 
a product of history and particularly, of the develo~nt of capitalism 
(1983b, 102-104). The author also makes an illl>ortant distinction between 
harosexual 'behaviour' and 'identity', arguing for the discreteness of 
each. Moreover, D' Emilio i l luninates the inherent paradox of the 
contradiction between capital ism and the family rrost clearly in the 
fol lowing: 

On the one hand, capita 1 ism continua 1 1 y weakens the mater i a 1 
foundation of the farni ly, making it possible for individuals 
to live outside the family, and for a lesbian and gay 
identity to deve 1 op. On the other, it needs to push men and 
wanen into families, at least long enough to reproduce the 
next generation of workers (1983b, 110). 

9. The SHC initiated a pet it ion advocating the abo 1 it ion of 
Paragraph 175 although the petition itself was presented sane twenty-five 
years after its original inception (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 1974: 11-16). 

10. Lauritsen and Thorstad ( 197 4) estimate that rrore than ten 
thousand vollJTles fran the ISS collection were destroyed although Steakley 
(1975) claims that it was closer to twelve thousand books and three 
thousand, five hundred photos. 
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11. Rector claims that the razing of Hirschfeld's Institute was 
an attack on both hanosexuality and Judaism, since Hirschfeld was both 
Jewish and hanosexual (1981, 25). 

12. See also, Erwin J. Haeberle, 135-39 and Rudiger Lautmann, 141-
160 in Licata and Petersen (eds.), 1985. 

13. Hirschfeld's observations during World War I 
coomenting that, "war is an opportunity for throwing off 
the irkscrne repressions which culture irrposes and 
terrporari ly a 11 those repressed desires" ( 1934, 27). 

resulted in his 
for awh i 1 e , a 1 1 
for satisfying 

14. D' Emilio suggested that during the war, the "Women's Army 
Corps became the alrrost quintessential lesbian institution" (1983, 27). 

15 . However, Murray argues that it is doubtful that the many 
individuals in receipt of a dishonourable discharge frcm the military were 
also those rrore likely to participate as new members of post-war hanophile 
organizations (1984, 25-6). 

16. The term enduring is used here to refer to organizations and 
groups which survive over a nurber of years, such as the VBA which lasted 
for approximately nine years (Hurphreys, 1972: 50). There are many 
organizations which were extremely short-lived and obscure such as the 
'Society for Hunan Rights', incorporated in Chicago late in 1924, which 
seems to have appeared on the scene first. A 1 though Adam ( 1987, 42) 
claims that it was the "first formally-organized gay movement group in the 
U . S. " (pub l i sh i ng on 1 y two issues of a journa 1 ent it 1 ed Friendship and 
fr:eedan) , it is se 1 dan noted by rrost authors and gay historians. The 
'Quaker Emergency Cannittee' of 1945 and the 'George W. Henry Foundation' 
emerging frcm the dissolution of the former (Hurphreys, 1972: 50), were 
also short-lived and relatively innocuous. 

17. However, the Kinsey Report did not provide the irrpetus for 
hanophile organization (as Sagarin, 1969; Altman, 1971; Licata, 1985, and 
others suggest), but rather served as an instrUTient which stirn..ilated an 
awareness of the existence of like others, and the potential for 
organization. Moreover, it is my opinion that the carposite of social 
changes introduced by capitalism, situational context of the Second World 
War, pub 1 i cat ion of the first Kinsey Report, and the advent of the 
nineteen-sixties Civi 1 Rights social movement archetype created the 
necessary awareness and encouragement for conscious harophile (and later, 
harosexual, lesbian and gay) association and organization. The early 
hanoph i 1 e sens i bi 1 it y was a 1 so bo l stered by Senator Joseph McCarthy ' s 
reign of fear and restriction of rrovernent during the nineteen-fifties. 
See also Stephen O. Murray, 1984, pages 29-34. 
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18. It has been suggested that, by 1952, there existed a string 
of gay beaches, parks, bus stops and bars 'cruised' mainly by gay men as 
part of an "inf onna l ca1TT1.m i cat ion network of the gay male subculture" of 
the time (D'Emilio, 1983: 70-1). 

19. It appears that the U.S. postal surveillance persisted until 
1966 (Newsweek, June 13, 1966: 24) al though Adam ( 1987) refers to the 
termination of the postal surveillance in 1958. 

20. Adam refers here to John Sawatsky, Men In The Shadows. 
Toronto: Doubleday, 1980, pages 112-29. 

21. Adam a 1 so points out that it was not unt i 1 1951 that the 
owners of one particularly wel 1-known gay bar (The Black cat in San 
Francisco) finally established the legal right to serve gay custcrners 
( 1987' 63). 

22. The literature is in agreement that the name 'Mattachine' was 
chosen by Harry Hay because "Mattachines were medieval court jesters who 
told the truth to kings while hiding behind masks. The name's syrrbolic 
importance should not be underestimated" (HLJ'll)hreys, 1972: 52). 

23. However, HLJ'll)hreys notes that the Mattachine Foundation was 
founded in 1950 and, as a result of treason, suspicion and personality 
conflicts arrong the directorate, a new and diminished menbership 
contingent took over in 1953, as the Mattachine Society (1972, 52). 
Humphreys also suggests that: 

If one interprets this transfiguration as a discontinuity 
(as ONE, I Ne., does), then the Mattachine Society is not the 
oldest continuing haroph i le organization in the United 
States. In that case, ONE, inc., founded on October 15, 
1952, as an offshoot of the Mattachine Foundation, receives 
the crown (1972, 52-4). 

24. The name of the group was derived fran a poem about Bilitis, 
a wanen who presunably resided on Lesbos during the time of Sappho. The 
name D.O.B. was apparently chosen by the members because it sounded "like 
any other wanen's lodge" (Martin and Lyon, 1972: 238). At the height of 
its popularity, the D.0.8. also had vital chapters in Cleveland, Denver, 
Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, New York, Portland (Oregon), San 
Diego and San Francisco (Teal, 1971: 189). 

25 . An active member of the Mattach i ne, Randy Wick er pl aced a two-
1 i ne advertisement in the Village Voice in New York City. The ad read: 
"sarnp le packet of harosexua l pub l i cat ions ma i led in a p 1 a in wrapper." 
Wicker apparently received nearly six hundred requests for orders 
(D'Emi l io, 1983: 160). 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE ARTIFACTS OF GAY OJLTURE 

We need to know that we are not accidental, that our culture 
has grown and changed with the currents of time, that we, 
like others, have a social herstory filled with individual 
lives, camunity, struggles and custans of language, dress 
and behaviour that when looked at in their entirety form 
what we call herstory - the story of a people. To live with 
herstory is to have a merrory not just of our own lives but 
of the 1 i ves of others whan we have never met but whose 
voices and actions welll.Jst be connected to ... We are able to 
record the birth of new ways and to watch the dying of old 
ones. Her story wi 11 make a 11 of us fee 1 at one time a part 
of the carrrunity and, at other times, deeply lonely as we 
watch the changes cane (Joan Nestle, "Living with Herstory", 
keynote address for Amazon Autum 's Sixth Annua 1 Lesbian 
Fall Festival, Novari:>er 1982, as quoted in Schwartz, 1984: 
x). 

INTRODUCTION 

The cultural artifacts of various gay coom.mities, and the gay 

world as a whole, are rich, unique and diverse. The features of this 

cu 1 ture are di sp 1 ayed in signs, syrrbo ls , co 1 ours and rrodes of dress 

(iconography) which serve to unify lesbian and gay carrrunity merrbers 

through the creation of a shared syrrbolic discourse and visible means of 

identification, while silll.Jltaneously enhancing individual diversity and 

at time, incongruity. 

Pub 1 i c activities and events (Lesbian and Gay Pride Day 
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celebrations, demonstrations and marches) becane syrrbols of liberation, 

activism and change in themselves, replete with their own unique icons 

and signs (Pride Day buttons, tee shirts and banners). These syrrbols thus 

becane abbreviations which epitomize the reactions of gay corrrrunities to 

the oppression of the ma.instrean in addition to portraying the rewards 

(public recognition, advocacy and celebration) of visibility. Thus, the 

struggle toward change, carrnon issues and group solidarity are enhanced 

by the presentation of syrrbols and the cannon understandings of them which 

have developed in various gay carrrunities. 

The unique vocabularies, argot, rhetoric and terminology of the 

gay wor 1 d serve to i so 1 ate ccmnm i ty meni:>ers f ram the ma i nstrean by 

providing a means with which to exclude non-merrbers (heterosexuals). This 

specialized vernacular also creates a bond between carrrunity meni:>ers and 

increases intra-ccmrunity solidarity. Phrases, terminology and slang 

serve as general syrrbols for the identification and recognition of others, 

providing a specialized discourse by which to express collective 

experiences and carrnon realities. 

Many of the terms (eg. urning, hcrnosexual and 'queer') efll)loyed by 

the dominant culture to characterize, and ultimately control, gay people, 

have been co-opted in sane form by gays themselves. Since many of the 

terms cannon among gay men and lesbians have been appropriated from 

previous and rn.1ndane usage (eg. gay, straight, trick and rough trade), 

there is a general lack of consensus regarding their origins and extant 

definitions. Therefore, the atterrpt has been made to provide a general 
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knowledge of their historical origins and current connotations. 

Gay publishing, press and film efforts have increased gay and 

lesbian visibility in the mainstream, in addition to expanding public 

discourse in this area. Moreover, the articles, magazines, journals and 

books written by and for gay men and lesbians have begun to fill the void 

of mainstream presses which typically do not advertise gay bars, 

restaurants and special events. The veritable explosion of gay publishing 

now offers many alternatives for the young or closeted gay, the public gay 

man or lesbian, parents or friends of gays, and gay scholars and 

historians. There are ccmrun i ty cal enders and newsletters, g 1 ossy 

magazines, scholarly journals, travel and accarmodation guides and maps, 

gay presses, book store reviews, novels, reprints of antiquary literature, 

periodicals and poetry, and monthly mail order catalogues which detail the 

new gay and lesbian book releases. Moreover, many mainstream publishing 

carpanies now accept lesbian and gay novels and scholarly works, as do 

sane of the larger film carpanies (in addition to the smaller independent 

gay, lesbian and faninist film-makers). 

Lesbian and gay bars have always been an illl>Ortant facet of gay 

culture and are still the primary facilitators of canrunity organization 

and awareness. New gay or lesbian residents, visitors, or young gays in 

medium to large cities continue to seek out gay bars to orient themselves 

to a new ccmrunity scene, or to gather initial information on gay groups, 

services and events within the surrounding area. Many of the early bars 

were integral to the organization of ccmrunity in that they served as a 
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means of educating the uninfonned in tenns of roles (the butch-femne 

dichotcmy) and gay and lesbian social nonns. Although gay bar milieux 

functions as a means by which gays are further segregated fran the 

mainstream, most also provide a welcome atmosphere of acceptance which 

increases individual self esteem and acts as a fetter to the process of 

self-oppression. In addition, the bars have provided an irrportant pool 

of social contacts, friends and sexual partners for gay men and lesbians. 

The proxemics of the gay bars are unique in l'Tl.Jch the same ways as 

their ma i nstrearn counterparts. There are gay bars and bistros which 

specialize in particular kinds of l'Tl..lsic, entertairrnent, recreation, food 

and beverage specials, dress codes, gender, personality types and role

playing (macho or effeminate) and fetishes (leather, sadanasochism, 

unifonns, cross-dressing). All of these manifest a distinct atmosphere, 

a particular kind of clientele and a discrete iconography. In many ways, 

gay and lesbian bars epitanize a microcosm of shared experience and they 

remain powerful symbols of gay culture, identity and gay and lesbian life. 

Therefore, iconography, terminology and slang, the gay media and 

films, bar milieux and proxemics, will be explored in tenns of the ways 

in which they function to create, enhance and rrodify the syrrbol ic universe 

of meanings within the gay world, and through processes of 

reinterpretation, increased visibility and co-optation, in the mainstream. 

That many aspects of this gay culture have been internalized and in many 

ways, codified by gay men and lesbians will become clear in the following. 
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THE DATA PROBLEM: 

A DILEl"NA OF RELIABILITY 

In the realm of gay culture and gay history in general, the problem 

of disclosing reliable data is COllJOunded by the fact that many early 

hanosexua 1 and 1 esb i an vo 1 unes and materials have al so been burned, banned 

and otherwise rendered inaccessible. As early as 380 A.D. Sappho's songs 

and verses were classified as imroral and burned by the Catholic Church 

' in Rane. · Those which rerna i ned, were large 1 y destroyed in the West during 

the twentieth century (Boswel 1, 1980; Faderman, 1981; Klaich, 1974; 

Bul lough, 1976, 1979) and the meagre writings which endured are now 

difficult to locate in original form and translation. During the 

desecration of the German Institute for Sexual Science in 1933, an 

estimated ten to twelve thousand docunents, including those accLn1.llated 

by Magnus Hirschfeld and yearbooks of the Scientific HLITlanitarian 

carmittee, were destroyed (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 1974; D'Emilio, 1978, 

1983; Altman, 1982; Steakley, 1974, 1975). Moreover, the censors 

subsequently banned Radclyffe Hal 1 's classic, The Wel 1 of Loneliness, 

published in England in 1928, for a total of thirty-one years. American 

publishers, who apparently bought the rights in 1929, began imnediate 

printing and distribution. Later that year, eight hundred and sixty-five 

copies of the book were seized by the censors and burned and, although 

only four months later, the book was declared 'not obscene', the loss of 

these original copies is irrevocable (Adam, 1987; Altman, 1982; Klaich, 
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1974). 

The historical trinity of sin, sickness and crime carmonly used to 

describe harosexua 1 i ty has been large 1 y a consequence of the tarpor a 1 

consciousness, and the social and political atmosphere of a particular 

ti me per i od . Thus , test irron i a 1 s , newspaper and magaz i ne accounts may 

serve only to illuninate particular biases. Biographies, poetry, letters 

and journals, as the rrost sought after cultural materials, may be enneshed 

in the author's own masques or encoding scheme. Since, " ... what bills of 

sale and tax are to econanic history, poems and letters are to the history 

of personal relations and attitudes toward them" (Boswell, 1980: 22), a 

re 1 i ance upon such mater i a 1 s may invoke subjective and retrospective 

biases which are also prone to difficulties of recall and translation. 

Much of the early data has therefore been distorted through repressive 

censorship (Crew and Norton, 1974). 

The who 11 y preserved evidence, of which we are certain, a 1 so 

contains a class bias, by which we are rrore aware of the sexual activity 

and rcmant i c patterns of the i nte 11ectua1 e 1 i te or the B 1 uestock i ngs 

(Faderman, 1981: 86-7). This is largely because the letters and journals 

of the upper classes arerrore often preserved, incorporated into archival 

records, library collections, rruseun or special holdings displays, and 

included in later biographical materials (Fadennan, 1981: 91; Altman, 

1982: 95). Thus, it is inaccurate to equate the experiences of the upper 

class to those of working class or little-known individuals. 
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That rruch of the cul tura 1 mater i a 1 s of ear 1 y harosexua ls have been 

censored, de 1 eted, coded and altered means that there is a di st i net 

possibility of distortion. The accuracy, validity and reliability of data 

relevant to the historical developnent of early harosexual subculture, gay 

canrunities and the gay world in general is often controversial and we are 

thus frequently uncertain when speaking in historical tenns (Hayes, 1981: 

31). Moreover, sundry opinions concerning the genesis of harosexual and 

gay signs, syrrbols and argot frequently conflict such that: 

The art of marshalling evidence around a topic such as the 
gay and lesbian rrovanent, i nevi tab l y induces a retrospective 
coherence into a subject and hides the very real history of 
fits and starts, fragile initiatives and collapses, and 
individual feats of boldness that characterize the fonna.tion 
of any social movanent (Adam, 1987: 161). 

Th is d i1 emna., i nvo l vi ng the se l ect iv it y of rnarory , retrospect , 

censorship, encoding and the inaccessibility of materials, illl>Oses limits 

on many studies of gay and lesbian hi story. While we rrust remain 

cognizant of the irrplications of such problems, there are few alternatives 

to errploying the data materials at hand. It is illl>Ortant to note that 

these di lemnas affect not only history, but any investigation of an 

ethnographic present. Therefore, the following description of gay culture 

and cultural artifacts is rife with problems of validity, reliability and 

tarporal specificity since many of these artifacts are alrrost always in 

flux, as a result of the social processes of co-optation, reinterpretation 

and transfonna.t ion. Many of the cultural materials discussed in the 

fol lowing chapter are thus consigned to an inmediate past, becaning 
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historical fragnents, rather than slices of extant or rrundane reality. 

A Note on the Concept of culture 

The provision of an explicit definition of the fundamental concept 

of cu 1 tu re is germane to this discussion. Moreover , in the area of 

subculture theory in general, the notion of culture is al'TlJltifarious one 

particularly because notions regarding 'culture' are frequently ef11)1oyed 

as a rubric for so rruch of the content of social life. Jt is sufficient 

for our purposes to 1 ocate and define cultural systems as containing, "the 

system of ideas, beliefs, values, expressive syrrbols and grounds of 

meaning whereby individuals define situations, act, and evaluate both 

their own situations and the act ions of others" (Pearson, 1979: 12). 

Moreover, as Geertz describes it, culture is a relation between and arong 

"webs of significance" ( 1973, 5) and it is within these webs that the 

'cultural objects' of nuance, sign, specialized language and rhetoric, and 

artifact (Rubington, 1982: 49) are developed, llDdified and maintained. 

culture is never static, but always in flux (Wi 11 is, 1978: 172) 

and although the cultural artifacts of the gay world may exist in forms 

different fran those of the daninant culture, they cannot exist as wholly 

dissimilar, since 'culture' and 'society' are both, "part of a necessary 

circle in which neither term is thinkable alone" (Wi 11 is, 1978: 174). As 

Bray writes, 

The figure of the harosexual, either as we see it there in 
its first and early form arrong the rro 11 y houses or as it is 
now after llDre than two centuries of change, has never been 



a we lcane part of the society, the atanized, pluralistic 
society, which gave rise to it. But it is its reflection 
(1982, 114). 
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It is therefore the aim of the following cultural analysis to attarpt 'to 

make sense of and understand' the elements of gay culture ' fran the 

viewpoint of the actors involved' (Pearson, 1979: 68). 

Co-optation and Other Issues 

A good deal of the lack of consensus regarding gay culture concerns 

the fact that the once-popu 1 ar f ash i ens , j ewe 11 ery and co 1 our schemes 

which have characterized gay male (and lesbian) styles have been largely 

'defused' (Clarke, 1975: 188). 'Defusion' refers to the process whereby 

the symbolic meaning is co-opted out of the group fran which it originally 

emerged. Thus, "the symbolic elements, especially dress and rrusic are 

separated out of the context of social relations" (Clarke, 1975: 188). 

As these symbolic elements are transfonned into caTTTOdities available on 

the carrron market, the significance of the original icon is of ten 

misconstrued or transfonned entirely.2 Hence, as more heterosexual males 

have begun to affect jewellery, cologne, pink and lavender clothing and 

black leather, the co-optation of such symbols has led to a decline in the 

certainty and value of prior meanings. Thus, the identity and recognition 

of signs have becane sanewhat arrbiguous (Goodwin, 1989: 27). The new gay 

and lesbian visibi 1 ity has resulted in increasing co-optation, by the 

mainstream, of cultural artifacts and in particular, signs, syrrbols, 
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dress, daneanour and varying degrees in sirrultaneous caTbination. 3 This 

means that, 

A slow process of assimilation and integration also takes 
place: values, ideas, social patterns and styles once 
identified solely with gay men begin showing up in the 
daninant heterosexual culture (Bronski, 1984: 3). 

The authentication of the genesis of gay symbols and styles remains 

problanatic due to the miscellany of opinion and the extant volune of non-

consensual data. As the following chapter unfolds, rruch of this may 

appear rather as fable, steeped in legends and folklore, philosophy and 

poetry, mytho 1 ogy and fantasy. Since, "the twi 1 ight zone that 1 ies 

between living marory and written history is one of the favourite breeding 

places of mythology" (Woodward, 1960: viii), this cannot be avoided. The 

existing literature which explores the origins of gay signs, syrrbols and 

argot, while scarce, is frequently errbroiled in gay story-telling at its 

finest, or rooted in Carll) and esoteric ' fairy tales' . It is not my 

intention to denigrate the efforts of those who have successfully 

augmented the literature in this area but rather, I wish silllJ ly to 

acknowledge the inherent dilemna of presenting a wholly accurate, literal 

and consensual portrayal of gay style and gay culture. 
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Gay and Lesbian Iconography 

The iconography of gay culture, or the study of icons and signs, 

points to a sundry of seeming 1 y unre 1 ated i terns which have cane to be 

associated with harosexual ity or 'gayness'. Al 1 of these augnent the 

cultural materials and rrundane realities of gay comrunities, the gay 

world, and the daninant culture. Many are also steeped in a history which 

gay people are now reclaiming as their own. Included in these cultural 

and iconographic artifacts are synbols (the pink triangle, the lcrrbda, the 

silver pinkie ring and others), dress (hanky codes, leather, denim, key 

chains, uniforms and jewellery), particular colours (hues of pink, 

lavender and purp 1 e) , events (Lesbian and Gay Pride Day) , part i cu 1 ar 

tenninology and slang (such as gay, straight, cruising, dishing), the gay 

media (magazines, newsletters, novels, journals and films), and assorted 

territories and milieux (cruising areas, parks, gay and lesbian bars, 

c 1 ubs and restaurants). Each of these wi 11 be examined in order to 

illustrate the caii:>lexity and variety of extant gay world culture and of 

the comrunities which together CO"Jl)rise, and have created, this world. 

SIGNS AND SYMBOLS: GENESIS AND MEANING 

The manifest syrrbols and argot of the rrodern gay world taken singly 

or in carbination, in gay or in straight milieux, serve as errbodiments of 

gay identity, gay style, and in fact, gay culture. Many symbols, such as 
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the pink triangle, the larrtida, the silver pinkie ring, the coloured 

necktie, the rainbow flag and others, al low gay men and lesbians to 

recognize another and to maintain a consciousness regarding one's sexual 

orientation while in a position of concealment. They may also serve as 

a signal to others that one is 'out' (publicly gay) or epitomize a 

persona 1, yet terrpora 1, rebe 11 ion of mainstream norms. There are new 

fads, symbols and emerging icons, ever-changing in their vision, meaning 

and style.4 The primary connotations of signs and symbols may also change 

over time, such that: 

The rel at i onsh i p between experience, expression and 
signification is therefore not a constant in subculture. 
It can form a unity which is either rrore or less organic, 
striving toward sane ideal coherence, or rrore or 1 ess 
ruptured, reflecting the experience of breaks and 
contradictions (Hebdige, 1979: 126-7). 

Although, as the level of gay and lesbian consciousness rises amidst the 

corresponding increase of organizational sophistication within the gay 

world and its cultural mi 1 ieux, a degree of intra-group consensus 

regarding particular signs is also cultivated. Many of these syrrbols 

exist s im..J 1taneous1 y as non-verba 1 cues by which gay people cane to 

recognize each other, and as a means by which to conceal this identity 

from straights (non-gays). Symbolic objects once E!nl>loyed to signify 

one' s covert merrbersh i p as 'other ' are current 1 y adopted as badges5 , 

assertions of visibility, pride, resistance or rebellion, such that: 

... the tensions between dominant and subordinate groups can 
be found reflected in the surfaces of subculture - in the 
styles made up of rrundane objects which have a double 
meaning. On the one hand, they warn the 'straight' world 
in advance of a sinister presence - the presence of 



difference - and draw down upon thanselves vague suspicions, 
uneasy laughter, 'white and dum rages'. On the other hand, 
for those who erect than into icons, who use than as words 
or as curses, these objects becane signs of forbidden 
identity, sources of value (Hebdige, 1979: 3). 
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Meanings may sean cryptic and of ten prosaic, and nuances of 

sexuality and disposition apparently concealed, but the way in which they 

are depicted or made manifest is dependent not only on the 'syni:>olic world 

of the actor' (Plunner, 1975: 159), but on the experiential repertoire of 

the audience as perceiver. An attaq:>t to discern the superf i c i a 1 

connotation of the sign is al so made roore Cal1J 1 ex because, "a sign does 

not si~ly exist as part of reality - it reflects and refracts another 

reality" (Volosinov, 1973: 10). Fran the perspective of dialect i ca 1 

materialism, signs, arising through social interaction with others, becane 

not only a part of consciousness, but also generate external phencrnena 

which form ideological links between individuals (Volosinov, 1973: 11). 

The Syrrbols of Gay culture: An Exploration 

Two of the roost visible syrrbols of the gay liberation roovanent, 

the pink triangle and the la'"IDda, are also those m:::>st widely recognized 

by conventional culture (Goodwin, 1989: 25). Certainly, the easiest to 

trace is the pink triangle, used by the Nazis of the Third Reich in Dachau 

(near Munich, now West Gennany) during World War Two. Known or suspected 

harosexuals were forced to wear a two and three-quarter inch pink triangle 
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on the right side of the trousers and the left side of the jacket ensuring 

the clear visibility of their stignata at all times (Lauritsen and 

Thorstad, 1974: 44). The highly visible inverted pink triangle adopted 

by gays since the post-war period and identifiable on buttons, pins, 

pendants, earrings and tattoos, is carm::>nly placed on a contrasting black 

background, with the slogans 'Never Again!' or 'Silence = Death'. This 

is ut i l i zed by rrodern gays to syrrbo l i ze a hi story of oppression and 

persecution, and represents a poignant raninder of the horror of the Nazi 

Holocaust. This is perceived by many as a warning, syrrbolic of the need 

for progress and perseverance in the struggle for gay rights and 

liberation (The Body Politic, 1977: 3).6 

Significantly, many of the signs and syrrbols visible in the modern 

gay world have seen their creation in the post-World War Two era. Sane 

however, have rn..Jch earlier ancient origins and meanings, although ancient 

roots are of ten attributed to syrrbo ls which have been more recently 

deve 1 oped. Many people for exarrp 1 e, be 1 i eved that the Greek 1 etter 1 ambda 

worn by harosexua 1 s had its roots in ancient Greece. A 1 though 1 arrbda 

represents the first letter in 'larrbazein' or 'lezbizein' and appeared 

in early Greek graffiti as a capital letter 'A' which is similar in 

appearance to the letter larrbda, with the irrplied meaning of 'fellate' 

(Dynes, 1985: 81), it also has several other meanings. Lambda was seen 

by the Greeks as designating balance and the corresponding actions 

necessary to maintain ba 1 ance; the Spartans regarded 1 arrbda as synonymous 

with unity; the Rcmans interpreted lant>da as representing 'knowledge as 
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the 1 i ght in the darkness of ignorance' ; for present day physicists, 

lambda symbolizes the exchange of energy (Goodwin, 1989: 26); and for 

mathernat i c i ans, it is used in stat i st i ca 1 ca lcu 1 at ions. Lambda was 

however, chosen by a harosexua l physicist as the syrrbo l for the Gay 

Activists Alliance (GAA) in post-Stonewall 1970. Interpreting lambda as 

a syrrbol of 'kinetic potential' in physics, the physicist saw this as a 

rrost appropriate syrrbo 1 for the new Gay Liberation Movement (Marotta, 

1981: 145; Dynes, 1985: 81). 

The 'labyris' (also carrronly spelled 'labyrs') or double-bladed 

hanging axe worn by lesbians and feminists, is rrost carrnJnly believed to 

represent female strength. Reportedly, this symbol dates back to ancient 

Crete (Alyson Publications, 1989: 99) although it is also believed to have 

originated in the early Amazon culture where societies were said to be 

ru 1 ed by strong, mascu l i ne WOOien. Wa 1 ker c 1 aims that the l abyr is was used 

in battle by Scythian wanen warriors and wielded as a ceremonial sceptre 

by the ancient 'Amazonian Goddesses' Artemis, Demeter, Gaea and Rhea 

( 1983, 523) although this is not wholly corroborated by the relevant 

1 iterature. 

I ntertw i ned or ' doub 1 e ' men ' s and WOOien ' s symbo 1 s (the two are 

placed side-by-side so that the circles of the syrrbols overlap) are carrron 

in the modern gay world and are worn on tee shirts, buttons, earrings, 

ti es and finger rings. Large 1 y because of the rn.mdane qua l i ty of s i ngu 1 ar 

symbols, the intended meaning of the double sign is clear to both the gay 

and straight audience. Three similar interlocking syrrbols carrronly 
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designate interest or participation in menage-a-trois or non-monogarrous 

sexual relationships. 

The colour lavender is frequently linked to and worn by gay men, 

1esbians and faninists. In 1970, for exarl'l' 1 e, a 11 of the warien wore 

lavender anrbands at a mass meeting in New York City to protest public 

views of 1esbians and faninists (Fadennan, 1981: 340). Lavender anrbands 

were also worn by gay men and lesbians demanding the 'right to love' at 

the Washington Square rally in July of 1970 (Teal, 1971: 36). 'Lavender 

culture' has been reported as existing for many decades, although the 

genesis probab1y occurred during the 1ate 1960s or early 1970s. 

Generally, lavender or purple is thought to have been adopted by 

harosexual men and warien because it is an "irrplicity androgenous" colour 

(Young, 1978: 41) which carbines the (blue) male principle and the (pink) 

female princip1e (Young, 1978: 41; Dynes, 1985: 33). 

There is another tale of origin however. Purple, a relative hue 

of lavender, has also been traced beyond the male/female colour 

principles, to early shamanism and the witches of the Old Religious Craft 

(Grahn, 1984: 6-7). Purp 1 e has been regarded as representing strong 

spiritual powers and, as Grahn suggests: 

Purp 1 e represents, brings about, and is present during 
radical transformation fran one state of being to another. 
Purp 1 e appears at twi 1 i ght and at predawn. It stands at 
the gate between the land of the material flesh in one world 
and the land of the spirit or soul in another and is present 
in the envelope of energy that surrounds the body ... the aura 
( 1984, 6-7). 

The adoption of the colour lavender by early harophiles led to the 
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"borrowing of a device fran the civil rights m::>vanent" (Time, 1966: 43)7, 

the incorporation of the equality syrrbol (=)on a lavender background on 

buttons, tee shirts and derronstration banners. Although the syrrbol is 

cann:in today, it appears to pre-date the Stonewall liberation era of the 

1960s (Time, 1966: 43), making its appearance on the book jackets of 

harosexual literature during the 1930s (Klaich, 1974; Altman, 1982).8 

Green is another colour often associated with lesbians and gay men, 

particularly when worn on Thursdays (Dynes, 1985: 33; Grahn, 1984: 77-81; 

Wolf, 1979: 38; Ellis, 1936: 299). Grahn argues that this association has 

its roots in the tribal healing folk 'fairies' of the British Isles in 58 

B.C. (1984: 77-9). These little people (the fairies) allegedly wore green 

for carrouflage and protection while they engaged in hunting as their 

primary activity (Grahn, 1984: 77-9). It has also been suggested that the 

idian of 'never wear green on Thursday' has its roots in the Celtic wise 

wanen and witches who were clothed only in green during their Thursday 

festivals (Grahn, 1984: 80-1). Finally, green has also been linked to 

nineteenth century Britain where it was en-ployed as a coded recognition 

system arrong gays (Dynes, 1985: 33) . Ear 1 i er in hi story however, the 

clothing of harosexuals under the reign of the Ranan Enl:>ire, had shades 

of green woven into the fabric for similar reasons (Dynes, 1985: 33). 

Harosexual men favoured the wearing of red neckties as badges of 

recognition as early as 1897 (Ellis, 1936: 299; Bullough, 1979: 610). 9 

It is not clear whether this was so because Havelock Ellis, the pioneering 

bisexual sexologist, claimed that they did, or whether Ellis had 
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accurately observed the apparel of gay men. One might surmise however 

that, s i nee red is a derivative of pink, harosexua 1 men re 1 i ed on the 

'feminine' colour principle in their search for similar others (Dynes, 

1985: 33). Moreover, Altman (1982, 34) observes that throughout m.Jch of 

the 1900s, harosexua 1 men have a 1 so been identified pr imar i l y by a 

penchant for jewellery, tennis shoes, floral shirts, scarves, shoulder 

bags and earrings. 

In the English and Parisian literature of the early 1900s, there 

is a plethora of lesbian stereotypes surrounding characteristics of dress, 

manner and demeanour. In particular, Klaich (1974, 166) and Faderman 

( 1981 , 354) note that wanen wore dinner jackets, monocles and ti es in 

Paris during the early 1920s and 1930s. This may have been in part, a 

response to the imagery of Radclyffe Hall's watershed lesbian novel, Ihe 

·~ 
Well of Loneliness, which was published in England during 1928.·~ 

There have been many references to the wearing of pinky rings 

(usually made of silver and turquoise) on the little finger of the left 

hand, by women in Paris of the 1920s and 30s (Klaich, 1974: 30; Wolf, 

1979: 38). In many gay and lesbian circles, this practice is still carrron 

today among those (usually older individuals) who prize discretion 

regarding both their own sexual orientation and recognition by others. 

Such rings, worn for the purpose of hanosexual self and other 

identification have been traced to legendary characters in mythology and 

to the occult tradition. One author claims that the little finger, named 

after the God Mercury, syrrbol izes science, spiritual power, wit and 
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cOTTTL1nication (Grahn, 1984: 15). The occu 1 ti st bent 1 eads us to an 

ancient (undated) tale of a male Caddo Indian who practised cross-

dressing. He is purportedly endowed with powers of sorcery and was said 

to be protected frcrn evil-doers by a tiny purple spot on the little finger 

of his left hand. Thus, Grahn advises, this is how the little finger has 

cane to be regarded as a syrrbol of hcrnosexual recognition and as such, a 

"badge of off ice" (Grahn, 1984: 13). 
,, 

Signs, syrroo ls, dress and demeanour:' in a gay soc i a 1 context may 

be overt or subtle. The seasoned gay man or lesbian carbines a particular 

form of dress with subtle body movanents and prolonged eye contact (Wolf, 

1979: 39) not unlike 'pick ups' and 'cane ons' in the straight world, 

except that these contacts are of ten (part i cu 1ar1 y outside of the gay 

mi 1 ieux) rruch more veiled and discreet. For the gay man in a gay context, 

"putting on the key rings, denim and handkerchief of the clone is an 

assertion of group identity, just as a black might grow an afro hairstyle 

for the same reason" (A 1 tman, 1982: 104). 

The starting point of the syrrbolic presentation of gay self and 

gay desire concerns the placanent of the syrrbol. The right side of the 

body is used to designate the passive role and the left side, is 

associated with active participation. This is so whether one affects key 

chains, pinky rings, teddy bears (in the front or rear pocket, to signify 

the desire to cudd 1 e and/ or be cudd 1 ed) earrings or handkerchiefs. 

However, during the mid-1970s, pocket handkerchiefs provided gay men with 

an ifTl)ortant channel for the non-verbal COTTTLln i cat ion of their sexua 1 
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roles and des ires. '.2 

Canbinations of colour and placement have led to the creation of 

a carplex 'Hot Hanky' or 'Pocket Drapery' code (Forbes, 1978-79: 18). 

Therefore, worn on the left, red handkerchiefs signify the wish to engage 

in brachiopractic intercourse and on the right, to act as the insertee. 

Dark blue irrplies a desire for anal intercourse and light blue, for oral 

stirrulation. Black denotes participation in sadanasochism. White, worn 

on the left designates a desire to be masturbated and on the right, the 

proclivity to masturbate both participants. Olive green worn on the left 

connotes a liking for military uniforms, and on the right a penchant for 

wearing them. On the 1 ef t, rrustard signifies the search for a 'we 11 hung' 

male (having a penis of eight inches or rrore), while on the right, it 

suggests that the wearer is possessed of large genitalia ('well hung'). 

Yellow designates an interest in 'watersports' and brown, in scatological 

activities. Handkerchiefs or bandannas worn around the neck or forehead 

indicate a willingness to perform either active or passive roles (Forbes, 

1978-79: 18; Goodwin, 1989: 26-7). 

Other artifacts worn by both gay men and lesbians, include 

handcuffs, black leather, studded belts, wrist bands and arm cuffs, all 

of which taken in cootiinat ion, usually infer participation in 

sadanasoch ism. Sing 1 y, they may designate a burgeoning interest in 

sadanasochism or point to the unenlightened gay. 

Matchbooks, table serviettes, cigarette papers and bits of 

packages, beer labels and miscellaneous slips of paper with telephone 
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nu-rbers scrawled across them have been referred to as "the coinage of the 

gay subculture" (Hamilton, 1973: 100). It is not uncamon for gay men and 

lesbians to collect phone nu-rbers during an evening at the bar, dance, or 

cannunity event and to save them for future contact. Many busy gays see 

friends and acquaintances rrost often at public gay social gatherings and 

it is custcmary to exchange nl.ITbers particularly in the case of one who 

has m:>ved, is noted for losing or misplacing phone nu-rbers, or simply 

fails to keep in touch. Lesbians and gay men who do not attend the bars 

or social events with regularity are often prodded to accept telephone 

nunbers of friends and acquaintances who implore them to call. 

The exchange of phone nu-rbers also precipitates the formation of 

a new friendship or intimate sexual relationship and m:>re often, these 

phone nl.lrbers serve as an important social or sexual contact with other 

gays. One might even dial a mrnber (recorded on a matchbook or cigarette 

package bearing no name) for the sole purpose of determining who the owner 

might be, although this is much JTOre camon than JTOst will publicly adnit. 

An anerg i ng cognizance of the popu 1 ar i ty of te 1 ephone exchanges has 

recently prcrrpted many gay bar and bath house owners to supply special 

' business cards ' to their patrons. These free cards are usu a 11 y imprinted 

with the trade name or logo of the bar, along with ample space with which 

to enter a name, address and phone nUTber . This is a remarkably new 

phenanenon and one which I suspect presently serves a dual purpose. On 

one hand, these cards serve as a highly visible and relatively inexpensive 

form of advertising with a wide potential for distribution within and 
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between gay carrrun it i es. On the other hand, the ava i lab i l i ty of the cards 

(often acca"Jl)anied by a pen or pencil tied with string to the bar or table 

upon which the cards are located) may prevent slow service caused by the 

perpetual interruptions of wait or serving staff by patrons requesting 

paper or writing utens i ls. The latter seems to serve as the more 

reasonable explanation since it danonstrates justifiable recarpense for 

the original investment of printing and supplying the cards. 

The Relation of Sign and Culture: An Illustration 

The annual June celebration of the anniversary of the Stonewall 

riots, Lesbian and Gay Pride Day (Pride Week in San Francisco), explicitly 

describes the existence of a vastly diverse and visible cam-unity. This 

'Pride Day' celebration, occurs in most major North American cities 

(Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Boston, Los Angeles, New York) on the last 

Sunday in June. The themes of this day are vis i b 1 e gay pride and the 

relative freedan to gather together with hope and energy, although sane 

join with bitterness and hostility. 

Cawthra Park in Toronto is just one of the many settings for such 

a scene. The park is literally filled to overflowing with people, the 

majority of whc:m are gay men and lesbians although participants and on

lookers are not exclusively gay. Uninformed passers-by often wander 

through the park, gay positive (accepting) friends and family and ment>ers 

of FFLAG (Family and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) often share the 
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Dozens of booths off er information on the 1 a test gay 

publication, safe sex, the AIDS Quilt Project and calenders of events. 

Wares for sa 1 e inc 1 ude gay books (fr an the Toronto gay book store and 

Archives), lesbian and gay video tapes depicting love stories, docudramas 

and events of special significance to a lesbian and gay audience (The AIDS 

Quilt Project, the 1987 March on Washington, highlights of Provincetown), 

spec i a 11 y crafted Pride Day buttons, jewe 11 ery and sweat shirts (a 11 

bearing the annual Lesbian and Gay Pride Day colours and logo) and various 

types of sunner foods (watermelon, peaches, punch, yogurt, hot dogs and 

pop). 

Throughout the day, participants listen to lesbian and gay music 

(gay or gay-positive performers such as Lorraine Segato, the Toronto Gay 

Men's Chorus, the Nancy Sinatras, Sheila Gostick, the Clichettes), dance 

to the rrusic in the street or the park, watch lesbian and gay plays (often 

written by gay playwrights Sky Gilbert or Harvey Fierstein), and patronize 

gay and lesbian information booths (which offer a veritable smorgasbord 

of new and used books, Pride Day paraphernalia, gay and lesbian posters, 

records, tapes, videos, pottery, tee shirts, sweat shirts, buttons, key 

chains, AIDS information and condans). 

During Pride Day only, celebrants may purchase food with "gay 

rroney" received with the purchase of beer (one "gay buck" with every 

beer). Gay rroney refers to specia 11 y printed and dated do 11 ar bi 11 s, 

which are used toward the purchase of all fast food (the rrost popular are 

pizza and hot dogs) available on the park premises. This token system 
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tends to reinforce one's loyalty to the cannunity since many people view 

this as a return on the investment of participation in the Pride Day 

celebrations. Moreover, it neutralizes sane of the resentment toward the 

yearly increase in beer prices. Sim.Jltaneously, I suppose that gay rroney 

also carries the message that drinking beer (produced by a corporation or 

small independent canpany which is both gay-positive and cognizant of the 

vi ab 1 e market of the 1oca1 gay camLm i ty) is an appropriate manner by 

which to participate in the Pride Day festivities. 

Other activities of the day include gathering information 

(regarding up-caning political rallies, religious gatherings, and special 

events on the local and national scene), renewing old acquaintances or 

rekindling old flames and most irrportantly, celebrating the anniversary 

of "gay and lesbian 1 iberation" (the Stonewal 1 riots of 1969) with 

partners and friends at an enorrrous, open air, lesbian and gay 'daytime 

party'. It is usual to see dozens of varied pink and lavender hues, pink 

triangles and lambdas everywhere: on tee shirts, buttons, shorts, 

earrings, bandannas, hats, visors, brace 1 ets, pendants, tattoos and finger 

rings. Slogans such as 'Proud to be Gay', 'Out of the Closets' and 'I Arn 

What I Arn' are visible on banners, flags and printed tee shirts, often 

accenting entwined men's and wanen's syrrbols and the striped, six-colour 

rainbow flag (arployed originally in San Francisco since about 1979) which 

symbolizes gay freedom. 

In the middle of the park or on the street, on this day more than 

any other, the affection between lesbian and gay couples or friends is 
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unabashed and open: two gay men arbrace on the street, a young 1esbian 

couple share a tender kiss, lovers and friends walk through the park hand

in-hand, two men with co1oured bandannas dance together at the entrance 

to the park, and two wanen in leather, sitting astride a motorbike parked 

outside the 519 Canrunity Centre, share a 1ong look and a quick hug. For 

this one day only affection knows no prohibition and there is a temporary 

sense of safety (perhaps autoncmy) inside the vast lesbian and gay 

conmunity bounded by outsiders and curious on-lookers who, as is often the 

case at the scene of an accident, are both repulsed and fascinated by the 

gay carrrunity, its sudden visibility and refusal to remain silent. This 

day most c1early i11uninates the i!ll)ortance of gay and 1esbian 1inks to 

symbol and identity, carrrunity and coding. 

The Pride Day celebration c1imaxes (but does not end) in the Pride 

Day March frcm Church and Maitland, Carlton to Yonge, Bloor to Church, 

meeting back again at the 519 Canrunity Centre at the entrance to Cawthra 

Park. Gay men and lesbians of every age, creed, colour and religion, 

gather together: hopeful, energetic and dynamic, behind the banners which 

best symbolize their group affiliation. A few of the groups marching 

behind the enormous ' Lesbian and Gay Pride Day' banner inc 1 ude: the 

Lesbian Mothers' Defense Group, Gay Fathers of Toronto, HUGS (Hamilton 

United Gay Societies) , Gay Asians, Metropo 1 i tan Canrun i ty Church, Gay 

Youth of Toronto, ACT (AIDS Ccrrmittee of Toronto), Catnaps (gay guesthouse 

in Toronto), FFLAG (Friends and Farni ly of Lesbians and Gays), TAG (Toronto 

Area Gays), and nunerous others. 
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Youth knows no fear on this day and the genera1 attitude is one of 

excitement and energy. The march begins and the fo 1 lowers conform 

initially to the 1anes (two have been blocked and traffic meted down to 

two lanes) and py 1 ons, outside of which they are forbidden. Pol ice 

officers (gently, for the most part) and parade marshals remind the 

marchers to keep inside these lines so they do not obstruct the traffic 

and street car routes. This is sanetimes difficult: they are dancing to 

the loud rock and roll music piping out of the speakers of the van leading 

the parade. In the anterior however, the "dykes on bikes" (the lesbian 

motorcade parade escort) circle and honk. The cars beep their horns, sane 

stare and wave, banners and balloons are held high above the crowd, the 

music blares, gay men and lesbians dance together, the drag queens and 

gays smile and wave wildly fran atop their floats, the 'dykes on bikes' 

rev the engines of their motorcycles and the marchers, stand on street 

corners waiting ever in'patiently for the rest of the parade to catch up, 

chanting while they wait, "Dykes on bikes, Dykes on bikes ... " to a 

staccato beat. 

There are other chants, held silent until the march reaches the 

more peopled streets of Yonge and Bloor and suddenly saneone in the crowd 

decides the group is too quiet and that there is no real message in the 

rock and ro l l rrus i c. Suddenly, a machine gun burst of, "out of the 

c 1 osets, into the streets, gay rights now!" The crowd sputters for a 

m::rnent, the fire di es. The 1 eader tries again: "What do we want? Gay 

r i ghts ! When do want them? NOrY ! '' A few rrore f o 11 ow and the chant is 
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repeated unt i 1 interest wanes. Another, "Look over here, look over there, 

gay people are everywhere!" On and on, until the leader's voice cracks 

and a parade marsha 11 smiles, hands her a megaphone and the chants 

continue. Confused bystanders stop and stare, sane shaking their heads 

as they read the banners or attenuate to the messages of the chants. Here 

and there in the marching crowd (sane estimated that 50,000 attended the 

Toronto march in 1989, a 1 though more conservative estimates suggest a 

total of 10,000 marchers) balloons are released and, as children on the 

street watch, a rainbow of co 1 ours wafts to the c 1 ouds. The Church Street 

gay crowds gather on steps and in sidewalk patios and under banners of 

good wishes and support, they raise their drinks and beers to cheer the 

marchers. 

There is much lavender here, a vista of labyris and lambda, male 

and female symbols intertwined, earrings and pinky rings and affection 

between couples, partners and friends, as they dance arm in arm or share 

a rronent's arbrace. Such icons are everywhere during the gay and lesbian 

parades and, as Hall has observed: 

... r i tua 1 , masque, hieroglyphs and anarchy [are used] to 
reach viewers. The parades are the harophobe's nightmare 
cane true - which probably explains the necessity of the 
police, whose function is to neutralize the signs and 
symbols, to 'frame' the street stage in order to keep it 
fran bursting through to onlookers. Our enemies understand 
the power of theatricality of these occasions, and 
frequently use film clips of the parades to convince 
legislators that civil rights for gay people should be 
defeated (1978, 16). 
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The marchers wave and walk and dance, bedecked in gay pride buttons 

and wearing their best gay and lesbian jewellery (silver double wanen's 

sign earrings, larrbda chains, and purple Pride Day bandannas), they hold 

their banners high for the audience, for themselves, to affirm self-esteem 

and identity in the spirit of this celebration. Why? Many, although not 

all, are young and gay and proud and this march has evolved into rruch more 

than a celebration; it wi 11 becane a marory, imagination and photos, 

captured by friends and strangers - an icon for other, perhaps less 

mi 1 itant years and reminiscent times. But, what does Lesbian and Gay 

Pride Day really designate? For many, it is a manifest derronstration of 

struggle, for others, a public affirmation of lesbian or gay identity. 

Pride Day may hold deeper meanings, too - ones which express the innermost 

motivations of the celebrants. In the words of New York gay activist 

Steve Kuraniya: 

We came batt 1 e-scarred and angry to topp 1 e your sexist, 
racist, hateful society ... We came ... holding hands and 
kissing and proud 1 y waving fifteen-foot banners and chanting 
"ho-ho-hanosexual." In one fell swoop, we came to destroy 
by mere presence your 1abe1 s and stereotypes with which 
you've oppressed us for centuries. And we came with love 
and open h~~rts to challenge your hate and secrecy (Teal, 
1971: 335). ,j 

Connotations of Terminology and Slang 

The history of labels which have been applied to same-sex relations 

largely contains within it the history of the creations of sexologists, 
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psychoana 1 ysts and psychiatrists. Hcm:::>sexua l men and WaTlen have, however , 

co-opted (and developed new connotations regarding) a considerable portion 

of mainstream terminology as a response to their having been 'captured' 

within the labelling trinity of sin, sickness and crime. The following 

offers a limited exploration of the more conrron synonyms (such as urning, 

harosexua 1 , haroph i 1 e, gay and straight) which have been hi stor ica 11 y 

anployed, by the mainstream to describe, and thus to control, same-sex 

relations. These terms are al so anp 1 oyed by gay men and lesbians and 

preference for a particular label often serves to denote one's political 

persuasion and the manner by which one regards proactivism and militancy. 

For exarrple, the individual who readily identifies the self with the term 

'harophile' is rrost likely to be over forty, well assimilated into the 

mainstream and prone to dislike or refuse reactionist agendas. 

This discussion is supplanented by brief general notes regarding 

the nature of mainstream s 1 ang which exp 1 ores the origins of popu 1 ar 

synonyms for homosexuality, including the various connotations of terms 

such as fag or faggot, haro, fairy, queer and dyke. These terms, and 

their negative implications, have primarily been anployed as a means by 

which to subjugate gay men and lesbians and to segregate them from the 

dominant cu 1 tu re and f rem one another. The response of gay men and 

lesbians has been a gradual developnent of a unique vocabulary of phrases, 

gay s 1 ang and argot. The attanpt has a 1 so been made to de 1 i neate the 

origins of these terms as a reference tool for future researchers and the 

interested public. 
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The 'third sex theory' of the 'pioneer of the harosexual 

emancipation rrovernent' (Kennedy, March 1978: 23), German 1 awyer Kar 1 

Heinrich Ulrichs, based on biological determinism (the view of a male

fanale dichotcrny was widely accepted at the time), defined a male 

harosexual (although he never used the term) as a wanan's soul contained 

in a man's body (Kennedy, March 1978: 24). :4 The terms 'urning' and 

'uranian' (a reference to the God Uranus) which Ulrichs devised in 1864, 

were derived frcrn the speech of Pausanias in Plato's Symposiun. Modifying 

the character names of the legend, Ulrichs fashioned names for male and 

fanale hanosexuals (urnings, urningins and muningins); male and female 

heterosexua 1 s (di on i ngs and di on i ng ins) ; harosexua 1 men who pref erred 

effeminate male partners (mannlings); and those who preferred strong, 

masculine partners (weibl ings) (Bul lough, 1979: 6; Marshal 1, 1981: 142-3; 

DuBay, 1987: 88). Although Ulrich's theory permitted him to accept his 

own harosexuality and encouraged him to speak out for the rights of other 

harosexual men and wanen, his congenital theory of hanosexual ity was 

largely deposed in 1879 by the medical-sickness rrodel initiated by Krafft

Ebing (Kennedy, 1981: 108).'.5 

Hanosexual 

Hungarian translator'.6 Karl Maria Benkert coined the term 

'hanosexual' in 1869 (Lauritsen and Thorstad, 1974) although it gained 
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more attention in 1880 when ~loyed by Gustav Jaeger (Dynes, 1985: 66). 

The term did not however becane popu 1 ar unt i 1 the first Wor 1 d War . 

Harosexuality infers an explicit biological and sexual concept (Chesebro, 

198 1 a: 186) and is 1arge1 y devoid of soc ia 1 context. Thus, the term 

harosexuality fails to take into account the "intersubjective reality" of 

gay men and lesbians (Chesebro, 1981: x-xiv). :? 

Harophile 

The Greek roots of the term hOO'Oph i 1 e i~ 1 y a definition of ' 1 ov i ng 

the same' and although it may have been used in Germany during the 1920s, 

Dynes (1985, 66) suggests that it became internationally diffuse as a 

consequence of the advocacy of the I nternat iona 1 Connittee for Sexua 1 

Equa 1 i ty in Amsterdam during the 1950s. Moreover, as Dynes notes, 

"historians of the gay movanent sanetimes refer to the years 1950-1969, 

when the word was in vogue, as the 'hOO'Ophi le period'" ( 1985' 66). 

Although many hOO'Osexua1s preferred the tenn hanophi1e because it 

diminished the pervasive sexual character of their differentiation fran 

the main, militant liberationists of the 1970s co-opted the tenn 'gay' 

because it was camonly associated with light-hearted happiness.·g 

Moreover , according to P 1 l.ll'mer ( 1981 , 61 ) the tenn ' hanophob i a' (the 

aversion of or dislike for hanosexua1s) was first introduced by George 

Weinberg, Society and the Healthy Harosexual (1973). It appears that the 

concept of hanophob i a was probab 1 y a modification of "haroerotophob i a" as 

it was addressed by Wainwright Church i 11 in, Harosexua ls in the Ma 1 e 
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fu">ecies: A Cross Cu1tura 1~QCoach, 1967. '. 9 

There are many theories regarding the genesis and original 

connotation of the term 'gay Cordova suggests that it is derived fran 

France, becaning popular in burlesque of the middle ages to refer to 

'pseudo-feminine' or 'swish ro1es' (1975, 16). Boswell proposes that the 

term 'gai' is traceable to thirteenth or fourteenth century France, where 

it was used to signify 'courtly love' and during the fifteenth century, 

with reference to harosexuals (1980, 43). Dynes on the other hand, claims 

that it was first arp1oyed in seventeenth century Eng1and to denote the 

irrmoral behaviour of men and women and was not printed in its current form 

before 1933 (1985, 58-9). 

Klaich suggests that it was not until Gertrude Stein 'playfully' 

arp1oyed it in several poems and short stories during the 1920s and 30s 

that it became fashionable in France (1974, 30). Similarly, Faderman 

dee 1 ares that the term gay was popu 1 ar in writer ' s c ire 1 es during the 

1920s and it was only these individuals who wholly understood the intended 

meaning (1981, 308). Boswell notes that the term was used as a pass code 

for English gay circles in the early twentieth century (1980, 43). 

According to Tea1 however, Reed Severin's 1970 artic1e in the Advocate 

c1aimed that the word 'gay' first appeared in 1925 in Austra1ia and may 

have been derived fran the book, The Young Man's Friend by J.A. James in 

1879, in which the author defines 'gay' as "loving pleasure, especially 
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forbidden p 1 easure; wanton" (Tea 1 , 1971 : 44). 

However, according to Martin and Lyon, the word gay was "a means 

of double talk in a hostile straight (heterosexual) society" (1972, 5). 

Bullough declares that gay became a term of identifying prostitutes in 

much the same way in which bohemian was used (1979, 47). As, "an American 

euphemism for harosexual" (Dynes, 1985: 58-9), the term gay became popular 

in the 1960s and is still the preferred term by which many hanosexual men 

and wanen refer to themselves. The reason for this is that in gay and 

lesbian context, it serves both as a recognition of diversity and provides 

a "meaning-centred, soc i a 1 and rru 1 ti d imens i ona 1 concept" (Chesebro, 

1981a: 186). Whatever its exact place of origin, several authors agree 

that 'gay' was first uttered aloud on the Hollywood screen by Cary Grant 

in the 1938 film, Bringing Up Baby (Boswell, 1980: 44; Russo, 1981: 47). 

Straight 

The use of the word 'straight' to mean heterosexual has also been 

assimilated into mainstream culture. Boswell suggests that, originally, 

the term may have been derived fran the term 'straight arrow' inferring 

conformity to conventional values in slang argot (1980, 45). Dynes also 

reports that 'bent' is often used in Britain as an antonym for hanosexual 

( 1985, 136) . 2; Moreover, according to W i 11 i ams, during the p 1 ay, Streetcar 

of Desire, Mitch suggests that Blanche may be 'straight'; to which she 

replies, "What is straight? A line can be straight, or a street, but the 

hunan heart, oh no, it's curved 1 i ke a road through mountains! " (W i 11 i ams, 
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This di a 1 ogue does not appear in the popu 1 ar pub 1 i shed 

editions of the play. 

Mainstream Slang Examined 

"The trouble is", writes Michael Riordon, " ... that no people mean 

exactly the same thing by the same word. The resulting confusion leads 

directly to high art, adventure, war, and chaos" (1978, 308). In 

particular, once-innocuous terms such as 'faggot', 'hano', 'fairy' and 

'queer' have largely been appropriated from their original context. In 

mundane vernacular, 'faggot' (or 'fagg' in Norwegian) once denoted a heap 

or bundle of wood for burning (Funk and Wagnalls, 1972: 228)2'. and (fran 

the French 'fagot' to the English translation, 'faggot') an obese or 

unkempt wanan (Dynes, 1985: 52). 'Fag' has been used to denote weariness 

caused by hard labour and in Britain and to refer to an English public 

school boy who provides menial services for an upperclassman. In popular 

British slang 'fag' denotes a cigarette and in American lexicon, it refers 

to a hanosexual (Funk and Wagnalls, 1972: 228). The term is not a carrrcn 

one in the social discourse of lesbians and gays, although it is 01l)loyed 

by both as a derogatory cannent on the effeminate behaviour of gay men, 

or as a term of affection arrong gay men. In regard to the latter, it is 

the context of the term, the tone and daneanour of the speaker which are 

integra 1 to an understanding of the way in which the term 'faggot' is 
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intended. 

The partial term 'homo' was orig i na 11 y derived from Greek, meaning 

the same (eg. homogeneous, homologous, homonym). 'Haro', in addition to 

denoting the genus to which modern man belongs, is also currently used as 

an abbreviation for homogenized milk. It is most frequently used today 

as slang, to refer to homosexuals in a derogatory manner and is rarely 

used by gays themselves with the exception of special occasions (such as 

the annual dance in Toronto which has been called 'Homo Hop' for the past 

sever a 1 years) . 

Currently, the term 'fairy' is generally understood to refer to 

hanosexua 1 s and in part icu 1 ar, to effeminate ma 1 es. I t once was used 

comronly to refer to small, delicate and beautiful imaginary beings 

(Co1 l ins, 1981: 195; Funk and Wagnal ls, 1972: 228). The tenn 'fairy' also 

spelled 'faery' was originally derived from the mythical beings of the 

European folklore tradition (Dynes, 1985: 53). It is widely used in camp 

among gay males (particularly to refer to effeninate males) and is 

intended as a tenn of affection and hunour rather than as a derisive 

adjective. However, when used by heterosexuals to describe homosexuals, 

the connotation of 'fag' is most often negative. 

In its present connotation, 'queer' most coom:m ly refers to a 

hanosexual. lt was once a popular tenn used to refer to an odd or unusual 

person, place or thing and was also used in the mid-eighteenth century to 

indicate counterfeit coin and banknotes (Dynes, 1985: 119; Funk and 

Wagnal ls, 1972: 542). A camination of the two meanings probably 
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generated the phrase, "as queer as a three-dollar bi 11". The term is not 

a popular one arrong rrost gay men and lesbians, although there are older 

gay people who, having becane familiar with the term, prefer to regard 

themselves as 'queer' as opposed to gay or homosexual (Dynes, 1985: 119). 

The word 'dyke' (also spelled 'dike') once referred to a causeway, 

ditch, embankment or barrier (Funk and Wagnalls, 1972: 179; Collins, 1981: 

168) although it is now popular American (and Canadian) vernacular for 

lesbian, particularly those who are regarded as 'butch' or mannish. It 

is often used in conjunction with male-identified terms to indicate the 

degree of perceived masculinity (eg. butch dyke, bul 1-dyke or diesel 

dyke). Dynes notes that in the slang of the late nineteenth century the 

term 'dike' was used to describe men (and wanen) who engaged in cross

dressing (1985, 44). Once strictly pejorative, the term 'dyke' has been 

co-opted by 1 esb i ans themse 1 ves to inf er strength, se lf-aff i rmat ion, 

defiance of the norm and overt resistance (Hayes, 1981: 33). 

Most of the previous terms, appropriated fran camon, rrundane 

vernacular, have been utilized to insult, huniliate, offend and to define 

gay men and lesbians in terms of 'categories' which cast them beyond the 

pa 1 e. This 1 ex icon serves to di stance gay people from themselves and fran 

conventional culture, to label them as unacceptable and evil, and to be 

defined always as the 'outsider', the 'other'. By incorporating several 

of these terms into everyday experience, gay men and lesbians have 

atterr:pted to resist the imputed labels of conventional culture, and have 

strugg 1 ed to deve 1 op their own rhetor i ca 1 nuances and vocabularies of 
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meaning. 22 

Gay Slang and Argot: Rationale 

Most of the terminology err.ployed by conventional culture to 

describe hcrnosexua 1 s are actua 11 y "histories of i deo 1 og i es" (Bent 1 ey, 

1977: 288-303). The response of gay men and lesbians has thus been to 

develop their own argot and slang and to prcrnote these terms such that 

they, "keep circulating folk myths" and may we 11 be perceived as the gay 

(and of ten 1 esb i an) at terr.pt to control the soc i a 1 definition of the 

situation (Hayes, 1981: 33). Moreover, the specialized signs, symbols 

and vocabularies constitute the diverse aspects of a gay system of 

cannunication which functions to legitimize and give meaning to the 

experience of being gay or lesbian (Sonenschein, 1969: 290). 

Hayes (1981a, 45-56) has developed a categorization of gay 

terminology based on the variations of visible dialogue and daneanour 

within secret (situation of covert gayness), social (with other gays) and 

radical-activist settings (purposive assarblies). In covert settings, he 

notes that gays are adept at innuendo, gender-switching, coded language 

and frequent references to often arcane synonyms'. In the socia 1 

situation he reports that carrp, sexua 1 categorizations (size queen, 

auntie, leather, S/M, drag queen) and Hollywood names (Bette Davis, 

Camille, Tallulah Bankhead) appear replete with precious and fragile 
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mannerisms and quick verbal wit. In the radical-activist setting, Hayes 

has observed an avoidance of gay lexicon, dramatic rhetoric (statements 

concerning power and anger) and the lingo of self-consciousness (personal 

dynamics, meaningful relationships, self-actualization). In SLITl, Hayes 

suggests that, 

Perhaps ironically, the proudest affirmation of one's 
personal identity and the most paranoid repression of it in 
the gay cannunity are achieved _principally through the 
existence of Gayspeak ( 1981 , 56) . 2j 

In this chapter, the terms gay argot and gay slang are employed 

interchangeably and both refer to the "specialized vocabulary for 

describing their world" (Best and Luckenbill, 1982: 39). However, it is 

in this area that gender divisions beccrne increasingly apparent. Gay 

slang and argot do not fully crystallize into a shared language for gay 

men and lesbians since, in large part, the gay world remains 

overwhe 1mi ng 1 y male and urban" (B 1 achford, 1981: 204). 24 Thus, in the 

realm of language, the ccmnon sense of oppression between lesbians and 

gay men may actually exist as a kind of "cerebral bond" (Altman, 1979: 

104). 

Many of the terms used by gay men (such as rough trade, trick, 

number) have been co-opted frcrn criminal and deviant groups and (in the 

case of such phrases as sixty-nine, get laid, go down, blow job) 

heterosexual males (Hayes, 1981: 39). Moreover, several writers suggest 

that the ma 1 e gay subculture s irru l taneous l y reproduces and rrod if i es, 

alters and resists, the dcrninant culture (Blachford, 1981: 185). For 

Blachford, this becomes increasingly apparent in a synthesis of: the 
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dominance of male language and pejorative toward wanen within the gay 

world (as it reproduces traditional patriarchal attitudes toward wanen); 

the style of gay male sexual objectification and 'cruising' activities 

(which fail to challenge the ideology of male dominance and oppression); 

and the adoption of traditionally male 'expressive artifacts and concrete 

objects' (Willis, 1977: 172). The latter include construction boots, 

plaid shirts, lunber jackets, macho unifonns (sheriffs, police officers, 

mechanics) and symbols of violence such as black leather, studded belts 

and wrist bands, heavy watches, hand-cuffs, steel chains and metal-toed 

boots which all serve to reinforce the 'ideology of machisrro' (Blachford, 

1981: 182-93). 

Although, ... gay s 1 ang, 1 i ke the s 1 angs and argots of other 

cultures, has also functioned as a bond among gays, signal 1 ing one's 

identification as a merrber of the gay carrnunity" (Stanley, 1974: 387), 

such language may also function as a vehicle for self oppression and the 

exclusion of others. For example, rruch of the gay male argot2: relies on 

the male-female dichotomy (such as butch-nelly, active-passive and the 

inverse application of he and she), pseudo-feminine adjectives (such as 

swish, flaming faggot, faggy, screaming queen, bitch, girl, closet queen, 

trol 1, old queen, chicken-hawk, piss-elegant) and conversational 

references to tearooms, g 1 ory ho 1 es, r imni ng, fisting, cruising and 

di sh i ng (gossiping) . 25 The 1 anguage of the 1 esb i an is pa 1 try compared to 

that of the gay man, revolving again around the dichotany of butch and 

femne (synonyms of the former consist of dyke, bull dyke, diesel dyke, 
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bulldagger and of the latter, only farme or fem is popular) and of lesbian 

and heterosexua 1 (a woman who chooses gay men as primary escorts and 

friends are often referred to as a 'fruit fly' or 'fag hag' and a 

heterosexua 1 wanan as a ' fish ' ) . 27 

There is much debate regarding the use of gay slang and many gays 

and lesbians feel that the surrender of this lexicon will lead to a waning 

of early gay culture. Others however, be 1 i eve that the avowa 1 of gay 

slang will foster the eradication of gay second-class status (Hayes, 1981: 

40). Many writers argue that a rejection of gay slang will serve to 

reduce potential and existing inequalities between gay men and lesbians 

since a male-daninated system of language and rhetoric cannot help but 

reinforce the traditional gender irl'balance in society. It does however, 

appear that: 

If gay carrnunicat ion did not meet the needs of the gay 
subculture, it would not exist. It functions in several 
ways, he 1 ping to define the subcu 1 ture, marking both manbers 
and non-manbers; it is a medium through which the cultural 
heritage of the gay corrm.in it y can be conveyed; it is a 
casual, hl.IT'Orous way of comnunicating with people with whan 
one feels comfortable; it is a means of discussing taboo 
subjects openly (or semiopenly) without fear of 
discovery ... All these functions of the gay argot are 
subsumed under one larger role the lange plays: it aids in 
estab 1 i sh i ng and maintaining subcu 1tura1 cohesion (Goodwin, 
1989: 28). 
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THE GAY MEDIA: 

GAY AND LESBIAN PUBLISHING AND PRESS 

The pages of the gay press have been i nstrunenta 1 in fostering 

seif-consciousness arrong gay men and lesbians in addition to heightening 

the awareness of the existence of like others. Publishing efforts have 

thus becane symbols of uniquely gay structures, of the power to network 

within and between gay carrnunities, of the freedan to enter the realm of 

pub 1 i c discourse, and of the sheer m.rnber of gay groups , ind iv i dua 1 s, 

organizations and institutions. Early periodicals, magazines, journals, 

poetry and novels have also added to the materials of gay culture and gay 

history in general. 

The freedan to publish was not always so apparent. Katz (1983, 

163) offers an informative analysis of them:>ral, political, econanic and 

religious powers which exact social tension between the contestants of 

speech and s i 1 ence. These powers have hi stor i ca 11 y contaminated the 

public discourse pertaining to sexuality and the erotic. The dilenma is 

best explained by noting that generally, the drills of the publicly-

sanctioned 'conspiracy of silence' have been mastered so well by 

harosexuals thanselves that as Katz adronishes: 

There have been silences: Overt censorship and self
suppression, writer's own strategic and patterned emissions, 
distortion, indirections, euphemisms, coding (by allegory, 
metaphor, symbo 1, and even co lour), and a psycho logica 1, 
subjective focus of discussion that has left the social and 
hi stor i ca 1 organization of sex, the po 1itica1 econcrny of 
lust, a mystery, even as "same-sex" and "different-sex" 
intimacies were rrcre widely and openly debated (1983, 163). 
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Although hanosexuals have historically struggled against silence 

and censorship, this conf l i ct has not who 11 y inhibited the panoply of 

novels, newsletters, tabloids and magazines written, and rrore recently 

pub 1 i shed, by gay men and 1 esb i ans . 28 Most of these writings are not 

representative of scientific justifications for hanosexua l ity or 

explanatory forms of self-consciousness (see pages 54-58). Rather, they 

are illustrative of variegated and emergent self-consciousness which has 

largely been disclosed in anecdotes, biographies and other various forms 

of personal sponsorship such as poetry, non-fiction and novels. 

·The increasing media coverage (and ensuing public acceptance of 

the terms hanosexual and gay) of the early hanophile rrovement as well as 

the a ck now 1 edgernent of the very existence of hanosexua 1 s, "took 

hanosexuaii~y out of the shadowy realm of deviance and criminality and 

placed it in the light of social reform" (D'Emilio, 1983: 218). 29 This 

has helped to reinforce both individual and group consciousness and 

encouraged hanosexuals to take risks that would previously have been 

avoided (D'Emilio, 1983: 227). 

Much of the early twentieth century lesbian fiction, depicting love 

and ranance between wanen (one frequently a teacher or older wanan) at 

girls' schools and co 11 eges, appeared in magazines such as Century, 

Harper's, Ladies Hane Journal and Strand, for exarrple (Faderman, 1978: 

802). 38 The early hanosexual content novels and magazine fiction were 

largely steeped in pseudonyms, cloaked and coded to avoid public suspicion 

or charges of obscenity. 3 ~ In Gertrude Stein's 1922 short story, "Miss 
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Furr and Miss Skeene" the relation of Georgine and Helen was only fu1 ly 

understood by those who were themselves involved in same-sex relationships 

(Faderman, 1978: 812). Thus, Stein wrote: 

They were regular in being gay, they learned little things 
in being gay, they learned many l i tt le things that are 
things in being gay, they were gay every day, they were 
regular, they were gay, they were gay the same length of 
time every day, they were gay, they were quite regu 1ar1 y 
gay (Stein, 1922: 19). 

Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness, published in England in 

1928, was subsequently banned for thirty-one years and later published in 

the United States (Martin and Lyon, 1972; Marotta, 1981; Adam, 1987; Weiss 

and Schiller, 1988). 32 The Well coupled with Hall's understanding of 

hanosexual social milieux, drew much attention to the plight of 

hanosexuals. Rife with a cast of butch and f emne stereotypes, an 

atrrosphere of desperate oppression and a tragic conclusion, The Well has 

remained one of the 'classic lesbian love stories' to the present day. 

On the front cover of Gore Vidal's The City and the Pi 1 lar 

(pub l i shed in 1948) Book Week dee l ared that it was, "the first Arner i can 

novel to represent openly and on a full-scale ... the hcrrosexual sub-culture 

in contefl1Porary society." Moreover, Tennessee Williams' MeTOirs, 

characterized Vidal's novel as "one of the first harosexual novels of 

consequence" (1972, 146). Following the release of Vidal's book, a member 

of the early Mattachine, Edward Sagarin published The Hanosexual In 

America ( 1951 ) and i ater, The Lesbian In Arner i ca ( 1964) under the 

pseudonym of Donald Webster Cory. The fonner was so successful that Cory 

(Sagarin) opened a book service and arranged for the publication of a 
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number of harosexua 1-content books, by prani sing an audience for the 

publishers (Bullough, 1979: 666). Once convinced, the publishers had 

little difficuity in procuring the books since, as Weiss and Schiller 

note, "there were so many 1 esb i an nove 1 s in the United States [before 

1940] ... There were nure than 500 novels with clearly discernible lesbian 

content published" (1988, 23). Recognition of the market potential also 

led American publishers such as Avon and St. Martin's Press to release a 

number of gay tit 1 es during the 1950s. 33 

Much of the literature (e.g. Bullough, 1976: 666; Martin and Lyon, 

1972: 244-5; Bullough, 1979: 69; and Adam, 1987: 63-4) suggests that the 

earliest American hom:::>phile magazine was Vice Versa, published fran 1947 

to 1948 (9 issues) by and for lesbians in Los Angeles. The Society for 

Human Rights in Chicago did, however, publish two issues of Friendship and 

Freedcm in 1924 (van der Veen, 1988: 17). This was apparently followed 

by One in 1953, The Mattachine Review in 1955 and The Ladder in 1956. The 

difficulty with these early magazines was that both Mattachine and The 

LaQ_der in particular, tried to "diffuse social hostility as a prelude to 

changes in law and public pol icy" through excessive conformity to 

heterosexual behaviour and expectations (D'Emi 1 io, 1983: 109). This 

dilerrrna resulted 1n conflict between the conservative desire for 

conformity and siITT.Jltaneous acceptance and the rrodern militant faction, 

which rendered the early dialogue of the Mattachine and The Ladder 

ineffectual and for the rrost part remained, "caught between caution and 

rage" (Bronsk i, 1984: 146). 
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Lesbian publishing peaked in the 1950s34 and 60s with an explosion 

of "lesbian stories for the masses" (Faderrnan, 1981: 355; Martin and Lyon, 

1972: 18) which were printed and distributed by some of the larger 

conventional publishing houses. Early lesbian fiction writers such as 

Ann Bannon, Paula Christian, Dallas Mayo, Claire Morgan, Valerie Taylor, 

Rene Vivian and Gale Wi lheirn have been lauded as helping to form the 

vanguard of lesbian 'pulp' novels (Martin and Lyon, 1972; Altman, 1982; 

and Adam, 1987) . 35 It seems that the shape and form of the haroph i 1 e 

movement of the 1950s was largely set by 1956 and thus, publishing became 

the central and most irrportant harosexual activity (D'Emi l io, 1983: 168) .3€ 

It was also during the early 1960s that discourse on harosexuality 

became visible in the general press and mainstream magazines such as .lime, 

Loo~, Newsweek, and The New York Times. 37 Public discourse on 

harosexuality in Life magazine first appeared in 1964 in an article 

entitled "Harosexuality In America". The byline explains, "the secret 

world grows open and bolder. Society is forced to look at it - and try 

to understand it" (Welch, 1964: 66). 

Prior to 1969, the Vi 1 lage Voice refused to print the word 

'harosexual' and declared the term 'gay' obscene because the staff of the 

Voice equated it with 'f--k' (Teal, 1971: 63). The Voice agreed only upon 

the word 'harophile', which was then unacceptable to the gay militants 

(Gay Liberation Front) and after a gay derronstration protest outside the 

off ices of the Vi 1 lage Voice, the staff conceded that upon payment, 

advertisements containing either of the three terms would not be censored 
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(Tea1, 1971: 63-65). Two months later, a similar confrontation occurred 

between the GLF and the Los Angeles Times (Teal, 1971: 73-4). 

The 1960s brought other changes such as the opening of the first 

gay book store, The Oscar Wilde Manorial Bookstore in New York City in 

1967. During the same year, a g 1 ossy gay newsmagaz i ne, The Advocate, 

began publishing local and international events, politics, religious news 

and advertising of interest to gays. The attractively packaged format of 

this magazine had never before been ava i 1 able in the pages of the gay 

press and The Advocate helped to point out that, "the ccmnercial ization 

of a subculture is one way to prO'TOte the assimilation of that culture 

into the ma i nstrearn" ( Bronsk i , 1984: 177) . As Crew and Norton have 

observed, "homosexual 1 i terature is not in the ma i nstrearn, not because the 

ma i nstrearn is heterosexua 1 , but because the ma i nstrearn is hO'TOphob i c" 

( 1974, 280). 

The new post-Stonewa 11 gay press a 1 so provided, "an extension of 

and a technique for outreach and ca1m.mication within the gay carm .. mity" 

(Branski, 1984: 151). The expansion of hO'TOsexual and lesbian 

newsletters, magazines, bar rags38 and novels has created channels of 

cannunication which function as significant "transition paths toward gay 

identity" (Altman, 1982: 118). The increase in general discourse and 

articles pertaining to lesbians and hO'TOsexual/gay men has encouraged gay 

people to "find their own voices" and to 'experiment with novel forms of 

dialogue' (D'Emilio, 1983: 113). The expanding hcrnophile and hcrnosexual 

di a 1 ague has a 1 so strengthened the existing, al though tenuous, group 
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identity in addition to making manifest a new and burgeoning awareness of 

politics, religion and gay 'coupledan' (Coleman, 1984: 57). 

The 1970s and 80s brought harosexuals increased visibility in the 

pages and screens of mainstream media. Through newspapers, journals, 

magazines, radio, television and Hollywood films, gays became more 

informed regarding the organizational growth of carmunities, and began to 

relate on a larger scale to similar others. Moreover, with a minim...m of 

one or two gay book stores in most large American and Canadian cities, 

1 esb i an and gay nove 1 s, magazines and news 1 etters became much more 

accessible both by mail (to rural or closeted gays) and in person. 

Extensive nunbers of small gay publishing houses have developed. Fag Rag 

Books, the Naiad Press39 , Out and Out Books, Times Change Press, Good Gay 

Poets, Persephone Press, Spinsters Ink, ism Press, Calamus, Sea Horse 

Press, Gay Sunshine, Diana Press and Daughters, Inc. Avon, Bantam, Harper 

and Row, Signet, Bard, Talonbooks, the Crossing Press and Fawcett Crest 

include but a few of the current American publishers who now release and 

distribute (non-academic) gay titles. 4~ 

European and American energies previously geared to the struggle 

for gay and lesbian liberation have diminished sanewhat during the 1980s 

and the desire for entertairment has taken their place (van der Veen, 

1988: 23). The result has been a discernible explosion of gay and lesbian 

magazines during the 1980s, with an estimated mean circulation of six 

thousand per gay press edition (van der Veen, 1988: 29). Moreover, 

... in the eighties? Nearly 2,000 titles with circulation 
figures of 80,000 ... The eighties seem to have loosed a flood 
of big gay men's mags, specialized art, literary and 



scientific magazines, glossy entertainnent rronthlies, and 
a shower of small periodicals ... for Jewish, British 
1 esb i ans, for di sab 1 ed lesbians, for successful lesbian 
businesswanen, for S/M lesbians, for Christian German 
homosexuals, for Dutch gay and lesbian humanists, for man
boy lovers, and even a financial newsletter for gay 
stockbrokers, for Australian counsellors and for American 
countryside men - to name but a few (van der Veen, 1988: 
29). 
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In general, these magazines have served as a vehicle for the rrovement of 

many of the larger gay carrrunities out of the shadows and despair of the 

subversive 'twilight underworld' and future possibilities now seem 

unlimited in vol Lrne and variation .4'-

Gay and Lesbian Films and Oppression: General Remarks 

In one sense, "rrovies are one of the clearest and rrcst accessible 

of looking glasses into the past, being both cultural artifacts and 

mirrors" (Haskell, 1987: xviii). They are however, frequently subject to 

retrospective bias and endurance of merrory. Perhaps there are really, 

"two cinemas: the f i lms we have actua 11 y seen and the merror i es we have of 

them" (Haskel 1, 1987: 42). Most of the early mainstream Hollywood films 

which dealt with the subject of lesbianism or homosexuality also 

reinforced tradit iona 1 stereotypes (the butch-farrne dichotany) while 

simultaneously reflecting existing societal attitudes and conservative 

mainstream values. Civil rights clauses and litigation coupled with the 

increased public visibility of lesbians and gay men however, have led to 

a reduction in the portrayal of stereotypes in rrodern films. 
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Ho11ywood censorship has had a tremendous irrpact upon a11 facets 

of production, distribution, rrodification and suppression of films dealing 

with harosexua1 ity and 1esbianism. The Hays Office Code of the 1930s 

(also referred to as the Motion Picture Production Code), obscenity laws, 

the Bureau of Custans, the Catho1ic Legion of Decency, the Supreme Court 

and the National Office for Decent Literature (D'Ernilio, 1983: 130-1; 

Russo, 1981: throughout), have a 11 condarned harosexua l ity as irrrrora l 

subject matter for Hollywood film. 42 Moreover, the Hays Office Code was 

initially formed to ensure the protection of the Hollywood Film Industry 

frcm external censorship (Russo, 1981: 31). 

Corporate Hollywood often went to great lengths in order to launder 

any indications of 'sexual deviance'. The first exarrple, a 1931 German 

film entitled Madchen In Uniform (translated as "Girl in Uniform") was 

filmed as two carplete versions with varying conclusions. In the original 

version, the young school girl, forbidden to associate with the female 

teacher with whan she has becane infatuated, ccmnits suicide; in the 

other, the girl is rescued by the other students at the boarding school. 

Both versions of the film were however later banned in Germany by Goebbels 

(Erens, 1979: 162) as a consequence of the portrayal of an 'abhorrent' 

f ana 1 e rel at i onsh i p and the potent i a 1 misinterpretation of rebe 11 ion 

against Prussian authority. 

The second example, a 1931 version of The Children's Hour was 

in it i a 11 y rejected by the censors because of potent i a 11 y di scernab 1 e 

1 esb i an content. The film was then rewritten for the screen by the 
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original author (Lillian Hellman) and this version, entitled These Three, 

appeared on the screen in 1936 shorn of all references to lesbianism which 

were replaced by heterosexual plot and text. This "sanitized version of 

The Chi 1 dren' s Hour" (Russo, 1981 : 258) 1 ater gave way to a second version 

of the 1931 original, which was released in 1962. This rrost recent 

version, developed with the help of the original director and screen

wr i ter , was a 1 so ent it 1 ed The Chi 1 dren' s Hour. The product of one script , 

originally rejected by the censor board in order to protect the 

sens it iv it ies of mainstream (heterosexual) audiences, generated three 

films, contextually similar and distinct. 

In 1961 the Production Code relaxed the regulations prohibiting 

the overt portrayal of horrosexuality on the film screen and the revision 

noted that harosexual ity was no longer a film taboo, " ... provided any 

references are treated with care, discretion and restraint" (Russo, 1981: 

118-22). 

The products of mainstream Hollywood cinema, as Dyer (1984), Wood 

(1986) and Russo (1981) note, have included nl.l'Tlerous gay and lesbian sub

text films during the last two decades and many fran the early 1900s in 

which exaggerated hanosexuality (ultra-faninine men and masculine wanen) 

and camp are blatantly visible to the informed viewer (Russo, 1981; Weiss 

and Schiller, 1988). Iconographic stereotyping·43 has pervaded many of the 

early silent pictures and the films of the late 1960s and 70s (The Killing 

of Sister George, 1968; The Boys In The Band, 1970; The Naked Ci vi 1 

Servant, 1975; La Cage aux Folles, 1978; Sergeant Matlovich Versus the 
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U.S. Air Force, 1978). A 1 though, "ear 1 y gay stereotypes in film were 

signals, testaments to the existence of others at a time when nobody was 

supposed to know that there were others" (Russo, 1981: 153), current 

mainstream Hollywood films appear to offer camp as canedy rather than 

condemnation. Producers, directors and distributors are also aware that 

gay and lesbian content films (Making Love, 1981; Personal Best, 1981; 

Lianna, 1983; Consenting Adult, 1984 tele-film; Kiss of the Spider Wanan, 

1985; The Fourth Man, 1986; The Colour Purple, 1986; Desert Hearts, 1986; 

My Two Loves, 1986 te 1 e-f i lm; The Go l d-R irrmed Glasses, 1987; An Ear 1 y 

Frost, 1987 tele-film; The Decline of the American Empire, 1987; Torch 

Song Tri logy, 1988; Wonderland, 1989) draw larger and rrore diverse 

audiences (with nnre disposable incane) than ever before, since a larger 

proportion of the current rrovie offerings are rrore frequently geared to 

the gay and lesbian population. 

During the current decade, there has a 1 so been an expansion in 

'counter-cinema' aimed at the production of films which deal with issues 

such as growth and self-awareness, feminism, the structure of patriarchy, 

lesbian relationships, gay men and lesbians as family units, caning out, 

lesbian and feminist herstory, gay history, and sex-role stereotyping. 

Activist, counselling, educational and erotic films have been produced by 

lesbian and feminist collectives, lesbian and gay resource centres, 

independent film-makers, feminist co-operatives and small film corrpanies. 

Serious gay and lesbian film critique is readily available in the pages 

of popular magazines such as ..JLl!p Cut, Fi lm Ccmnentary and Fi lms and 
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Filming. Contenporary gay and lesbian film cc:mnentary (written both by 

and for gay men and lesbians) is a 1 so ava i lab 1 e in The Advocate, 

Christopher Street, Xtra! and intennittently in Out/Look, Rites, Angles 

and Fi reweed. 44 

LESBIAN AND GAY BARS AS MICROCOSM 

Gay and lesbian bars45 have been referred to as a "quintessential 

institution of contarporary gay life" (Young, 1978: 43). This is relevant 

to both past and present ro 1 es s i nee the bars frequent 1 y provide the 

primary entry points into, and the central institutions of, gay or 

harosexua 1 mi 1 i eux (Abbot and Love, 1978: 94; Newton, 1976: 115). In 

addition, many continue to regard the bars as a "rite of passage, an 

initiation into the underworld" of gay and lesbian life (Jay, 1983: 19)46 

and as syrri:Jols of a rich and diverse culture. It is within the gay and 

lesbian bar network that friendships are developed, acquaintances renewed 

and sexual partners considered. Moreover, ccrnrunity events, local support 

service information, national news, health parTl)hlets, and other articles 

of particular interest to gay men and lesbians are advertised in 

calenders, newsletters, bar rags and local magazines. These are generally 

available inside the door, on the bar or distributed to side and centre 

tables. Such publications are usually free of charge to patrons. 47 
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The bar milieux still remains an irrportant cultural institution 

within which gay men and lesbians seek friends, COl'll'anions and partners; 

announce, develop and maintain group activities; access support services, 

current news and comnun it y events; and provide a certain level of 

acceptance which buffers social stigna (particularly for young gays and 

1 esb i ans) . 48 For many open 1 y gay men and 1 esb i ans, the bars serve as a 

nuc 1eus for networking activity and, "as a rrult i-funct iona 1 cannunity 

centre" (Mulvey and Steriti, 1988: 2). Moreover, as Altman observes, 

Anyone gay or straight, who has ever entered for even a few 
hours into a predaninantly lesbian or gay milieu has been 
inmediately struck by a fully-blown, variable and rrulti-
1eve11 ed cu 1 tu re; fran which rrust cultural and social 
patterns s~en elsewhere first emanated and were developed 
( 1982, 2) .4 

This is however, not only true of the bars, but of various tributaries of 

the gay world in general . Vantage points at the lower end of the 

continuun of organizational sophistication and institutional canpleteness 

include: bars, local dances, book stores, lesbian and gay concerts and at 

the other extreme: the gay press, business organizations, comnun i ty 

centres, gay and lesbian religious groups and chapters of the Metropolitan 

Comnunity Church and Pride Day celebrations. It is, in part, the purpose 

of the present work to illuninate the significance of these gay cultural 

artifacts, organizations and institutions. 
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A Note on the History of Gay Bars 

Accurate disclosure of the origins of the first gay bar is entirely 

contingent upon where and to whom one directs such queries (Judell, 1978: 

135-6). Much of the evidence suggests that a well-developed hanosexua1 

mi 1 i eux, during the 1 ate sixteen and ear 1 y 1700s, was 1arge1 y centred 

around the 'Molly Houses' (also referred to as 'Molly Clubs') in London 
•o 

(Adam, 1987; Bray, 1982; Bul lough, 1976; Trl.ITlbach, 1977; and Ward, 1709).:, 

Coward (1980) and Rey (1985) describe the growing incidence of arrest for 

sodomy in Paris during the early 1700s. 

D'Emilio (1983) notes that gay male bars existed in the Bohanian 

hedonistic cultural niches of San Francisco prior to the turn of the 

century. Stevenson (1908), Burnham (1973) and Katz (1983) detail the 

social clubs, restaurants, cafes and rrusic halls patronized by lesbians 

and gay men during the turn of the century, in American cities such as 

San Francisco, Chicago, Boston, New York and others. Weiss and Schiller 

(1988, 20-22) discuss the role of the speakeasies in New Orleans, New York 

and San Francisco during the 'roaring twenties' where gay men and wcmen 

congregated. 

Moreover , ear 1 y 1 esb i an bars are said to have appeared first as 

'salons' catering to upper class artistes in Paris during the early and 

mid nineteenth century (Faderman, 1981: 369). Lupton notes that one of 

the fanale bar owners she interviewed claimed that, in the years during 

and after World War Two, women began to patronize the bars and taverns as 
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a result of their increased access to financial resources and thus, wanen 

also became rrore accustaned to participating in the public sphere (1979, 

582). 

Generally speaking however, the Black Cat bar in the North Beach 

area of San Francisco, is thought to be one of the earliest prototypes of 

the lesbian and gay bars as they currently exist. 51 Like many of the rrore 

popular bohemian meeting places of the early nineteenth century, the Black 

Cat became "a place where several worlds intersected" (D'Ernilio, 1983: 

186). It was not until the 1950s that the Black Cat began serving a large 

gay male clientele and in 1951 the owners struggled successfully for the 

right to serve liquor to gay patrons (Adam, 1987: 63). This ruling was 

later challenged in 1955 and statutes were enacted to prevent licensing 

of taverns believed to be 'resorts for sexual perverts' (D'Ernilio, 1983: 

187). The police, the liquor control board and the statutes of the San 

Francisco legislature continued to observe the Black Cat closely for 

potential infractions over the course of several years. 

The Proxernics of Lesbian And Gay Bars 

The proxernics of the gay and lesbian bars are intentional and 

symbolic; "the illusion of the public ("out for the evening", "a night on 

the town") and the private (the semidarkness of anonymity) are carefully 

ba 1 anced" (NeWTian, 1978: 141). In part icu 1 ar, 

The gay bar carrnunicates a nurber of messages; its lighting, 
its layout, and its ambience all contribute to this process. 
Dim, coloured lights convey a sense of privacy and intimacy. 



The f l oor pl an genera 1 1 y a 11 ows the patrons easy vi sua 1 
access to people throughout the bar, but it also requires 
that, when crowded, patrons m..tst cane into close contact 
with one another. Indeed, the proxanics of the gay bar 
stand in marked contrast to those of social situations in 
the mainstream white American culture (Goodwin, 1989: 13). 
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The difference between the two is largely a matter of the degree of 

permeability and amount of value accorded personal space. Thus, 

One also notices among gay men an abandonnent of personal 
space, that invisible shell we all carry around our bodies. 
No one is normally allowed within this area, but among gay 
people there is a lot of physical contact, both affectionate 
and sexual. This violation of personal space is rrore than 
a result of people's finding themselves in a crowded roan; 
it is a response to the isolation harosexual people feel in 
heterosexual society. Everyone needs acceptance and 
friends; one way the gay subculture meets this need is by 
eliminating the barriers normally associated with personal 
space (Goodwin, 1989: 28). 

There are specialized bars which cater to alrrost every kind of 

social and sexual preference within the gay world. A sall)ling of such 

bars include: leather (Sand M), cowboy (denim and leather western wear), 

uniform (police, biker, anny or navy), beer only, expensive cafes 

(specialty 1 iqueurs, wines, coffees and pastries for the higher-incane 

bracket), dyke, cruise, back-roan (quick sex), nel lie (effeminate males), 

drag show clubs, sports, week-end only, unlicensed late-night dance clubs 

(for the non-drinking and underage crowd) gay-men only, lesbian-only and 

gay men and lesbians (mixed bars). However, only in large metropolitan 

cities accamodating a highly-populated and well-developed gay carrn..1nity, 

does one find such diversity. 
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Each particular type of bar has a specific, although usually tacit, 

etiquette. One beccmes necessarily and rapidly fami 1 iar with specific 

routines such as: cruising (or not), friendly conversation with the 

bartender or wait staff (or appropriate social di stance) , acceptab 1 e 

introductions to unfamiliar patrons (first-names-only, pseudonyms or 

nicknames) expectedrrode of dress (denim, leather, preppie, formal, casual 

or 'anything goes') or behaviour (macho, effeminate or neutral) and 

physical p 1 a cement within the bar (special areas which indicate an 

ind iv i dua 1 's part icu 1 ar des ires in a non-verba 1 manner). 52 

Not unlike the majority of heterosexual bars, attendance at 

particular establisrments may change over time and thus reflect one's: 

preferred form of entertairment (disc jockey, jukebox, drag shows, canedy 

routines or live m...1sical performers), desire for social versus sexual 

encounters, the degree of difficulty regarding transportation (the 

location of the bar), the choice of one's friends or social group, beer, 

soft drink, liquor and food prices, (presence or absence of) entertainnent 

or cover charges, and personal m...1sical inclinations (preference for rock 

and roll, punk, disco, pop, country or mixed). 

No two gay bars are the same, and all exhibit a unique blend of 

atmosphere, rrot ifs ( exc 1 us i ve icons or syrrbo 1 s) , rrus i c, dancing, 1 i ght i ng, 

finger foods (sane bars offer free potato chips, pretzels, peanuts, 

popcorn or samples of featured menu items), particular bar brands (types 

of 1 iquors and specialty drinks as wel 1 as schnapps, house wines or 

imported beers), happy hour drink or food spec i a 1 s, activities (video 
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games, pool tables, pinball machines, contests, sports teams) and 

personalities (live performers, popular disc jockeys preferred wait staff 

or favourite bartenders). This type of gay mi 1 ieu, like single bars, 

discos and roadhouses, attracts a particular assortment of clientele who 

serve, in their own fashion, to alter the landscape of the bar. 

In the larger urban cities (Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, San 

Francisco, Los Angeles, New York) where gay and lesbian bars are more 

nunerous, there a 1 so tends to be more Call=>et it ion for business. 53 In order 

to realize a necessary profit and so ranain in operation, many bar owners 

have introduced hours for 'shifting c 1 i ente 1 e' . Many popular gay or 

lesbian bars cater to a variety of heterosexual patrons (business people, 

retirees, factory workers, office clerks, labourers) during the daylight 

hours (serving brunch, lunch, drinks and sarietimes early dinners) which 

then 'shifts' to a primarily lesbian or gay clientele at a certain hour. 

Daytime regu 1 ars of the bar or restaurant are frequent 1 y aware of the 

custaner shift and one often observes, during the changeover, a dinming 

of the lights, a change in the type and voll.l'Tle of rrusic (disc jockey or 

jukebox), and one can watch the bar and dance floor being prepared for the 

evening. 

There is tremendous disparity in the nlll'ber of existing gay male 

and lesbian bars. One of the primary reasons for this is that gay and 

lesbian bars often arose in unsafe areas of the city and for women, the 

risk of solitary night travel is generally greater than for men (D'Emilio, 

1983: 98). Since women also have differential access to financial 
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opportunities and resources, most wanen's bars were not situated in prime 

areas nor did they boast an interior decor as grand as those found in many 

of the men's bars. Visits to the bars also require an acknowledgement of 

one's sexual identity (D'Emilio, 1983: 98) and lesbians in general do not 

have access to the "transitional opportunity" structure (social and sexual 

situations) of the gay male milieux (D'Emi 1 io, 1983: 99). It is not 

surprising then, that gay men's bars have outnlJTlbered those for lesbians 

and continue to do so today in most large cities in the world. 

The Bar Milieux: Stereotypes, Role-Playing and Carrp 

The early lesbian bars in particular helped to assign and to 

reinforce 'severely dichotcrnized roles' of butch and farme, so that most 

lesbians were forced to choose masculine or feminine roles (Wolf, 1979: 

23). In large part, this is because the lesbian bar is best described as 

a microcosm and viewed (by gay and lesbian patrons and marbers) as: 

... a world within our world replete with its own cast of 
characters, governed by its own rules, maintaining its own 
rites and rituals, and even ccrnpris ing its own specia 1 
geography ... others like her are not trapped within the bar 
because it is smaller than life but because it is more real 
and larger then life. The shades of the underworld becane 
more meaningful than the people on the outside world just as 
the shadows on the wall were more lifelike to the 
inhabitants of Plato's mytho logica 1 cave (Jay, 1983: 18-19). 

Sexual roles54 , reinforced in the atmosphere of the bars, became the only 

rrode ls they knew and many 1 esb i ans, " ... p 1 ayed the roles in pub 1 i c and 

then we went hane and fought about them" (Mart in and Lyon, 1973: 6). 55 
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In large part, the reason for this is that as Wittman observed in Refugees 

In Amerika: A Gay Manifesto, gay men and lesbians: 

... have 1 ived in these institutions al 1 our 1 ives, so 
naturally we mimic the roles. For a long time we mimicked 
these ro 1 es to protect ourse 1 ves - a surv i va 1 mechanism. 
Now we are becoming free enough to shed these roles which 
we've picked up fran the institutions which have imprisoned 
us ( 1969' 161 ) . 

In contrast to the butch and farme role-playing of the early 

1 esb i an bars, gay men have developed a sense of unity and of bonding 

through 'camp' 56 which JTOst gay men define as: "a way of being hunan, witty 

and vital ... without confonning to the drabness and rigidity of the het 

male role" (Dyer, 1977: 11). Carrp, as hurour, fun, identity, bonding, 

self-protection against and resistance to the oppression of mainstream 
~~ 

culture·· (Dyer, 1977: 11) is really a matter of style, the way in which 

one responds to people, events or things, and this consists primarily of 

removing the serious content from the context of everyday things (Dyer, 

1977: 12). 58 According to Newton ( 1976, 106-10), the themes JTOst apparent 

in camp are: incongruity (the juxtaposition of masculine-feminine 

polarities), theatricality (the style and dramatic flair as performed to 

encourage interaction between actor and audience) and hurour (carrp as 

clowning, playing, transforming the emotions from the 11Undane to the 

r id i cu l ous ) . 59 Clearly, 

... the essence of cairp is its love of the unnatural: of 
artifice and exaggeration. And Carrp is esoteric - scmeth i ng 
of a private code, a badge of i d~nt i ty even among sma 11 
urban cliques (Sontag, 1982: 105). 6• 

Thus, both the gay male 'drag queen' 61 and the lesbian 'bull dyke' 
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epitanize the rejection of traditional male/female, masculine/feminine 

role expectations and the conventional active/passive, strong/weak gender 

dichotomy (Stanley, 1978: 127). 62 Moreover, as Newton defines it, "camp 

is not a thing. Most broadly it signifies a relationship between things, 

people, and activities or qualities, and harosexuality" (1976, 105). 63 

The humorous style of camp has however, formed such an impression 

on conventional culture, that the latter has co-opted m..1ch of the meaning 

and the essence of camp as its own. It is likely that the co-optation of 

camp into conventional culture actually began during the Renaissance and 

in the salons of bourgeoisie French, English and German societies. Thus 

camp, once an i!1l)ortant facet of gay male identity, does not exist to the 

same degree in the modern gay world and does not serve the same bonding 

function, since much of the meaning has been diffused by its expropriation 

by the wider society. 64 Moreover, as Williams once observed: 

Of course "swish" and "camp" are products of self-mockery, 
i!1l)osed upon harosexua ls by our society. The obnoxious 
forms of it wi 11 rapidly disappear as Gay Lib begins to 
succeed in its serious crusade to assert ... a free position 
in society which wi 11 permit them to respect themselves 
(1972, 50). 

This provides a sanewhat superficial rationale however. The 

organizational sophistication, politicization, consuner culture and the 

AIDS crisis of the modern gay world (taken singly or in canbination) 

necessitate a great deal of energy and appropriate m..1ch of the leisure 

time available to many gay men. As a resu 1 t , the energy and desire 

necessary to participate in the spirit of camp have markedly decreased. 

Through camp however, harosexuality becanes generally more 
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pa 1 atab le to members of convent iona 1 cu 1 ture. The s i 11 i ness of carrp 

humour simuitaneously endears the actor to the audience, enticing them 

through 1 aught er, and reinforces their ti es to convent i ona 1 cu 1 tu re, 

augnent i ng the actor ' s i dent if i cat "ion as not of them: but as other. 

Homosexuals and carrp, viewed fran the distance between the two cultures, 

leads the mainstream to see them (terrl)orari ly at least) as ccmedic actors, 

titillating and entertaining. For the m::ment then, they are 

simultaneously objects of curiosity, repulsion and tolerance. 65 

CONCLUSION: THE INTERNALIZATION OF CULTURE 

It is not merely the structure and milieu of the nation-state which 

lend meaning to subcultures, carmunities or worlds since, as Shibutani 

argues: 

Each social world, then, is a culture area, the boundaries 
of which are set neither by territory, nor by fonnal group 
membership, but by the limits of effective carmunication 
( 1955 l 565) . 

Al though spec i a 1 i zed iconography, argots and non-verbal behaviours are 

historically, tall)oral ly and culturally-bound (Hayes, 1981: 37) those 

relevant to the gay world often transcend such boundaries. A case in 

point is the co-optation of the pink triangle fran Hitler's Gennany by 

gay men and lesbians who now affect the triangle as a syrrbo l of the 

dangers of oppression and of the silence of the oppressed. 

The gay world, tethered by of ten tenuous networks (such as the 

scmetimes short-lived institutions of particular gay and lesbian bars, 
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restaurants, support groups, publications and iconography) still appears 

to be largely based on a comron stigna, shared oppression and similar 

experiences. This is true whether one observes gay men and lesbians in 

Montreal, Buffalo, England, New Zealand or Turkey. Although the legal 

rights, language, organizational sophistication, institutional 

completeness, specific nuances and characteristics, and social opposition 

to local gay and lesbian carrn.Jnities may differ in various geographical 

regions, each country, territory, province and state serve as a link in 

the growing chain of the gay world. 

Thus, gay signs, syrrbols, modes of style and dress (iconography), 

argot and vernacular, publishing, press and f i lms, bar milieux and 

proxemics, role-playing and carrp all serve as important cultural vehicles 

for orientation, transmission and carrn.Jnication within and between 

specific territorial carrn.Jnities and the gay world in general. All of 

these features have been discussed in terms of the ways in which they 

serve to create, enhance and transform the syrrbolic universe of meanings 

within the gay world and, as a consequence of increased gay and lesbian 

visibility and the trend toward co-optation, within the mainstream. 

These cultural materials are however, differentially significant 

to residents of the various coom.mities. In a sma 11 rura 1 town for 

exarrple, a stranger with a lambda or pink triangle pin might be regarded 

as a we l cane a 11 y. To a group of gay men sharing beer at a popular 

metropo l i tan gay bar, such syrrbo ls may serve the purpose of self

aff i rmat ion as an integral C0'\1)onent of their identity kits. To the 
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c 1 oseted 1 esb i an or gay man however, a g 1 impse of such a syrroo 1 or 

magazine or the exposure to a conversation in gay vernacu 1 ar might 

facilitate initial contact with a local gay carrrunity group or bar, or 

perhaps serve as the catalyst for the emergence of self-awareness. 

Originally, the fledgling gay world was created out of a sense of 

s imi 1 ar ity and carrrona 1 ity. The i nterna 1 i zat ion of gay cu 1 ture and 

cultural artifacts, which frequently transcend the boundaries of race, 

co 1 our, re 1 i g ion and sanet imes age and gender, serve to unite and to 

maintain the 1 inks of the gay and lesbian world. Sirrultaneously, the 

evolution of diversity (in the areas of age, sex, politics, religion and 

consLrner enterprise) also tears this initial unity asunder, creating 

conf 1 i ct , opposition and str if e equa 11 y arrong groups and ind iv i dua 1 

members. It is to the structural features of the gay world, as they are 

generated by a uniquely gay culture, that we now turn our attention. 
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END NOTES 

1 . Actua 11 y Ste i nshouer ( 1984, 277) estimates that a mere six 
hundred 1 i nes of the original twelve thousand of Sappho's poetry have 
endured, a 1 though these are 1arge1 y f ragnented and are of dubious and 
varied translation. 

2. Moreover, as York observes: 
The fact that American capitalism can co-opt alrrost anything 
no matter how ostensibly subversive is a truism so bizarre, 
so fascinating in its implications as to give many sensitive 
souls perpetual cultural shock (1979, 58). 

3. Altman also suggests that the development of baths and 'bawdy 
houses' as gay (male) service institutions has encouraged "the co-option 
of the gay world's surface hedonism" (1979, 44). 

4. This is in contrast to H. Montgonery Hyde's mistaken contention 
that, "un l i ke Freemasons, hanosexua ls do not use secret signs by which 
they make themse 1 ves known to their 1 i ke-minded fe 1 lows" ( 1970, 21). Much 
of this work however, is generally misinfonned, exceptionally dated 
although relatively contemporaneous, and not occasionally subject to 
hanophobic stereotyping. 

5. The badge, Smith notes, "originates in a deliberate desire to 
create fundamental semantic confusion" (1988, 141). 

6. No author cited. 

7. No author cited. 

8. A. Nolder Gay has also referred to the lavender rhino as 'new 
symbo: of gay liberation' in the Boston area. Apparently, the rhino was 
used as an icon to represent an often misunderstood, habitually peaceful 
animal which ought not to be provoked (1978, 44-5). It has rrore recently 
been co-opted as the logo and 'mascot' of a new gay and lesbian bar in 
Toronto. 

9. Hayes also notes that the necktie was an important signal of 
recognition between hanosexua 1 s in both nineteenth-century Europe and 
twentieth-century America (1981, 36). Apparently, horrosexual men sported 
green ties in Paris, black in Frankfurt, and red in America. 

10. As Kaye/Kantrowitz observes, "a classic is a chosen book or 
writer; and it is aiso an institution ... we breathe it - a signpost of our 
culture, or one of its comnon foods" (1984, 250). 
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11. For more information on signs and symbols associated with 
horrosexua l i ty, gayness and lesbianism (such as cal amus, hare, lads 1 ave 
and the rainbow flag), see A1yson Publications, 1989, pages 99-100. 

12. Hayes suggests that these pocket codes may have been first 
e-nployed in Co1orado mining towns during the nineteenth century (1981, 
36). The relative absence of women at weekly dances meant that men with 
pocket bandannas assumed the role of the 1eaders (mascu1ine-active) and 
those without became the followers (feminine-passive). 

13. Teal refers here to the Phi1adelphia Free Press, Ju1y 1970. 

14. According to Marsha 11 ( 1981) and others, U 1 r i chs' view of 
homosexuality exacted an influence on many writers who were struggling 
with the prob1an in personal terms. Among than were Have1ock E11 is, 
Magnus Hirschfeld, John Addington Symonds and Edward Carpenter. In the 
fashion of U1richs' model of the biologica1 determinism, Carpenter wrote 
Love· s Comins of Age ( 1895) and Symonds discussed horrosexua 1 ity in 6_ 
p_c9p1em of Modern Ethics (1896) fo11owed by A Prob1an in Modern Ethics 
(1901). 

15. For more detail concerning the origins of 'urning', see also 
Dynes, 1985, page 145. 

16. Dynes notes that, although many authors suggest that Benkert 
was a physician, he was actua11y a 1itterateur and translator (1985, 67). 
Benkert has is also known by his pseudonym, Kar1 Maria Kertbeny. 

17. Mcintosh argued that the hanosexual role refers, " ... not only 
to a cultural composition or set of ideas but a 1 so to a comp 1 ex of 
institutional arrangements which depend upon and reinforce these ideas" 
( 1968' 189) . 

18. Richard Surrnerbe 11 and Pau 1 Aboud' s ab-nor-ma 11 y HAPPY 
(Vancouver, Canada: New Star Books Limited, 1985) offers a 'high carrp' 
view of popular gay slang and argot. This one however, is not for the 
serious researcher or inte11ectua1. 

19. See also Dynes, 1985, 66. 

20 . For more deta i 1 concerning the connotations of the word 
'straight' in gay argot, see also Dynes, 1985, pages 42-44 and 136. 

21. Bray (1982, 21-30) a1so suggests that this may be related to 
the association of hanosexua 1 ity with witchcraft and the subsequent 
burning at the stake of hanosexua1s. 
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22. For additional information on such terms as faggot, dyke, gay, 
lesbian, horTDsexual and the origins of the colour lavender, lambda and 
calamus, see in particular parts one and two of the well-written, sixteen
part series "Gay In America", San Francisco Examiner, June 4, 1989-June 
25, 1989 (various authors). 

23. Darsey ( 1981, 61) however argues that Hayes has rerroved 
carrnunication between and arrong gay people from both its historical and 
cu 1tura1 context and has therefore over 1 ooked many of the nuances of 
'Gays peak' . 

24. We may also envisage the term 'white' added to this list. 

25. Jokes, folklore and anecdotes share carrron themes in gay and 
lesbian argot. In addition, these part i cu 1 ar sty 1 es of coomun i cation 
often function as a means of identifying other gays and lesbians and as 
subt 1 e veh i c 1 es for 'coming out' . For a more in-depth ana 1 ys is, see 
Goodwin, 1989, especially chapter 2. 

26. See pages 175-178 of this thesis for a discussion of the 
essence and functions of 'camp'. 

27. Hayes has noted that, while it is diffkult to extract 
generalizations regarding the subject matter of labelling, the following 
two propositions appear to have been time-tested. These facts suggest: 

- that labels are inescapable and ever-changing; they will 
be proposed from outside and urged from within. 
- that few lesbians and gay men remain neutral on the 
subject; they 1 ine up from one end of the spectrun ("I wish 
to be associated with no label") to the other ("I wish for 
a precise, empirical, and universal definition) (1981a, 35). 

28. van der Veen (1988, 15-22) classifies the history of the gay 
and lesbian press into four primary periods: 'Germany and North European 
activity' (1896-1933), 'hiding' (1933-1967), 'explosion' (1968-1979), and 
'the eighties' (current). 

29. On March 8, 1969 police raided the Snake Pit in Greenwich 
Village, taking 167 patrons into police custody. The report on this raid 
(Jonathan Black, "The Boys In The Snake Pit: Games Straights Play", 
Vi 1 lage Voice, March 19, 1970, pages 1, 61-4) ended the "blackout" on news 
of 'gay militants' in the pages of the Village Voice (Teal, 1971: 114). 

30. See also Jan Hokenson, "The Pronouns of Garorrha: A Lesbian 
Prose Tradition", in Frontiers, Vol.10, No.1, 1988 (62-9) and, Margaret 
Cros 1 and, W001en of Iron and Ve 1 vet: French W001en Writers after George 
Sand, New York: Toplinger, 1976. 
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31. On the subject of obscenity trials see for example: Hyde, 
1962; Ellmann, 1988; and Baker, 1985. For a brief discussion of the 1957 
New York trial of Allen Ginsberg's book of poetry, HONL, see Weiss and 
Schiller, 1988 (especially pages 52-53). For a ccmplete and illuminating 
bibliography on the obscenity trials of The Body Politic and Glad Day 
Bookshop in Toronto, see Crawford, 1984. 

32. lt was still irrpossible to procure an expensive English first 
edition as recently as 1976. Crates of books were stopped long before 
they reached Canada and the 'offending material' rerroved without 
recanpense for monies paid in advance. 

33. See Roger Austen, P 1 ay i ng the Game ( I nd i anapo 1 is: Bobbs
Merr i 11 Ccmpany, 1977) for a first-rate account of the history of American 
(male) harosexual novels. 

34. For a brief chronicle of Jeannette Foster's self-publication 
of Sex Variant Wanen in Literature in 1956, see Jay, 1978, pages 257-61. 

35. 'Pulp' generally refers to (once) inexpensive 'lesbian' 
romance, adventure and mystery nove 1 s which were re 1 at i ve 1 y easy to 
obtain. Most of the lesbian 'pulp' of the 1950's however, is steeped in 
the tw i 1 i ght shadows, horrophob i a and despair in such tit 1 es as Warped 
Q_~ire, The Queer Darkness and The Twisted Ones. Generally speaking, "it 
was most 1 y torrid, taste 1 ess stuff ... A purp 1 e-prose, cl i che-r i dden f ormu 1 a 
reigned supreme, as did ultimate victory of conformist values" (Goliger, 
1989: 15). See also Koski and Ti1chen, 1978, pages 262-74. 

36. In an interview with 'variant literature' collector, Barbara 
Grier (of Missouri ) , she suggested that her co 11 ect ion of sane ten 
thousand lesbian and gay books and periodicals may be one of the largest 
private libraries in the world (Delano, 1976: 47). 

37. In July of 1962 New York City's 'listener-supported' radio 
station WBA!-FM also broadcast a program on hanosexua1ity as discussed by 
eight male horrosexuals of the Horrosexual League of New York (Newsweek, 
Ju 1 y 30, 1962: 488) . 

38. 'Bar rags refer to the free tabloids published by gay 
cannunities which are available at most gay and gay-identified bars, 
restaurants, book stores and specialty shops. They are most canronly 
found just inside the front door(s) of these estab1isrments and contain 
local and national news items, advertisements, and ccrrmunity events. 

39. Naiad Press of Ta11ahassee, Florida bi 11s itself as "the 
oldest and largest lesbian publishing ccmpany in the world" (Naiad Press 
Inc., 1990 calender). Naiad, founded in 1973, now publishes over one 
hundred and twenty titles and distributes (throughout the United States 
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and Canada) a yearly calender as well as rronthly flyers offering special 
discounts and publication updates. 

40. For an i l lurninating discussion of the relationship between 
lesbian and gay books and the American Library Association during the 
early 1970s, see Barbara Gittings, "Canbatting the Lies In the Libraries", 
in Crew (ed.), op cit. 1978, pages 107-18. 

4 1 . For a brief but COOl)rehens i ve overview of the events, 
publications and people important to harosexual, gay and lesbian history, 
see Alyson Publications, 1988, especially pages 11-31 and 142-199. 

42. The early Batman series televised between 1966 and 1967 is now 
regarded by many gay men as the epitane of camp at its rrost odd! 

43. Dyer defines iconography in the following manner: " ... films 
use a certain set of vi sua 1 and aura 1 signs which inmed i ate 1 y bespeak 
horrosexuality and connote the qualities associated, stereotypically, with 
it" (1984, 31). 

44. For critique, comnentary and discussion of gay and lesbian 
films see, in addition to those listed in this bibliography: Steven (ed.), 
1985; Russo, 1986 (31-4); Weiss, et al, 1986 (22, 50); Zita, 1986 (27-30); 
Lippe, 1986-87 ( 81-88) ; Brunsdon (ed. ) , 1986; and Kuhn, 1982. For an 
excellent history of lesbian and gay characters on the American stage and 
screen, see Curtin, 1987. 

45. For a critique of the limitations and superficiality of the 
gay and lesbian bar milieux, see Newnan, 1978. 

46. Adam argues however that gay and lesbian bars are not as 
integral to the development of the lesbian and gay comn.Jnity as they once 
were and thus, 

As in the United States and the United Kingdan, gay 
organizations unfolded in Canada and throughout the 1970's 
even in small towns and rural areas where, for the first 
time, they often preceded the cannercial infrastructure of 
bars and public meeting places (Adam, 1987: 85). 

47. This is probably the reason that Jim Clifford, a marathon 
group member of the Gay Liberation Front, once asked, "Do you suppose that 
the gay bar is gay media?" (Teal, 1971: 156). 

48. For rrore information on the functions of the gay bar milieu, 
see Hooker ( 1965), Cavan ( 1966), Achilles ( 1967) Dank ( 1971), and 
Weinberg and Williams (1974). 

49. cf. Felice Picano, A True Likeness, 1980, xi. 
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50. Not un1ike the modern 1esbian and gay bars, Bray notes that, 
" ... the mi l i eu of the mo 11 y houses existed in its own right independent 1 y 
of the individuals who might canpose it at any one time" (1982, 85). 

51. For further discussion of the early gay bar scene in America, 
see a1so Kelsey, 1978 and Jackman, 1978. 

52. In many gay male only bars for example, there is a section 
referred to as 'the meat rack'. Standing in this section indicates a 
desire to 'cruise' or to be 'cruised' (pick up a partner for a sexual 
encounter or to be picked up). In both male and female bars, sitting or 
standing alone at the bar counter often indicates a similar desire. 

53. For a brief but interesting history of the lesbian bar scene 
in Toronto, Ontario, see Bearchell, 1981, 25-7. 

54. The character of butch and f01TI18 are indicative of expected, 
often exaggerated role-playing. Ponse suggests that such roles: 

... as used in the lesbian world, involve[s] the adaptation 
of masculine and feminine roles, modeled after typifications 
of these roles in the heterosexual world. The wanan who 
plays the mascu l i ne role is ca 11 ed the butch, wh i 1 e the 
fanne plays the stereotypical traditional female role 
( 1978, 124) . 

Lesbians who rejected the polarity of such roles were ostracized and 
called 'ki-ki'. There is no doubt that during the early 1950s and 60s 
this was a derogatory label (Abbot and Love, 1978: 93). 

55. Davis and Kennedy suggest that the rigidly enf arced role 
behaviours of lesbians during the 1950s rrust be viewed within the broader 
social context of post-war sexual repression and corresponding ideology. 
Hence, such similarities are according to the authors, indicative of, "a 
c 1 ose connection between the evo 1 ut ion of heterosexua 1 and hat'Osexua 1 
cultures" (1986, 22). For more information regarding the early butch and 
farms roles of the 1940s and 50s, see Davis and Kennedy, 1986, especially 
pages 13-20. 

56. As Newton accurate 1 y states, "drag and camp are the 1TOst 
representative and widely used symbols of harosexuality in the English 
speaking world" (1976, 100). 

57. For a critique of CaJll:> as a fonn of resistance against the 
dan i nant social order, see Britton, 1979, pages 11-14. Britton argues 
that camp is really a parody of femininity and as such, it cannot serve 
as an effective weapon against the oppression of lesbians and gay men. 
Therefore, the author claims that camp is a weapon which gay men in 
particular turn upon themselves, augnenting the social intolerance which, 
if modified, becanes self-hatred. 
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58. There are several gay authors who perceive camp as an integra1 
facet of gay culture. See for example, Altrnan's examination of whether 
carnp is 'sou1' (1971, 138-40), Silverstein's "God Save The Queer." 
(November 1970), and Hurphrey's discussion of the cultural contributions, 
the "camp genius for style innovation, for new art forms" of the gay 
'comnunity' (1972, 73-75). 

59. A specific Canadian example concerns the now-defunct Toronto 
group, "The Sisters of Perpetua 1 I ndu 1 gence". This srna 11 group of gay men 
assembled in the early 1980s and disbanded in 1987. During their days 
together they dressed as nuns, attending meetings, parades and gay and 
1 esb i an social gatherings. Al though they did engage in fund-raising, 
their primary function was camp - esoterica in its purest form. 

60. Stan 1 ey c 1 a irns however that, "the essence of camp is the 
refusal to take oneself seriously" (1978, 128). It is my understanding 
that JTOst gay men and many lesbians would argue that it is rather the 
refusal to internalize and unleash oppression on the se1f. Hence, camp 
serves JTOre as a buffer against stignata, although it may sirnultaneously 
reinforce extreme stereotyping fran the main. 

61. Drag may often exact tension within the gay world and, as 
Goodwin notes , "many activists fee 1 that drag is po 1 it i cal l y incorrect 
since it reinforces stereotypes and since it can be interpreted as 
chauvinistic. Others feel that drag is passe" (1989, xv). 

62. In a like vein, Adam believes that, 
... the queen and the dyke are, in a sense, emancipated. 
They are doing that which many of us would 1 ike to do -
proclaiming their feelings and desires to the world (1987, 
83, cf . "Hanosexua ls Without Masks" , One, 1958, no author 
cited). 

63. Although, as Darsey accurately observes, camp is neither 
universal within or exclusive to the gay world (1981, 62). Indeed, 
several facets of the gay world are neither exclusive nor universal but 
they exist as integral to the organizational sophistication of the gay 
world. See also Russo (1976, 17) and Sontag (1964, 515-30) for further 
discussion. 

64 . As Al trnan notes , many gay peop le amr ace the notion that their 
"role is to entertain and titillate the straight world" (1979, 102). 
Because much of conventional culture consLITles camp as a ccrrrrodity and a 
viable form of entertainnent, rnuch of the audience during 'drag shows' 
and 'impersonation' is made up of heterosexuals. 

65. As a consequence, several films which parody hanosexual camp 
and stereotypes have generally been successful in attracting and appealing 
to mixed (lesbian, gay and mainstream) audiences. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE STRUCTURES OF 'PRE-WORLD' GAY COM'1UNITIES 

Our sexual orientation is our camonality, of course, but 
our sense of carnunity goes well beyond that camonality. 
Our camon experience of being different in a way that is 
profoundly discredited and derisively devalued gives us a 
cannon history of individual and collective struggle for a 
hard-won yet tentative space in society that is the real 
basis of our cann..inity. It is the ignorance and bigotry of 
those who cannot see past our sexual orientation which 
deafen their ears to what we are saying about and during 
Lesbian and Gay Pride Day (S.R. Atkinson, 1989: 5). 

INTRODUCTION 

The deve 1 opnent and cognizance of higher 1eve1 s of organization 

have influenced the residents of smaller and less developed gay 

carmunities. Such an awareness generally makes it possible for gays to 

remain in these areas simply because there are alternatives, should the 

pressure of passing (as non-gay) prove intolerable. At the same time, 

however, there is sane evidence that world deve l opnent al so acts as a 

fetter to the developnent or reconstruction of smaller carrn.Jnity 

institutions. I n the latter case, a local culture in the process of 

perishing may be integrated into a more developed and carplex camunity 

structure, making it a part of a larger whole. Thus, there is a certain 
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arrount of inter-carrn.Jnity diffusion which may transfonn the very nature 

of all levels of ccmrunity developnent and local culture.i 

An original typology has been developed as a means of illustrating 

the five distinct levels of ccmrunity organization and develop-nent, fran 

the 1 owest level (the ' ccmruter zone' ) , to the 1 eve l of 'occas i ona 1 

coornur.ities', the 'middle range', further developnent and 'pre-world' 

(highest) level of carrnunity organization. However, it is worthy of note 

that such discrete variations between levels or degrees of develop-nent are 

rarely apparent in mundane reality, and have been outlined in this manner 

only for the purpose of the present analysis. 

These ccmrunities are both similar and disparate fran one another 

and are integrated and separate fran the mainstream in varying degrees. 

Most of them however, share a camon hi story, st i gna, iconography and 

vernacular although these features also differ with regard to the achieved 

level of organizational and institutional developnent. Many of these 

areas are located sane distance fran larger, well-developed gay 

conmun it i es . Thus , the pub 1 i sh i ng , po 1 it i ca 1 , re 1 i g i ous , recreat i ona 1 

institutional and service structures of each area differ accordingly. 

It is hypothesized that all of these levels of ccmrunity, in 

varying cart>inations and diverse geographical localities, are at once 

canponents and genesis of the extant gay world. I n so 1 i tude and 

synthesis, each ccmrunity serves in sane way to rrodify, enhance and create 

gay culture and the gay world as a whole. Many of the 1 inks which tie the 

various gay ccmrunit ies together (such as gay identity, ideology and 
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information networks) are often ephemeral and irrperceptible to the non

gay. These links traverse international language barriers, geographical 

borders, cultural traditions, age, race, religion and class. The unique 

fusion of gay identity, enhanced by similar responses to mainstream 

oppression and attelllJtS to recover a cCllTTOn history, continue to coalesce 

in the emergent and evolutionary kaleidoscope of gay culture. 

Other ties, such as the milieux of lesbian and gay bars, specialty 

shops, caml...lnity centres, special events and fund-raising drives are more 

overt and thus, discernible to the public eye. Although most are located 

in corporeal territories, the central characteristics of gay iconography 

and co-optation, argot and lingo, press and media ventures, role-playing 

and bar proxemics show similarities across different gay caTTn..Jnities. In 

particular, the panoply of gay publishing and press transmits information, 

caml...lnity reports, social, legal and political news bulletins and 

scholarly coomentary both within and between the various cann.m it i es. The 

proceeding chapter outlines each of the five levels of caTTn.Jnity 

developnent in considerable detail. Subsequently, this discussion 

augnents the original model of evolutionary institutional and 

organizational call)lexity (see Figure 1) which is elucidated in the 

following chapter (see Figure 3). 
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A Preliminary Apologia 

There are several deficiencies intrinsic to the ensuing discussion 

of various gay ccmnunities2 and a preliminary apologia is therefore 

appropriate. The first problem is largely a result of temporal 

definitions of the situation which are constantly being transformed by 

individuals, groups, and society in general. This paradox may be 

conceived of as the dilanna of viewing the past through the eyes of the 

present. I n other words, because researchers cannot move backward in 

time, to a point prior to the present level of gay ccxmlJnity developnent 

and in fact, the evolution of the gay world (as few as ten or twelve years 

ago would be sufficient for this purpose), it becanes difficult to 

accurately describe and in fact, define, a pre-world existence. 

Moreover, since many of the canrunities discussed in the following 

chapter continue to evolve and to develop, whatever may be said about them 

is characterized fran the perspective of the present on 1 y. When this 

analysis has been recounted however, such a description rrust be construed 

as accurate only in ten-ns of yesterday, but is not wholly relevant for 

today or tanorrow. Therefore, all ethnographic analyses of evolutionary 

deve 1 opnent bring with them the di 1 anna of i ntr ins i c ob so 1 escence as 

present is imnediately consigned to past. It is thus irrperative to 

recognize the irrpossibi 1 ity of 'catching up' with evolutionary 

developnent. That such analyses are problematic means that the 'genuine' 

nature of gay carrnunity developnent may be captured only with reference 
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to a sanewhat imprecise 'ethnographic present'. 

Finally, the collection of ethnographic data within the lower 

1eve1 s of gay carrnun it y deve 1 OP119nt ( CaTlll..lter zones and occasional 

ccmnunities) is approximate at best. This is because such comnunities 

are generally characterized by a need for secrecy in addition to the 

intrinsic transitory and ephaneral features of the group. Moreover, rrost 

of these small cities and rural or semi-rural areas do not accanrodate gay 

groups , organ i zat i ons3 or gay-oriented businesses (such as bars, book 

stores, and restaurants) and therefore, the gay population is generally 

canposed of loners, colleagues and peers. Thus, it is not the absence of 

gatekeepers as such, which impedes the process of data collection in these 

areas, but rather the veritable invisibility of gay people (individuals 

or social networks) in general. 

Variation Between CarrnJnities: The Levels Defined 

Each territorial caT1ll..lnity4 is itself ccnprised of varying degrees 

of institutional COl"ll'leteness. Naturally, the variation between large 

urban city centres (such as Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, New York, San 

Francisco, Boston and Los Angeles) and smal 1 rural towns (such as 

Sasparilla Bay5, Barrie, Welland, Antlerst and Burlington) serve as obvious 

and extrane polarities. Thus the smaller and less populated cities (such 

as Hamilton, St. Catharines and Rochester) appear as gradients along the 
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continuLITI between institutionally CO'Jl)lete caTTTL1nities and the peripheral 

areas which 1 ack inst i tut i ona l CCl'Jl) l eteness and bear a low 1eve1 of 

organizational sophistication. Each of the lower levels of organization 

is subsl.ITled by the one above. The rrulti-faceted gay world is thus 

CO'Jl)r i sed of a 11 of these 1eve1 s as they are situated according to 

terrporal, spatial, historical and geographical conditions. 

The introductory schema of levels of gay carrrunity developnent and 

organization (see Figure 1) is now insufficient for the purpose of 

providing a detailed continul..ITl. A further elaboration thus provides a 

more explicit and characteristic illustration of the varying degrees of 

institutional cO'Jl)leteness and organizational sophistication (see Figure 

3, preceding page). 

The Lowest Level: Camuter Zone 

The lowest level of institutional CO'Jl)leteness corresponds with a 

lack '* organizational sophistication. It is also CO'Jl)rised largely of 

individuals (many of whanmay be 'closet cases') which Best and Luckenbill 

(1982) have characterized as 'loners', although there are likely to be a 

few ' co 11 eagues ' or associates arong the residents . Thus, the sma 11 

Canadian towns and cities of Barrie, Orillia, Niagara Falls, Dakota 

Point6, Sasparilla Bay and Stoney Creek, have little to offer their gay 

residents, beyond their proximity to other larger cities which host a 

distinct and accessible gay milieux. 



Figure 3. 

MJDIFIED OVERVIEW OF LEVELS OF GAY COl'MJNITY DEVELOPMENT 

THE GAY WORLD 

GAY CO'fl.JNITIES 

I. 'PRE-WORLD' (highest) level of cann.Jnity develoµnent, prior to 
achieving true world status (New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 

Provincetown). This area accannodates the largest nurber of 
organizations, services and institutions and these are 

referred to as "formal organizations". 
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I I. FURTHER (higher) level of development (Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, 
Buffalo) with sane formal organizations, larger nUTbers 

of small groups, associations, informal supports and services 
as well as fewer bars than level I. Areas are not institutionally 
carplete, although they display a higher level or organizational 

sophistication than level I I I. l"bre "mobs" here although 
these shall be referred to as 'associated groups'. 

I I I. 'MIDDLE RANGE' level of develoJXTlent (Hamilton, Rochester). 
Fewer organizations and groups, many alternatives in larger 
urban areas detract from the possibility of institutional 
carpleteness and reduce cann.Jnity solidarity. Most of gay 

population gathers in groups of "peers" with sane associated 
groups and usually one formal or semi-formal organization. 

IV. CCCASIONAL OO"MJNITIES accannodate a lower level of develoµnent 
(Mississauga, Newark, Lethbridge) which are referred to as 

"occasional coom..inities" largely because they canronly host one 
support group and infrequent dance or sporadic event. Mostly 

colleagues, although of course, loners are carrron. 

V. COl'MJTER ZONES exhibit the lowest level of develoi:rnent (Barrie, 
Burlington, Dakota Point). No organizations or coom.mity 

groups. This is wholly a 'cann.Jter zone' which may also be 
referred to as "bedroom Cann.Jnities" hosting more "colleagues" 

and "loners", sane "peers" but less than above levels. 
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These areas, for the active gay, are largely 'carrruter towns' often 

referred to as 'bedroan ccrrm.Jnities', where one sleeps but rarely 

remains during hours of work or leisure. Many of these residents rely 

on the people in their carrrunities for errployment, housing, goods and 

services (such as groceries, liquor, furnishings, telephone, hydro and 

perhaps health care), sane acquaintances and friends, fcvnilial relations, 

and a sense, however routinized or ranote, of daily living. However, for 

the gay man or lesbian, close friendship networks, leisure time, social 

events and intimate relationships may take place wholly within the 

boundaries of another town or city. This occurs in large part of 

necessity, but too, out of a desire for anonymity which pennits one to 

keep a job, retain status and acceptance in his/her ccrrm.Jnity of 

residence, and to maintain harrronious fcvnily ties. 

ft is worthy of note that not all gay men and lesbians in rural 

areas feel disadvantaged by the absence of a visible and active gay 

camun i ty. In fact, as Mi l 1 er has shown, "the mainstreaming of gay and 

lesbian life" (1989, 9) has not occurred in many small American cities 

and towns such as Selma, A labcvna; Bunceton, Missouri; and Olgi lvie, 

Minnesota, cvnong others. Nor has gay liberation proper cane to the rural 

Canadian areas of Dakota Point, Ontario; Lethbridge, Alberta; Cooobs, 

Br it i sh Col um i a and North Bay, Ontario. But this does not mean that 

there are no gay men and lesbians in these cities and towns. How do the 

lesbian and gay residents of such areas contact others? How do they 

reconcile their gayness with the absence of a viable gay ccrrm.Jnity in the 
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towns in which they reside? 

Both gay and non-gay individuals usually choose a place of 

residence for specific reasons such as the proximity to friends or family, 

gainful aTployment, studies at a local college or nearby university, or 

the maintenance of an intimate relationship. In any case, the place of 

residence is almost always a product of choice, specific to the 

individua 1. One wanan chose to 1 i ve in Saspar i 11 a Bay because her 

partner's errployer required her to live within a one mile radius of her 

place of work. Another lesbian moved fran a small town to Dakota Point, 

Ontario to follow her chosen profession, aware that the higher pay scale 

cou 1 d not fu 11 y caii:>ensate for the co 1 d northern weather and re 1 at i ve 

isolation fran the gay cannJnity. During off duty time, vacations and 

weekends however, she usually CannJtes to Winnipeg, Buffalo, Colorado or 

Toronto and has thus remained, for the most part, in touch with the 

various lesbian and gay cannJnities. One gay man left the Toronto area 

to live with a partner whose new job took him to the more rural district 

of Elginia, Ontario7• A gay male couple moved frcrn a canfortable hane in 

Hami 1 ton to Toronto when one partner's f inn requested relocation. A 

Toronto lesbian couple separated when one wcrnan was offered a high paying 

job in Boston and the other did not wish to leave canada. St i 11 another 

lesbian chose to remain isolated in the small town of Arrtlerst to be near 

her lover who, fearful of custody battles, continued to reside with her 

husband and chi 1 dren. El even years later, al though the rel at i onsh i p 

between the wanen endured, the residential situation remained virtually 
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unchanged. 

The needs, goals and struggles of gay liberation do not touch 

everyone in the sane way. For those who do not live as openly gay 

individuals, personal priorities may be focused on continuing in a high

paying or rewarding career and/or maintaining a significant relationship. 

For these people, practical needs take precedence over extended 

participation in a visible gay cann..inity with its gay bars, support groups 

and services, marches and cu 1tura1 syrrbo 1 s . A 1 though sane ind iv i dua 1 s are 

aware of the existence of gay cann..inities and organization, the sounds and 

images exist, for the roost part, as both a low priority and a distant 

reality. Many small town residents frequently content themselves with a 

partner or small circle of (gay or gay-positive) friends, an occasional 

vacation or trip to a larger city, and a fonn of irrpression management 

which pennits them to pass as 'straight' and thus to maintain job or 

career security. I n this sense, such ind iv i dua 1 s tend to 1 i ve on the 

periphery of the gay wor 1 d by virtue of their sexua 1 orientation and 

sporadic contact with other gays. 

Frequent 1 y, the gay residents of sma 11 towns (such as Barrie, 

Welland, Dakota Point, Antlerst and Tonawanda) will attefll)t to seek out 

similar others and to collect information regarding the roost proximate 

gay cann.Jnity. This may be undertaken in several different ways. In the 

current gay 'world' newspapers, magazines, travel guides and local 

camunity calenders abound, serving as information networks which detail 

specific Cann.Jnity events, bar locations and business hours, dance dates 
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and current news. These are usua 11 y ava i lab le in bars, gay (or gay

pos it i ve) book stores and through mail order distributors. Often, such 

infonnation is initially provided by a friend or acquaintance familiar 

with a local gay carrrunity. Having procured a travel guide (such as The 

Gayel low Pages, Places of Interest, Inn Places or The Guide) the 'carm.Jter 

zone' gay man or lesbian may also utilize this as a reference guide by 

which to make contact with other gay organizations, direct merrbership 

inquiries, place an ad in the personal coll.1111 or join a 'pen-pal' club to 

make new gay friends or find a lover, purchase other guides, books or 

magazines by mail, find a telephone nutber for the nearest gay telephone 

service, or discover that the nearest gay carrrunity (perhaps with a few 

gay bars, support groups, religious chapters or monthly dances) is within 

carm.Jting distance for weekends or days off. 

It is in this way that the interested gay resident of a small town 

or city frequently becanes involved with one or more gay carrrun it i es 

outside his or her residential area. Thus, the process of networking, 

integral to the develoi:rnent of the gay world, has begun for the newly

consc i ous gay man or lesbian. However , such activity may be viewed as one 

more link in the networking chain since the individual has clearly been 

informed by saneone else (or in the case of a newsletter or magazine, 

saneth i ng else) al ready involved in the process. The informer of a 

previously-unexperienced gay person has probably eitherbeen involved with 

a local gay carrrunity or has gleaned information him/herself fran another 

involved or know l edgab le party. This is an irrportant way in which gay 
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cann.Jnity infonna.tion is passed frc:rn one group or individual to another -

across towns, provinces, states and countries. 

Thus, when a gay man or lesbian visits Buffalo and explores the 

local gay carrrunity, it is alm:>st certain that he or she will pass the 

details on to other gay individuals in Toronto, Hamilton, or wherever the 

infonna.tionmay be m:>st usefully transferred to others. For exarrple, when 

the gay men frc:rn Los Angeles attended the annual Pride Day Celebration in 

Toronto last year, they exchanged gossip, news and infonna.tion with gay 

Toronto residents regarding their respective cann.Jnities. Clearly, they 

will pass this on to others, and they to still others over time, in an 

a lm:>st infinite chain of gay i nfonna.t ion and networking. This 'gay 

grapevine' transcends the part i cu 1 ar carrrun it i es and makes know 1 edge 

(however inaccurate, or errbel l ished as it m:>ves through the various 

channels of cClllllJnication) of the 'world' and indeed the world itself, 

possible. 

The need for such an exchange can best be illustrated by the 

following anecdote. While preparing for a trip to JCM'Tlaica in late 1982, 

a 1 esb i an couple were discussing the 1 oca l gay CClllllJn i ty in the West 

Indies with several other gay and non-gay friends. They had been infonned 

by several people that the gay cClllllJnity was small, poorly organized and 

invisible, but that it did exist. Content with this meagre 'proof', they 

began alm:>st imnediatelywatching and listening for signs, syrrbols, codes, 

gay advertising and newsletters. The wanen spoke with merrbers of the 

hotel staff in f"bntego Bay, the vacation tour guide, the local tourist 
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inforrnat ion bureau and a few of the friendlier locals. The two were told, 

in no uncertain terms, that there was no gay carm..mity because people 

didn't like gays and besides, there were "no gays in JA" (the local lingo 

for Jamaica) . Undaunted, the coup 1 e continued making inquiries arrong 

native Jamaicans. Finally one suggested that they speak to a Jamaican 

wanan named 'Ricky' who could usually be found with a group of friends in 

front of an old bridge near the downtown area. As it turned out 'Ricky' 

was a very large 'butch-looking' wanan, perched on a powerful rrotor bike 

which was dwarfed by Ricky' s size. A 1 though the wanen approached her with 

courtesy and caution, she responded by announcing loudly, for the benefit 

of passers-by: "I don't like honkies and I ain't got nothin' to tell ya!" 

To make a long story short, Ricky was not about to acknowledge the 

existence of any gay people, not to mention leading the wanen in the 

direction of the bars they had heard about. Seven days later, the couple 

still had not heard of nor seen a gay bar or disco and for them, the gay 

cann.Jnity was sinl)ly invisible in Jamaica. 

Two weeks after their return hane, a female friend, one of the 

peep le who had described Jamaica's underground gay Cann.Jn i ty to the 

couple, returned fran vacation, to chide them gently. She infonned the 

wanen that they had just missed the gay bars (of which there are 

apparently three) by a few yards. Thus, it is not accurate to claim that 

Jamaica is without a local gay Cann.Jnity, only that the latter tends to 

be largely invisible and inaccessible to the uninfonned (gay) tourist. 
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The Occasional Camunity 

There are other camunities however, where one goes to spend an 

afternoon, evening or special occasion. Such areas include: North Bay 

(accc:mrodating one gay support group, "Gay Nipissing", which operates a 

telephone line one evening per week); Niagara Falls, New York (boasting 

one 'mixed' gay and straight guest house); Kelowna, British Colurbia 

(entertaining one support group); Newark, Delaware (the University of 

Delaware houses a carrpus gay and lesbian group which produces a lesbian 

and gay radio weekly programne); Lethbridge, Alberta (sponsoring an AIDS 

information and referral service for mixed clientele); and Mississauga, 

Ontario (which at present houses one gay and lesbian support group known 

as 'Gay Equality Mississauga' or GEM for short, whose telephone service 

operates one evening per week and dances are held on an erratic basis). 

These cities and towns share an increase in organizational 

sophistication, a 1 though they are in no way inst i tut i ona 11 y caJll 1 ete. 

Along with the 'loners', these areas are characterized largely by the 

presence of 'colleagues' or associates, although there is evidence for 

the existence of a few 'associated groups'. The latter term substitutes 

for Best and Luckenbill's (1982) 'mobs' category which does not adequately 

depict the form of social or support group most often evident at this 

level of organizational sophistication. All of these areas include one 

or two gay groups, most of which provide specific services at least one 

day per week, and are often carposed of a fluctuating ment>ership 
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contingent. The 1 atter usua 11 y occurs as a consequence of the absence of 

a visible and coherent gay 'ccmrunity', without which the group cannot 

form an enduring coalescence or unity. 

l"breover, as other gay ccmrunit ies beccme rrore organized and 

institutionally Call>lete, the existence of alternative carrn..inities draws 

membership and energy away fraTI smaller, disorganized, conservative or 

harophobic areas. This reduces the evolutionary potential for 

institutionally-incall>lete ccmrunities, allowing only the possibilities 

of contribution by young gays (whose migration is restricted by age, 

parental or financial limitations), transient gays (area visitors or 

short-lived residents), or new migrants to the area. The latter may bring 

with them the experience of previous residence in arrore institutionally

Call>lete canrunity, participatory activism, and gay-oriented current news, 

events or ava i 1 able pub l i cat ions. Or, these new residents may s irrp 1 y 

adopt a stance of camouflage or anonymity, which appears to be so 

prevalent crrong gay people in small towns (see Miller, 1989, for exClll>le). 

The 'Middle Range' Level of Developnent 

However, in the 'middle-range' cities, characterized by a higher 

level of institutional Call>leteness, organizational sophistication (such 

as Hamilton and Rochester) lesbians and gay men find a rn.Jch wider range 

of gay and gay-oriented activities. The rrost prevalent fonns of social 

interaction usually include groups of 'peers', scme 'associated groups' 
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and a few 'formal organizations' (Best and Luckenbill, 1982) which are 

canron 1 y headed by an ' l.Jlbre 11 a group' . The nl.Jlber of gay bars, book 

stores, errp 1 oyment opportunities and spec i a 1 i zed goods and services do 

not however always meet increasing demand. The need for social 

alternatives and for annre visible sense of gay canrunity, leads many to 

carrn..Jte to larger centres such as Toronto, Montreal and Buffalo. First, 

a brief examination of the history and developnent of the Hcrnilton gay 

caTTT1..1nity may help to illuninate this level of organization.8 

In 1972 the McMaster Horrophile Association began small meni:>ership 

meetings on the McMaster University ccrnpus. The Harophile Association 

generated a successful and enduring 'Gayline' telephone counselling and 

referral service staffed by lesbian and gay volunteers in 1973 and 

published the newsletter Dialogue, which was discontinued by 1979. 

However, fact iona 1 ism within the Association and tensions with the 

university carbined to render the Harophile Association virtually defunct 

by 1980.9 A few mari:>ers of the original McMaster Horrophile Association 

initiated the developnent of a new and nndified support group entitled 

'Hcrnilton United Gay Societies' (typically abbreviated HUGS) which has 

beccrne the 'l..lll::>rel la' group for specialized branches, sub-groups and 

services of the Hamilton lesbian and gay canrunity, becaning incorporated 

as a non-profit organization by early 1983. outgrowths fran HUGS now 

include: a dance carrnittee; gay youth support group, for those under 

twenty-one years of age (whose meetings and marbership tend to be sanewhat 

erratic)10 ; the Hcrnilton Lesbian Collective or H.L.C. (formerly entitled 
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the Gay Wcmen's Collective or G.W.C.); a recreation and planning 

ccrrmittee; the gay father's group (originally affiliated with the Toronto 

Gay Fathers at its inception on February 14, 1981) whose merrbership now 

includes gay men over thirty years of age; the Gay Phoenix (a COTl'Tl.Jnity 

newsletter and calender initiated in February of 1982 in slightly 

different format); the Hamilton-Wentworth Gay Archives (fonned by one of 

the original HUGS merrbers as the Archives History Project); and, since May 

of 1988, the HUGS BBS (carputer bulletin board system) which offers an 

all-wanen's section, a Canadian Gays echo-mail board, local messages and 

other special areas of particular interest to lesbians, gays and 

bisexuals. 

Originally, HUGS was a small, informal group whose merrbers, weary 

of having their weekly meetings shuffled fran various building and roan 

locations on the McMaster carrpus, rroved carpletely off the university 

grounds. Until April of 1982, when HUGS was able to lease their first 

office in downtown Hamilton, merrbers conducted meetings, rap groups, and 

'Gayline' training session in the private hane of one of its merrbers. 

The original G.W.C. was forced to do likewise until one of the branches 

of the Unitarian Church approved the use of one roan for the bi-rronthly 

meetings. The coordinators of the "Tea Dances" (licensed dances held on 

Sundays) encountered asimilar situation, rroving fran one hall to another 

until locating a semi-permanent hane in the heart of downtown Hamilton. 

Moreover, HUGS also holds an annual picnic and corn roast near Toronto, 

and the Gay Phoenix continues to provide CCJTTTUnity news and a calender of 
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events for Hamilton lesbians and gays. 

other act iv it ies for gays and lesbians which are not directly 

affiliated with HUGS now include: a gay bowling league; "Live and Let 

Live" , a gay and lesbian chapter of Alcohol i cs Anonyirous; and a casual 

gay and lesbian-positive softball league. 

May of 1982 saw the initiation of an M.C.C. (the non-denaninational 

Metropolitan Ccmrunity Church for gay men and lesbians) chapter in 

downtown Hamilton. For several years, Hamilton gays carplained that they 

were C01lJel led to canrute to Toronto or Kitchener in order to attend 

Sunday M.C.C. worship services and M.C.C. social events. Perhaps the 

habit of carrruting, or the social circles developed, could not be broken 

for the Hamilton chapter disbanded after several rronths, due to the lack 

of marbership and canrunity support. Thus, gays and lesbians in Hcrni lton, 

Burlington, Stoney Creek and surrounding area are once again forced to 

attend M.C.C. services in the nearest host carrrunity. 

The sane is true of the annual Pride Day celebration and parade. 

Perhaps it is because Hcrnilton lesbians and gays have becane accustaned 

to (and sanewhat apathetic regarding) the size of the turnout of Toronto's 

June celebration11 or perhaps it is difficult to draw a carparable crowd 

in the city of Hcrni lton. Perhaps too, Hcrni l ton cannot yet gather an 

adequate amount of financial, legal and gay carrrunity support (frcrn non

gay politicians, police officers, downtown businesses and merrbers of the 

parks board, the lay and st i 11 largely harophobic heterosexual carrrunity). 

Regardless of the grounds, many Hani l ton lesbians and gays continue to 
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march under HUGS banners, youth group signs or spec i a 1 interest group 

banners at the constantly-expanding Toronto Pride Day parade on the last 

Sunday in June of every year sine 1981. 

For several years, Hanilton boasted a single gay bar known as 

12 Originally gays and lesbians met at the Tavern (once 

staffed al1TDst CO'll>letely by gay men) until disco opened on the 

floor above. Although not gay-owned or managed, ___ draws a prirnari ly 

gay and gay-positive crowd who are thanselves a heterogeneous group in 

terms of class, colour, age, sex, race, religion and place of residence. 

The Tavern, on the other hand, draws a mixed gay and straight 

crowd, a 1 though it is current 1 y identified pr imar i 1 y as a straight 

estab 1 i st-ment. Moreover, during the last several years has 

undergone renovations geared to providing 1TDre c011fort, space, and 

aesthetic attractiveness for its patrons. The doors of the mezzanine now 

permit one to enter ___ through the ___ Tavern, but not to return 

through the interior. There are now separate washroan faci 1 ities for the 

both of the bars and this was apparent 1 y a response to the requests of the 

patrons of both bars. 

The Hcrnilton gay carrrunity, led by HUGS, did make an attall)t to 

establish a bar and restaurant managed by and for gay men and lesbians. 

The short-lived 'Century Place Restaurant' was also referred to as 'the 

HUGS Bar' (on one evening per week during which its doors were opened 

strictly to lesbian and gay patrons). The restaurant was owned by a 

heterosexual business w011an who, judging this to be a lucrative endeavour, 
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Unfortunately the 

partnership soured and, opening its doors to the Hamilton gay and lesbian 

canrunity in Septerrber of 1982, the HUGS Bar closed not quite three months 

later when the Century went up for sale in Novart>er of the SCl'Tle year. 

In 1988 however, another a 1 ternat i ve bar opened its doors in 

downtown Hamilton. was runoured to be gay positive, although the 

owners preferred not to publicly identify themselves as gay-oriented in 

order to reduce potential problems with the wider canrunity (property 

damage and 'gay bashing' are the most prevalent dangers for gay 

es tab l i srments and individual s in the downtown core) . The bar does 

advertise in the local gay cam-unity newsletter The HUGS Phoenix and in 

the widely circulated Toronto Xtra!, insuring a least a partial gay 

cl ientele. It is a rruch sma.l ler bar than although it does offer 

a 'cosy' atmosphere, with a working fireplace near the entrance for those 

cold winter nights. The dance floor however, is tiny and the rrusic loud 

enough to prohibit intimate conversation, but the atmosphere is an 

accepting one, particular l y for gay men. Wanen are we l cane, but are 

usua 11 y outnumered by the ma 1 e patrons and arp loyees. Moreover, the 

clientele of this bar is generally a younger male crowd and this is one 

of the reasons why many of the gay wanen tend to prefer (although 

here too, the gay men frequently outnuri:>er the wanen) if they cannot 

canrute to another, larger city. 

With the opening of the Wanen's Bookstop in 1987, Hanilton lesbians 

and gays were offered an additional reason to patronize their own 
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carmunity. Prior to this, the easiest way to obtain gay books, journals 

and literature for interest or research, was to go to the gay book stores 

in Toronto, Montreal or Buffalo or to order than by mail. Although at 

present, the University book store stocks a few acadanic and general 

titles of interest to gays, and several downtown book stores carry a few 

of the mainstream authors (organized in general fiction sections), there 

are no gay magazines or quarterlies available and the variety, selection 

and specialization of the gay book stores cannot be matched. 

Moreover, since the unfortunate danise in February of 1987, of The 

Body Politic (TBP), Canada's roost popular gay liberation ma.gazine13 , The 

HUGS Phoenix and the free supplanent to TBP (Xtra! which was originally 

added in 1984 as a canrunity calender) were all that ranained to offer 

Hamilton gays infonnation regarding carrrunity events. Until recently one 

would have to drive to Toronto to pick up a free copy of Xtra! (which has 

expanded its news coverage and content since the tennination of TBP), but 

it is now available at the Hani lton gay bar. 14 

1988 a 1 so ushered in a new (or perhaps revived might be a rrore 

appropriate tenn) Hanilton support group: GLAM or Gays and Lesbians of 

McMaster. At present, this group is in its infancy, engaged ma.inly in 

peer support for other gay and lesbian university students. 15 

impossible to project what the future holds for GL.AM. 

It is 

In SLrn then, what does Hetnilton offer gays and lesbians? The list 

inc 1 udes: two gay bars, a 1 though c 1 i ente 1 e in both estab 1 i shments is 

varied; a popular gay-positive cafe; several different support and special 
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interest groups both affiliated and separate fran the central HUGS gay 

organization; a gay bowl i ng league and seasonal sof tba 11 team; a book 

store which carries several lesbian and gay titles; an AIDS referral and 

counselling service (HANDS) which offers help to anyone with AIDS, ARC or 

HIV-positive status, their partners, friends and families, and anyone 

interested or concerned about AIDS-related diseases in addition to 

publishing their own newsletter; one general gay carm...1nity newsletter and 

a gay newspaper irrported fran the most proximate large gay canrunity 

(Toronto); one popular gay male cruising area in the downtown core and 

another city park popular for anonymous sexual encounters. Although there 

are sane errployment opportunities for gay men and lesbians (in the bars, 

cafe, book store and the few hairdressing salons owned by gays)16 , these 

are scarce and roost do not offer the likelihood of dealing solely with gay 

people (as do several establisrments in downtown Toronto). 

Thus, there is evidence of a gay population17 , known gay areas or 

niches (but not quite territories, with the possible exception of one 

street in particular), gay energy and 'gay time' (late on weekday evenings 

after thecarpletion of heterosexual obligations of work and corresponding 

extracurricular activities) (Lee, 1979: 187) and late Saturday evenings. 

There is however, no real 'boundary' around the Hamilton gay carm...1nity, 

but rather it is extremely diffuse due to the proximity to the larger gay 

carmJnities of Toronto and Buffalo. Thus, lll..lch of the energy of Hamilton 

gays (Lee, 1979) tends to be re-directed to these other canrunities. 
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As a consequence of the scare i ty of a 1 ternat i ve (who 11 y-gay) 

milieux and the hours of business in the bars in Hamilton (designated by 

the Ontario Liquor Control Act) 'redundancy', defined by Lee (1979, 189) 

as the existence of "back-up systems", is difficult at best. After the 

bars and cafe(s) have closed, by which time support group meetings have 

also concluded, and hair salons and book stores have closed for the day, 

the only possible alternatives to returning hane alone include cruising 

one of the two city areas in search of anonymous sex or carpanionship; if 

one has been invited, attending a gay party in a private hane; or rounding 

up a few people at bar's end for an irrprarptu get-together in one's own 

hane. Thus, any existing 'redundancy' in Hamilton is more a consequence 

of one's intimate and social gay networks than a product of an existing 

level of institutional carpleteness within the gay canrunity. 

Hamilton's po 1 it ica 1 organization (H..m) also accanrodates several 

recreational sub-groups (Breton, 1964). There are, however , no 

professional or religious organizations and educational orientation is 

manifest only in the HUGS Speaker's Bureau which may be classified as a 

sub-group rather than a well-defined organization with the resources to 

carry out its purpose of 1arge-sca1 e education of the pub 1 i c. As we sha 11 

see, this is not the case in the more organizationally sophisticated and 

institutionally carplete gay canrunity of Toronto. 
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Further Organizational Development: A Higher level 

The urban centres of Toronto, Buff a 1 o, Vancouver and Montreal off er 

a rn.Jch greater range of alternatives and opportunities for those wishing 

to move primarily within gay milieux. In these areas, the range is broad 

and the activities diverse. These cities all contain a nurber of formal 

organizations (carp lete with particular goals, an interna 1 hierarchy, 

specialized political strategies, lobby groups, information networks and 

publications), many associated groups, informal supports and services, a 

host of bars, cultural and recreational activities and special carrrunity 

events. In 1989 for exCfll) 1 e, a m.mer i ca 1 carpar i son of the gay 

organizations, support services, bars, church congregations and 

pub 1 i cations in Toronto, Vancouver, Montrea 1 and Buff a 1 o wou 1 d best be 

sunnarized in the following manner (see preceding page). 

The miscellaneous organizations category includes: gay florists, 

accountants, f i nanc i a 1 advisers, graphic arts, archives and hi story 

projects, tr ave 1 agents, pet groaners, physicians, A I OS services, Venerea 1 

Disease clinics, bath houses, health and recreational club facilities, 

interior designers, hairstylists, lawyers, insurance agents, guest houses, 

property managers, upholsterers, landscape, painting and mai 1 ing services, 

caterers, psychotherapists and counsellors, telephone information lines, 

political associations and cannittees, special interest groups (for gay 

youth, gay minority groups, university associations and gay and lesbian 

support groups. In each of these four cities only one of the book stores 
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Table 1. 

A COMPARISON OF GAY ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS I 

SERVICES l'ONTREAL TORONTO VANOOJVER BUFFALO 

Organizations 
(Miscellaneous) 34 39 43 14 

Book Stores 3 3 , 3 

Comnunity 
Centres 0 , 1 0 

Religious 
G r o u p s & 
Chapters 3 6 5 3 

B a r s a n d 
Restaurants 43 18 14 11 

Publications 2 3 1 2 

Total 83 68 65 3318 

listed is wholly gay; the others stock many lesbian and gay titles and 

display thsn in a well-marked lesbian and gay section. 

This level of organizational sophistication and institutional 

carp l eteness , as we l l as the coal escence of gay and 1 esb i an se 1 f-

consciousness, is perhaps best i 1 lustrated in a brief overview of the 

Toronto lesbian and gay cann.Jnity. The University of Toronto Halophile 

Association (touted as the first gay organization in Canada) was fonned 

by a group of approx ima.te 1 y sixteen ' se 1f-acknow1 edged harosexua 1 s' 
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(perhaps spurred by reports of the Stonewall riots in New York City in 

June of the same year) in October of 1969 (Hannon, 1989: 5). In 1971, 

Q-iAT (the Ccmn.mity Hanophile Association of Toronto) was founded, leading 

the way for other developnents during the same year, which included a rrore 

radical group entitled Toronto Gay Action, a York University CCWllJUS 

hanophile group (Hannon, 1989: 5), and the first issue of The Body Politic 

(canada's rrost widely circulated gay liberation magazine until its demise 

in 1987) which began its fifteen-year history in Noverrber. 

Gay and lesbian bars existed in Toronto long before the 

developnent of hanophile associations and gay liberation groups, although 

they were rrostly private and after-hours clubs, sane of them housed in 

dingy, we 11-d i sgu i sed basements beneath warehouses in i ndustr i a 1 areas and 

business sectors. Although lesbian and gay bars are now generally 

access i b 1 e to the pub 1 i c19 , as recent 1 y as ten or e 1 even years ago, sever a 1 

gay bars screened their patrons carefully. In fact, 

Just to remind the hundreds of wanen (and handful of men) 
who passed through The Bluejay on a weekend that they were 
in for an underground experience, prospective custaners had 
to make it past an unnarked door, the mandatory coat check, 
signs asserting management's right to throw anybody out, two 
Dobennan pinchers (sic) and either one of two owners, Patty 
or Robin, armed with amerrbership book. All that for entry 
to a long, srroke-filled roan (Bearchell, 1981: 25). 

Similarly, at the now defunct wanen' s caneo Club20, in a dark and 

isolated industrial section of the city, one peered through a mail slot 

in the heavy steel door. If you appeared as expected (like a lesbian or 

then, a 'dyke') or were in the carpany of one of the regulars, the door 

would be opened. You would then be looked over by a very tall, heavy, 
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gruff lesbian who would, by way of peering right through you, decide your 

age and sexual orientation. If you passed this inspection, a cover charge 

of two do 11 ars would be demanded, your hand would be stall)ed and you would 

be permitted to enter. Sanething of an adventure awaited, in the ssni

darkness of a large dance floor surrounded by wooden tables, metal chairs 

and a surprisingly we 11- lit bar area. The cei 1 ing was covered with 

all.rninUTI foil and was faintly rsniniscent of a cave, until the strobe and 

disco 1 i ghts caught and were ref 1 ected, pr i sm-1 i ke, around the entire 

roan, making it look less 1 i ke a warehouse and rTOre of a co 1ourfu1 cavern. 

Moreover, men were permitted inside the bar only when accarpanied by a 

regu 1 ar patron or a group, at 1 east one of whan was recognized by the door 

person. 

Many of the 1960s and 1970s Toronto gay bars have long since 

disappeared and, as a consequence of gentrification, they have been 

revamped by heterosexual, affluent entrepreneurs or razed by the bull

dozers of developnent, shopping mall finance, parking lot allocation and 

condaniniUTI design. The latter is the reason for the recent closure of 

the Chez Moi, a popular two-floor wanen's bar and disco in the downtown 

area. This has left Toronto lesbians with several alternatives: the 

___ , unt i 1 recent 1 y the on 1 y other wanen-on 1 y bar; the a 

1 i censed marber ' s c 1 ub for wanen on 1 y; the rTOSt 1y-ma1 e or the rTOre 

expensive and mixed-clientele, ; or the men's bars which require a 

gay ma 1 e escort which are a 11 options which were unava i 1ab1 e sever a 1 years 

ago. Gay men have also rallied to the aid of lesbians in the Toronto 
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cClllTlJnity, offering solutions to the void experienced by regulars of the 

Chez. Indeed, several of the men's bars are now holding special wanen's 

nights and one popular men's bar and restaurant has now beccrne a new 

wanen's bar, a substitute for the recently defunct 'Chez'. 

Lesbians and gay men in Toronto can also choose fran a wide variety 

of alternatives to the bars. One might prefer to attend ameeting of Gay 

Asians; Gays and Lesbians Aging (GALA); Gay Fathers of Toronto; Gays and 

Lesbians at U of T; the Larrbda Car Club; Gay and Lesbian A 11 iance at York; 

Lesbian and Gay Youth Toronto; Gays and Lesbians at the University of 

Toronto (GLAHUT); Lesbians of Co lour; Toronto Rainbow A 11 iance of the 

Deaf; or Zaini (for black and West Indian lesbians and gay men). Or, if 

one wishes to participate in sports, one may choose arrong the Pink Turf 

Soccer League, Running Wilde (running club), the Rotators Curling League, 

the Not So Amazon Softball League, the Downtown Swim League, the 'Out and 

out Club' (hiking), or the Judy Garland Memorial Bowling League. The 

Barracks (private social club) and the Club also offer gay men health 

club, gym and sauna facilities. 

For a gay man or lesbian with time on their hands, volunteer 

possibilities include: Toronto Area Gays, AIDS carmittee of Toronto, Casey 

House (Toronto's AIDS Hospice), RTPC (the Right To Privacy Carrnittee) or 

Gay Courtwatch (legal service referral and defence carmittee), canadian 

Gay Archives, Toronto Counselling Centre for Lesbians and Gays, Lesbian 

and Gay Carm.mity Appea 1, Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Ccmnittee, Gay 

Carm.mity Dance Ccmnittee, a..GRO (Ccmnittee for Lesbian and Gay Rights in 
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Ontario), Wanynly Way Productions (sponsors concerts, dances and special 

events), or the 'Lesbian Phoneline'. 

Or, if an individua 1 wishes to drop in for a socia 1 gaff or 

information, they might check at the canrunity centre, the University 

Han::>phile Association, the private wanen's club or one of several popular 

cafes. Professional lesbians and gay men might wish to contact the 

Association for Gay Social Workers, Gays and Lesbians in Health Care, the 

Toronto Lan-bda Business Council. If one happens to be a parent concerned 

about a son or daughter's harosexuality, or wish to seek further 

information, one can contact Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays or 

the Sexual Orientation and Youth Progrsn. 

Lesbians and gay men requiring crisis intervention or support may 

choose between approximately fifty-eight peer support and self-help groups 

and services; seventeen telephone 1 ines; twenty-four caning out and 

counse 11 i ng service groups; and sever a 1 gay and gay-positive private 

practice counsellors, psychotherapists and psychologists. If one is 

casting about for sanething to do during an evening or weekend, there are 

several entertainnent alternatives, including gay films at the Carlton, 

a gay play at Tarragon Extra Space, one of the many ho 1 iday, specia 1 

occasion and fund-raising dances at the bars, Buddies In Bad Times 

Theatre, the St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts, the SAC Hanger Pub, the 

Factory Theatre or the Bathurst Street Theatre. If one requires overnight 

accarrrodations, there are four gay guesthouses (although two are 

specifically for men). Should a lesbian or gay man wish to undertake a 
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gay studies course, there are several now available at Ryerson 

Polytechnical Institute. 

If one wishes to take part in a worship service, or to contact 

other gays and lesbians of a similar religious denanination, existing 

chapters in Toronto include: Aware (Christian Reformed), Christos 

Metropolitan Canrunity Church (Christian, special errphasis on AIDS and 

outreach programs), Chutzpah (Jewish), Dignity (Ranan Catholic), Integrity 

(Anglican), Lutherans Concerned, Metropolitan Canrunity Church (typically 

abbreviated M.C.C., for non-denaninational Christians), Seventh-Day 

Adventist Kinship Canada, Toronto Affinn (United), or the Unitarian 

Universalist Lesbian/Gay Concerns Ccnmittee - First Congregation (First 

Congregation and the gay camunity in general). 

If one is interested in hearing a gay radio program, one can choose 

'Sound Wanen' (Sundays 12:00 to 1 p.m.), the Pink Antennae (Tuesdays 7:00 

to 8 p.m.), or Gaywire (Thursdays 6: 15 to 7 p.m.). If a gay man or 

lesbian is seeking information regarding local camunity events, 

restaurants or bar hours, one can pick up a copy of Xtra! (bi-weekly and 

ava i lab le free at rrost bars and gay book stores) , The Web pub 1 i shed 

rronthly for wanen (also available free), Broadside (rronthly for wanen, 

available at all three popular book stores), Rites (rronthly, available at 

several book stores and socia 1 estab l istments), or the Directory of 

Services in Toronto's Lesbian and Gay Canrunity (on sale at the gay book 

store). 21 
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Gay men and lesbians may purchase clothing, jewellery, furniture, 

framing, and real estate, and have gay individuals clean, landscape or 

look after your hane or pets while you are absent. There is also a gay

positive Credit Union (Bread and Roses was established in 1978), and area 

gays handle accounting, tax returns, stocks, bonds, financial counselling 

and investment services. Moreover, if one searches caref u 11 y, a gay 

dentist, physician, hairstylist and lawyer may be located. It would seem, 

in fact, as if there is no restriction of rrovanent within the gay 

carrrunity. However, one cannot always buy groceries, liquor, appliances, 

cars and household goods, have mail delivered and garbage picked up by gay 

people. There is alm:>st no way to insure that one will always (or often) 

be served by a gay person at a bank, department store, anergency hospital 

department, dry-cleaners, newspaper stand, theatre, goverrment off ice, 

police department, shoe store, record shop or corner variety. 

There are areas of the city which are m:>re crnenable to a larger 

percentage of the gay population, including Church, Wellesley, Sherborne 

and Yonge Streets. It is not, however, always financially feasible to 

reside in this areas since, renovation, gentrification and heightened 

demand have caused a continued increase in renta 1 rates and property 

values. Moreover, many of the gay businesses cannot afford large salaries 

for their errployees, and as a result of the population of Toronto, gay 

errployment opportunities are limited, although not to the scrne degree as 

Hamilton, Rochester, Mississauga, Dakota Point, Barrie, or many of the 

smaller towns in the United States. 
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cawthra Square Park (particularly during the Pride Day celebration 

on the last Sunday in June) is visible, although terrporary gay territory, 

as are many of the bars, cruising areas of the parks, and particular areas 

surrounding popular gay guest houses and gay book stores. There is also 

a certain am:>unt of redundancy in the city, as a result of the many late 

night cafes and after-hours clubs. However, since the Ontario Liquor 

Control Act also presides over this area, it is irrpossible to purchase 

beer, wine or 1 iquor after 1 :00 a.m. in the gay bars, restaurants or 

cafes. As is the case of HC111ilton, one rrust host a social get-together, 

resign oneself to drinking coffee or pop in an after-hours establisrment, 

or ccmrute to the closest American city which, if one is in Hamilton or 

Toronto, happens to be Buffalo, where most of the bars close at 4 a.m. 

Thus, Lee's (1979) concepts of gay time, gay energy, gay population 

and gay niches (although the latter two are obviously rruch larger, more 

visible and easier to locate than those corresponding to lower levels of 

developnent, institutional cOTpleteness and organizational sophistication) 

can be app l i ed in rruch the sane manner that they are in the cases of 

Hamilton and Rochester. 

However, the Toronto gay ccmrunity appears to acccmn::>date almost 

all of Breton's (1964) markers of institutional cOTpleteness including: 

religious, political, recreational, professional and educational 

organizations (although the latter is a relatively recent occurrence 

within the ccmrunity), two gay newspapers and a small carm.mity newsletter 

(in addition to several small, erratic publications). 
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Welfare organizations, one of Breton's original markers of 

inst i tut iona 1 call> l eteness, is not apparent in this ccmrun i ty in its 

typical form, although for the first time, we do see a rrodified version. 

Fund-raising CCITl>aigns, dances and special cannmity events are frequently 

organized around the sole purpose of providing financial support to 

specific groups or individuals. There are dances held to raise rroney for 

the annual Lesbian and Gay Pride Day celebration; special performances of 

plays, screenings of films and autographing of new books by gay authors 

are arranged so that a percentage of the proceeds will benefit particular 

groups of PLWA ' s (per sons l iv i ng with A I OS) or Casey House (the A I DS 

Hospice); several individuals whose errployment has been terminated as a 

consequence of their sexual orientation have received help in the form of 

benef it proceeds , ca1m.m it y support and pol it i cal lobbying on their 

behalf. 

The 1979 Barracks Defense Fund and the 1982 Right to Privacy 

Carmittee (RTPC) Cartl>aign were organized to provide anotional, legal and 

financial support to the 'found-ins' of the police bath raids. l"'bre 

recent l y ( 1 985) , the l abour rrovanent , with the he l p of several gay

pos it i ve lawyers and the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights in Ontario 

(CLGRO) launched a 'Karen Andrews/Local 1996 Access to OHIP Carmittee' 

Cartl>aign in support of Andrew's struggle to obtain OHIP coverage for her 

1 esb i an partner of ten years and two chi l dren by a former marriage. 

Although Andrew's errployer, the Toronto Public Libraries Board agreed to 

pay the family premiL111S, OHIP refused to CClll>ly. This arbitration 
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therefore not only challenges OHIP regulations, but calls into question 

the inadequacy of traditional definitions of the fcrnily. 

can-paign has been entitled, "We Are Femi ly" .22 

Thus, the 

The camunity organized benefit dances, coin donation boxes were 

placed in many gay establist-ments, and buttons were printed and sold at 

Lesbian and Gay Pride Day, gay book stores and other gay-oriented 

businesses. Proceeds frcrn these efforts helped in part to pay Andrews' 

l ega 1 expenses . The response of the camunity is such that once a 

precedent is established, it becanes an advantage for all lesbians and 

gay men (although perhaps in different ways). Such fund-raising, although 

less well-endowed than mainstream financial aid systems, are dependent 

largely upon voluntary contributions frcrn others, and scmewhat tarporary 

(as a response to sudden, unforeseen circL1T1Stances, individual or 

ccmrun it y need) s i nee it is not necessar i 1 y a constant . Thus, this 

ccmrunity support system can be regarded as an early or emergent fonn of 

in-group welfare and is, at present, a kind of artefact, rather than an 

formally-organized institution of the Toronto gay camunity. 23 

Finally, the boundaries encarpassing many gay carnunities are both 

relatively invisible and highly diffuse. The latter is largely a 

consequence of the volune of migrants, tourists and visitors to the 

Toronto area, who carrrute frcrn Hcrnilton, Mississauga, Barrie, Orillia, 

Burlington, Peterborough, Welland, and as Lee noted, " ... at least fifty 

miles in each direction" (1979, 182). In like vein, Breton suggests that: 

The presence of forma 1 organizations in the ethnic ccmrunity 
sets out forces that have the effect of keeping the social 
relations of the irrrnigrants within its boundaries. It tends 
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to minimize out-group contacts (1964, 197). 

The 'Pre-World' (Highest) Level of cam-unity Developrent 

At the highest level of institutional carpleteness and 

organizational sophistication, we find in the gay cart11.1nities of Chicago, 

San Francisco, New York and Los Angeles24 , an increased degree of 

variability, an expansion of gay and lesbian consll'Oer goods, cOTTTl.lnity 

events, recreational and social alternatives, and a greater likelihood 

that more gay persons will secure errployment within the gay cann.inity. 

In short, we find more reasons for the gay resident of any one of these 

cities to rerna in within its periphery. The 1 argest variation between 

these cities and those of Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo and Vancouver, is one 

of degree since "the inst itut iona 1 izat ion of the movement has occurred 

more rapidly and more carp l ete l y in sane parts of the country than in 

others" (Mauss, 1975: 396). For gay men and 1 esb i ans genera 11 y, these 

cities, replete with diverse gay milieux, are rrore closely representative 

of the ideal , the gay person's Val ha 11 a, than any other. 25 However, to say 

that gay c 1 ubs, groups, associations and institutions evo 1 ved hi stor i ca 11 y 

prior to the deve 1 opnent of any other, is al so true. 26 

This level of institutional develop-rent acCOT1ll;)dates a large nurber 

of 'formal organizations' as well as all other solitary and group forms 

including loners, colleagues, peers and associated groups. The gay and 
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gay-positive groups, services, organizations and carm .. mity centres in 

these well-developed cities include the kinds found in Toronto, but they 

have also becane rrore specialized since gay ownership is rrore visible and 

predaninant. In these larger cities, specialty shops oriented 

particularly to lesbians and gay men include giftware and cards, novelty 

items and erotica, leather, video, pets, jewellery and antiques. Gay and 

lesbian counselling services and professionals are now available for help 

in the areas of substance abuse (drugs and alcohol), dieting, AIDS peer 

counselling and resource centres, funeral services and grief counselling, 

and hea 1th care in genera 1. A 1989 carparison of New York City, Los 

Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago, would be illustrated in the following 

manner (see preceding page). 

All of these American cities accarrnodate large nunbers of 

organizations, book stores, bars and restaurants, i 1 lustrating a high 

level of diversity within lesbian and gay canrunities. It is necessary 

at the outset to remain cognizant of the fact that the existing volume 

and diversity of institutions and organizations do not always accurately 

reflect the number of individual marbers or involved parties. More often, 

particular ind iv i dua 1 s are s irru l taneous 1 y involved in several groups 

(networking) and there is frequently a good deal of overlapping 

personnel. 27 

These cities, in particular, play host to a wide range of groups, 

activities and alternative gay and lesbian milieux. An inventory of all 
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the extant groups and organizations would prove to be a lengthy and 

Table 2. 

A cct1P AR I SON OF GAY ORGAN I ZAT IONS AND GROUPS I I 

SERVICES Ne111 York San Fran~isco, Chicago, LOS A ~gel es, 
Ci:y, N.Y. California 8 : 1 i in01S CaUornia 

o~ gani z at i o~s 
(Miscellaneous) 369 80 65 72 

Book Stores 4 8 1 3 

Col!l'T\un ity 
Centres 1 1 2 

Religious 
G r o u p s & 16 12 14 15 
Cnapters 

Bars and 57 70 54 68 
Restaurants 

Pub 1 icat ions 10 3 3 5 

-:o:a~ 457 174 139 16429 

sanewhat redundant enterprise. It is however, necessary to note that this 

level has developed a greater ITl.Jltiplicity than any other, with the 

exception of the gay world proper. 30 In fact, Fernandez recently estimated 

that the proliferation of gay organizations in the United States has now 
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reached a total of eight thousand, ranging fran small groups of starrp 

collectors to the National Gay Rights Advocates which retains a mailing 

list of over forty-five thousand rnerrbers (1989, 4). 

This wide range of diversity and organizational sophistication does 

not, however, necessarily correspond to a carplete level of institutional 

canpleteness. It is only in the larger and rnore developed (mainly 

American) cities that one would conceivably spend the greatest amount of 

time in lesbian and gay milieux. This is primarily because the less 

evolved cities do not provide all of the necessary services, activities, 

employment opportunities and leisure alternatives whereby one can remain, 

for the most part, in gay and lesbian environs. 

CONCLUSION 

The preceding chapter (in conjunction with chapter five) provides 

evidence for a world level or structure based on a case study of gay and 

lesbian organization such as those which have been described herein. The 

author hypothesizes that these various coom .. mities are interwoven and 

contribute to the personnel, organization and developnent of the gay 

world, making the existing gay world possible. 
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Five discrete levels of comnunity development and organization have 

been examined in detail and included, in ascending order of ccrnplexity, 

the lowest level 'comnuter zone', the 'occasional comnunity', the 'middle 

range' level, further development: a higher level and the 'pre-world' 

(highest) level. These various levels of comnunity development have been 

outlined in terms of the groups, services, organizations and institutions 

within than, and this m:::>del has been supplemented by current figures and 

ethnographic data. The classification of these levels may appear 

arbitrary, but such distinctions have been created for prevailing 

analytical purposes only. 

lt has not been my intention to characterize this world in 

approximate terms, although as a consequence of the continuing process of 

emergence and evolution, such a world as it is portrayed today has already 

undergone changes which relegate the description to past tense. In other 

words, a general representation of the gay world rrust, of necessity, be 

regarded as a terrporal approximation since we can neither hold evolution 

stationary nor social organization constant. 

Much the same is true of the proceeding discussion of gay world 

structural features including the politicization of harosexuality, the 

politics of gender and AIDS (Acquired lmrune Deficiency Syndrane), age 

structure and capitalist enterprise. For, even as these structures are 

examined, they are engaged in the processes of change and transformation. 

Thus, an ana 1 ys is of such features nl..Jst be deve 1 oped in terms of an 

ethnographic present since the carrrunities, their cultural artifacts and 
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particular characteristics continue to anerge, to evolve and to alter !ll..lch 

of the terrain of the gay world and, in fact, the world as a whole. 
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END NOTES 

1. Personal carrrunication fran Dr. Richard A. Brymer, Mc:Master 
University, Hcrnilton, Ontario (Noverrber 1, 1989). 

2. The term 'cO'TT11Jnity' as errployed in this context, generally 
refers to: 

... those aspects of hunanand social interdependence that do 
not necessar i l y involve carm . .m i cat ion and consensus, but 
arise fran the sirrple fact of men and organizations 
coexisting in the same geographical location (Becker, 1966: 
21). 

3. The term organization, as it has been used throughout this 
work, genera 11 y refers to "those kinds of structures that have one or a 
few formally stated purposes" (Becker, 1966: 17). 

4. The precise tenn 'ccmrunity' i l lL111inates one of the rrore 
inherent difficulties in the definition of hanosexual groupings of any 
nature. That is, one may we 11 question whether hanosexua 1 merrbersh i p 
truly constitutes a gay or hanosexual "ccmrunity", a "sub-culture", a 
"counter-culture", a "minority", an "alternative lifestyle", a "society" 
(Chesebro, 1980: 131; Hatterer, 1970: 10), a "society within a society" 
(Cory and LeRoy, 1963: 5), or whether a group of hanosexuals may in fact 
create a gay "world" (Reiss, 1967: 207; Bl achf ord, 1981 ; Harry, 1982; 
Harry and Devall, 1978; and Hoffman, 1968: cover). In a similar manner, 
Foster and Murray, assert that: 

To those who work in the heterosexual world and live in the 
hanosexual world, hanosexuality is neither sub-culture nor 
counter-cu 1 ture. Rather it is an inter-cu 1 ture. For 
hanosexua l i ty is everywhere. It sits next to you at the 
office. It brushes shoulders with you when you shop. It 
visits, perhaps even lives, in your hane. It is both a way 
of life and a state of mind (1981, cover). 

Moreover, Pl1.11Tner proposes that: 

The rrost important thing about a man's situation is that he 
lives sirn..1ltaneously in two very different worlds. In the 
first p 1 ace he is a mcmna.1 of quite ordinary properties, yet 
at the same time he lives in a syrrbolic universe" (Pl1.11Tner, 
1975, 11, cf. McCall and Simrons, 1966: 39-40). 

Warren suggests that while, " ... ccmrunity is a matter of time, space 
interaction and hunan relationships, and special knowledge" (1974, viii), 
the gay cO'TT11Jnity is not necessarily tied by specific places and times 
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since the gay sense of canrunity is bound by a carroon sense of secrecy and 
stigna (1974, 13). In addition, Warren notes that the notion of COTTTlJnity 
is a 1 so contingent upon " ... the sharing of a bond of f e 11 owsh i p that 
transcends concrete situations" (1974, viii). Therefore, "the boundaries 
of p 1 ace and time, then, serve on 1 y to 1 ocate the part i cu 1 ar peop 1 e; 
descriptions of their relationship, interaction, and knowledge are also 
specific to the group but do not depend on it for their f onn" (Warren, 
1974: 13). More i!ll>ortantly Warren advises that: 

A 11 of us 1 ive in worlds, and sane of us even have 
identities. A world is a unit of experience, such as work, 
the gay world, or the fcrnily, which exists before we enter 
it and continues if we leave it; identity is a clear answer 
to the questions Who cm I? and Where do I belong? Although 
worlds are wide open to observation, identities often remain 
elusive (1974, vii). 

5. Sasparilla Bay is a pseudonym for a small waterfront town in 
Ontario with a population of approximately twelve thousand. There are a 
few public lesbians and gay men but it is a small conservative tourist 
area and potential consequences of involuntary detection as a result of 
this work take precedence over specificity. The nature and content of 
this thesis necessitates cloaking three geographical areas in particular 
in order to protect the inhabitants against potential discrimination or 
trauna. 

As May adronishes, "the fieldworker owes confidentiality to his 
researched population just as surely as the physician or lawyer owes it 
to patients or c 1 i ents" ( 1980 , 356) . This is particularly true in the 
case of research involving 'deviant' populations as publicly defined and 
in the context of this thesis, safeguarding the anonymity of those who do 
not wish to be revealed is primary. I have errbraced the ethics adopted 
by the American Anthropological Association, which state that: 

I n research , an anthropo 1 og i st' s par arount respons i bi 1 it y is 
to those he studies. When there is a conf l i ct of interest, 
these ind iv i dua 1 s 1TUst cane first. The anthropo 1 og i st 1TUst 
do everything within his power to protect their physical, 
social, and psychological welfare and to honour their 
dignity and privacy (Principles of Professional 
Responsibility, 1970, paragraph 1). 
See also Spradley, 1980 (20-25) and May, 1980 (368). For the 

call)lete text of the Principles of Professional Responsibility forll'l.llated 
and published by the Standing Cannittee on Ethics, 1970, see Thanas Weaver 
(ed.), To See Ourselves: Anthropology and Modern Social Issues, Glenview: 
Scott, Foresman, 1973. 

6. Dakota Point is a pseudonym used to designate a rural area of 
On tar i o. This town, hidden in the north 1 and, boasts a popu l at ion of 
approximate 1 y three thousand peop 1 e. See note m .. rrt>er 5. 
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7. Elginia is a pseudonym, in the manner of Sasparilla Bay and 
Dakota Point, for a township in southern Ontario with a population of 
approximately six thousand, four hundred. Several of the gay and lesbian 
residents I have spoken with have chosen to conceal their sexual 
orientation and partnerships. Refer to note nuri:>er 5. 

8. In the ethnographic style of Whyte ( 1943) and Brymer and 
Farris (1967) in particular, I have atterrpted, throughout the thesis, to 
weigh the potential for this research to do hann. This ethical quandary 
is particularly apparent in the subject matter of this chapter and I have 
atterrpted to circunvent any potential difficulties within gay carrrunities 
by remaining cognizant of the Kantian categor i ca 1 I rrperat i ve which advises 
one to treat others as ends in thanselves rather than as means. 
Therefore, as Spradley notes: 

No matter how unobtrusive ethnographic research always pries 
into the 1 ives of infonnants. Participant observation 
represents a powerful tool for invading other people's way 
of life. It reveals information that can be used to affirm 
their rights, interests, and sensitivities, or to vio7ate 
than (1980, 22). 

Initially, one of the goals of this chapter was to provide a kind 
of 'guide map', whereby students, scholars, gay men and lesbians could 
traverse the gay carrrunities (of Hcmi lton and Toronto in particular), 
exploring the unf cmi 1 i ar niches and estab 1 i srments at their 1 e i sure. 
However, such an outline also provides similar knowledge to hostile or 
unintentional others which is potentially hannful to various gay 
camun it i es. It can be argued that 1T1Jch of this information resides 
large 1 y within the pub l i c dana in, a 1 though the gathering of such data 
requires at least an initial understanding of the ways in which it may be 
obtained. I cm concerned not only with the safety and anonymity of those 
individuals whose sexual orientation remains undisclosed, but also with 
the sanctity and integrity of the gay carrrunity as a whole. As May 
suggests: 

Carrrunities, as well as individuals, have their own kind of 
integrity. Misshapen, irrperfect and unjust as camunities 
may be, they have their secrets , their sorrows , their 
aspirations, their special rhythms, and their values that 
ought not lightly to be disrupted (1980, 364). 

Si nee it is my intention to do no hann and there exists reasonab l e 
doubt regarding the potent i a 1 costs and benefits associated with the 
naming of specific gay establisrments, I have chosen not to ncme than. 
Should scmeone require this information in order to undertake scientific 
replication of this thesis or scholarly research in the area, the author 
may be contacted through the Department of Sociology, McMaster University, 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. It is my hope that perhaps, in the gay world 
of the future, this obligation to protect will be unnecessary. 
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9. Much of the information surrounding the demise of the McMaster 
Harophile Association is based on rLrOC>urs and hearsay and therefore is not 
reiterated in these pages. 

10. In the early 1980s HUGS risked losing its liquor licence for 
the lesbian and gay dances as a consequence of underage drinking and drug 
charges by 1oca1 pol ice investigating the dance ha 11 . This caused 
friction between the gay youth and adults which eventually culminated in 
restricted entrance to the dances for those without age of majority, 
a 1 though this ru 1 e has now been revoked. The i nterna 1 di ff i cu 1 ti es of the 
gay youth group have in sum yielded meeting cancellations, inter-group 
conflict and a shift in merrber personnel. 

11. According to severa 1 sources, approximately twenty-five 
thousand attended Toronto's 1989 Lesbian and Gay Pride Day (Honey, 1989~ 
A3, and Popert, 1989: 12) as carpared to the one thousand attending 
Toronto's first Pride Day in 1981. 

12. A reliable informant noted that the Hamilton gay bar opened 
as a hotel and brothel in 1897, adding a large bar area in 1927. In 1972 
the brothel was closed and the Tavern becane one of the meeting 
places for gay men and lesbians, although not overtly so. disco 
opened in 1977 on the fonner hotel roan floor, and for a short time, was 
open six evenings per week. Hours of operation have now returned to three 
nights per week. 

13. Not all past readers of The Body Politic would refer to its 
demise as unfortunate, however. There were many skinnishes with the law 
(the magazine was charged with obscenity many times over its fifteen year 
history) and readers, angered by explicit advertisements, radical politics 
or The Body Politic's support of a volatile group (such as 'Men Loving 
Boys Loving Men'), often cancelled their subscriptions and sent hostile 
letters to the editor. The acCLlll.llation of financial arrears primarily 
led to the cessation of The Body Politic, although this was also coupled 
with a lack of clear purpose and meaning (see Bebout, 1987: 4-5 for more 
information). 

14. Such gay bar 'freebies' are often referred to as 'bar rags' 
and the Hcrni lton gay bar has taken a lesson fran its Toronto counterparts 
in making such carrrvnity newspapers available to Hcrnilton gays (both The 
HUGS Phoenix and Xtra ! are carp 1 imentary at the door). There is almost 
no better place to read a gay carrrvnity newspaper than in a gay bar with 
a beer or drink in front of you wh i le you pass the time or wait for 
friends. A smart business person is generally aware of the m.Jtual 
advantages of such a service. 
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15. GLAM did however hold one pub l i c dance on Mc:Master carpus in 
late 1988, although I understand that because it was not a success (low 
attendance and harassment of the patrons by heterosexual 'tourist' males), 
there are no plans for another in the inmediate future. 

16. Of which, to my know 1 edge, there are currently two in 
Hamilton. 

17. There remains no real consensus with regard to gay population 
figures. Several years earlier, Karlen estimated that sane ten million 
of the two hundred mi 11 ion people in the United States "are or wi 11 becane 
exclusive or predcm i nant harosexua ls - more than there are Jews or 
Americans" (1971, 511). Hayes also described harosexuals as "America's 
largest subculture" (1976, 256) and more recently, Lucco's conservative 
estimate arrived at a figure of three-quarters of a million gay men and 
lesbians in America (1987, 35-6). In 1985, U.S. data suggested a 
population of 238.7 million (Statesman's Yearbook, 1989-90, New York, St. 
Martin's Press, 1989) and in Canada in 1986, an estimated population of 
25,354,064 (as quoted in the Globe and Mail, April 14, 1987, frcm 
Statistics Canada, June 1980 Population Census). If we then divide these 
population statistics by the pedestrian figure of ten percent believed to 
be gay, we would arrive at a gay and lesbian population of 23,870,000 in 
the United States, and 2,535,406 in Canada. 

18. These figures are borrowed in part frcm Gayel low Pages: The 
National Edition. New York: Renaissance House, 1989. 

19. There are exceptions to this, however. On part i cu 1ar1 y 
spec i a 1 occasions (such as dur i ng Sunday brunch pr i or to the spec i a 1 
screening of the Boston-produced lesbian soap opera, "Two In Twenty", at 
a Toronto wanen's bar), heterosexual couples with children will be greeted 
politely at the door. Once it is explained that they are about to enter 
a lesbian bar, the fcmily usually exits quietly. 

20. The cameo Club opened in 1975 and was defunct by 1984. 
Apparently, one of the first gay bars in Toronto was 'Maison de Lys' which 
opened in 1961, beccming the Music Roan a year later and closing after a 
fire in 1966. The Melody Roan opened in 1963 as an after-hours club at 
457 Church Street and later became a men's bar known for a short time as 
Tanks. Due to the failure of Tanks, it was later changed to a lesbian 
bar named Sappho's which was the target of arson a scant two weeks later. 
In the early 1980s , it re-opened as a bar and restaurant for men and 
wanen called Together, which was successful until about mid-1985 when, 
after a change of ownership, it subsequently beccme the men-only bar The 
45 7 and 1 ater, Together Again for 1 esb i ans and gay men. The bar has 
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currently resuned the name The 457 and once again welcanes primarily gay 
men. 

There were a nurber of wanen' s bars which did not endure, unable to 
carpete with the long-standing Bluejay which closed in 1978. The 
unlicensed Pussycat Club both opened and closed in 1975. The Fly By 
Night opened in 1979 and closed one and a half years later. Deja Vu, 
housed in the former Bluejay, opened in 1980 for one year and was 
succeeded by the now-defunct Eve's in 1981. There were two lesbian Eve's 
bars with the same owner in different locations and both have long since 
closed (Bearchell, 1981: 25-7). 

21. Much of the information on pages 22 to 24 is a synthesis of 
that which is contained in: Social Services Network, 1989; Gayel low Pages, 
1989; Toronto Lcrrbda Business Council, 1988-89, and various 1989 issues 
of Xtra! 

22. In addition, the "CLGRO (Coal it ion for Lesbian and Gay Rights 
of Ontario) Working croup for Rel at i onsh i p Recognition" arose frcrn the 
Toronto Conference on gay and lesbian spousal issues, entitled 'On Our 
own Terms', in August 1989. The group is currently working toward the 
political, social and legal recognition of gay and lesbian fc.nilies. 

23. However, a rrore formal econcrni c system is found in San 
Francisco's Atlas Savings and Loan Association and to a lesser degree in 
the Toronto pro-gay Bread and Roses Credit Union. More than a decade ago 
Adam noted that, 

Although there are no han::>sexual banks, gays have made a 
tentative beginning with regard to the organization of an 
econanic rrovement with the establist-vnent of an E!fll)loyment 
bureau for han::>sexuals (1979, 314). 

24. Also, to a degree in Washington, D.C. (with organizations and 
groups totalling ninety), Boston, Massachusetts (a sun of 95) and 
Provincetown, Massachusetts (71 groups and services, although 52 of these 
are guest houses, hotels and bed and breakfast acca-rrrodations). 
Provincetown, a favourite travel hot-spot, is quite different in that, 
apparently heterosexuals carprise a population minority, out-nurbered by 
the lesbian and gay residents and tourists. 

25 . The large American cities in general manifest higher degrees 
of institutional carplexity and organizational sophistication than their 
Canadian counterparts. Moreover , according to the I nternat iona 1 Gay 
Travel Association (IGTA) in Denver, Colorado, the top ten danestic travel 
destinations are in descending order of preference: Key West, Florida; San 
Francisco, California; Provincetown, Massachusetts; New York City area; 
Southern California; Micrni and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida areas; Hawaii; 
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Washington, D.C.; New Orleans; and Phoenix, Arizona (Alyson Publications, 
1989: 101). 

26. See both Chapter two and the Appendix I I (Chronology) for a 
synopsis of gay and lesbian historical develol'.)Tient. 

visit: 
27. For many gay people who reside or emigrate to, vacation and 

San Francisco remains the capital city of Gay .America - the 
Emerald City, the gay Oz ... there is a gay chcrrber of 
carmerce, the Golden Gate business Association, and a gay 
and lesbian thrift institution, the Atlas Savings and Loan 
Association ... If the harosexual demi-rronde that is so 
visible on Castro Street has given San Francisco a lurid 
image to the rest of the nation, the prim neighbourhoods of 
gay-owned Victorians suggest another rea 1 i ty: a <>o 1 id, hard
working and civic-minded middle class that has little in 
cann::>n with the gaudy carrpiness of the street people 
(Morganthau, et al., 1983, 34). 
Moreover, as Becker and Horowitz once noted, San Francisco has been 

regarded by many as, "an experiment in the consequences of tolerating 
deviance" (1971, 6). 

28. These 
Renaissance House, 
carm..m i cat ion. 

figures have been cO'll)iled with 
1988; Alyson Publications, 1989; 

reference to 
and persona 1 

29. Personal correspondence with over ninety groups and 
organizations failed to discern even approximate merrbership statistics. 
I was, however, informed by several organizations that no such collection 
of figures had been undertaken. I suspect that this is in large part, a 
consequence of shifting group rnerrbership, transitory personnel, and the 
generally ephemeral nature of the organizations. As a corollary of the 
latter, any attarpt to collect such data would probably be viewed by group 
merrbers as dangerous or threatening. In a very real sense, it would 
likely jeopardize the anonymity which is essential to the participation 
of sane group merrbers. Herein lies the essence of the barrier to data 
collection in the gay world. 

30. To be examined in the following chapter. 



a-tAPTER FIVE 

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE MODERN GAY WORLD 

The unveiling of the rnerrorial AIDS quilt for the first time 
provided a sarber (sic) adjunct, as did the AIDS victims in 
whee 1 chairs who 1 ed the march. There were sma 11 and 
poignant reminders of loss, too, like the lone South Dakotan 
whose T-shirt stated s irrp 1 y, " I 'm Marching For Mi chae 1 
Hackett - He Didn't Make It." The quilt itself, the size of 
two f ootba 11 fie 1 ds, was C0'11JOSed of a lrrost two thousand 
rectangular pane 1 s. Each was inscribed with the nane of 
saneone who had died of AIDS, and many panels were decorated 
with flowers, palm trees, and intimate touches such as 
poems, pictures, and embroidered guitars and tennis rackets. 
On display just a few hundred feet fran where the speakers 
( inc 1 ud i ng president i a 1 candidate Jesse Jackson, United 
FanllNorkers president Cesar Chavez, and actress Whoopi 
Goldberg) were exhorting the crowds, the quilt left everyone 
in tears. The quilt was both rronUTiental and personal, and 
with the Washington MonUTient on one side and the dane of the 
Capitol on the other, its brightly colored panels stood out 
boldly in the afternoon sunshine (Miller, 1989: 301). 

INTROOUCTION 

Much of the existing sociological dialogue fails to capture the 

rea 1 it y and the essence of the rrodern gay wor 1 d. This is 1 arge l y because 

theorists, such as Breton (1954), Harry and Devall (1978) and Lee (1979) 

do not account for the cultural and political characteristics integral to 

the creation and maintenance of this gay world and the various carrrunities 
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of which it is carprised. It is this area in which British sociologists 

have contributed rruch to our understanding of culture, cultural artifacts 

and materials, such as the significance of signs, syrrbo ls and self

consciousness (eg. J. Clarke, 1975; Hall and Jefferson, 1975; Hebdige, 

1979; and Brake, 1980). 

Moreover, Lee (1979) conceives of the various carrrunities as 

ecological territories and thus fails to develop the association between 

subcultural organization, increasing self and group consciousness (both 

explanatory justification and advocacy sponsorship) and evolutionary 

phenanena. Best and Luckenbill (1982), also fail to recognize the 

cun.!lative nature of organizations 1n their model of the social 

organization of deviants. The authors overlook the notion that each 

ascendant level of sophistication encarpasses and transfonns the lower 

levels, creating a reorganization, and continuous interplay between the 

various levels of organization. 

Lee presUTies, I think, that the various carrrunities exist as gay 

world structures unto thanse l ves and therefore no atterrpt is made to 

illustrate a higher level of developnent such as the gay world, within 

which these camun it i es are 1arge1 y constituent parts. Each of these 

carrrunities contribute similar and sirrultaneously distinct slices of gay 

and lesbian life to the gay world proper, but many of the structures of 

this world transcend particular carrrunities and link them together. This 

is particularly apparent within the lower levels (eg. the 'cc:rrrn..Jter zone', 

'occasional carrrunity' and 'middle range'), since these are, by virtue of 
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their relative size and geographical isolation, at once a part of, and 

discrete fran, the larger gay CO'TTTl.Jnities. Rural residents may contribute 

to the deve l opnent of the gay wor 1 d by participating in existing or 

emerging po 1 it i ca 1 structures , by their voting behaviour and pol it i ca 1 

tenets (which ultimately may have an effect on existing intra-group 

factionalism). They may a 1 so engage in volunteer work for a 1oca1 

carrrunity newsletter or magazine, patronize a gay bar, restaurant or guest 

house while on holiday, or contact gay service groups for information. 

A 11 of these activities, as they are undertaken by nunerous gay and 

lesbian residents, serve in sane manner to enhance, transform and to 

maintain the links and cohesion of the gay world. 

It is the structures of this world (the politics of harosexuality, 

gender, Acquired lrml.lne Deficiency Syndrane, emerging age-grade systems 

and modern capitalist enterprise) which reorganize all prior levels of 

carrrunity developnent. However, while the gay world continues to expand, 

the lower levels of caTTTl..lnity developnent tend, in sane ways, to becane 

nones sent i a 1 . This means that the absence of service and po 1 it i cal 

infrastructures in the less organized CaTTTl..lnities ('caTTTl..lter zones' and 

'occasional carrrunities') motivates the residents of these areas to direct 

their concentration and energies to the larger CO'TTTl.Jnit ies (such as 

further developnent and 'pre-world' levels). Consequently, the 

carrrunities in which they reside cannot becane institutionally CaTl)lete 

or organizationally sophisticated, although the gay world in general 

continues to evolve. 
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This chapter focuses on the structures of the gay world which are 

both specific to, and siITl..lltaneously transcend, territorial camt.1nities. 

The movement of gay men and lesbians fran 'the closets to the courts' wi 11 

be discussed in the fol lowing, as this process has culminated in the 

pol it i c i zat ion of harosexua l i ty, whereby 'private troubles' have been 

transformed into 'public issues' (Mills, 1959). The politicization of 

harosexual ity has developed largely as a response to the oppression, 

intolerance and persecution engendered by mainstream culture. Sane of 

the structures and institutions which presently exist in the gay world 

(such as camt.1nity centres, publishing CO'Tl'anies, religious chapters1, 

heal th cl in i cs , gay and 1 esb i an i 11 ness support groups , teen outreach 

programs , tel ephone counsel l i ng services , senior progr ans , and pub l i c 

awareness forums) have been modelled on their counterparts fran the main, 

al though others (such as Lesbian and Gay Pride Day2 , A I OS outreach 

programs and special events) have been created, and tailored, to fit the 

needs of each particular gay Camt.Jn i ty. That such efforts are al ways 

successful is, however, questionable. 

The atmosphere and events of the post-Stonewall era, during the 

last two decades, have created conditions gennane to the evolution of gay 

cannunities and the gay world. This expansion has in turn, engendered an 

increasing heterogeneity within the gay world which is apparent in 

conf 1 icts of interest, dissent ion and in particular, po 1 it ica l and 

structural factionalism within the gay world and between this world and 

the mainstream. 
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Am::>ng gay men and lesbians, rruch of the chasm is a result of the 

discord between the 'hanophile old guard' (the older, rrore conservative 

and acquiescent bloc) and the radical militant faction (the younger, more 

vocal gay activists). The defensive strategies of the conservatives allow 

then to co-exist with the daninant culture primarily through 'passing' (as 

non-gay), accarrrodation and public confonnity. The activists, on the 

other hand, all=>loy a strategy of offence, preferring confrontation, 

litigation and public visibility. Clearly, the mainstream is audience to 

two vastly discordant factions and this will be further excmined in the 

present chapter. 

The politicization of hanosexuality also extends to other issues 

and arrong the more salient are the politics of gender and Acquired ll11Tl.lne 

Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS). There has been, and continues to be, ll'lJCh 

factionalism between lesbians as a consequence of conflicting interests, 

value definitions and goals of the 'radicalesbians' and the conservatives. 

This is very s imi l ar to the chasm created between the 'hanoph i le old 

guard' and the 'militant radicals'. However, arrong rnerrbers of the radical 

group, an individual's sexual relationships, public behaviour and personal 

preferences are defined in tenns of whether they are or not politically 

appropriate (the pol it i ca 11 y correct-pol it i ca 11 y incorrect di chotany) . 

The conservatives however, welcane the sense of solidarity and carrrunity 

arrong lesbians, as a consequence of their ll'l.ltual history, oppression and 

stigna. 
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The relationship between gay men and lesbians has, during different 

historical periods, vacillated between unity, conflict, abhorrence and 

solidarity. Many lesbians continue to regard gay men as adversaries 

because of the daninance and power accorded them by virtue of their 

maleness in a social structure which categorizes wanen as subordinate. 

The effeminate male and masculine female stereotypes perpetuated only in 

the mainstream, but also crrong gay men and lesbians themselves. 3 

The new dilenmas posed by the outbreak of Acquired lrrrrune 

Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS) haverrotivated the creation of a unique service 

infrastructure (buddy systems, support groups, information networks and 

telephone distress and referral 'hotlines') and accelerated civil rights 

litigation and institutions (hospices, funding and research services) 

within gay cctrrn..1nities and the gay world. Thus, expansion and evolution 

have been an integral part of the response systems of gay men and lesbians 

to the disease and the political, legal and social-psychological trallllas 

related to AIDS, ARC (AIDS-related carplex) and HIV-positive infection. 

The present chapter will briefly address the politics, rrodern difficulties 

and strategies by which gay men and lesbians have attE!l'Tl>ted to cope with 

Acquired lmrune Deficiency Syndrane. 

The issue of gay world age structure is examined through a review 

of the current literature on gay aging, an excvnination of rites of passage 

and the double stigna (of old and gay). It appears that lesbian and gay 

age structure is a recent phenanenon and one which is currently in the 

process of emergence. The existence of this age structure, albeit in the 
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early stages of gennination, suggests that the gay world in general is 

rrore organizationally sophisticated and institutionally carplex than ever 

before. That gay men and lesbians are beginning to address their concerns 

about aging and bereavement means that litigation in the areas of same sex 

spousal benefits, grief, survivorship, burial provisions, chronic care, 

nursing heme regulations and legal rights in general, are likely to 

accelerate. 

Finally, it is suggested that as a result of the capitalist rrode 

of production in Western societies, gay and lesbian liberation now exudes 

a price. To be a young gay person 'caning out' in the late 1980s and 

early 90s is arrore expensive and less satisfying endeavour in sane ways. 

Original writings (journals, periodicals, first edition novels) are 

currently rrore difficult to locate, many are out of print or the costs are 

prohibitive. Moreover, within the gay world, supply is not always equal 

to demand and that which is available is now costly. 

In other words, the gay 'ghetto' has now beccme part of a larger 

and more l ucr at i ve enterprise. 

information packets are now 

bureaucratic, (frequently 

Once-informal 

parce 11 ed as 

incorporated) 

supports , services and 

various fragments of 

hierarchically-organized 

institutions which exchange their goods for currency. It is not uncanron 

today for heterosexual and gay shop, restaurant and bar owners to post 

cover charges (to enter the establisl'lnent) and to demand excessive liquor 

and food prices. This is particularly the case in smaller cities where 

there is little or no carpetition for lesbian and gay patrons and their 
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wages. 

In general, mainstream and gay entrepreneurs have becane cognizant 

of the fact that gay men and lesbians are willing to purchase the syrrbols 

of their culture (pink triangle buttons, larri:>da pendants, logos errblazoned 

on expensive sweat shirts and exclusive jewellery items). These syrrbols 

and many others have now becane carrrodities on the open market and not 

occasionally, these goods carry exorbitant price tags. It is not my aim 

to justify, or to fu 11 y account for the costs of gay and lesbian 

liberation, only to point out this relatively recent and on-going feature 

of the rrodern gay world. 

The Gay World Defined 

An explicit and CallJrehensible definition of the tenn 'gay world' 

i s gennane to this di scuss ion and to the thesis in genera 1 • The ' gay 

world', as it is EJl'll)loyed in this context, refers to an evolving and 

dynamic cultural mi 1 ieu, characterized by an assortment of canrunities 

which host sundry religious and political ideologies, belief systems, 

iconography, vernacular, social networks and a history. These are all 

sirrultaneously a part of, and discrete fran, conventional culture. The 

gay world is, according to Blachford, " ... rrulti-faceted, rrulti-tiered and 

pluralistic mainly because of its location at the intersection of a large 

rn .. 1rber of other cultural f onns" ( 1981 , 185). 
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This world is also characterized by special rrodes of ccmrunication 

(magazines, journals, books, rrusic), media (independent film-makers, 

writers, pub l i shers, artists, actors, recording houses) , rel i g i ous and 

political leaders, popular gay and lesbian heroes (activists, writers, 

politicians or spokespersons), and a constantly evolving "service 

infrastructure" (Hamilton, 1973: 195) which is focused largely upon 

outreach, ccmrunity, referra 1 and support programs. That gay men and 

lesbians, in both rural and urban areas, are cognizant of gay and lesbian 

events and activity in other provinces, states and countries is testirrony 

to the extraordinary and ubiquitous gay world channels of ccmrunication. 

The evolution and transfonnation of the gay world is not only a 

process of shifting merrbership or group personnel, of changing beliefs, 

values or i deo log i es , al though such el anents constitute a significant 

influence upon group change. More irrportantly, the shifting relations 

between the gay world and mainstream cu 1 ture are evident in current 

revisions of legal sanctions, hunan rights4 and anti-discrimination 

cl auses5 , enhanced media exposure6 , the strengthening of positive relations 

between metropo l i tan pol ice departments and the local gay ccmrun it) , and 

the re-e 1 ect ion of openly-gay Canadian MP' s ( eg. Svend Robinson in 

Burnaby, British Colt.rrbia) and American congressmen (eg. Barney Frank in 

Washington, D. C. ) . A 11 of these serve to st irru late the on-going 

transfonnation and evolution of the gay world. 

Therefore, it is largely because of the interaction between the 

gay world and mainstream society that both cultures continue to evolve 
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and to exist always in flux rather than stasis. 8 rt is this character of 

the gay world which frequently precludes narrative precision. The 

corollary is that this evolving gay world is situated in a tarporal 

present which, once discussed, is then almost irrmediately consigned to an 

historical past. 

The Inherent Dilemna of the Gay World 

The gay movement, not unlike the wanen's movement, has not been 

without inherent dilemnas and contradictions. There are, for exCKll)le, 

specific tensions intrinsic to the creation of a separate lesbian or gay 

identity or visible canrunity territory, either of which tend to dislocate 

gay people (in word, thought, residence, ideology and deed) fran the wider 

social milieux. Even as the boundaries of this world continue to expand 

and thus to becane more diffuse and heterogeneous, discrete and exclusive 

institutions are sil'Tl.lltaneously created. 

Many of the existing gay institutions are modelled on those found 

in cultural convention, although sane of those recently emerging are 

regarded by the wider society as archetypes which they in turn m:>dify, 

and co-opt. The attarpt by gay men and lesbians, to remain at once a part 

of and inherently separate fran the wider society, are increasingly 

evident since, in their isolation fran the larger society, gay people are 

also faced with the challenge of if'll)ressing their similarity and thus, 
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their legitimacy upon the wider culture. Indeed, many of the norms and 

values of the gay world and its territories "may be partially distinctive, 

but they also overlap with their heterosexual counterparts in many ways" 

( P l U1111er , 19 7 5 : 160) . 

Clearly, 

One of the traps of the organization is that it causes a 
further chasm between the deviant minority and the daninant 
majority. This is not an ideological chasm so lllJch as a 
physical or interaction i st one; that is organization may 
provide a small social structure for an independent world of 
deviants, all bound together by one characteristic, rnoving 
within a single circle and hence, less within the world at 
large. It is the problem of separatism versus integration 
(Sagarin, 1969: 243). 

I t becanes evident that, "gay know 1 edge has two tasks: to teach the 

differentness of gay as well as its sameness" (Warren, 1974: 121). The 

dilemna for gay people concerns the manner by which to remain 

sirrultaneously discrete frcm, and integrated with, the heterosexual world, 

and in fact, how best to choose between the two alternatives. Fran the 

perspective of the latter, the problem is that: 

The world once seen as carposed of two types of people -
the good and the bad, the norma 1 and the abnormal , the bl ack 
and the white - now becanes a potpourri of variegated stigma 
labels which are available for application under a wide 
variety of situations (PlU11l1er, 1975: 113). 

Therefore, the separation of harosexuals fran the general population may 

serve to hasten naming, labelling and the 'containnent and control' of 

the gay territorial caTITUnity (P1Lllll1er, 1975: 87). The mode 1 of 

' harosexua l host i l it y ' has at its root , "the three dial ect i cal rncments 

discussed by Berger and Luckrnann of men creating 'reality', 
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internalizing that 'reality' and having that 'reality' in turn define and 

create them" (Ph.mner, 1975: 116). Hence, it is both the existence and 

visibility of gay people which si!ll'lifies the task (for rroral agents and 

officers of social control) of locating and conderrning them. 

The struggle for hcmosexual liberation has also created conflict 

and strife across lines of class, sex, race and ethnicity (D'Emilio, 1983; 

Altman, 1982). The difficulty is that individual perspectives, needs, and 

interests do not always transcend sexual orientation (D'Emilio, 1983: 94) 

and this is, in 1 arge part, both consequence and f ac i 1 i ta tor of the 

growing diversity, institutional caJl)lexity, and organizational 

sophistication of the rrodern gay world. 

In the context of the gay world, the rrost rrundane has now becane 

political. This is particularly apparent in tenns of the 'caning out' 

process (publicly declaring one's hanosexuality by word or deed). Indeed, 

caning out has been deemed "the gay rrovement ' s central pol it i ca 1 act" 

(Jackson and Persky, 1982: 224) in that the new visibility generated by 

se lf-dec larat ion is in a very real sense, "a conscious giving up of power" 

(Mohr, 1988: 327). The realm of the rrundane also includes one's choice 

of rrode of dress and daneanour, rhetoric and argot, friends and social 

group, terms by which one chooses to describe him or herself (lesbian, 

dyke, gay, harosexual, faggot), the situation in which the caning out 

originally occurs, one's choice of gay or lesbian reading material, the 

clubs or organizations chosen as recipients of one's public, financial or 

voluntary support. All of these personal choices and individual 
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preferences, whether pub 1 i c or private, have now coa 1 esced into the 

general body politic of the gay world.9 

THE POLITICIZATION OF HOMOSEXUALITY 

The tenn 'politics' and the corresponding ideology is perhaps the 

rrost difficult structure to define within the context of the gay world. 

As there exists no single hanosexuality but rather a myriad of 

'hanosexualities' (Ebert, 1977; Bell and Weinberg, 1978) there exists, in 

1 ike vein, no single political bent, ideology or universal definition. 

In a manner similar to the politics of mainstream culture, the key words 

rrost appropriate to gay politics are diversity, flux and change since one 

of the rrcst salient features of aggregates of (both heterosexuals and) 

hanosexuals is the very diversity of hanosexuals themselves. Vacha has 

likened this diversity to: 

... the analogy of a ccmron cemetery ivy. I know of no p 1 ant 
that has so many 1 eaves different fran one another ... Yet for 
al 1 the differences of leaves, 1 ike the differences of 
hanosexuals, they all have the same artery supporting then 
( 1982, 7). 

There are nllllerous politically-oriented hanosexual trajectories 

(such as the North .American Man/Boy Love Association ref erred to as 

NAMBLA, radicalesbians, gay political bureaucrats and entrepreneurs, 

sadanasochism (S/M) and bondage and degradation (B & D) groups, radical 

and conservative contingents) which add to the sexual politics of the gay 
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world. Although many of these groups are small in nuri:>er and may appear 

i nv is i bl e to the uninformed observer , they do in fact , add to the 

"substantial political infrastructure" (Shilts, 1987: xxii) of each gay 

camunity, and of the gay world as a whole. The various threads of social 

and sexual politics also, perhaps unintentionally, divides the gay world 

into distinct political categories, by according various and frequently 

derogatory labels, rroral codes and value systems, which then expedites the 

alienation of gay people fran one another. 

In the arena of gay politics, rruch of the energies are directed 

toward estab l i sh i ng the personal as pub l i c10 and thus, as Mi 11 s ( 1959) 

would say, transforming private troubles into public issues. One of the 

unintentional consequences is that: 

When the ultimate political objective is to rerrnve stigma 
fran the differentness, the individual may find that his 
very efforts can politicize his own life, rendering it even 
rrore different fran the nonna l life initially denied him 
(Goffman, 1963: 114). 

Si nee harosexua ls are camon l y imagined as jeopardizing traditional 

culture and values, harosexuality itself is seen as political ideology. 

In the opinion of rruch of the mainstream, harosexuals eschew nonnative 

roc>des of reproduction and of power and thus, to be harosexual is also to 

be political. As Ohio State Law Professor Rhonda Rivera adronished, "when 

you wake up and the person in bed next to you is of the same sex, you're 

in politics, honey" (Jacobs, 1989b: 37). 

Buoyed by a relative sense of freedan and a fledgling awareness of 

nL111erous others (thanks to the Second World War and the Kinsey Report), 
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sma 1 1 harosexua 1 and haroph i 1 e groups during the post-McCarthy er a, 

adopted an acccmrodat ionist stance fuel led by an attitude of civi 1 

1 ibertarianisrn (Murray, 1984: 22). This meant that the majority of 

harosexuals shared a belief in the iflllortance of conformity to, and 

acceptance by, conventional culture. However, the pressure of 'passing' 

as heterosexual boosted by frequent police raids on horrosexual bars and 

subsequent closures, fear of discovery (and corresponding job loss, 

financial hardship, rejection by friends and family) and the absence of 

pro-harosexual legislation led many marbers (of the Mattachine and the 

D.O.B. in particular) to adopt a rrore militant ideology. 11 

The militants of the 1960s began to break away frcrn the 

acccmrodationist stance of the harophi le 'old guard' of the 1950s, 

preferring a semi-organized, rrore visible and proactive agenda. The 

previous efforts of the harophiles to gain social tolerance and 

under standing was rep l aced by demands for rights and opportunities , 

couched in a rrore visibly pol it i cal stance i nvo 1 vi ng confrontational 

strategies (such as zaps and derronstrat ions) and affirmative act ion 

techniques. Much like the black organizations generated by the civil 

rights rrovement, harosexual and gay organizations have fostered the rise 

of cont911llorary radicals and radical organizations (Yearwood and Weinberg, 

1979: 308). 

The politicization of the gay rrovement occurred largely as a result 

of both individual and collective actions and reactions. 12 The Stonewall 

Riots of 1969 engendered a new awareness among harosexua ls and gays, 
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creating a consciousness of the rewards and advantages of vis i b 1 e and 

public resistance. That post-Stonewall gay consciousness was primarily 

aimed at the rebel 1 ion and resistance of traditional heterosexual, nuclear 

family structures is evident in the virtual explosion of letter writing 

call)aigns, dem::>nstrations, zaps, lobbying, marches, the exercise of 

positive censorship (successful lobbying for the deletion of or public 

apology for anti-gay remarks made on radio, television or in newspaper 

articles) , and the attarpts to coa 1 esce 1 esb i an and gay concerns with 

those of other social rrovements. 13 Thus, as HUTPhreys observes, a vis i b 1 e 

and collective gay activism is an increasingly if11)ortant means by which 

to bo 1 ster one's own self-esteem and to deny the i nterna 1 i zat ion of 

oppression and as such, 

... stigmatized persons redeem their own discredit by 
demanding reparation for suffering endured. They confront 
condaTTiation with their own rroral indignation, cashing in 
a 1 ifetime of stigma borne for the right to make rroral 
demands on their accusers (1972, 149). 

Through the co-optation of strategies arployed during the black 

civil rights rrovement, gay activist groups and leaders have becane aware 

that "the key to [their] success 1 ies in its abi 1 ity to influence - and 

ultimately contra l - pol icy makers" (Rueda, 1982: 188) . Moreover, the 

adaptation of the slogans of the civi 1 rights rrovement ("Black is 

Beautiful") and advocating that "Gay is Good" functioned as a necessary 

and if11)ortant veh i c 1 e for gay men and 1 esb i ans. This technique 

simultaneously helped to neutralize negative public stereotypes and 

stigmatizing 1abe1 s and enhanced an emergent sense of positive se 1 f-
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identity (Tanner, 1978: 124). 14 

In the early 1970s, deronstrations and lobbying were largely 

concerned with issues of rrundane rights and privileges. The irrportant 

issues of the day involved the right to assent>le in public, the 

establ ishnent of hanosexual ity as a val id 'lifestyle', the right to sarne

sex dancing, increased visibility, positive media exposure (in the 

language of 'gay' as opposed to hanosexual) and the eventual elimination 

of the sin-sickness-crime trinity of hamsexuality, through techniques of 

confrontation which gradually created a rent in the armour of mainstream 

resistance. 

During the 1980s however, confrontation has shifted to (pro-gay 

and lesbian) litigation as gay men and lesbians struggle with the state 

for the right to non-di scr imi nation (on issues related to housing, 

education and errp l oyment 15 ) , to marry , raise and adopt chi l dren 16 and for 

same-sex partners to share errployer benefits (such as medical and dental 

insurance). The recent "gayby bean" 17 and corresponding creation of 

lesbian and gay parenting groups18 , the United States19 , American 

rrunicipal ities20 , and countries21 which have decriminalized hanosexual acts; 

concluded that sexuality is an irrelevant factor in custody disputes22 ; and 

a 11 otted 1 ega l marital status to couples of the SCMTle sex23 have, in 

camination, also necessitated an anerging redefinition of the family. 

The challenge to traditional definitions of the family, by gay men and 

lesbians , is 1arge1 y a response to the fact that, "the idea 1 of "proper" 

family life ent>odies the racist, sexist, heterosexist, and anti-working 
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class politics of many rroral conservatives" (Kinsman, 1987: 200). 24 

Moreover, sane Canadian provinces (Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, the 

Yukon Territory), American cities (California, San Francisco) and four 

countries ( Demiark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden) have now adopted 

anti-discrimination clauses which protect the rights of gay men and 

lesbians. Furtherrrore, New South Wales (Australia), Finland and France 

have partial clauses which protect gay men and lesbians fran particular 

forms of discrimination, such as housing, allJloyment and social benefits 

(Tielman and de Jonge, 1989: 185-242). According to the National Gay and 

Lesbian Task Force in Washington, a total of thirteen states, seventeen 

countries and sixty-three cities have passed sane kind of anti

discrimination laws on the basis of sexual orientation, although the 

majority are generally limited to the prohibition of job discrimination 

(Fernandez, 1989: 4). 

It is clear that the developnent of conscious political activity, 

party affiliation and endorsement techniques are CVTOng the many 

consequences of evolving institutional and organizational carplexity in 

the gay world. There are nunerous and varied political groups, clubs and 

organizations across Canada and the United States, although the vast 

majority in Canada are connected with the N.D.P. and in the United States, 

have formed various Dem::>cratic party constituencies. 25 

Many gay men and lesbians now feel that the myths and stereotypes 

which are frequently wielded as weapons against gay people wi 11 be 

dispelled only by political activism aimed at the election of gays and 
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the prarot ion of positive pub 1 ic images. As Shi l ts has observed, "we m...Jst 

be judged by our leaders and by those who are themselves gay, those who 

are visible" (1982: 362). 26 The politicization of the gay rrovanent has 

thus been forged primarily through the election of gay politicians and the 

placanent of gays in political positions of power and authority. 27 

Moreover, as Adam claims, the institutional formalization of gay 

organization has developed in 1 arge part through the creation of the 

"professional" spokesman, the develoi:ment of a bureaucracy and paid (as 

we 11 as vo 1 unteer) personnel ( 1979, 306) . This has a 1 so heightened 

networking and carm...inication between various political clubs and the New 

Derrocratic Party (NDP) in addition to intensifying relations between 

politics and gay businesses (Altman, 1988: 89-92). 

Gay men and lesbians have specifically acquired the skills with 

which to distribute carrpaign support funds in order to bolster preferred 

candidates; encourage mail participation in gay issues by constituent 

groups ; maintain "report cards" and ratings on congress i ona 1 , 1 eg is 1 at i ve 

and parliamentary candidates (Alyson Publications, 1989, 114-139); 

assemble carm...inity Political Action carrnittees (PACS) such as the Hunan 

Rights Carrpa i gn Fund and s im i 1 ar hunan rights spec i a 1 interest groups28 

(Jacobs, 1989a: 35); and generally, organize political goals and voter 

drives, rrobi l ize resources, and initiate a higher degree of carm...inity 

politicization and voting activity (Riddiough, 1988: 2-23). The current 

catch phrase of gay pol it i cal activity would best be described as an 

international effort aimed toward 'organizing, rrobilizing, publicizing', 
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and above all, 'politicizing'. 

There are several large and well-developed gay American political 

organizations (in particular, the Gay and Lesbian Darocrats of America 

and the National Gay Task Force, both of Washington, D.C.) which encourage 

and prarote 1 esb i an and gay po 1 it i ca 1 activity. Genera 11 y, such 

organizations have constructed sets of specific and we 11-deve loped by-1 aws 

which regulate all areas of organizational activity including: the goals 

and purpose (of what is frequently referred to as 'the corporation', 

specified regions of activity, membership categories (regular, associate, 

lifetime, organizational) and fees, meetings, executive carrnittees, 

officers (rarova 1, rep 1 acement and naninat ion of), board of trustees, 

records, polls of member clubs and parliamentary authority (GLDA By-laws, 

, 988). 

These sophisticated organizations also provide gay political 

handbooks, manuals, primers and grassroots organizing tools to interested 

persons, political parties and affiliated groups. current information 

guides and packets now offer advice on organizing lobby days, state 

action, sodany repeal, student organization support, AIDS-related issues, 

youth support, gay and lesbian prisoner support, gay and lesbian seniors, 

resource groups and media guides, as well as strategic techniques for 

starting a carrrunity centre, gay switchboard, support or political action 

group (NGTF, 1989). 

Furthenrore, mainstream politicians and po lit ica l parties have 

becane increasingly cognizant of the fact that an average of ten per cent 
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of voters are themselves gay, and a larger bloc are errpathetic, positive, 

or neutral on the subject of harnsexuality, pro-gay legislation and gay 

rights. Thus, they are beginning to direct rrore attention to these 

potential voters as well as developing platforms and carrpaigns geared to 

the satisfaction of gay and pro-gay voters. It is certain that the 

po 1 it i cal ' catch-22' of the mainstream has a 1 so becane a dangerous 

balancing act where one tries not to inflane the harnphobes, while keeping 

the gays relatively quiet and silll.Jltaneously obtaining as many votes as 

possible. 

Shilts has noted that during the en masse inmigration of gays to 

San Francisco during the early 1980s, "gays carposed one of the rrost 

solidly liberal voting blocs in America ... largely because liberals were 

the candidates who prcmi sed to leave gays al one" ( 1987, 15) . Rueda agrees 

that the participation of gays in the political sphere goes well beyond 

singular 'harnsexual issues' and suggests that, "consistent with a general 

liberal orientation, harnsexual organizations have adopted the goals of 

liberal America" (1982, 212). The increasing evolution, expansion and 

organizational sophistication of the gay world may also function as a 

liability, such that: 

... in connection with the gay 1 iberation rrovement, this very 
broadness and inclusiveness of the stignatized category can 
a 1 so mean a good dea 1 of factional ism, s i nee within the 
potent i a 1 constituency are many cross cutting soc i a 1 and 
political groupings (Schur, 1979: 435). 
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The Politics of Gender 

Gay Men and Lesbians 

Certainly there are political and structural dilarmas associated 

with the fact that the politicization of hcrnosexuality coincided with the 

emergence of (lesbian and gay) gender politics. Moreover, repercussions 

did not occur only within the gay world, but in themainstrean between the 

daninant ma.le world and the 'world of wanen' (eg. the feminist rrovement) .29 

It is however, the gay world which is roost germane to this discussion. 

Stan 1 ey c 1 aims that rruch of the tension between gay men and 

lesbians concerns the fact that, whatever their psychological make-up, a 

gay man "a 1 ways reserves the right to revert to the ma 1 e supremacist ro 1 e" 

(1978, 128). She argues that gender discrepancies in sources of anger and 

frustration, psychological make-up, and the lack of lesbian identities, 

traditions and histories (1978, 123-131) have resulted in lesbians being 

"syl logist ica 1 ly reduced to zero" and treated as "trivia 1 margina 1 ia, 

digressions" (Stanley, 1978: 128). 

Jant and Darsey observe that, "lesbians find gay men to be sexual 

and superficial, and gay men find that lesbians have raised their 

consciousness to the point of unrelenting rage and defensiveness" (1981, 

26). This describes merely the tip of the iceberg since, in the reality 

of the rn.Jndane, there are disagreements and visible tensions between gay 

men and lesbians and it often appears as if there are two separate and 

conflicting cCXTlTl..Jnities which exist sirrultaneously. 30 In the eyes of 
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many 1 esb i ans, the gay man ep i tan i zes, a 1 be it to a 1 esser degree, the 

daninant male power of patriarchal mainstream structure. The fact that 

both gay and non-gay men have hi stor i ca 11 y obtained 1 arger sa 1 ar i es, 

broader and rrore lucrative errployment and business opportunities, higher 

disposable incanes, and owned IOClre of the gay bars, guesthouses, book 

stores, publishing houses, newspapers and magazines and gay businesses in 

genera 1 , and continue to do so, causes discern i b 1 e antagonism between 

lesbians and gay men. Many lesbians assert that gay men sirrply replicate 

patterns of heterosexua 1 male power and pr iv i 1 ege and that, "the ma 1 e gay 

world - in part - reproduces masculinity and patriarchy, but ... the gay 

world also sustains systans of consuner capitalism, hierarchies of social 

class and divisions of age" (Blachford, 1981: 207). 

A typical and recurrent argunent advanced by many non-gays relates 

gender conflict between gay men and lesbians to the existence of same-sex 

bars and social milieux. It is this issue which brings the controversial 

quest ion of 'why separate bars for gay men and lesbians' to the fore. 

Many gays and lesbians prefer a mixed (both men and wanen) bar atrrosphere 

while others prefer to spend their time in a bar reserved exclusively for 

either men or wanen. The main reason for the latter is that both the 

purpose, and of ten the design, of the gay ma 1 e bars and discos are 

inherently different for those oriented toward a lesbian clientele. 

Generalizations notwithstanding, many of the male patrons choose 

a bar on the basis of its interior structure (visibility of entrance and 

dance floor, accessibility to bar or wait staff) specialty (leather or 
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denim), c 1 i ente 1 e ('fey' or macho) and fonn of enterta i nnent (drag, 

popular rrusic, ccmedy 'revues') in terms of how these characteristics 

facilitate personal anonymity, cruising and access to sexual activity. 

The presence of what is ccmron 1 y ref erred to as 'the meat rack ' is a 

significant indicator of sexual availability since 'the meat rack' is a 

highly visible stand-up area of the bar which is reserved for gay men who 

are willing to partake in sexual activity. The men gather in this section 

of the bar, conscious of their evaluation (and physical attractiveness 

ratings) by an audience of ready on-lookers. They then tarry, awaiting 

the delivery of a free drink, meaningful eye contact, suggestive body 

language, or a direct approach fran an interested potential sexual partner 

or carpanion. 

Arrong Lesbians 

Nogel notes that, historically, the initial difficulty for lesbians 

was that they existed in the twilight realm, between the gay liberation 

movement and the wcmen' s movement, and neither fully addressed their 

concerns or particular fonns of oppression (1981, 263). Moreover, 

lesbian-feminism as a movenent, "exists in a dialectical relationship 

between the wanen's liberation m:>vement and the gay liberation m:>vement. 

It is at once a part of, and separate fran, each" (Nogel, 1981: 264) .31 

It would seem that lesbian-feminism is aimed toward challenging 

patriarchal power, carpulsory heterosexuality, and the daninant social 
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order, as it is reinforced by the wanen's liberation and the gay 

liberation movements, through affirmative action, self-assertion and a 

cognizance of the secondary status accorded wanen inside both movements 

(Nogel, 1981: 264-9). 

When the Daughters Of Bilitis (D.O.B.) initially agreed to support 

the National Organization of Wanen (NOii) during the early 1970s, issues 

surrounding lesbianism, labelling and intra-group diversity were met with 

hostility (Martin and Lyon, 1972: 286-7). Fear of the 'lavender menace' 

(Martin and Lyon, 1972: throughout) was expressed by many NOtYmeni:>ers and 

non-merrbers a 1 i ke. 32 others however, asserted their own views of the 

movement and, as one non-gay NOIJ meni:>er declared: 

believe deeply that female sexuality is a key issue in 
the wanen's movement. Until every wcman is able to say, 
'Okay, so you think I'm a Lesbian ... I will neither confirm 
or deny it' , the wanen' s movement wi 11 go nowhere. You see, 
l want liberation, not just equality (Martin and Lyon, 1972: 
290). 

Moreover, as Bohner (1988, 83) suggests, the conflict between the lesbian 

contingency is best described in terms of its similarity to the struggle 

between the post-Stonewall gay militants and the harophi le old guard. 

Thus, there is rruch social and po 1 it i cal unrest between the 

' rad i ca 1 esb i ans ' (who find no ccrnron ground with harosexua 1 men or 

heterosexual wanen) and those who prefer the masque of passivity, the 

apparent inculcation of heterosexual values (who prefer, for reasons of 

safety and personal security, to pass as heterosexuals) . 33 

However, as Lewis (1979, 164) has observed, the lesbian separatists 

(also referred to as 'radicalesbians') have actively isolated themselves 
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frcrn both the wcrnen's and the gay rrovement. For such a group, gender has 

becane the praxis of action, behaviour, beliefs, values and existence. 

The difficulty is that the new €01Jhasis on politically correct (PC) 

behaviour and activism has culminated in an ideology which polarizes the 

1 esb i an ccrnponents of each gay carrrun i ty. The antagonism between 

politically correct and incorrect ideologies (Lewis refers to this as PC 

and Pl dichotcrny) has led to discord among lesbians. The prerequisite for 

po 1 it i ca 11 y correct behaviour has now becane a ti resane and sanewhat 

frustrating f orrn of impression management; a pub 1 i c image which frequent 1 y 

prevents lesbians fran cultivating close ties with one another, and such 

friction also impedes the deve1oP110nt of a cohesive and political sense 

of carrrunity (Lewis, 1979: 179). 

Furtherrrore, the tendency for lesbian friendships to evolve out of 

former love affairs suggests that, "at any one party, everyone in the roan 

may be related to everyone else through fonner lovers" (Sang, 1984: 60). 

Although even in the 1TOre institutionally ccrnplete and organized 

carrrunities of the present day, such overlapping friendship networks may 

serve as an 'extended family' (Sang, 1984: 61) as well as a vehicle for 

continued social contact with a widening circle of other lesbians (Sang, 

1984: 62). In this manner, the intimacy of such networks may be regarded 

as advantageous and benef i c i a 1 a 1 though cont i nued c 1 oseness to one' s 

former lovers may also be seen as problematic. A lasting friendship with 

one's fonner lover may not appear visibly onerous, although it has the 

potential to place a great deal of strain upon one's present partner, and 
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may thus constitute a threat to the stability or intimacy of the current 

relationship. These social networks are frequently the root of conflict, 

tension and jealousies among partners which may eventually lead to the 

termination of the relationship. 

It is not uncarmon to encounter lesbians who regard gay men as 

misogynists, or gay men who view lesbians as poor imitations of men, or 

man-haters. However, such judgements appear to be m:>re copious among 

those lesbians and gay men who involve themselves in limited or sarne

gender associations. A good part of the disapproval and condelTiation 

between gay men and lesbians, although antithetical to the unification of 

a true gay 'camunity', appears to be a by-product of the internalized 

stereotypes and gender role socialization inherent to mainstream culture. 

I believe that, for the m:>st part, an iconoclastic errphasis on gender 

conflict does not account for the shared experiences and cannon 

understandings which so often unite gay men and lesbians in a collective 

cause or a similar stigna response. 

A Note on the Politics of Acquired lmn.1ne Deficiency Syndrane 

The continuing crisis of Acquired lmn.1ne Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS) 

has generated a contesrporary breed of gay activist and has created new 

dilemnas, public and private challenges, and unresolved issues for gay men 

and lesbians. That the disease is not exclusive to gays does not mean 
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that their experiences of AIDS may be paralleled with those of 

heterosexuals. Although there are obvious similarities, AIDS has 

illuninated differences in value-orientation, experiential reality, 

empathy and political activism between harosexuals and heterosexuals. 

As Shi 1 ts observed, "the genera 1 apathy that the United States had 

demonstrated toward the AIDS epidanic had only deepened the distrust 

between gays and heterosexuals" (Shilts, 1987: 541). Fran a gay 

perspective, heterosexual apathy has served to legitimize their unpopular 

and subordinate status. This has been heightened by gay cognizance of the 

fact that it was on 1 y as pub 1 i c figures charrp i oned the cause (Rock 

Hudson's death by A I OS in 1985, former Washington Redskins star Jerry 

Smith's publicity in contracting the disease AIDS, and Elizabeth Taylor's 

AIDS benefits, fund-raising and publicity), that the public responded, 

generated funds and took action (primarily in the area of research and 

deve 1 opnent) . 

Gay people were incensed about the 'enbarrassment' of AIDS by which 

pub 1 ic figures maintained and justified their silence and as Shi 1 ts 

exp 1 a ins, "by the time President Reagan had de 1 i vered his first speech on 

the epidanic of Acquired lrTTTUne Deficiency Syndrane, 36,058 Americans had 

been diagnosed with the disease; 20,849 had died" (1987, 596). Clearly, 

for many gay people: 

... who anigrated to mainstream society daily to work, the 
heterosexual life-style seemed surreal. Here people 
wondered whether they could afford a second colour 
television set or if they should have a child. Gay life 
now consisted of more prosaic concerns, like whether your 
lover was going to die next week or if one day you would 
wake up and find a purp 1 e spot that foretold your death 
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(Shi 1 ts, 1987: 519) . 

The shared sense of concern about AIDS has forged, " ... a new basis 

for carrrunity ... founded on caring" (Miller, 1989: 135), among gay men. 

The AIDS action canT1ittees, AIDS hospices, gay men's health clinics, AIDS 

and ARC (Aids-Related Call:>lex) support groups, buddy systens and public 

awareness foruns are evidence of an new erfl)athy and a stronger unity arrong 

gay men. Moreover, as Miller observes, the AIDS epidanic has encouraged 

many individuals to participate in 'organized gay life' for the first time 

(1989, 135). During the last several years, gay AIDS activists have also 

engaged in an 'out-reach' progrcrn to further inform and to educate 

heterosexua 1 profess i ona 1 s (such as: med i ca 1 personne 1 , the c 1 ergy, 

pr irnary and secondary school curr i cul un and pol icy-makers, teachers) , 

partners, parents, friends and merrbers of other AIDS high-risk groups, as 

well as the general population. 

This out-reach has primarily consisted of proposals to incorporate 

the experiences and knowledge of both groups in areas such as A I DS 

counselling, education, PtNAS (Persons with AIDS) and PtNLAS (Persons living 

with AIDS) support services, challenges to legislative ant:iiguity or 

deficiency and lobby and fund-raising groups. The outreach program has 

al so engendered the deve l oprent of hospice and hane care services, 

increased visibility of preventive goods and services (educational 

pamphlets, heightened advertising and media sensitivity, increased 

availability of condans, hanosexual and heterosexual education related to 

'safe sex' practices, and in general, a growing public dialogue geared to 
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the developnent of understanding, techniques of prevention and research 

into A I DS and peep 1 e 1 iv i ng with A I DS. One Los Ange 1 es gay po 1 it i ca 1 

activist and consultant has also observed that the new gay institutions 

and AIDS hospices, "are revolutionary and will benefit society for years 

to cane" (Jacobs, 1989: 34) . 

Thus, the present AIDS crisis appears to be a pivotal irrpetus for 

the intensification of ccrnn..1nity mobilization, organization, collective 

support, intra-group so 1 i dar i ty and heightened networking across the 

camunication channels of the gay world. For many local gay ccrnn..1nities 

(particularly those in larger cities) the stages of denial, anger, 

bargaining, depression and acceptance cOTTTOn to death and dy i ng34 exist 

not only in personal experience, but also in ideological context, and are 

made manifest in recent political activism. In general , as Cr irrp 

suggests: 

In spite of the very real tensions and differences between 
lesbians and gay men, our COTTTOn oppression has taught us 
the vital necessity of forming a coal it ion. And having 
negotiated and renegotiated this coalition over a period of 
two decades has provided rruch of the groundwork for the 
coalition policies necessitated by the shared oppression of 
all the radically different groups affected by AIDS (1988, 
250). 

A IDS has not so 1e1 y encouraged harmonious re 1 at ions within each 

gay camunity, but rather it has sirrultaneously created political unrest 

and conf 1 i ct arrong both ind iv i dua 1 s and groups . One of the po 1 it i ca 1 

difficulties of the AIDS crisis was the way in which political conflict 

divided leaders of the gay ccrnn..1nity (Shilts, 1987: 248). The volatile 

nature of gay politics was best exEfll)lified by the response to author and 
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activist Larry Kramer's cryptic and intense article "1,112 and Counting" 

in a 1983 issue of New York Native (Issue 59, March 14-27). 35 As Shilts 

observed, Kramer's piece " ... swiftly crystallized the epidemic into a 

political rrovement for the gay camunity at the same time it set off a 

maelstran of controversy that polarized gay leaders" (1987, 245). 

Also of particular interest is the enduring conflict between the 

Alice B. Toklas and Harvey Milk Lesbian and Gay Derrocratic Clubs of San 

Francisco. Their respective mentors, Jim Foster and Harvey Milk, were 

often at odds and these disputes eventually coalesced in perpetual 

political friction between the clubs. Generally however, the Alice B. 

Toklas Derrocratic Club advocated a rather conservative and low-key AIDS 

c~aign, while Milk adherents vouched for a radical and aggressive 

approach to the problem (Shilts, 1987: 278). This has been dealt with at 

great length elsewhere as has the issue of the politics of AIDS. 

have little to add to the CO'J1)rehensive and illuninating 

achievement of Randy Shilts (And The Band Played On, 1987), and the fine 

works of Neil Miller (In Search of Gay America, 1989), Dennis Altman (AIDS 

in the Mind of America, 1986), Douglas CrilllJ (editor, AIDS: cultural 

Anal ys is , CU l tur al Act iv i sm, 1988) and Larry Kramer , (Notes fr an the 

Holocaust, 1989). 



AC£. STRUCTURE IN THE GAY WORLD 

Neugarten, et al. have suggested that, for heterosexuals: 

Expectations regarding age-appropriate behaviour form an 
e 1 aborated and governing behaviour of interact ion, a network 
of expectations that is arbedded throughout the cu 1tura1 
fabric of adult life (1965, 711). 
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If age stratification provides " ... a framework for interpreting this 

socia 1 meaning of age and the manifold ways age meshes with socia 1 

structure and social change" (Foner: 1978: 340), how then are we to view 

the way in which age and harosexuality interact? Moreover, if it is the 

case that, "at any particular period, knowing about an individuals's age 

is a key to the various roles the person occupies and his or her social 

standing in the ccmrunity" (Foner, 1978: 341), does this then apply 

equa11y to both harosexua1 and heterosexual constituencies within a given 

general population? 

These are but a few of the issues which must be investigated in 

order to explore the issue of age structure in the gay world. Much of 

the evidence suggests that there is, in fact, an age structure within this 

world. This means that the gay world has attained a higher level of 

institutional carpleteness than is apparent in the research to date. 
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A Brief Review of the Literature 

Much has been written, particularly during the last two decades, 

on the subject of harosexual (gay) aging. 36 A good deal of this 1 iterature 

focuses on the c 1inica1 and psychological illl' l icat ions of horrosexua l aging 

(Friend, 1978; Kelly, 1971;), while several studies (Warren, 1974; Hooker, 

1967 ; Harry, 1982 and Harry and DeVa 11 , 1978, etc. ) are pr imar i l y 

concerned with the social networks of gay people (friendship, partner and 

hanosocial relations) and the significance of carrrunity support in later 

life .. Other articles focus primarily upon the presentation of memoirs, 

biographies, life course reviews and changing socio-historical contexts 

of the lives of gay elders (Vacha, 1985, Berger, 1982; Adelman, 1980). 

There is m..Jch to be learned fran an exploration of aging within 

gay carrrun it i es, particular 1 y in 1 i ght of the growing interest in gay 

aging in the fields of social and clinical gerontology. The primary 

hiatus in the substantial body of general interest and scholarly 

literature on aging is clearly in the aging experiences of the modern gay 

man and lesbian. Rather, the accent is placed, as it is in mainstream 

1 iterature in genera 1, on the legitimacy of the life cours~ of the 

daninant majority. 37 It is illl'Ortant however that we do not see the life 

course as static, but rather recognize the illl'ortance of the "ebbs and 

flows of involvement and investment" (Clausen, 1976: 38) as they occur 

over the course of a lifetime. 
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Much of the 1 iterature in the area of haoosexua 1 ity and aging, 

invests substantial energy in refuting the popularized stereotype of the 

lonely, bitter, elder haoosexual, raniniscing in depressed solitude of a 

life replete with severed family ties, missed opportunities, 

ch i 1 d 1 essness , pub 1 i c haoophob i a turned inward, disjointed fr i end ship 

networks, sexual prani scu i ty and lovelessness. There is l i tt le doubt 

regarding the importance of danystifying the "hazy folklore" (Kelly, 1977: 

329; Daros, 1986: 143) and pervasive public stereotypes surrounding elder 

gays. Such stereotypes are usu a 11 y detr imenta 1 for a 11 o 1 der persons 

(both gay and non-gay) and have a tendency to invalidate many of their 

experiences, needs and problans. 

One is tarpted then, to propose a re-focusing upon other more 

salient issues, such as that of ageism, age stratification and 

organization within the haoosexual world; the values and meanings 

attributed by gay world merrbers to older years of 1 ife; and issues 

relevant to age-grading and age structures throughout the life course of 

the haoosexual. The following then, ought to be regarded as a tentative 

exploration of the initially salient 'age structural' variations of 

haTOsexual and heterosexual expectations and rites of passage throughout 

the life course. 
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A Note on Gay and Lesbian Rites of Passage 

For the heterosexual, the irrputation of negative social sanctions 

correspond with increased years of life (Neugarten, et al, 1965: 716). 

Therefore, the prescriptive social norms and rules of youth, give way to 

the greater constraint and restriction of proscriptive norms for the aged. 

In contrast, the social rules and proscriptive norms for the hanosexual 

appear as social pressure toward confonnity (opposite-sex dating, marriage 

and family) and the rrulti-faceted, political, legal, psychological and 

rroral entrepreneurial processes which prevail across the life course. The 

reaction of the hanosexual to such social sanctions appear in a myriad of 

situational, tefllJOral and individual behaviours and corresponding 

definitions of the situation. The key then, is the accent on proser i pt i ve 

(things you should not, rrust not, ought not to do) norms and soc i a 1 

expectations, across the life course of the harosexual. 

Similar to the first sexual encounter, long-tenn relationship, and 

aging in general, 'caning out' is an i!11)0rtant rite of passage. Much of 

the 1 iterature refers to an early crisis of identity among (primarily 

male) hanosexuals. This is manifested in the 'caning out' process 

(Friend, 1987: 310-11; Kinmel, 1978: 117) whereby the harosexual either 

a) becanes aware of self as different fran others (peers, family, 

reference groups) and later accepts a definition of self as hanosexual or 

b) acknowledges pub l i cl y to others one's se 1 f identity as hanosexua l . 

The experience of 'caning out' has been referred to as the first turning 

point, or phase in the 'adult gay career' (Harry, 1982: 218; Sirron and 
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Gagnon, 1973: Weinberg, 1970). 38 

It appears that the process of ccming out' is an extrene ly 

i!Tl)ortant rite-of-passage and may in fact be the point at which the gay 

person becanes a 'full fledged adult' in the gay world. In other words, 

since this process does not occur arrong heterosexuals, it may be 

understood as a kind of re-socialization, since the gay world, as it is 

perceived frcm the standpoint of the individual , necessitates the learning 

of an unfamiliar argot and style, begets novel rules, values, territories 

and the attenuation to new modes of dress, demeanour and behaviour. 

Much disagreement regarding gender differentiation and aging 

exists, in terms of the meaning of the aging experience (Friend, 1987: 

315) across the l if e course of male and female harosexua ls. 39 There are 

also gender variations in rites of passage, and organized gender-based 

age structures. Generally however, Achilles claims that: 

Clearly, the organizing event in male sexuality is puberty, 
wh i 1 e the organizing event for f ema 1 es is that period of 
ranantic involvement that culminates for most in marriage 
( 1978, 251). 

Chapman and Brannock (1987, 78) infer the significance of self-

awareness and identification of lesbians which sets the stage so to speak, 

for further lesbian identity development. The authors have developed a 

"Proposed Model of Lesbian Identity Awareness and Self-Labelling" which 

suggests the following five stages of identity development am::>ng lesbians: 

initial same sex orientation; incongruence which accarpanies one's 

awareness of feelings which seem 'different' than those of others and of 
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peers; the self-questioning and (sexual) exploration; the identification 

of self as lesbian; and finally, choosing same sex orientation and 

lifestyle (Chaµnan and Brannock, 1987: 79). 

Harry (1982, 218) on the other hand, defines three phases in the 

career of the adult male gay/hanosexual. These phases are: first, the 

caning out process; the second, generally consisting of an increased 

hanosocial and hanoerotic participation in the (hanosexual) carm.Jnity and 

sexual involvement with like partners; and lastly, the crisis of aging, 

which serves to refocus " ... the older gay male's social energies toward 

alternative social relationships" (Harry, 1982: 218) and, during which he 

tends to decrease his affiliation with the gay world. These three stages 

however, are m...Jch too general when one considers that the entire 1 ife 

course of any (heterosexual or hanosexual) individual surely cannot be 

adequately detenn i ned by one's passage through these three relative 1 y 

siJll>listic stages. Moreover, this view portrays the third stage 'crisis 

of aging' as a single stage, rather than acknowledging the likelihood that 

it functions as one of many interrelated stages. 

Several authors (Friend, 1980 and 1987; Gagnon and Sirron, 1973) 

point to the notion of "accelerated aging" arrong harosexuals, which is 

described as " ... experiencing onese 1 f as o 1 d at an ear 1 i er age than one' s 

chronological peers define themselves as old" (Friend, 1987: 315) . 4~ 

Moreover, Harry and DeVall (1978, 131) provide evidence that this process 

of accelerated aging largely occurs during the second decade of life for 

heterosexuals. 
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Taub and Leger (1984, 182-3) note that generally, young gays share 

a similarity of values such as hedonism, prcmiscuity and bar sociability 

and p 1 ace rruch greater errphas is on the sexual e 1 anent than do o 1 der 

harosexuals. The presence of shared beliefs and values however, would 

more canronly occur within a similar age cohort of harosexuals. In other 

words, although a group of youths may in fact, share ccmparable values and 

interests, the latter are also defined by sexual orientation and thus the 

depth of peer group cannitment may also be contingent on the awareness of 

one's sexual identity. 

Furtherrrore, it is not 1ike1 y that the va 1 ues and idea 1 s of 

harosexuals are largely rejected by the majority of their heterosexual 

peers, particularly within the largely heterosexual milieux of high 

schools, co 1 l eges and universities. Thus, there appears to be a tendency 

toward a form of 'youth consciousness', not unlike class consciousness 

although the carmitment and sharing of such a 'youth consciousness' rrust 

also be contingent on the sexual orientation of individual members of the 

youth cohort (Foner, 1978: 361)4'. 

Similarly, Harry (1982, 120) surmises that typical adolescent 

cu 1 tu re is pr imar i 1 y organized around such heterosexua 1 re 1 at ions as 

dating and sports which " ... seems almost maximally i 11-suited for the boy 

who is either cross-gendered, or experiencing hcmosexua 1 desires, or both" 

(Harry, 1982: 28). Moreover, the author notes that "many gay men engage 

in normative heterosexual relations during adolescence" (Harry, 1982: 

28) . 42 Among hcrrosexua 1 ado 1 escents, Harry suggests that TTLich more 
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errphasis is placed on academic (and confonning) achievements which 

counterbalance the effects of peer isolation (1982, 140). 

Moreover, evidence points to the process of adolescent 

'defeminization' occurring earlier among heterosexuals (Harry, 1982: 24). 

This is contrasted with the harosexual adolescent's tendency to adopt more 

feminine mannerisms and engage in transgenderist behaviours such as carrp. 

In addition, hete~osexual males carroc>nly adopt feminine characteristics 

(qualities of nurturing and sensitivity) in later life and conversely, 

harosexual males tend to becane less feminine in older years of life 

(Demos, 1986: 121; Harry, 1982: 23). Perhaps this also suggests that the 

discos, sexual praniscuity and gay social events act as validating symbols 

for gay youth and that the individual's need (or desire) for identity 

reinforcement and/or validation of identity may decrease across the life 

course. In this way, an easy acceptance of one' s hanosexua 1 se 1 f 

identity, social or familial group and partner are likely to correspond 

with increasing years of l ife.43 

Age preferences among harosexua ls manifest both divergence and 

similarity when Cal1=>ared to those of heterosexuals, although contradiction 

is apparent in studies of the latter . Harry and De Va 11 cone 1 ude that 

older heterosexual males pref er younger wc:rnen ( 1978, 131). There is 

however, contradictory evidence suggesting that older male and female 

harosexuals prefer their own age cohort (Raphael and Robinson, 1980: 216), 

and that gay males over the age of forty or forty-five prefer younger 

partners (Harry and Devall, 1978: 124-5; Harry, 1982: 205, 219). 
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The Distress of the Double Stigna: Old and Gay 

Much of the literature points to a greater errphasis upon youth and 

physical attractiveness arrong homosexual males as corrpared to heterosexual 

males (Friend, 1987: 315; Harry, 1982: 219; Warren, 1974: 84-5; Hoffman, 

1968: 52; SitTOn and Gagnon, 1973; Weinberg, 1970), and several authors 

claim that this is particularly apparent in gay bar settings. 44 Hooker 

(1967, 176) notes too that, "nothing is JTOre conspicuous in the 'gay' bar 

market than the errphas is on appearance: on dress, manner and body bu i 1 d." 

Similarly, Hoffman ccmnents that, "youth is very 111.Jch at a premilln" in 

such a mecca (Hoffman, 1968: 54) and proclaims that: 

... virtually the sole criterion of value in the homosexual 
world is physical attractiveness, being young and handsc:me 
in gay life is like being a millionaire in a carrn.Jnity where 
wealth is the only criterion of value (1968, 155). 

I n this way, 111.Jch in the manner of conventional culture, "age 

segregation in the gay carrrunity often prevents older and younger gay men 

fran checking out their possibly erroneous assl.l'f"ptions about each other" 

(Berger, 1982: 29). As Blachford suggests, "age stratification is also 

prevalent with its stigna against being old in this society and a worship 

of the idea of youth i tse 1 f" ( B 1 achf ord, 1981 : 186) . Vacha adds that a 

double stigna exists for the older male homosexual - "the old and 

unnarr i ed" ( 1985, 193) . Ne 1 son adds that assigning tabula rasa status to 

the newborn and obsolescence to the old means that, "ageism is the shroud 

our culture wraps around death, making it if'll)ossible for people even to 

acknowledge their fears 111.Jch less examine them" (1985, 124). 
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The Genesis of Gay World Age Structure 

Berger claims that problems arrcng older harosexuals are largely a 

consequence of their relative invisibility in the gay carrrunity such that 

they generally lack specialized support services to provide counsel and 

advice in times of loss of a partner, death and bereavement (1982, 13-14). 

The author a 1 so contends that most gay carrrun it i es rana. in pr imar i 1 y 

oriented to younger people and therefore offer few (if any) older role 

models. As a result, older gay people becane increasingly isolated fran 

heterosexua 1 and harosexua l cannun it i es as a result of the lack of 

supports and meeting areas for harosocial interaction (1982, 14). The 

author also notes that elder gays harosexuals have been taxpayers for a 

good portion of their 1 ives but receive few social services in return 

(Berger, 1982: 14). 

There is sane contention regarding the question of whether 

harosexua ls encounter unique prob 1 ems re 1 ated to aging and 1 ater 1 if e. 45 

Kelly (1977, 331) and Vacha (1985, 191-4) note that the gay elder 

frequently experiences particular problems of discrimination during 

processes of i 11 ness, death and bereavement processes. I n part i cu 1 ar, 

the same-sex partner of a gay man or lesbian is often denied hospital and 

chronic care nursing hane visitation (in sane emergency situations, and 

particularly in Intensive Care Units where only blood relatives are 

permitted), experience interference in the administration of burial and 

funeral service arrangements, and is often denied possession of joint or 
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personal property as designated in the will of the deceased partner. 

The appropriation of such rights is often a result of conflict, 

harophobia and failure to recognize the validity of the remaining 

partner's previous relationship with the deceased. This is generally 

expressed by the biol og i cal f am i l y, their legal representative and a 

(perceived) dcminant familial status in relation to the deceased. It is 

these dilemnas which have encouraged gay men and lesbians to politicize 

and to publicize their concerns in such areas and in so doing, to 

challenge the present status of differential heterosexual and harosexual 

rights and privileges. 

The situation as previously described by Berger has undergone much 

change during the current decade. Gay men and 1 esb i ans, many of than 

aware that they will have no children (and inadequate pensions for sane 

lesbians) or close family merri::>ers to provide physical and arotional care 

for them if necessary during later years, are rrobi l izing to create 

specific services to meet their own needs. Many gay people envision 

exclusively-gay and lesbian nursing hemes, retirement centres and 

apartment carplexes for gay seniors. 

Currently, there are nunerous carrrunity organizations (the largest 

of which include the New York-based SAGE (Senior Action in a Gay 

Environnent) which was founded in 1977 as the first organization to 

address the unique needs of older gays and lesbians, and G.L.O.E. (Gay 

and Lesbian Outreach to Elders) a social service and outreach program for 

the over sixty age cohort)46 ; groups such as Older Lesbian Energy, a 
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support group in Arlington, Massachusetts, SOL (Slightly Older Lesbians), 

a support and social group for the over thirty, with branches in Berkeley, 

San Jose, San Diego, Denver and Santa Cruz, the SSGLC (Society for Senior 

Gay and Lesbian Citizens), a support and social group in Los Angeles for 

the fifty-five and older and Operation Concern, a gay and lesbian elder 

carm.mity outreach program in San Francisco47 ; and specially-designed 

publications (such as Broanstick, published in San Francisco for all wanen 

over forty, Ho l i day Bu 1 let in, a Mi nneapo 1 is correspondence c 1 ub which 

provides for contact with and between older gay men, and Golden Threads, 

a Massachussetts contact magazine for lesbians over fifty. 4S 

Although the age structure of the gay world is still errbryonic, 

there is evidence which suggests that in future, it w i 11 crysta 11 i ze, 

beccming an if'Tl)ortant issue for political ccrrpaigns, special interest 

groups and canrun i ty support service organizations. Just as exclusive 

milieux have been created for the young gay and lesbian (youth telephone 

lines and referral services, support groups and after-hours unlicensed 

discos and dance clubs), associations of Gay Fathers and Lesbian Mothers, 

so too, are we witnessing the emergence of unique soc i a 1 , support and 

special interest groups, bars which cater to older clientele49 and 

alternative living arrangements for elder gays and lesbians. There is 

little doubt that in future, such groups for older gays will coalesce into 

an important part of the movement and will effect social change in the gay 

world and the mainstrea-n. 
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CAPITALIST ENTERPRISE: THE HIG-1 COST OF LIBERATION 

The increased expansion of what was once a ' gay ghetto' has 

continued throughout the 1980s. A new amipotent generation of ccmnercial 

and consi..mer-oriented business enterprises now thrive in most large urban 

centres with visible gay CaTTTl.lnities. Moreover, it becanes increasingly 

apparent that many of the links and supports integral to the lesbian and 

gay nexus of the 1970s have now becane ccmrod it i es in the modern gay 

world. Coupled with a growing sense of sophistication, gay organizations 

have evolved into bureaucratic institutions replete with a myriad of 

geographical branches, many of them CcrllJrised of hierarchies of 

technocratic efficiency experts, adninistrative specialists, intellectual 

substrata and entrepreneurial aspirations. The tendency of centralized 

gay carmunity services and operations to shift fran non-profit status to 

consU11T1ate incorporation means that profit-making and in a word, 

capital ism, reign as more recent and central concerns of the gay world. s: 

Jn recent years, the cover charge for entry into the lesbian and 

gay bars has increased, as has the price of drinks. This appears to be 

a primary consequence of the need for such environs, the high business 

risk and the danand of the patrons (Newton, 1972: 115). Thus, the high 

rates of demand, coupled with a lack of alternatives in many carrn.Jnities 

results in higher prices. In larger cities, where there are often several 

gay and lesbian bars and social alternatives, CClllJetition frequently helps 

to control cover and drink charges. Moreover, when business owners raise 
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prices and discover their patrons willing or able to cover the increased 

costs, there is, in the interests of profit margins and business 

enterprise, no reason not to do so. 

To be a gay person earlier in the movement (throughout the mid 

1970s and early 1980s) was a rruch more satisfying and less costly 

endeavour. Many of the special publications, bibliographic materials, 

original gay and lesbian novels, and collectible items were (as few as 

seven and eight years ago) less than half the price of what most of these 

items sell for today. As the market demand has increased, prices seen to 

have risen accordingly. Furtherrrore, a 1 though there are more books, 

magazines and journals written primarily by and for gay men and lesbians 

on the market, many of the popular classics are out of print or irrpossible 

to find. Collections of early magazines and newsletters are available 

only to the affluent and occasionally, individual voll.Jlles may be unearthed 

by an exclusive antiquary bookseller. In addition, more recent writings 

and reprint editions are costly and rrust be ordered direct fran an 

American or British publishing cal'l)any (which again, increases the cost 

substant i a 11 y) . 

Conventional (non-gay) entrepreneurs have also begun to realize 

the potent i a 1 market for 1 esb i an and gay greeting cards, l ape 1 pins, 

:;· 
games·· , cassettes and records, posters, books, magazines, jewe 11 ery and 

coffee mugs. Several of these items may now be found by browsing 

carefully in specialty jewellery boutiques, small flea markets and surplus 

outlets, novelty distributors and general gift stores as well as in 
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exc 1 us i ve gay gift and book stores. Other i tans, such as Pride Day 

paraphernalia, are often sold by independent non-gays on the street or in 

the park area during the Pride Day celebrations. 

Vendors often wave at marchers and other participants and proclaim 

that their wares rn..1st be seen. I t is of ten easy to di st i ngu i sh these 

merchants frcm their gay and lesbian counterparts by the goods they have 

for sale. Collections of black and white metal triangles, rock group 

buttons, nondescript tee-shirts, sundry vogue sunglasses, costume 

jewellery (emblazoned with peace signs, motorbicycle logos and an array 

of indeterminate designs) and irrproper pink tr i ang 1 es (apex pointing 

upward instead of down) quickly permits recognition of the non-gay vendors 

hoping to 'cash . ' in on a celebration which largely excludes than. 

would sean that: 

Weber's "spirit of capita 1 ist ic enterprise" is time-and
space-bound, but the spirit of the innovating enterpriser 
has flowered in Periclean Greece as well as in Reformation 
England and in the United States (Lee, 1966: 271). 

It 

Moreover, it is worthy of note that a percentage of funds received at gay 

business and support booths is frequently ranitted in one form or another 

to the gay carrnunity at large. This is clearly not the case with most 

conventional entrepreneurs. 
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roNCLUSION 

Much of the extant socio logical l i ter ature fa i l s to capture the 

diversity and carplexity of the m::>dern gay world. In particular, Breton 

(1954) and Harry and Devall (1978) have overlooked the significance of 

cultural artifacts and political structures upon 'subcultural' evolution. 

Many sociologists (Lee, 1979 in particular) have neglected the importance 

of 'deviant' consciousness in subcultural developnent and, in the manner 

of Best and Luckenbill (1982) fail to acknowledge the cL1TUlative nature 

of, and interplay between, various levels of 'deviant' organizational 

sophistication. 

Lee (1979) also examines gay caTTn.Jnities as ecological territories 

in tenns of the varying degrees of institutional carpleteness. This 

perspective fails to account for the significance of gay culture and 

consciousness in subcultural organization and evolutionary developnent. 

However, as in mainstream culture, the cultural artifacts and materials 

of the gay world fragnent, shift and carbine to fonn social structures and 

institutions which aim to serve the lesbian and gay population. Moreover, 

the images, events, nuances, conversations and gay occasions - both 

rn.mdane and spectacu l ar - transcend the territorial and geogr aph i cal 

boundaries of each particular gay caTTTUnity. 

The institutionalization52 of the gay world finds as its parallels 

the black civil rights m::>vement and the wanen's m::>vement, both of which 

have generated specialized services, institutions and unique structural 
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characteristics. The growing politicization of hO"TOsexuality in which 

'private troubles' are transformed into 'public issues' (Mills, 1959) has 

stirrulated a rrovement among gay men and lesbians fran 'the closets to the 

courts', and engendered a shift fran techniques of acccnmodation to those 

of litigation. This has subsequently created increasing heterogeneity and 

factionalism between merrbers of the gay world and dissention between this 

culture and the mainstream. Much of this conflict is a product of the 

strategic opposition between the conservative 'harophile old guard' (pro

accarmodation) and the growing bloc of radical activists (pro

confrontat ion). Similar forms of discord are apparent anong gay men, 

lesbians and the daninant culture. 

The po 1 it icizat ion of hO"TOsexua l ity has also coincided with the 

growth of gender politics within the gay world and the daninant culture. 

The relationship between gay men and lesbians has fluctuated 

between solidarity and conflict. Sane gay men and lesbians continue to 

establish cross-gender relationships which are based largely upon a sense 

of ccnmon history, stigma and shared cultural artifacts. Others define 

themse 1 ves as di st i net 1 y gay or 1 esb i an and these interpretations are 

based on particular political ideologies in addition to the subordinate 

or superordinate social status assigned respectively to male and female 

by a patriarchal culture. 

The advent of Acquired lmn.Jne Deficiency Syndrc:me (AIDS) has also 

stirrulated both unity and discord am:>ng meni:>ers of the gay world and the 

daninant culture. As several authors have observed (notably Shilts, 1987; 
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Crirrp, 1988; Altman, 1986; Kramer, 1989 and Miller, 1989), AIDS originally 

created l'Tl..lch dissention arTDng gay men (and between gay men and lesbians). 

However, a gradual cognizance of the severity and Cafl)lexity of the 

disease has resulted in heightened solidarity and group rrobilization arrong 

and between gay men and lesbians. AIDS has also inspired the creation of 

a specialized and unique service infrastructure and innovative 

institutional arrangements in addition to the acceleration of civil rights 

litigation and challenges to extant clauses and charters of hLITlan rights. 

There are other emerging structures, institutions and organizations 

which continue to evolve and to develop at a relatively rapid pace. An 

examination of the recent literature on gay aging, the rites-of-passage 

unique to gay men and 1 esb i ans and the daub 1 e st i gna of o 1 d and gay 

provides evidence for the existence of an anergent, albeit fledgling, 

crystallization of age structure in the gay world. This is a relatively 

recent phenanenon and may in fact, coincide with the current focus on the 

aged in the daninant culture, and recent develoi:xnents in the fields of 

geriatrics and social gerontology. 

Another recent phenanenon within the gay world concerns the dilemna. 

of gay and lesbian liberation. In the 1980s, liberation has becane, for 

many gay men and lesbians, a capitalist enterprise. In other words, as 

larger nurbers of individuals have begun to patronize gay bars, 

restaurants, guest houses and book stores, consuner costs have increased 

accordingly. Cover charges and rising liquor prices are now carrronplace 

at many gay establisrments. This is particularly apparent in the smaller 
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cities and towns which offer few alternatives and little c~etition for 

the one or two gay or gay-positive businesses that do exist. 

Conventional (non-gay) and gay entrepreneurs have a 1 so becane 

cognizant of the potential, and relatively untapped, consuner market among 

gay men and lesbians. Signs, syrri:>ols and iconographic materials 

(emblazoned on buttons, jewellery, clothing and calenders) have beccme 

marketplace ccmrodities. First edition books, obscure chronicles and 

early JTOvement periodicals and magazines are difficult to acquire and when 

available, fees for original or reprint editions are generally 

prohibitive. 

Lesbian and gay books, bibliographies and buttons were once 

available free of charge at various special events and cam-unity 

celebrations. Generally, such items are now available for a fee, although 

they are often in limited supply. Thus, what was once a 'gay ghetto' has 

now becare part and parcel of the capitalist market and can, when the 

product and location are popular or unique, be an extremely lucrative 

endeavour. To be a gay man or lesbian in the late 1980s or early 1990s 

is a rruch rrore costly endeavour than during the early years of the 

JTOvernent. Such is the price of the new anancipation. 
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END NOTES 

1. The Universal Federation of Metropolitan Cornl.lnity Churches, 
based in Los Angel es is the largest i nternat i ona 1 and gay re 1 i g i ous 
organization. The UFf"CC, with a total of 264 existing chapters worldwide 
(209 across the United States, 14 chapters in Canada, and 41 throughout 
Latin America, Europe and Australia), is the first enduring gay religious 
federation. The Metropolitan CO'nrunity Church (MCC), "a prime exarrple of 
a thoroughly inst itut iona 1 ized concretion of a change rrovement" 
(HLrTPhreys, 1972: 156), was originally founded by Reverend Troy Perry in 
1968 as a non-denaninational church. MCC offers worship services, 
'unions' (gay bondings, sanetimes referred to as marriages) and social 
events for gays and lesbians. 

There are also several other religious organizations throughout the 
world including Dignity/Dignite (Catholic), Integrity (Episcopalian), 
Affirmation (Mor1TOn), Lutherans Concerned and Chutzpah (Jewish). These 
however are mainline denaninations and function independently of the f"CC. 
Other gay religious support groups include Seventh Day Adventist Kinship, 
Gay Buddhists and Christian Scientists. Rueda estimated that a total of 
331 gay American religious congregations, independent of the f"CC, were 
formed by 1980 (1982, 272). He also noted that, "one of the ways in which 
the hanosexua 1 1TOvement becanes part of ( sanet imes even centra 1 to) 
religious networks is by working with other churches on 'social action' 
projects" (Rueda, 1982: 287). 

As Tea 1 suggests, "Perry's churches for hanosexua 1 s ... have been 
criticized for their encouraganent of separatism" (1971, 280), although 
perhaps they should also be carmended for allowing many to express their 
personal religious convictions in an atrrosphere of acceptance. The 
alternative of course, after relinquishing mainstream church worship, is 
to wholly forsake organized religion. 

In Canada, the Council on Harosexuality and Religion (Winnipeg, 
Manitoba) functions in rruch the same manner. The a-iR was founded in 1976 
and registered as a non-profit corporation in 1977, achieving the status 
of charitable organization in 1979. The organization serves primarily as 
a referral service for information, education and public awareness, 
contact personnel and a clearing house for publications, many of which are 
printed and distributed by the CHR. 

New Ways Ministry, based in Mount Ranier, Maryland, serves as a 
centre for networking, support services and advocacy for gay and lesbian 
Cathe 1 ics. NWM was founded in 1977, incorporated as a non-prof it tax 
exanpt corporation in 1978, and currently publishes a quarterly newsletter 
entitled Bondings. Rueda once claimed that: 

Although the power for which they are canpeting is 
ecclesiastical, it is still power and both Dignity and New 
Ways Ministry are essentially po1itica1 organiza~1ons 
jockeying for positions within the catholic Church (1982, 
367). 
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2 . Lesbian and Gay Pride Day is ref erred to by many annual 
participants as an 'institution'. 

3. The relationships and political factionalism between gay men 
have been discussed imp 1 i cit 1 y in this thesis. However, rrore deta i 1 ed 
investigations have previously been accall)lished by various authors. See 
for example, De Cecco and Shivley, 1978; Marotta, 1981; Altman, 1982; 
D'8ni 1 io, 1983; McWhirter and Mattison, 1984; Goodwin, 1989; Kramer, 1989; 
and Miller, 1989. 

4. On October 1 , 1989, e 1 even gay ma 1 e coup 1 es were 1ega11 y 
married in the town ha 11 of Copenhagen, Dennark. Dennark is now the first 
country in the world to legalize gay marriages (Wockner, 1989: 4). 

5. In a landnark 1989 decision, an ottawa judge has declared that 
prohibiting 'private family visits' between a gay innate and his lover 
constitutes a violation of the Charter of Rights and Freedans and thus 
must be permitted (The Hamilton Spectator, November 7, 1989: A3). This 
is an important first step toward a crysta 11 i zed redefinition of the 
family, which includes gay and lesbian couples both with, and without, 
children. It is also a significant milestone for future revisions of gay 
and lesbian hospital visitation rights, insurance benefits and legal 
codification of wills and testirronials. 

6. Such as the gay-positive seSJT19nts of (the character 
'Francesca') the popular Tracy Ullman Show and the popular sitcan, 
'Cheers'. Other gay media success include Tony Awards for best actor and 
best play for Harvey Fierstein's (play and film) "Torch Song Trilogy", an 
Oscar awarded to Robert Epstein for his docudrama, "The Life and Times of 
Harvey Milk", the success of recent plays dealing with AIDS, William 
Hoffman's Broadway hit, "As ls" and Larry Kramer's "The Normal Heart". 

7. See, for exarrp le, Arnold Bruner' s report to Mayor Arthur 
Eggleton and the Council of the City of Toronto, out of the Closet: Study 
of Relations Between the Harosexual CO'nn.Jnity and the Police, Toronto, 
Ontario: 1981. 

8. It is also the gregariousness of gay people, which Hamilton 
refers to as, "the herding instinct among gays" (1973, 192-96), which 
continues to make subsequent gay world evolution possible. 

9. It has not been my intention to provide historical minutiae, 
particularistic details of individual gay or harosexual activist 
networking, or an in-depth analysis of congressional and political 
developments. These have been well-docLrnented elsewhere by Adam (1987), 
D'8nilio (1983 and 1981), Marotta (1981), Boswell (1980), Steakley (1975), 
Sweet (1975), Tobin and Wicker (1972), Teal (1971) and others. Political 
candidates and supporters of the American gay rrovement, including Henry 
Wa 11 ace, Mayor John Lindsey, Senator Edward Kennedy, President J inmy 
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Carter, Mayor Dianne Feinstein, Mayor Edward Koch and Governor Jerry Brown 
have been discussed by Rueda (1982), The Advocate, The Body Politic and 
~hristopher Street and others. 

10. In like manner, Weitz also claims that, " ... the feminist 
rnovement was and is based on the premise that the personal is poJiticaJ" 
( 1984, 246) . 

11. Davis and Kennedy suggest that the early lesbian role-playing 
served as a form of resistance to social oppression. The authors argue 
that, " ... with the developnent of the political activities of gay 
liberation, explicitly political organizations and tactics replaced butch
fem roles in leading the resistance to gay oppression" (1986, 24). 

12. Rueda suggests that: 
Organizations are nothing but extensions of the 
relationships among individuals. The primacy of individuals 
in social and political activism is often lost because of 
our tendency to think of social structures as absolute 
(1982, 419). 

13. Although, Mohr argues that such a coalescence will inevitably 
result in failure, primarily because the goals of each movement are not 
identical (1988, 328). 

14 . Weitz contends however , that " ... the male gay l i ber at ion 
rrovement never truly developed a political theory of hcrrosexuality and 
hooophob i a, but s irrp 1 y created a more activist c iv i 1 l i bertar i an position" 
( 1984, 246) . 

15. As recently as 1970-1971, according to the United States 
Department of Labour, known harosexua 1 s were forbidden to ho 1 d state 
licences for more than fifty-five occupations. This meant that 
hooosexuals were prohibited fran becaning accountants, barbers, dentists, 
lawyers, liquor store owners, physicians, plurbers, real estate brokers, 
cab drivers, veterinarians and of course, teachers, among others (U.S. 
Department of Labour, 1970-71). 

16. Ricketts and Achtenberg note that gays were permitted to act 
as foster parents as recently as 1973 in Chicago (1987, 90). Moreover, 
the first legal adoption by an overtly gay male couple took place in Los 
Angeles in March of 1979 (1987, 92). 

17. Garrison (1989, 28-9) coined this tenn to refer to the one 
thousand or rnore babies that have been born in San Francisco, Boston, 
Washington and New York to gay and lesbian couples in the past five years. 
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18. Such as the Bay Area San Francisco Lesbian and Gay Parenting 
Group, founded in 1983, which now supports an estimated membership of over 
three hundred (Garrison, 1989: 28). 

19. These include Col or ado, Connecticut, Del aware, Hawa i i , 
Illinois, North Dakota, Ohio and Oregon. Wisconsin, New Mexico, Venront 
and Nebraska have specifically decriminalized sodcmy (Mohr, 1988; ILPA, 
1988; Sirrpson, 1976). 

20. These include: East Lansing, Ann Arbor and Detroit, Michigan; 
Alfred, New York; Seattle, Washington; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Boulder, 
Colorado; Berkeley and San Francisco, California; and Colurbus Ohio ( ILPA, 
1988). 

21. Including Egypt, Madagascar, Senegal, Argentina, Aruba, Costa 
Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, Netherlands Anti 11 es, Peru, Uruguay, Iraq, 
Israel, South Korea, Austria, Belgiun, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Spain and 
Canada (ILPA, 1988). Moreover, as Mohr notes, Canada decriminalized gay 
sex in 1969 as a response to Prime Minister Trudeau's now celebrated claim 
that, "the state does not belong in the bedrocms of the nation" (1988, 
94). 

22. These include: California, Washington, Oregon, Alaska, 
Indiana, New York and South carolina (ILPA, 1988). 

23. Including Dermark, Sweden and San Francisco (ILPA, 1988). 

24. Perhaps it is worthwhile to broach the question of whether the 
term 'minority' appropriately captures the harosexual population. Since 
Moore suggests that characteristics of minorities include: 1) a special 
history often involving 2) discrimination and the creation of primarily 
negative stereotypes and the c0111l0n developnent of 3) a form of 
subculture, with 4) a variety of "coping structures" (1976, 237), we might 
agree that there are irrportant, albeit superficial, similarities. 

Kinsman argues, on the other hand, that gay affirmation of 
'minority status' merely constitutes an atterllJt to claim the legitimacy 
and respectability accorded to particular minority groups (1987, 191). 
According to Stephen 0. Murray, who cCJ'Tl)ared the Toronto gay caTTTL1nity 
and the city's ethnic ccmrunity of the 1970s, " ... only in tenns of 
fami l istic orientation is there a difference between the urban gay 
ccmrunity and urban ethnic coom.mit ies" ( 1979, 172). However, we ought 
not to disregard the fact that the extant pattern of familial organization 
is, after all, one of the primary characteristics upon which social and 
political distinctions between gays and non-gays is based. 

25. Recent personal correspondence franGay and Lesbian Derrocrats 
of America (Washington, DC) lists seventy-one derrocratic clubs across the 
United States (GLDA, June 1, 1989). 
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26. A1though Shilts argues that the political persona of the late 
Harvey Milk (San Francisco City Supervisor) was not as pivotal as the 
timing of his election to office and subsequent assassination. In his 
view: 

The entire story of the life and death of Harvey Milk rang 
so true to the experiences of gays throughout the country 
because it already seemed a part of the hanosexual 
collective unconscious, even before it happened; that it 
happened to one man in San Francisco was a mere formality 
( 1982, 348). 

27. A brief list of openly-gay elected officials includes Elaine 
Noble (State Legislator, Massachussetts, 1974), Svend Robinson (Merrber of 
Parliament, Ontario and British ColUTlbia, current), the late Harvey Milk 
(San Francisco City Supervisor, 1978), Art Agnos (Mayor, San Francisco, 
current), Harry Britt (San Francisco President, Board of Supervisors, 
current) and Barney Frank (Congressional Representative, Massachusetts, 
current). 

28. According to Jacobs, the San Francisco-based Ht.man Rights 
Carrpaign Fund, is currently "one of the top ten independent .t>merican PACS" 
(1989a, 35). 

29. Personal cOITTTl..Jnication fran Dr. Richard A. Brymer, McMaster 
University, Hamilton, Ontario (Decerrber 1989). 

30. Gay men and lesbians have long debated the issue of 
'appropriately defined' hanosexuality in terms of its meaning and gender 
affiliation. Thanpson (1985, 56) claims that in assLrning the term 
hanosexual is universally applicable to gay men and lesbians one 
participates in a 'category mistake' as the distinction between the two 
is abundantly clear. In a similar manner, Stanley (1978, 124-5) cites the 
separation lesbians and gay men according to the dissimilarity of their 
respective 1 ifestyles. She argues that since, "there are lesbians and 
there are horrosexuals ... we need the terminological distinction in order 
to do justice to the two different kinds of experience" (Stan 1 ey, 1978: 
124-5). 

Warren however suggests that, 

A hanosexual identity is distinguished fran 
a gay identity by the gay carrrunity, although 
not by the stignatizing society. A hano-
sexual identity simply describes one's sexual 
orientation, whereas a gay identity implies 
affiliation with the gay carrrunity in a cultural 
and social sense (1974, 149-50). 
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This is not a popular distinction in the acadanic literature, although it 
frequently appears in the current newsletters, bar rags and magazines, 
published by and for the gay world. There is no real consensus regarding 
the appropriate terminology and it is frequently a consequence of one's 
individual choice and political status (conservative or militant). 

31 . It is irrportant to note that, as Weeks contends, " ... the very 
extension and broadening of the available sexual categories as a result 
of the wanen's and gay movanents points to their disintegration as unitary 
categories" (1982, 306). 

32. In 1970 popu 1 ar 1 esb i an writer Rita Mae Brown (author of 
Sudden Death, Six of One, Rubyfruit Jungle, Bingo and many other works) 
was dismissed fran NON on the grounds of lesbianism. 

33. Lewis refers to the polarization of lesbian carrrunities 
(closeted or pr iv ate lesbians and activist or public lesbians) as the 
'subculture gap' (1979, 63). 

34. Local gay cannunities varied in the degree of outrage and 
response to the crisis of AIDS. In this case, this very diversity 
underscores the di lemna of generalizing behaviour on a 'world level'. 
However, many of the AIDS activists of the early 1980s, AIDS victims and 
carmunity spokespersons collectively underwent experiences similar to the 
five stages of dying (see Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying, New 
York: Macmillan Inc., 1969). 

35. This article is st.mnarized by Shilts (1987, 244-45) and 
reproduced in its entirety by Kramer (1989, 33-50). 

36. A contradiction seems apparent in the present escalation of 
mainstream interest in han:>sexuality and aging and the growing concern 
(both lay and professional) regarding increasing nUTbers of han:>sexuals 
(and others) afflicted with AIDS, ARC and ARC-I I and HIV-carrier status. 
Is such an interest, 1 ike the posthurous car.passion offered to dead 
heroes, sparked only because so many are dying, or is it perhaps a 
response to the fact that both han:>sexuals and heterosexuals are 
contracting the disease and related syrrptanatology? 

37 . Stan 1 ey however, asks the provocative question, "have you ever 
wondered why if heterosexuality is, in fact, "natural", it had to be 
institutionalized?" (1978, 125). 

38. Severa 1 authors suggest that the process of carli ng out usua 11 y 
occurs at a median age of nineteen or twenty years (Harry, 1982: 134; 
Harry and Devall, 1978: 64; Dank, 1971). However, there appear to be 
countless cases in which this process occurs earlier in adolescence or 
m...1ch later in the life course. 



CHAPTER 6 

DISOJSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In the usual carplicated dialectic of self-affirmation of 
groupness and the percept ion of a group by others, a 
rea 1 i zat ion has cane that emergent carrrunit ies are potent ia 1 
1 ucrat i ve markets: a profit can be made fran groups in 
search of an identity and a heritage. When repression gives 
way to repressive tolerance, minority groups becane special 
markets and have carrnodities syrrbolizing group merrbership 
tailored for them ... (Murray, 1979: 173). 

SLM1ARY 

Many of the concepts associated 'deviant subcu 1 tures ' in the 

socio log i ca 1 1 i ter ature fa i 1 to provide adequate means by wh i ch to 

describe the evo 1 ut ionary deve 1 opment of the gay wor 1 d and emergent 

structures and institutions. However, specific recent developments in 

the theoretical 'state of the art' provide constructs which are useful in 

exploring the genesis and on-going evolution of this world. In 

particular, Breton's original fonrulation of 'institutional carpleteness' 

( 1964) , its 1 ater app l i cation to the study of the territorial gay 

'camunity' (Lee, 1979) and the m::ire recent synthesis of process and 

organization sophistication (Best and Luckenbill, 1982) have guided the 

conceptua 1 framework of this thesis, and the characterization of the 
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energent gay world. 

Most of these theories have in general however, failed to capture 

the cultural materials (historical patterns and increasing consciousness 

and internalization, iconography, assorted canrunity and territorial 

milieux, publishing and press, argot and rhetoric) and structural features 

(the politicization of harosexuality, gender and Acquired lrnrune 

Deficiency Syndrane) and recent and anerging phenanena such as age grade 

systems, structural and institutional development and the repercussions 

of market consurption and capitalism on the liberation rrovanent within the 

rrodern gay world. This has been discussed in extensive detail in Chapter 

One which furnished a background in the history of subcultural theory. 

The remainder of the thesis was based pr imar i 1 y upon a re

conceptualization of the social organization of gay men and lesbians. 

Chapter Two out 1 i ned the hi story of the rel at ions between the 

members of the gay world and conventional culture, which are generally 

personified by persistent intolerance, oppression, persecution and social 

conflict. The early history of same-sex relations (the sixteenth to the 

nineteenth century), the effects of the shift fran agrarian production to 

industrial capitalism, the early harosexual rights rrovanent in Germany 

(1897-1935) and the social conditions perpetuated by World War Two were 

examined in terms of their relationship to the development of early 

harosexual consciousness and canrunity. 

Synopses of significant watershed events of the post-war period 

illustrated the processes of causation, growth, transformation and in a 
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word, evolution, integral to the developnent of gay world organizational 

sophistication and organization. This discussion contributed to the 

cognizance of the processes inherent to the developnent of lesbian and 

gay consciousness, 

canp 1 eteness, cu 1tura1 

organizational 

and structura 1 

sophistication, institutional 

diversity and in genera 1 , the 

evolution of gay and conventional carrrunities, the daninant culture and 

the gay world. 

The genesis and cod if i cation of shared signs , syrrbo 1 s , rhetor i c 

and argot (lesbian and gay iconography) were discussed in detai 1 in 

Chapter Three in order to illustrate the richness and diversity of what 

now Call>r i ses rrodern gay cu 1 ture. A 1 ack of consensus regarding the 

origins and meanings of many of the symbols, argot and slang is one of 

the consequences of their co-optation by the mainstream. 

Many sociologists (eg. Breton, 1954 and Lee, 1979) have overlooked 

the irrportance of consciousness among 'deviant' groups and have therefore 

failed to examine relevant cultura 1 materials and art if acts. Severa 1 

British theorists (eg. J. Clarke, 1975; Hall and Jefferson, 1975; Hebdige, 

1979; and Brake, 1980) have errphasized the irrportance of consciousness and 

iconography upon cu 1tura1 organization and evo 1 ut ion, and have contributed 

significantly to sociological discourse. 

This chapter a 1 so examined the deve 1 opnent of a ccmron se 1 f and 

group consciousness as apparent in the vast assortment of media produced 

primarily during the last four decades. The 1 atter inc 1 udes ear 1 y 

periodicals, cannunity calenders, bar rags, glossy news magazines, poetry 
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and novels, scholarly journals and sma 11 independent lesbian and gay 

presses in addition to mainstream gay and lesbian-oriented films. 

An outline of the history of gay and lesbian bars and an 

examination of the proxemics, roles, stereotypes and camp have 

demonstrated the manner by which these milieux continue to serve as entry 

points, syni:lols, media, carrrunity centres and institutions, in terms of 

their territorial locations in various carrrunities. The bars retain 

sign i f i cant functions in the modern gay wor 1 d in that they provide a 

buffer against stigna (although at times entry into or egress fran a gay 

bar may reinforce public censure), a pool of potential friendship networks 

and sexual partners, and a grapevine of carrrunity events and information. 

This chapter, in large part patterned on British perspectives, explored 

the cultural artifacts by which gay men and lesbians perceive, interpret 

and organize their experiences, realities and, in fact, their world. 

The mosaic of gay and lesbian social milieux, ccrrmittees, 

institutions, religious chapters, political organizations, referral and 

support programs, 

educational and 

special 

pub 1 ic 

interest and working groups, counselling, 

awareness programs, alternative media, 

entertainnent and publishing, and recreation and leisure group activities 

which have developed as responses to the daninant culture, are 

considerable. Moreover, Rueda refers to the proliferation of professional 

caucuses and spec i a 1 interest groups as the "i nte 11ectua1 substratun" 

(1982, 44) of the gay world. A brief list of Canadian examples includes 

the Gay Academic Union, Gay Library Association, Gay and Lesbian Caucus 
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for the Modern Languages, a special interest group affiliated with the 

Modern Language Association, Canadian Lesbian and Gay History Network 

(founded in 1985 as a joint project between University of Toronto and the 

Canadian Gay Archives), and the Gay and Lesbian Resource Centre 

(es tab 1 i shed as a response to the di sso l ut ion of the Winni peg Gay 

Canrunity Centre in 1988). 

Chapter Four introduced and interpreted a distinctive and 

contarporaneous typology which delineates distinct levels of 'pre-world' 

gay and 1 esb i an carrrun it i es, each canposed of varying degrees of 

institutional canpleteness and organizational sophistication. These 

levels were referred to, in ascending order, as the 'carrruter zone', the 

'occasional carrrunity', the 'middle range', 'further development' and 

'pre-world' (highest) carrrunity development. Each of these levels were 

outlined in detail, augnented by current figures, illustrative exarrples 

and ethnographic data. 

This chapter proposed that each of these levels, concurrently 

similar and distinct fran the others, exist sirrultaneously as canponents 

and vehicles for the enhancement, modification and creation of the gay 

wor 1 d as who 1 e . Most of these carrrun it i es share a camon st i gna, 

iconography, cultural artifacts and vernacular, although the extent and 

canplexity of these features differ according to the level of existing 

organ i zat i ona l and inst i tut i ona l development. Thus, the degree and 

sophistication of political, religious, media, recreational and service 

structures of each area were seen to vary. The link which ties these 
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various canrun it i es together is the gay world proper . The sense of shared 

gay culture, identity, ideology and information networks serve as the 

cohesive bonds of this world. 

The gay world subsunes all lower levels of organization, creating 

an interplay within and between these ccmrunities and the mainstream. 

However, the deve 1 opment of the gay world al so irrpedes the expansion, 

developnent and reconstruction of smaller ccmrunities and renders many of 

them non-essential . There are two reasons for this: first, it is not 

uncarmon for a local culture in the process of perishing to be integrated 

into a larger carmunity, becaning a carponent of the larger whole rather 

than struggling to survive as a separate entity. Secondly, as particular 

gay carmunities becane rrore institutionally canplete, these alternatives 

draw residents and rrotivation away fran the smaller canrunities, reducing 

their potential for further development and evolution. These forms of 

redundancy are rrore likely to occur within the lower levels of development 

('comruter zones' and 'occasional carrrunities'). 

Chapter Five outlined the ways in which the rrodern gay world and 

the mainstream are rrodified, transformed and enhanced by the various 

canrunities, politicization and discord which encarpass gender politics 

and the rrore recent issues and challenges propagated by the cataclysm of 

Acquired lrrm..ine Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS). Patterned primarily on the 

black civil rights and wanen's rrovanents, the increasing politicization 

of hanosexuality and subsequent transfer of gay men and lesbians fran the 

'closets to the courts' is an effective means by which to transform 
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'private troubles' into 'public issues' (Mills, 1959). 

Moreover, this politicization has meant that bonds of oppression, 

identity, culture and history once ccnmon among many gay men and lesbians 

now flourish concurrently with increasing ( intra-canrunity and intra

wor ld) heterogeneity, diversity and factionalism. This chapter briefly 

explored sane of the more salient issues involved in determining 

relationships of solidarity and conflict, between gay men and lesbians, 

and among lesbians. In the case of gender politics and sexual 

orientation, it is clear that the 'personal i§. political' (Weitz, 1984: 

246). 

The appearance of Acquired l1TTT1Jne Deficiency Syndrane (AIDS) has 

also generated both unity and discord among and between merrbers of the gay 

world and the mainstrean. At present, it appears that solidarity and 

mobilization, particularly among gay men, have inspired the creation of 

a unique service infrastructure and institutional innovation. In 

addition, civil rights litigation and lobbying aimed at challenging the 

existing hunan rights legislation has accelerated. The politics 

surrounding the AIDS controversy were exar1ined only briefly in this 

chapter since this has previously been accarplished by nunerous others, 

the most carprehensive of which include Altman ( 1986), Shilts ( 1987), 

Crirrp (1988), Kremer (1989) and Miller (1989). 

Chapter five also presented a brief review of the current 

1 iterature on gay aging. An exar1ination of lesbian and gay rites of 

passage and the double stigma of old and gay pointed to a recent and 
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accelerating cognizance of the special needs of the lesbian and gay aged. 

The emergence of gay and 1 esb i an age structures and a corresponding 

service infrastructure also suggests that the organizational 

sophistication and institutional ccmpleteness of the gay world is 

continuing to evolve and to expand. Generally, a heightened awareness of 

problems unique to gay men and lesbians is crystallizing in the evolution 

of special structures to deal with these problems and with the everyday 

social realities of the gay world. 

The final and most recent phenanenon of this evolution concerns 

the impact of modern liberation on the gay world as a whole. Chapter Five 

hypothesized that the relative emancipation of the present movement 

danands both financial and emotional sacrifices among gay world members. 

This has not been previously explored in the literature and was largely 

tentative specu 1 at ion, based exc 1 us i ve 1 y upon recent observations and 

experiences of the author. In general, mainstream and gay world 

entrepreneurs are becaning more aware of the relatively untapped consuner 

potential of gay men and lesbians. As more convent i ona 1 and gay 

industrialists begin to escalate prices, decrease quality, stock limited 

supplies, and place a premiun on goods and services which were once free 

for the asking, what was once referred to as the 'gay ghetto' is 

increasingly emerging as a bureaucratic enterprise, firmly entrenched in 

the capitalist system of the daninant culture. These are but a few of the 

costs associated with the modern liberation of the gay world. 
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DISCUSSION 

Research and investigation in the area of the gay 'wor 1 d' is 

currently hindered by its novel and ephemeral qualities which arise as a 

consequence of its emergent and evolutionary nature. One of the 

difficulties is that, while I do not propose that the gay world be 

considered a reified sociological construct but rather an existing social 

and hence, sociological reality, one cannot be entirely certain that it 

is manifestly corporeal to the irrpartial non-gay, neophyte observer, rural 

or surreptitious gay, or to the critical sociologist. It appears evident 

that, for the urban gay academic, gay male or lesbian participant, this 

gay world exists as a highly visible and corporeal entity. Moreover, such 

a level of organization is particularly conspicuous for the residents and 

participants who traverse this world and experience its essence, since, 

" if men define situations as rea 1 , they are real in their consequences" 

(Thomas and Thanas, 1928: 572). 

Theoretically, individuals who so desire could remain primarily, 

although not yet fully, within the milieux of the gay world. They would 

be expected generally to confonn to normative laws (e.g. rules governing 

criminal behaviours, vehicular speed limits, drinking and driving 

regulations), standard moral principles and orthodox codes of (public and 

private) social conduct. It appears that the existing level of 

institutional carpleteness has not yet reached such a degree that contact 

with the larger culture is considered unnecessary. 
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Just as there are laws, norms, rules, social conventions and codes 

of conduct which nust be obeyed, so too, are there a miscellany of goods 

and services which are not yet available solely within the confines of the 

gay world. These goods and services include grocery, alcoholic, personal 

hygiene and drug-reiated articles; emergency medical care, dental, 

educational, postal, telephone, electrical, housekeeping, consulting, 

employment and repair services; and an assortment of business, housing and 

employment opportunities. This does not irrp l y that gay people are 

generally excluded fran participation in these areas, but rather that they 

sti 11 constitute a relatively invisible minority within these occupations. 

That these aggregate gay carrrunities have coalesced and acquired 

a 'world' level of organizational sophistication ought now to be apparent. 

In sun, 

... in large metropolitan areas, acceptance of hanosexuality 
has grown and will continue to grow, arrong several segnents 
of the population, heterosexual as we 11 as hanosexua l . This 
can only lead, as sane observers have pointed out to 
diversification, integration, and the spread of several 
interrelated hanosexual worlds ... in large metropolitan 
areas, many of these already exist and have becane 
carrrunities in their own right (Rubington, 1982, 52). 

It is these various carrrunities which together constitute, and thus make 

possible, the existing gay world. 

That single events such as Gay and Lesbian Pride Day, or the 

closing of a gay bar, a raid on a book store or bath house, or the street 

'bashing' of a gay man, is carprehensible to other cultures, languages, 

races and religions, suggests that the gay world is truly interrelated. 

Moreover, that particular experiences, events or phrases conjure up 
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similar images arrong gay people everywhere is evidence for a shared gay 

cultural and symboiic universe, or in other words, a gay world. 

It must be errphasized that as these cannJnities and their cultural 

artifacts, institutions and structures continue to evolve, they rrodify and 

enhance rruch of the landscape of the gay world in addition to that of the 

mainstream. Moreover, it should be stressed that this analysis of the gay 

wor 1 d has been developed in terms of an ethnographic present as a 

consequence of the continuing processes of emergence and evolution. This 

wor 1 d, as it is portrayed herein, has al ready undergone change and 

transformation and, since we cannot hold evolution constant nor social 

organization stationary, it is almost inmediately consigned to an 

historical past. Thus, the gay world which has been represented in this 

thesis must be viewed with a cognizance of its terrporal and approximate 

nature. 

The Future of the Gay World: A Few Remarks 

The gay world of the 1990s will likely continue to expand and to 

evolve as a consequence of increased lobbying for gay rights (insurance 

benefits, legalized marriages or 'unions' and new forms of lesbian and 

gay spousal and family legislation) and wi 11 yield rrore visible and 

m.rnerous extended gay f ami 1 i es (adoption, in-vitro f ert i 1 i zat ion and 

artificial insenination). It would seen that future support of gays and 
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lesbians by ma i nstrearn po 1 it i c i ans (new 1 y cognizant of the potential 

voting bloc among gays and lesbians) will continue to increase and will 

serve to intensify visibility and acceptance of gay men and lesbians by 

the daninant majority. A good deal of the historical interaction between 

gay men, lesbians and the mainstream has been characterized by a general 

view and cann:>n fear of harosexual, harophile and gay people as 

'subterranean others'. Much of mainstream public opinion in this regard 

has, however, acquired a considerably rrore positive orientation in recent 

years. As a result, as gay men and lesbians becane increasingly rrore 

visible in the media, literature, academia, and everyday life, they may 

in fact becane rrore accepted, more tolerated and more rrundane. 

Whether the gay world will, in future, becane rrore discrete fran, 

or integrated with, convent iona 1 cu 1 ture is di ff i cult to determine. 

However, I believe it is rrore likely that the two processes will occur 

s irru l taneous 1 y. That is, even as the gay wor 1 d proceeds to nurture 

specialized and distinctive cultural artifacts, organizations and 

institutions and thus grows more discrete; this world will also expand 

its affiliation with the daninant culture, thus becaning rrore diffuse. 

The latter process will becane increasingly apparent in the arena of gay 

politics, particularly in tenns of AIDS, civil liberties and hllllan rights 

issues in general. 

In addition, the acceptance and integration of increased nU'T'bers 

of gay men and lesbians into ma i nstrearn pol it i ca 1 , occupational and 

professional opportunities (in the realm of judicial, educational, 
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religious and health care systems) will not serve to augnent the extant 

degree of institutional carpleteness within a particular gay carmunity. 

Rather, a high degree of gay assimilation into the mainstream will have 

just the opposite effect, and many will surely view this as desirable. 

Although such assimilation to conventional culture would have the effect 

of reducing institutional carpleteness, the likelihood is that it would 

also serve to expand and to render the boundaries of the 'gay world' more 

diffuse. Conversely, should gay men and lesbians continue to form new 

business partnerships, to patronize favourite gay and lesbians bars, 

restaurants, specialty shops, book stores and carmunity centres and to 

struggle for gay rights and privileges, the predicament of segregation 

versus integration will endure. 

Moreover , increasing consLJner ism and capita 1 i st enterprise w i 11 

expand the book stores, specialty shops and mail order products aimed 

at lesbians and gay men. It is plausible that extensive participation in 

the gay and lesbian marketplace, by conventional and gay entrepreneurs and 

business executives, will stirn..Jlate an inundation of high-priced gay and 

lesbian products such as icons, posters, movies and videos, books and 

glossy magazines, travel guides and other miscellaneous items. 

In future, it will be efficacious to investigate whether the 

association of harosexual, gay or lesbian with 'deviant' is, in fact, an 

appropriate equation, given the evolution of the gay world. Several of 

the gay men and lesbians with whan I have spoken hypothesize that religion 

will be the final barrier prohibiting and challenging pedestrian 
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acceptance of harosexuality by the mainstream. An inquiry of this nature 

may constitute one of the rrore salient avenues for in-pending research and 

investigation. 

Certainly other avenues for future exploration and sociological 

analyses include the redefinition of family, spousal issues, the 

crystallization of gay world age structure and institutional development, 

the soc i a 1 and eth i ca 1 irrp 1 i cat ions of A IDS during the 1990s, the 

reverberations of political factionalism and a detailed cost-benefit 

analysis of the conditions of modern liberation. 

Concluding Note 

While by no means a declaration of analytical carpleteness, the 

purpose of this thesis has incidentally become two-fold. Initially, the 

thesis was premised upon the development of a carprehensive perspective, 

and definition, of the gay world as " ... a universe of meanings, carried 

by language, symbols and mythologies (as well as rituals and ideologies)" 

(Wax, 1980: 273) which is also carprised of variegated levels of 

organizational sophistication and institutional carpleteness. The 'gay 

world' has previously been referred to in the sociological and popular 

1 iterature only as an abstracted re if icat ion, an arrbiguous construct 

sinultaneously interchangeable with subculture, sub-society, alternative 

lifestyle and territorial ccmrunity. However, this thesis supports the 
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hypothesis that this world exists as a relatively recent, emerging and 

corporeal ethnographic unit: the gay world. 

Secondly, it is hoped that in addition to the body of the text, 

the 1 iterature reviews, carprehensive reference notes, appendices and 

bibliographical information, wi 11 provide the reader with an adequate 

selection of introductory tools and alternative resources for further 

consideration, investigation and research. Should these resources also 

in sane way benefit readers experiencing identity distress or historical 

curiosity, this thesis will then have achieved its supplementary goal. 
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APPENDIX I 

METHODOLCX31CAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Preliminary Ranarks 

In a style car-parable to that of John Lee (1979), much of the 

research data contained in this thesis has been collected through personal 

participation and observation. Many of the ideas and speculations are 

distinct products of the author's ·~ative' status in the gay world and 

fourteen year participation in various ccmnunities, lifestyles, 

organizations and political structures. Although many of the documents 

and archival materials exist largely within the public dara.in, it is 

imperative that one has acquired at least a partial understanding of how 

to begin the processes of specific data collection and information 

retrieval. Details and descriptions of the history, cultural artifacts, 

publishing and press, ccmnunity development, organizational, political and 

service infrastructures, various milieux, and emerging institutions and 

structural features of the gay world are not always explicit in the annals 

of the popular press, public gay and lesbian chronicles, or dcminant 

media. As a member of the gay world, I am certain that there were far 

fewer avenues closed to me, than I would have anticipated as an outsider. 

Thus, in the fashion of Jant and Darsey (1981, 12), I wholly reject 

the cl aim of detachment, or dispassionate objectivity regarding the 

subject matter of this thesis. As a native of the group proposed as a 
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case history, I too feel that, "the disinterested pursuit of knowledge 

acquires, for its very virtues, the reputation of being unrelated to 

social realities" (Frye, 1967: 2). It is irrperative that one makes an 

obvious effort to present "accurate labels that reflect[ed] the view of 

homosexuality as seen out of their own particular life's window" (Hayes, 

1981: 33). 

Certainly, there are pragrratic difficulties associated with the 

ethnographic research process. For this reason, it is irrportant to remain 

cognizant of the fact that: 

The ethnographer has much in carmon with the explorer trying 
to map a wilderness area. The explorer begins with a 
general problem, to identify the najor features of the 
terrain; the ethnographer wants to describe the cultural 
terrain. Then the explorer begins gathering infornation, 
going first in one direction, then perhaps retracing that 
route, then starting out in a new direction ... Like an 
ethnographer, the explorer is seeking to describe a 
wilderness area rather than trying to "find" s00tething 
(Spradley, 1980: 26). 

Indeed, the ethical issues involved in participant-observation research 

with groups publicly-labelled as 'deviant' are numerous. Those of 

paramount irrportance include the naintenance of confidentiality, the 

protection of anonymity and the acquisition of 'informed consent'. This 

is, however, not the occasion to discuss these issues in great detail, 

nor to investigate the sundry ethical implications of such research. This 

has been successfully accCJ!ll)lished by Becker (1966 and 1970), Brymer and 

Farris (1967), R. Wax (1971), Douglas (1976), May (1980), Thorne (1980), 

M. Wax (1980), and Taylor and Bogdan (1984). 

It is sufficient for present purposes to note that, in research on 
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'deviant' subjects or corrrnunities and subsequent documentation, the 

primary difficulty is one of "multiple identities" (Chrisman, 1976; 

Thorne, 1980). As Chrisman suggests: 

In addition to being observers, [fieldworkers] may have a 
work role ... they may be a ccmnitted member of a group ... they 
may share ethnic identity where that is a salient quality of 
participants ... they may ... be taken to be any number of 
things" (Thorne, 1980 : 2 90) . 

Since, in the manner of Lee (1979) and others, I have acted as a 'deviant' 

much 1 anger than an observer, or social ogist, there are certain moral 

underpinnings, values and biases which may have slightly modified the 

content or direction of this research. As Becker has observed, "we can 

never avoid taking sides" (1966, 245) and the material contained in this 

thesis makes no statement to the contrary. Certainly, it is apparent that 

a certain amount of bias contaminates the raw data of many participant-

observation and ethnographic research studies. However, I make this cl ear 

at the outset and suggest that it is one of the fundamental limitations 

of the present study. 

This work is not however aimed at advocacy scholarship and the 

attempt has been made to balance personal prejudices with sociological 

analyses and ethnographic data. Although it is frequently more difficult 

to remain objectively detached, it would seem that in this case, the 

advantages outweigh such an obstacle. It is desirable to regularly 

calibrate one's sociological lens in order to enhance cognizance of those 

activities, events and extant features of the group which are liable to 

be taken for granted. It is these features which ccmoonly require 
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explanation as well as interpretation, and this is often the case with 

regard to lay readers, group members and sociologists alike. The honing 

of one's sociological lens is acccrnplished, in large part, by persistent 

exploration and dialogue with others who are both a part of, and distant 

from, the gay world. Often, this refers particularly to those external 

to the confines of sociology. 

Method 

As Glaser and Strauss have noted, "when saneone stands in the 

library stacks, he is, metaphorically, surrounded by voices begging to be 

heard" (1967, 163). The same is true of a gay sociologist browsing in a 

gay book store or bar, attending a gay drag show, concert or social gaff. 

I have, as many others have done (eg. Cory, 1951 and 1964, Lee, 1979, 

Sagarin, 1979, Hayes, 1981, Shilts, 1982 and 1987), taken these 

observations as 'data' from numerous sources and various casual 

'informants' (Hayes, 198la, 45-57). Specifically, I have followed the 

methodology of Hayes and Lee in part, and have spent a good deal of time 

listening to the voices of gay people in bars, at meetings, dances, in 

the pages of periodicals, magazines, novels, bar rags, the sociological 

literature (both past and recent) and in the argot, jokes and stories we 

have shared with each other over various ccrnputer bulletin board systars. 

I have acted as a native participant observer, rrruch in the manner 
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of Lee (1979), Marotta (1981), Grahn (1984) Murray (1984), the late 

Richard Troiden (1988), and others too nunerous to mention. It is clear 

that a native member of the group has the ability to c~rehend the 

nuances much better than an outlander, and is rarely canpelled to 

undertake the processes of gaining trust and access, of developing a 

workable level of understanding, argot and impression management prior to 

undertaking the actual research. I have also been involved in networking 

at the grassroots level which has permitted me an understanding of the 

process and the politicization of hcmosexuality, one which is not readily 

fathcmable to an outlander. A passion for books encouraged an amateur 

review of gay literature, journals and magazines sane six years before the 

advent of this thesis and yielded an ample background with which to begin 

this research. A long-standing habit of saving anything book-like also 

provided me with much information regarding the development of the gay 

world and its organizational sophistication, as did pouring over early 

issues of the Advocate, Christopher Street Magazine and the Body Politic. 

Much of the information contained in the previous pages has been 

gleaned through informal discussions, intensive (although prior) 

participation in the Hamilton Gay Camiunity, Gayline Counselling, HUGS, 

GWC, Youth Group, Speaker's Bureau, Dance Carmittee, Gay Phoenix, HUGS 

Bulletin Board System (BBS), visits to gay bars, dance clubs restaurants, 

Lesbian and Gay Pride Day events, concerts, special events, film and video 

prese.'1.tations, gay and lesbian conferences and the Names Project (the AIDS 

Quilt) throughout Ontario, Buffalo and Rochester, New York, and to a 
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1 esser extent, Montreal . I have al so acted as a member of CGRO (the 

Conmittee for Gay Rights in Ontario), RTPC (the Right to Privacy 

Conmi t tee, Toronto) , VGC (Vancouver Gay Ccmnuni ty) and GHC (Gays In Heal th 

Care, Toronto) . 

I have relied most heavily upon the journals, rragazines, books and 

general literature of various gay carrnunities in an att~t to outline 

those gay and lesbian perspectives which were at once both analogous and 

discordant frcm my own. Personal collections of back issues permitted me 

to spend hours sorting through an array of periodicals including the Body 

Politic, Action, Broadside, Fireweed, Pink Inc., Connexions (all of 

Toronto), HALO and GO Info (London), GO Niagara and Gay Unity Niagara 

(GUN), Rights and Freedan.5 (Ottawa), the Lesbian Connection (Michigan), 

Fifth Freedan (Buffalo), Bondings (Maryland), Gays For Equality (~, 

Winnipeg) Lesbian/Lesbienne (L/L, Kitchener-Waterloo) and Gay Information 

(Sydney, Australia). 

The more recent publications surveyed include Alternative 

Expressions (Buffalo), Rites, Xtra!, the Gay Archivist, Lesbian and Gay 

Pride Day magazines (LGPD) and the WEB (all of Toronto), Gaielivraison 

(Winnipeg), the Guide (Boston), Broan.5tick and OUt/Look (San Francisco), 

campaign (Australia), Lesbian Ethics (New York), Lambda Rising 

(Washington, D. C. ) and L 'Androgme (Montreal) . Travel guides such as the 

Gayellow Pages (National Edition #17, 1989) and Places of Interest to 

Women (1988) and the carrnunity-oriented Toronto Area Gay Directory (1989) 

have been indispensable resources for contact and dialogue. Prevailing 
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membership in the Sociologists Lesbian and Gay Caucus, the Gay and Lesbian 

Caucus for the Modern Languages (a sub-group of the Modern Language 

Association), and the Lesbian and Gay History Network has also yielded 

extensive newsletters, bibliographies, book reviews and resource lists. 

I have examined a variety of other gay press resources including 

novels, plays, anthologies, cultural and historical studies, lexicon and 

semiotic analyses and miscellany. Moreover, lesbian/feminist journals 

and reviews, the sociological and historical literature in addition to 

excellent journalistic contributions by such authors as Hannon (1981, 

1989), Fitzgerald (1987), Shilts (1987), Fernandez (1989), Garrison (1989) 

and Jacobs (1989), have added much to the content of this thesis. Many 

researchers are well-versed in the value of teasing out applicable 

references and there are rrany exceptional bibliographies which have 

facilitated this particular quest. The better bibliographies include 

Dynes (1987), Crawford (1984), MacCowan and Cruikshank in Cruickshank 

(1982), Grier (1981)1, Foster (originally 1956, reprinted 1985) and 

Malinowsky's International Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals 

(1986). Al though sc:mewhat dated, bibliographies ccmpiled by Parker (1966 

and 1971), Sharma and Rudy (1970), Weinberg and Bell (1972), Arno Press 

(1975) and Bullough, Legg, et al. (1976)2 are worth investigation for 

researchers working in the area of hanosexuality. The value of tracing 

sociological abstracts, individual bibliographies and journal references 

cannot be overstated. 
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In following the research trail, I contacted several groups and 

organizations throughout Canada and the United States. I forwarded query 

letters to ninety-five American and Canadian clubs and organizations, 

informing them of both my sexual preference (in order to appear both 

sincere and non-threatening) and my academic research (offering informed 

consent in the only available fashion). Of these, eleven of the American 

organizations failed to acknowledge my inquiries (two letters were marked 

'return to sender') and eighteen of the lesbian and gay organizations in 

Canada did not. The American organizations which did respond were most 

helpful, sending me free publications, newsletters and best wishes in my 

research. Most of the Canadian organizations forwarded only the specific 

information requested, when available, with the exception of three groups.3 

Overall, this extensive correspondence also served many 

incidentally beneficial purposes, such as providing me with information 

on other existing groups, supplanenting my tm.derstanding of the diversity 

of the gay world, and affording me just cause to ccmnence on-going 

dialogue with many warm, friendly and helpful people. The Canadian Gay 

Archives (CGA, Toronto), the Council on Haoc>sexuality and Religion (CHR, 

Winnipeg), the Corrmittee on Lesbian and Gay History (Annandale-on-Hudson, 

New York), Svend Robinson, M.P. (Ottawa), the National Organization of Gay 

and Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals (Chicago, Ill.), New 

Ways Ministry (Mt. Ranier, Maryland), the Universal Fellowship of 

Metropolitan Cc:mmmity Churches (UFMCC, Los Angeles), the National Gay and 

Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF, Washington, D.C.), the Harvey Milk Lesbian and 
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Gay Democratic Club (HMLGDC, San Francisco), the Gay and Lesbian Democrats 

of America (GLDA, Washington, D.C.) and the staff of the San Francisco 

Examiner have, in particular, been most generous and terribly kind. 

Al though research may be regarded as a cumulative process and 

therefore a highly worthwhile endeavour, it brings with it many 

limitations. Most significantly, while engaging in sociological inquiry, 

it is imperative that both researcher and audience remain cognizant of the 

fact that, "all the data will never be 'in', since the social world is 

al ways changing and since new research is al ways being done" (Schur, 197 9: 

495). This is particularly apparent with regard to the on-going evolution 

of the gay world. 
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NOTES 

1. See Barbara Grier, The Lesbian in Literature, Tal 1 ahassee, 
Florida: Naiad Press, third edition, 1981; and Lyndall MacCowan and 
Margaret Cruikshank, "Bibliography", in Cruikshank (eel. ) , Lesbian Studies: 
Present and Future, New York: The Feminist Press, 1982 (pages 237-273). 

2. See William J. Parker, Hc:mosexuality: Selected Abstracts and 
Bibliography, San Francisco: Society for Individual Rights, 1966, and 
Homosexuality: A Selective Bibliography of over 3000 Items, Metuchen, New 
Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1971. (Supplements published 1977 and 1985); 
Vern L. Bullough, W. Dorr Legg, et al., An Annotated Bibliography of 
Homosexuality, New York: Garland, 1976; Martin S. Weinberg and Alan P. 
Bell, Homosexuality: An Annotated Bibliography, New York: Harper and Row, 
1972; and Unmesh D. Sharma and Wilfred C. Rudy, Homosexuality - a select 
bibliography, Waterloo, Ontario: Waterloo Lutheran University, 1970. 

3. For example, two gay men fran one of these organizations, based 
in Toronto, graciously offered to meet me at a lesbian and gay bar in 
Hamilton in order to personally deliver bibliographic materials in order 
to save postage and mail damage. Another gay rran in Winnipeg attempted 
to assist me in gathering statistics which, even at this time, are 
unavailable. He also suggested possible avenues of assistance, forwarded 
me a 'care package' of assorted materials and expressed a genuine interest 
in the success of the research. 
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1896, Germany - Adolph Brand (writer and bookseller) published der Eigene 
which focused on classical culture and man-boy relationships. 

1897, Germany - Scientific Humanitarian Camri.ttee (SHC) assembled. 
Published The Yearbook for Intermediate Types, 1899-1923. 

1902, Germany - Corrrnunity of the Special founded. 

1909, France - Akademos published. 

1911, Netherlands - Dutch version of SHC established by a lawyer named 
Scharer. Published annual reports. 

1921, Berlin - First known gay theatre company, "Theater des Eros", 
founded. 

1924, Chicago - development of the Society for Human Rights. 
Published Friendship and Freedom, 1924. (2 issues). 

1924, France - First French gay journal, Inversions published. (5 issues). 

1940, Netherlands - Dutch gay and lesbian organization, COC (CUltuur-en 
Ontspannings-centrum or the Centre for culture and Recreation) 
founded. Published Levensrecht (now called SEK), first three 
issues, 1940. An outgrowth of the COC, the Dialoog Foundation, a 
service group, provides referrals, counselling and information. 

1945, New York (male), Los Angeles (female) - Veteran's Benevolent 
Association (VBA). 
Lisa Ben (pseudonym and acronym for '1 esbian' ) a member of the 
female chapter of the VBA distributed Vice Versa, a mimeographed 
paper, 1947-1948 (9 issues), al though it reached mainly private 
households. 
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1948, New York - Harry Hay developed the idea of the Bachelors For 
Wallace, which never assembled as a group, although rrany authors 
irti>lY that it did). Hay later applied these original ideas to the 
forrration of the Mattachine. 

1949, New York - Knights of the Clock, Inc. founded. 

1951, Los Angeles - Developnent of the Mattachine Foundation. 
Published Mattachine Review, 1955-1967. 

1952, Los Angeles - One, Inc. emerged out of the Mattachine. 
Published One, 1953-1969, although several sources claim that it 
was defunct in 1967. 

1955, Boise, Idaho - Hanosexual 'witch hunt' occurred, during which more 
than one hundred men were questioned and nine were sentenced to 
prison terms with maximum sentence of fifteen years. 

1955, 5an Francisco - Daughters of Bilitis (D.O.B.) formed. 
Published The Ladder, 1956-1972 (although sane sources suggest that 
The Ladder was published solely during the years 1963-1966). 

1957, Great Britain - The Wolfenden Report, a study by the British 
government, was undertaken and recannen.ded the de-criminalization 
of hCJIX)Sexual acts between consenting adults. The Report finally 
passed into law in 1967. 

1958, Great Britain - founding of The Haoosexual Law Reform Society. Now 
Albany Trust, it operates as a counselling and information service 
for hanosexuals. 

1961, san Francisco - The Tavern Guild established as an advocacy group 
for "gay control of gay bars" which frequently mobilized to resist 
police pressures (Teal, 1971: 108). 

1962, Toronto - The Melody Roan, an after-hours club featuring drag shows 
opened at 457 Church Street. The address is significant: 457 
Church later became the lesbian bar and dining coterie, Together. 
It subsequently changed hands several times in mid nineteen-eighty, 
becaning a lesbian and gay establisbnent, The 457, lesbian-only, 
Together Again and is presently a gay rral e bar and restaurant, The 
457. 
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1963, Washington Mattachine, New York Mattachine, Janus Society of 
Philadelphia and the D.O.B. formed the East Coast Homophile 
Organizations (ECHO), which was succeeded in 1965 by a series of 
Eastern Regional Coalitions of Homophile Organizations (referred 
to as ERC, ER.CH, and more canoonly, ER.CHO). 

1963, England - Minorities Research Group founded by and for lesbians (the 
name of the group is somewhat misleading) and published the 
broadsheet Arena Three. However, by 1966, membership still 
remained at 1 ess than one thousand and the group was headed toward 
dissolution. 

1964, Vancouver - ASK Newsletter, published by the Association for Social 
Knowledge. ASK disbanded in 1968 and publication ceased. 

1964, Toronto - Gay (1 ater enti t 1 ed Gay International ) 
published by the Gay Publishing Coopany. 

premiered, 

1964, Toronto - Two, modelled on San Francisco's One magazine, published 
by Gayboy (later Kamp) Publishing CClT()any. 

1964, San Francisco - formation of the Society for Individual Rights 
(SIR). Published Vector beginning 1965. 

1964, San Francisco - Col.mcil on Homosexuality and Religion (CHR) 
established. 

1965, Los Angeles - Tangents, under the rubric of its popular corporate 
name, the Homosexual Information Centre (HIC) was established. 
Published monthly newsletter, Tangents. 

1965, Netherlands - COC published Dialoog until 1967. 

1966, Toronto, Canada - Two magazine published monthly for one year. 

1966, North American Conference of Hanophile Organizations (NACHO) held 
their first conference in Kansas City. The problem was that 
" ... NACHO had become a bureaucracy and was on its way to beccming 
a super-organization" (Dick Leitsch, MSNY Delegate, 1970). 

1967, Los Angeles - The Los Angeles Advocate was first published by 
Personal Rights In Defense and Education (PRIDE) as a monthly 
newsletter, which became a full tabloid in 1969 and was published 
bi-weekly as The Advocate in May of 1970 (continuing). 
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1967, New York City (Morningside Heights) - Formation of the first 
'university chartered' American hanosexual organization, the 
Student Hcmophile League (SHL) established at Columbia University. 

1967, New York City (Greenwich Village) - The Oscar Wilde Memorial 
Bookstore opened by gay activist Craig Rodwell. 

1968, Los Angeles - Reverend Troy Perry founded the Metropolitan Camruni.ty 
Church (MCC) 

1969, Toronto - The University of Toronto Hanophile Association, Canada's 
first distinctly gay association, formed in October. 

1969, New York - Gay Liberation Front (GLF) formed. Published Come Out! 

1969, New York - Gay Activist's Alliance (GAA), the more 'hip', less 
revolutionary alternative to GLF, emerged. 

1969, New York - Founding of Dignity (often referred to as Dignite), a 
gay Catholic congregation, with chapters throughout the world. 

1969, Netherlands - COC published ~ (which replaced. the previously 
defunct Dialoog) until 1971. 

1970, Buffalo, New York - Fifth Freedan published monthly by the 
Mattachine Society of the Niagara Frontier, Inc. Superseded by 
New Fifth Freed.an in February 1983 as a result of internal 
Mattachine factionalism and membership turnover. 

1970, New York - The Gay Ccmmmi ty Centre of New York opened in December. 

1970, San Francisco - Lesbian Mother's Union organized. 

1971, Toronto, Canada - The Body Politic (TPB) published until November 
of 1987. 

1972, Ottawa - GO Info first published (July) by Gays of Ottawa. 

1972, Chicago - National Coalition of Gay Organizations (NCGO) formed, 
and was sponsored by Gay Activist's Alliance (GAA) and Chicago Gay 
Alliance ( CGA) . 

1973, New York - formation of the National Gay Task Force (NGTF). 

1973, Toronto, Canada - The Canadian Gay Liberation Movement Archives. 
Name changed to Canadian Gay Archives in 1975. 

1974, New York - initial publication of The Wishing Well, a lesbian 
contact publication. 
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1975, Toronto, Canada - formation of the Coalition for Gay Rights in 
Ontario (CGRO). The name was changed to Coalition for Lesbian and 
Gay Rights in Ontario (CGLRO) in 1985-86. 

1975, London, Ontario - HALO Grapevine published by Homophile Association 
of London, Ontario. Current title, HALO Newsletter. 

1977, Toronto, Ontario - Gay Archivist published by the Canadian Gay 
Archives (continues on irregular basis). 

1977, Baltimore, Maryland - New Ways Ministry (NWM) formed. 

1978, Toronto, Ontario - CGRO News published. Succeeded in 1983 by It's 
Your Move (continuing). 

1978, Toronto, Ontario - Lambda Business Council incorporated. 

1978, Toronto, Ontario - Bread and Roses Credit Union established for the 
purpose of withdrawing monies £ran other financial coopanies 
refusing to divest their South African holdings. The motto of 
Bread and Roses is, "banking for social change". Their most recent 
advertisement proclaims, "cane in and see what it feels like to be 
openly gay and proud in your bank?" (Pride Day leaflet, June 1989). 

1978, Washington - First gay march on Washington drew almost one hundred 
thousand participants, and the Washington march in 1987 attracted 
five hundred thousand (O'Loughlin, 1989: 36). 

1979, Toronto, Ontario - Action published by the RTPC (Right To Privacy 
Comni t tee) . 

1979, U.S. - Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) organized, 
now spanning over two hundred chapters in the United States. 
Family and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (FFLAG) is the Canadian 
equivalent. 

1980, St. catharines - Gay Niagara News published by Gay Unity Niagara 
(GUN). Ceased in 1983. 

1980, Vancouver, B.C. - The Radical Reviewer Published. Ceased in 1984. 

1980, Vancouver, B.C. - Ccmmmity newsletter (Feb.) becarre VGCC News 
(March) published by the VGCC (Vancouver Gay Camruni ty Center) , 
succeeded in 1983 by Angles (continuing). 

1980, Hamilton, Ontario - Mc.Master Hc:mophile Association defunct, 
superseded by Harni 1 ton United Gay Camn.mi ties (HUGS) . 
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1980, Toronto, Ontario - The Right To Privacy Ccmni.ttee (RTPC) was 
organized as the rrature version of the Barracks Defence Fund 
(financial support group for bawdy house found-ins and keepers) of 
1979. 

1982, Buffalo, New York - The Gay and Lesbian Cannu:nity Center opened. 

1982, Hamilton, Ontario - The Gay Phoenix monthly newsletter published by 
HUGS (continuing). 

1982, Hamilton, Ontario - HUGS gay and lesbian office opened in central 
downtown. 

1984, Toronto, Ontario - Xtra! published by Pink Triangle Press. 

1985, New York - founding of ''Harvey Milk High School" (named after the 
gay San Francisco city Supervisor, Harvey Milk, who, along with 
Mayor George Moscone was assassinated by farmer city supervisor 
Dan White in 1978) opened by the staff of the Hetrick-Martin 
Institute (a social services gay youth centre fotmded in 1983 in 
New York City). 

1985, Los Angeles - Northern Lights Alternatives (NIA) assembled to frEte:" 
gay support for people living with AIDS and AIDS-related illnesses. 

1986, Hamilton, Ontario - Hamilton Aids Network for Dialogue and Support 
(HANDS) established. 

1986, Washington, D.C. - Names Project (AIDS Quilt) first begtm by Cleve 
Jones and friend as they designed a quilt in their back yard to 
carrnemorate the death of a close friend. 

1986, Buffalo New York - Alternative Expressions published monthly 
beginning in August, continues. 

1988, Hamilton, Ontario - HUGS BBS established (operating 24 hours per 
day, 7 days per week). 

1988, Los Angeles - NIA published first Alternatives Quarterly, furnishing 
a gay f arum for AIDS discourse, heal th and grief counselling, 
providing access to available support services, and news of AIDS
related developments on the National front. 

1988, 
Los Angeles - "Lambda Del ta Lambda", the first American lesbian sorority, 

assembled at UCLA. 

1988, Britain - Clause 28 (prohibiting hanosexuality) was passed by the 
British Parliament. 
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1989, Copenhagen, Denmark - First country to legalize gay marriage. 
Eleven gay male couples were married at Copenhagen City Hall on 
October 1. 



APPENDIX III 

MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS AND SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS 

AIDS Organizations and Resources 

ACT UP: AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power 
496-A Hudson Street, #G4 
New York, New York. 10014. 

AIDS Camri.ttee of Toran.to {ACT) 
P.O. Box 55, Station F 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. M4Y 2L4. 

Canadian AIDS Society 
267 Dalhousie Street, #201 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Canada. KlN 7E3. 

Hamiltan AIDS Network for Dialogue and SUpport (HANDS) 
143 James Street South, Suite 900 
Hamilton, Ontario. 
Canada. LSP 3Al. 

International Association of Lesbian and Gay Archives (ALGAL) 
3823 - 17th Street 
San Francisco, California. 94114. 

The NAMES Project (The Names Project Quilt: An AIDS Memorial) 
Box 14573 
San Francisco, california. 94114. 

Northern Lights Alternatives cana.da 
The AIDS Mastery (AIDS and ARC workshops) 
P.O. Box 5145, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSW 1N5. 
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Educational Resources 

Canadian Gay Archives (OOA) 
Box 639, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSW 1G2. 

Camri.ttee for Lesbian and Gay Studies at CUNY (CTJ\GS) 
City of New York Graduate Centre 
c/o Long Island University 
University Plaza, 
Brooklyn, New York. 11201. 

Gay and Lesbian Caucus for the Modem Languages (GUfCL) 
(Publishes GSN, Gay Studies Newsletter) 
P.O. Box 415 
Kittery, Maine. 03904z. 

One Institute 
3340 Country Club Drive 
Los Angeles, California. 90019. 

Wiruripeg Gay and Lesbian Resource Centre 
Box 1661 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Canada. R3C 2Z6. 

Miscellaneous Special Interest Groups 

Gay and Lesbian History an Stanps Club 
Box 3940 
Hartford, Connecticut. 06103. 

International Gay Rodeo Association 
Box 50270 
Reno, Nevada. 89513. 

International Gay Travel Association (IGTA) 
P.O. Box 18247 
Denver, Colorado. 80218. 

Lesbian and Gay Carmmi.ty Appeal of Toronto 
Box 2212, Station B 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSS 2T2. 
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National Association of Black Lesbians and Gays 
19641 West Seven Mile 
Detroit, Michigan. 48219. 

Realty Referral (Gay Realtor's Network) 
Box 14221 
Portland, Oregon. 97214. 

Older Gay and Lesbian Groups 

Gay and Lesbian outreach to Elders (G.L.O.E.) 
c/o Operation Concern 
1853 Market Street 
San Francisco, California. 94103. 

Golden Threads (correspondence club for lesbians over 50) 
P.O. Box 2416 
Quincy, Massachussets. 00269. 

Senior Action in a Gay Enviramnent (SAGE) 
208 West 13th Street 
New York, New York. 10011. 

Political Organizations 

Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights in Ontario (CLGRO) 
P.O. Box 822, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSW 1G3. 

Gay and Lesbian Deloocrats of America (GI.DA} 
114 - 15th Street NE 
Washington, DC. 20002. 

Hamiltan United Gay Societies (HOOS) 
P.O. Box 44, Station B 
Hamilton, Ontario. 
Canada. 181 7T5. 

The Harvey Milk Lesbian and Gay Deoocratic Club (H.M.L.G.D.C.} 
P.O. Box 14368 
San Francisco, California. 94114. 
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National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) 
1517 U Street NW 
Washington, DC. 20009. 

Professional Groups 

Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Artists in the Entertainment Industry 
P.O. Box 69Al8 
West Hollywood, California. 90069. 

American Federation of Teachers National Gay and Lesbian Caucus 
3328 Edgemont Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19134. 

Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrists 
1721 Addison Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19146. 

Association of Lesbian and Gay Psychologists 
2336 Market Street, #8 
San Francisco, California. 94114. 

Camri.ttee an Lesbian and Gay History 
Department of History 
Bard College 
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. 12504. 

Gays and Lesbians In Health Care (GLHC) 
P.O. Box 6973, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSW 1X7 . 

Gay and Lesbian Task Force, American Library Association (GLTF) 
3824 Fremont 
Chicago, Illinois. 60613. 
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The National Organization for Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical 
Professionals (N.O.G.L.S.T.P.) 
P.O. Box 14138, 
Chicago, Illinois. 60614. 

Society for Gay and Lesbian Philosophy: 
Gay and Lesbian caucus (SGALP and GALC) 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 53706. 



OR: 
Department of Philosophy 
John Carroll University 
University Heights, Ohio. 44118. 

Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists (SOI.GA} 
Anthropology Department 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan. 48202. 

Sociologists' Lesbian and Gay caucus (SLGC} 
P.O. Box 415 
Claremont, California. 91711. 

Religious Organizations 

Council an Haoosexuality and Religion (OIR) 
Box 1912 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Canada. R3C 3R2. 

Metropolitan Cami.mi ty Church (.HCC) Toronto 
2029 Gerrard Street East 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. M4E 2B3. 

New Ways Ministry 
4012 - 29th Street 
Mt. Ranier, Maryland. 20712. 

Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Camlmi.ty Churches (U.F.M.C.C.) 
5300 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 304 
Los Angeles, California. 90029. 

Popular Publications 

The Advocate (glossy monthly rragazine) 
Box 4371 
Los Angeles, California. 90078-4371. 

Alternative Expressions (monthly camrunity news booklet) 
P.O. Box 446 
Buffalo, New York. 14204-0446. 
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Broat5tick (monthly magazine by and for wanen over 40) 
3543 - 18th Street, #3 
San Francisco, California. 94110. 

Carrpaign (Australian monthly newsrnagazine) 
P.O. Box A228 
Sydney South, New South Wales. 2001. 

Christopher Street (glossy monthly magazine) 
Box 1475 
New York, New York. 10008. 

Journal of Hcrrnsexuality (mJnthly scientific/academic journal) 
c/o The Haworth Press, Inc. 
12 West 32nd Street 
New York, New York. 10001-3813. 

out/Look (glossy national lesbian and gay quarterly) 
Out/Look Foundation 
347 Dolores Street, Roan 333 
San Francisco, California. 94110. 

Partners (monthly newsletter by and for gay and lesbian couples) 
Box 9685 
Seattle, Washington. 98109. 

Rites (lesbian and gay newspaper, published ten times per year) 
Box 65, Station F 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. M4Y 214. 

Xtra! (bi-monthly cClT111Uility newspaper) 
Box 7829, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Canada. MSW 1X9. 
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APPENDIX IV 

POPULAR GAY AND LESBIAN TRAVEL GUIDES 

Guide Cris: 

This international guide, published in San Francisco in 1958, 
appears to be the first of its kind but is not presently one of the more 
popular travel guides for Canada or the United States (Dynes, 1985: 62). 

Bob Damran's Address Book: 

Published annually for men, San Francisco (The Damaron Canpany, 
P.O. Box 11270, San Francisco, california, 94101) since 1964. currently 
contains over 6,000 listings. 

The Dama.ran Road Atlas: 

Published by the Damaron Canpany first in 1989, the Atlas provides 
maps and listings for 65 major metropolitan areas in North America. 

The Waran's Traveller: 

Published by the Damaron Company, new in 1989. 

Spartacus Guide: 

Men's guide published annually in Amsterdam since 1970. 

Ga.yell ow Pages: 

Published annually in New York (Renaissance House, Box 292 Village 
Station, New York, N.Y. 10014) for men and wanen since 1973. 

GUIDE to the Gay Northeast: 

Monthly magazine for men (Fidelity Publishing, Boston, Mass. 02199) 
published since 1980. 
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Places of Interest to Waren: 

Published annually (Ferrari Publications, P.O. Box 35575, Phoenix, 
Arizona. 85069) since 1981. 

Places of Interest for Men: 

Published annually by Ferrari Publications, Phoenix Arizona, since 
1985. 

INN Places: 

Special accc:mnodation-only version of Places of Interest Guide. 
Published annually for men and wcrnen by Ferrari Publications, Phoenix, 
Arizona, since 1988. 

Gaia' s Guide: 

Published annually in New York and London for wcrnen, since 1975. 

Lavender Guide: 

Published in Montreal since 1988, by the Montreal Gay camrunity's 
'Project Lavender'. 

Gay Travel Maps and Guides: 

A collection of twelve infonration brochures and maps detailing 
gay clubs, bars and organizations in major Canadian and American cities. 
Published by David James Press, Ltd. (Flushing Ave. and Curru:>erland st. I 

Bldg. 280, Suite 603, Brooklyn, New York. 11205) and updated annually. 
These maps and guides are usually available free at local gay book stores 
and small businesses. 



Final Glances 

Quentin Crisp, famous gay English writer: 

There are many aspects of the conterrporary gay subculture 
that I find ridiculous, but nothing could be more ridiculous 
than to say, as sane critics have, that I am antihomosexual 
(sic) sint>lY because I do not embrace every twitty gay fad 
that canes along. I think that a lifetime of listening to 
disco music is a high price to pay for one's sexual 
preference. (As quoted in Rutledge, 1987: 198-99}. 

Bette Midler, U.S. entertainer: 

For Christ's sake, open your roouths; don't you people get 
tired of being stepped on? (As quoted in Rutledge, 1987: 
201). 

Robert Morley, English actor: 

It's a wonder you have any hanosexuals in America, because 
daily, the children are banbarded with anti-hcrnosexual 
propaganda. You even pronounce the word differently than 
we do - you give it a rather nasty solfild. (As quoted in 
Rutledge, 1987: 199). 
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